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Abstract

Increasing the use of multicultural education in a preschool located in a

homogenous Midwest community. Hartke, Cheryl L., 1997. Practicum Report, Nova

Southeastern University, Master's Programs In Life Span Care And Administration.

Descriptors: Preschool Multicultural Education Curriculum / Preschool Anti-bias

Curriculum / Preschool Multicultural Materials / Preschool Teacher Training In

Multicultural Education / Preschool Multicultural Literature.

The inclusion of multicultural education into the curriculum of child care centers

is becoming a necessity as the ethnic make-up of society continues to change. Children

living in a homogenous community and also attending a daycare with a homogeneous

population must be exposed to multicultural education as part of the daily curriculum.

This is essential in order to provide experiences that are not available due to the ethnic

make-up of the community and child care center.

The author designed and implemented a strategy intended to increase the use of

multicultural education through a four part process. The process included: development

of resource lists, exploration of teachers' attitudes, improvement of multicultural

materials available for use, and increasing teachers' knowledge with information

provided during weekly meetings.

Overall, the use of multicultural education increased. Teachers included

multicultural activities in all areas of the curriculum on a regular basis, more materials are

now available for classroom use as a result of parent donations and the development of a

resource room. Teachers also have more ideas for planning multicultural activities due to

the material included in the appendices of this report. Continuation of the above efforts
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and further training will keep improving the use of multicultural education at the author's

center.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The setting in which the problem occurred

The child care center in which the practicum was based is located in a middle to

upper middle class suburb. It is approximately 15 miles north of a large metropolitan

area. It is a private, for profit corporation which began operation in 1965. The center

enrolls children from 6 weeks of age through kindergarten during the school year. A

school age program for children up to age 10 is added during the months of June, July

and August. The child care center operates Monday through Friday from 6:00 A.M. to

6:45 P.M. and is closed only for six major holidays each year. The licensed capacity for

the center is 300 children. At the time of this report the daily enrollment fluctuates from

250 to the upper 200's.

Tuition fees provide the monetary funding for the infant and preschool program.

Tuition along with state funded money allocated through the public school district's

auxiliary funds, provides the monetary resources for the chartered kindergarten program.

The center opened for business in 1965 with an enrollment of 12 children.

Through the years the facility had expanded as the community changed from an

agricultural base to an industrial base. Farmland became the sites of new homes and

buildings for new types of industry. Sue Bennett (personal communication, December

30, 1996) from the local Chamber of Commerce provided the figures for comparing the

residential population to the work-day population. By comparing these figures, the

growth of the industrial base was easily seen. At the time of this report, the residential

population was 13,000 while the work-day population increased to about 70,000 people.
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Because of the large number of people coming into the community to work, child care

services were in high demand.

The Chamber of Commerce also provided information concerning the type and

amount of businesses operating within the city. The community had approximately 2,000

businesses, most of which were small, office related or professional work places that

provide health services. The community had a few companies which did light, industrial

work, but there were no large factories that did heavy, industrial work.

The different ethnic groups that were served by the center were very similar to the

population of the community in which the center was located. This was determined by

comparing the figures provided by the local Chamber of Commerce and the figures that

the center provides to the State Department of Education each year. S. Bennett (personal

communication, December 30, 1996) from the local Chamber of Commerce provided the

information obtained from the latest census, which was completed in 1990. Table 1

shows the comparison of the percentages of the different ethnic groups located at the

child care center and those within the community in which it was located.

Table 1

Percentage of Ethnic Groups Located in the Center and Community

Center Ethnic Groups

Caucasian 92%
African American 4%
Asian American 2%
Hispanic less than 1%
Native American less than 1

Other less than 1%

Community Ethnic Groups

Caucasian 91.8%
African American 4.6%
Asian American 2.5%
Hispanic .3%
Native American .05%
Other .75%
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Several different programs were offered for preschool age children which

included: three, four, or five-full day programs, and three, four, or five preschool morning

classes. Of the preschool children attending the center, 91% attended the five-full day

program; 2% attended the morning preschool program; and 7% attended the three or four-

full day programs. Children under 3 years of age were only offered the five-full day

program. In all of the center's programs the ratios followed were determined by the

State's Department of Education, (1991).

The center had 10 classrooms and the children were grouped by chronological age

and / or developmental stages. There were four classrooms in the Infant Center which

included the following: Infants ( 6 weeks through 12 months); Tiny Tots (12 through 16

months); Large Tots (16 through 21 months); and Toddlers (21 through 26 months). The

preschool had five classrooms which were as follows: Chickadees (potty trained older 2

year-olds); Hummingbirds (3 to 3'/ years); Woodpeckers (3 1/2 to 4 years); Bluebirds (4

to 4 1/2 years); and Robins (4 1/2 to 5 years). The remaining classroom contained the

Redbirds (kindergarten - 5 years) during the school year, along with the Cardinals (school

age 6 to 10 years) during the summer months.

The center's staff had 47 regular employees; 19 part-time teachers and aides, 21

full-time teachers and aides, 2 cooks, 2 maintenance people, 1 assistant administrator/

teacher, and 2 directors. The practicum focused on the five preschool classrooms and the

teachers and aides in those rooms during the morning program. Out of the 10 staff

members working in the preschool rooms, seven of them were full time employees.

Because the teachers worked full time, they were also involved in the afternoon program

in the classrooms. These 10 individuals had a varied background in education and child

care experience. One of the teachers had a four-year degree in Early Childhood
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Education. Two teachers were in the process of obtaining their Child Development

Associate (C.D.A.). One teacher had a certificate for a two-year course of study in Child

Development from a community college in the state of Virginia, which seemed to be

comparable to a C.D.A. Another teacher had some education classes, but she had not

received her degree. The aides in each of the preschool rooms also had varied

experiences. One aide had completed her first year of classes for an Early Childhood

Education degree and another had worked with older school aged children (6 to 10 years)

at a YMCA in California. The other aides had baby-sitting experience and had some in-

service training they received while working in other child care centers. The teachers and

aides had child care experience that ranged from 6 months to 4 years.

Writer's role in the setting

The writer had a BS in Education and had worked at the center for 14 1/2 years.

The first two years of the writer's employment at the center were spent working as an

assistant in the Kindergarten Class and as the Supervisor of Dismissal. Parents drove up

to the front of the center and children were taken out to the car and buckled in by

members of the dismissal team. As the Supervisor of this group, the writer was also

responsible for closing the center each day. After working at the center for 2 years the

writer was asked to become Head Kindergarten Teacher and an Assistant Administrator.

Each year the writer had participated in the in-service training offered at the center. The

writer also had taken classes related to Early Childhood Education that were offered at a

nearby university and had participated in several all-day seminars that provided

information on developmentally appropriate practices for the kindergarten classroom.

The writer's job title was Assistant Administrator / Kindergarten Teacher. As the

Assistant Administrator, the writer opened the center and took care of any problems that
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occurred before the directors arrived at the center. If staff members were unable to work

due to sickness or other problems, the writer called in substitute teachers and took care of

any early morning scheduling changes. The writer made calls to parents if a child came

into the center and became ill after the parent had left. The assistant administrator

assumed the role and responsibilities of the administrator until another administrator was

present and the Kindergarten Class had begun for the morning program. The writer filled

in for the directors when they needed to be out of the center at the same time. Other

responsibilities of the assistant administrator included checking lesson plans each week

and suggesting additional activities that a teacher might include, or helping teachers

identify books, songs, and games that might be added to the lesson plans. Because the

writer was in an administrative position as well as teaching in a classroom, other staff

members would often discuss problems or conflicts with the assistant administrator

before going to one of the directors. The writer was directly involved with parents when

administrative duties required such contact and was also involved with them as the

Kindergarten Teacher.

As the Kindergarten Teacher, it was necessary for the writer to keep updated on

teaching methods and appropriate activities to use in the classroom. Planning and

organization were necessary to keep the classroom running smoothly. The Kindergarten

Teacher was responsible for ordering the materials that were paid for with the auxiliary

funds that were received from the school district. Record keeping was necessary in order

to send the necessary background information from the Kindergarten Classroom to each

child's new school when they entered first grade. Communication with parents was also

a major part of the Kindergarten Teacher's responsibilities in order to involve them in the

educational process.
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The writer was involved with children, parents, other staff members and the

directors as a result of her job responsibilities. Because of the various aspects of these

jobs, the writer was often required to make use of problem solving skills.
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CHAPTER II
THE PROBLEM

Problem Statement

In the writer's center there was a lack of multicultural education in the preschool

classrooms. As McCracken (1993, p.1) pointed out, children between the ages of 2 and 5

are becoming aware of the differences in ethnicity, abilities, and gender. Children were in

a predominantly Caucasian environment while at the center and they came from families

of middle to upper-middle class incomes. Unless the children received exposure to

multicultural education while they were attending the preschool program, they might not

develop the advantages that come from a program that integrates multicultural education

throughout the curriculum. Ramsey (1987, p.5) stressed the relevance of multicultural

education for children who were growing up without the opportunity to have contacts

with people different from themselves. Their classroom experiences had to compensate

for their social isolation.

Before the implementation of the practicum, teachers at the writer's center

presented multicultural education in what McCracken (1993, p.14) referred to as a

"Tourist Curriculum". A few examples of this were: showing images of Native

Americans all from the past, especially during the Thanksgiving holiday; or having one

Black doll among many White dolls. Multicultural education in the writer's center was

basically centered on holidays with some emphasis on similarities and differences among

the children in the classroom. Ramsey (1987, p.6) identified multicultural education not

as a set curriculum, but as a perspective that is reflected in all decisions about every phase

and aspect of teaching. This perspective is relevant to all curriculum areas and

encompasses many dimensions of human differences besides culture, such as: race,
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occupation, socioeconomic status, age, gender, sexual orientation, and various physical

traits and needs.

Johnson and Smith (1993, p.3) stressed the importance of students being prepared

for the world they will inhabit as adults. They pointed out the changes that were

occurring in society such as: two-thirds of all preschool children and three-fourths of all

school-age children will have had mothers in the work force; the traditional nuclear

family with a working father, home-maker mother, and two children Will constitute less

than 10 percent of all families; one in every two marriages in the United State has ended

in divorce, more than half of all children born today have lived in a single-parent

household at some time in their lives; alternate family styles, such as gay families, have

been acknowledged. They also referred to estimates that by the year 2000 one in every

three Americans will be a person of color. The United States was once viewed as a

microcosm of Europe, but we have become a microcosm of the world (Diaz, 1992, p.12).

Because most of the children in the writer's center lived in a homogeneous community

and have gone to day care in a facility with a similar homogeneous make-up, they were

not receiving the diverse experiences they would need to live in a changing world unless

multicultural education was expanded in the preschool program.

The preschool teachers had not implemented multicultural education throughout

the curriculum and throughout the year. Activities that were used had not been carefully

assessed as to what message was being conveyed in regards to multicultural education.

Materials had not been added to classroom use to present different cultures; books, music,

games, and dramatic play props all needed to play an important role in the multicultural

education in the classrooms.
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Documentation of the problem

A review of the preschool teachers lesson plans revealed a very stereotypical

approach to the themes in each classroom. The last week in August and part of

September focused on getting familiar with the new classroom environment, (most

children moved up to a new class) learning class rules, and learning a little bit about the

other children in the classroom. All of the preschool classrooms talked about the

individual children and took pictures of each child in the room, but none of them

displayed photographs of the childrens' families. The remainder of September was spent

on activities related to the season of Fall. The children in all the classrooms made apples,

squirrels, leaves, and the older preschool rooms included sports such as football.

The month of October centered on activities and projects connected to Halloween.

Books that were read had characters such as witches, spiders, and bats. Activities

included making witches, ghosts, spiders, bats, pumpkins and any other symbols of

Halloween.

November's lesson plans for all the preschool teachers related to the symbols and

celebration of Thanksgiving. Children made turkeys, Indian vests and headbands, and

pilgrim hats. Books that were read dealt with the historical view of Thanksgiving. The

term Native American was not included in any lesson plan and there were no present day

pictures or photographs of Native Americans displayed on the walls of any classroom.

The month of December was another "holiday" theme and most of the activities

centered on the symbols of Christmas. All of the preschool classrooms also included

Hanukkah activities and stories, but the oldest preschool room was the only room to

include stories and activities about Kwanzaa. The teacher in the oldest preschool

classroom did include activities related to winter celebrations around the world. She
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included the countries of Mexico, China, Spain, and Persia. Most of the books that were

used by the preschool teachers were stories with a Christmas theme.

A majority of the activities and stories included in the lesson plans from the

beginning of the fall program until the beginning of the winter break, focused on holiday

themes. Ramsey (1987, p.79) pointed out some of the reasons why this should be

avoided. She stated that holidays become token gestures rather than authentic

representations of cultural diversity when they are the sole or main focus of a

multicultural curriculum. Ramsey also pointed out that without some knowledge of the

daily life of a cultural group, children are likely to remember only the exotic differences

that were portrayed as part of the holiday celebration, rather than the fact that real

individuals with whom they share many similarities celebrate a particular day. Unless

children have some information about a people's way of life, the symbols and rituals of

their holidays may have no meaning.

The preschool teachers completed the anti-bias materials checklist that was

developed from Neugebauer's (1992, p.16) ideas for bringing the world into the

classroom. The checklist is located in Appendix A. A review of each preschool teacher's

checklist revealed a severe lack of multicultural education materials in the preschool

classrooms. Table 2 is a summary of the number of items that were checked by each

preschool teacher for each area of the anti-bias materials checklist.

17
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Table 2

Types of Multicultural Education Materials Found in the Preschool Classrooms

Number Found in Each Preschool Classroom
Curriculum Areas I Chickadees Hummingbirds Woodpeckers Bluebirds Robins
Classroom Aesthetics I 1 0 0 1 2

Dramatic Play I 4 1 3 0 0
Music & Movement 0 0 0 1 0
Science & Math 0 1 1 0 2

Language 0 0 0 0 1

The writer developed a teacher questionnaire in order to deterMine types of

information and concepts each preschool teacher applied to multicultural education. The

questionnaire is located in Appendix B. A summary of the information for each of the

five questions is listed below.

Question 1: What did you think multicultural education means?

All of the preschool teachers defined multicultural education as relating to

different cultures, how people live, customs, holidays, religion, food, and how people are

alike and different. None of the teachers mentioned self-esteem, identity, prejudice,

gender bias, or disabilities.

Question 2: Were diversity and anti-bias related topics of multicultural education?

All of the preschool teachers thought diversity and anti-bias were related to

multicultural education

Question 3: Is multicultural education important in the curriculum for preschool

children? Why or why not?

All of the preschool teachers indicated that multicultural education was important.

Reasons given as to why they thought it was important included the idea that

multicultural education would help children to become well-rounded individuals. Most

g
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of the teachers also thought that it helps children to understand why they or other

individuals are the way they are.

Question 4: Can multicultural education be implemented into all aspects of the

curriculum or in specific areas? Please specify.

All of the preschool teachers believed that multicultural education could and

should be implemented into all aspects of the curriculum. Several teachers indicated that

in order for this to happen, the right types of materials needed to be available in the

classroom and teachers also needed to know how to go about implementing multicultural

education into all areas of the curriculum.

Question 5: What kind of information do you need to know about multicultural

education?

All of the preschool teachers expressed a need for information concerning all

aspects of multicultural education. Several teachers were also interested in learning what

was appropriate and inappropriate to teach.

Also included in Appendix B is a section relating to teaching children to be

proactive. All of the teachers indicated that they were actively involved in teaching

children to be proactive.

The preschool teachers completed a checklist located in Appendix C which was

designed by Marylou Webster Ambrose (1996, p.73). This checklist was directed toward

determining if a teacher was intentionally or unintentionally guilty of gender bias. A

summary of the checklist is found in Table 3.
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Table 3

Areas Where Preschool Teachers Were / Were Not Guilty of Gender Bias

Question Topic Teachers With Gender Bias Teachers Without Gender Bias
Behavior 0 5

Achievement 0 5

Emotions 0 5

Language 4 1

Job Assignments 0 5
Play Areas 0 5
Visual Materials 0 5
Books 4 1

Question 4 referred to the use of sexist language like fireman or mailman, but all

of the teachers indicated that they were unintentionally guilty of gender bias. Each

teacher simply hadn't thought about the language and its effect on children. Question 8

was the only other question, which indicated a problem with gender bias. This question

dealt with the use of books in the classroom that were usually written by men and tended

to feature men or show women only in traditional roles. This was another area where the

teachers indicated they hadn't realized the importance of book selection and its effect on

the children in their classrooms.

The checklists and questionnaire (see Appendix C) indicated the lack of

multicultural education activities in the preschool rooms because of inadequate materials

and lack of knowledge. The lesson plans also indicated the lack of activities that

presented multicultural education as a process which is entwined throughout the

curriculum. Instead, the lessons plans focused on activities that Ramsey (1987, p.79)

referred to as the "holiday syndrome".

90
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Analysis of the problem

One factor that may have contributed to the lack of multicultural education was

the confusion as to the definition of multicultural education. Cordeiro, Reagan, and

Martinez (1994, p.2) listed some of the following as elements of culture from an

educational perspective: language, behavioral norms, learning styles, family and kinship

patterns, gender roles, view of the individual, historical awareness of cultural community,

and religious / spiritual beliefs and practices. The teachers at the writer's center may have

believed they were including multicultural education activities as they moved from one

holiday theme to another. They were omitting many other crucial areas of multicultural

education because they didn't have a correct definition and understanding of the term.

Ramsey (1987, p.3) stated that multicultural education encompasses many human

differences besides culture: race, occupation, socioeconomic status, age, gender, sexual

orientation, and various physical traits and needs. She also pointed out that the majority

of early childhood programs are racially, culturally, and socioeconomically homogeneous,

and teachers often question the appropriateness of multicultural education in these

settings. Because the writer's center had a somewhat homogeneous group of children, the

need for multicultural education hadn't been as obvious as it would have been in centers

where the population was more varied. Ramsey indicated that multicultural education

was most relevant to children who were growing up without the opportunity to have

contacts with people different from themselves. Their classroom experiences had to

compensate for their social isolation.

Another factor that limited the use of multicultural activities in the preschool

classrooms was related to the teachers lack of knowledge concerning how multicultural

education could be implemented into all areas of the curriculum. Byrnes and Kiger
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(1992, p.12) pointed out that multicultural education must go beyond the presentation of

cultural artifacts such as art, food and clothing, or the celebration of special holidays or

famous persons.

Lack of materials that could have been used in all areas of the curriculum was

another factor that affected the use of multicultural education activities in the preschool

classrooms. The anti-bias checklist (see Appendix A) revealed a shortage of materials in

each area. The teachers in the writer's center were unaware of this lack until they

completed the checklist. Neugebauer (1992, p.16) indicated the importance of bringing

unfamiliar items into the classroom in order for them to become familiar and part of the

children's frame of reference. She also pointed out that these items gave the children real

objects and experiences that served as a basis for asking questions and initiating

conversations.

Kendall (1996) reminded teachers that they pass their own values and attitudes on

to children both intentionally and unintentionally; therefore it is important that they be

keenly aware of their own attitudes and values. The homogeneous population in the

writer's center made it very easy to focus on those children, while minority children faded

into the background. Unless the teachers made a conscious effort to meet the needs of the

minority children, all children missed out on opportunities to experience the diversity

which should be included in all areas of the curriculum.

The belief that young children are too protected or naive to have developed any

understanding of, or judgments about, race and ethnicity has gradually changed (Byrnes

and Kiger, 1992, p.11). Evidence such as: a) children start developing attitudes about

race and ethnicity at a very young age, as early as 3 or 4 (Katz, 1976); b) skin color is the

characteristic that can shape a child's experience more than any other with the possible
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exception of gender (Phinney & Rotheram, 1987); c) prejudice based on race and

ethnicity remains a major social problem (Gibbs, 1990); d) not talking about race and

ethnicity made children easy targets of stereotypes to which they are exposed almost from

birth (Pine & Hilliard, 1990); and e) children learning to understand and accept

differences among various racial and ethnic groups and to actively fight against instances

of racial and ethnic prejudice is essential if we are to create a society where there is

equality for all (Lynch, 1987). If substantial changes are to be made so all racial and

ethnic groups are treated equitably, every person involved with educating children must

take an active role in the process (Byrnes & Kiger, 1992). As early childhood educators,

the teachers in the writer's center needed to do their part to provide the children in their

care with the opportunity to participate in multicultural education activities.

23
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Chapter III

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The writer had read a great deal of information concerning the importance of

multicultural education in regards to the development of young children. Frances E.

Kendall (1996, p.2) pointed out that early childhood educators everywhere are facing

theoretical dilemmas as they re-examine the role of culture in the development of

children. She also stated that teachers and other caregivers are working to integrate an

anti-bias, multicultural approach into the overall curriculum and everyday interactions

with children and parents. Early childhood educators are struggling to create a

curriculum that prepares children for a multicultural world. Patricia G. Ramsey (1987,

p.5) stated that a basic premise of her book was that the goals of multicultural education

are most relevant to children who are growing up without the opportunity to have

contacts with people different from themselves. She further asserted that the children's

classroom experiences have to compensate for their social isolation. Because the writer's

center is made up of a homogenous population that is very similar to the community in

which it is located, the use of multicultural activities in the preschool classrooms is very

important to the development of the children in those classrooms.

The lack of multicultural education activities in the preschool classrooms was

supported by the results of the teacher questionnaires, (see Appendix B), the anti-bias

checklist (see Appendix A) for materials in the classroom and by the review of the lesson

plans from the start of the fall program until the beginning of the winter break. Because

of the information gained from the documentation of this practicum, the writer developed

the following goal and objectives.
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Goal

The goal of this practicum was to increase the use of multicultural education in

the preschool classrooms of the writer's center.

Objectives

One objective was to improve book selections used in lesson plans each week by

the teachers in the preschool program. Books can be used as part of the curriculum if

they meet a majority of positive responses in each category of the book checklist

developed by Bonnie Neugebauer (1992, pp. 160-161). The book checklist was used by

each preschool teacher on a weekly basis during the implementation of the solution

strategy for the Practicum. Each preschool teacher was to use at least three acceptable

books each week. If a teacher was unable to find three books to use, the writer would

work with the teacher to obtain the book(s) that were needed. The book checklist is

found in Appendix D.

Another objective was to increase the use of multicultural education materials in

the areas of: classroom aesthetics, dramatic play props, music and movement, science,

mathematics, and language. Increase in usage was to be measured by an improved score

of 50% in each area of the anti-bias materials checklist (see Appendix A). The checklist

was completed by each teacher as documentation of the practicum and again at the end of

the practicum implementation period.

A third objective was to increase the use of gender-equity in the preschool

classrooms. This was to be measured by a class coding observation completed by the

writer for each preschool teacher. (Ambrose, 1996, p.74) The observations were to be

done before the implementation of the solution strategy and during the last week of the
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implementation process. There should be an improved score of at least 50% from the

first observation compared to the second observation. The Class Coding Observation

Form is found in Appendix E.

The final objective was to increase each preschool teacher's use of multicultural

activities in the weekly lesson plans. This was to be measured by the observation of each

teacher's lesson plans and being able to identify at least three activities each week that

meet the broad goals of teaching from a multicultural perspective that-are listed in

Appendix F. This was to be done each week during the implementation of the solution

strategy. If a preschool teacher could not provide three activities, the writer and teacher

would work together to try and plan the additional activities needed.
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Chapter IV

SOLUTION STRATEGY

Review of existing programs, models, and approaches

Before describing solutions to the problem of increasing the use of multicultural

education activities in the preschool classroom, it was important to look at the different

approaches to multicultural education. Christine Sleeter and Carl Grant (1994) have

identified five approaches to multicultural education. Although the first three approaches

were most prominent in the 1960's , many teachers continue to view multicultural

education in these ways. The five approaches are listed below:

1. Teaching the Exceptional and Culturally Different

2. Human Relations

3. Single-Group Studies

4. Multicultural Education

5. Education That Is Multicultural and Social Reconstructionist

According to Sleeter and Grant (1994, p.42) the goal of the Teaching the

Exceptional and Culturally Different approach is to help those who are different from

mainstream America due to race, culture, and / or language "become equipped with the

cognitive skills, concepts, information, language, and values required by American

society in order to hold a job and function within society's existing institutions and

culture". Curriculum for this approach was developed to compensate for the children's

perceived deficiencies and lack of "traditional American" experiences and values. The

curriculum must be developed to provide children with a new set of skills so that they can

be assimilated into American society (Sleeter & Grant, 1994, p.98).
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Focusing on tolerance and appreciation of others was the primary goal of teachers

who used the Human Relations approach. They wanted to create a classroom where

everyone felt good about being there. A curriculum for this approach included working

on stereotypes and promoting unity among the children (Kendall, 1996, p.8).

The Single-Group Studies approach was initially developed to fill gaps in higher-

education curricula and to provide support for those who felt alienated from a

predominantly white, male, heterosexual, able-bodied, middle-and upPer-middle class

environment. In a classroom of young children, this approach took the form of a series of

units on specific groups. Sometimes the entire curriculum was devoted to one people

(Kendall, 1996,p.9).

The final two approaches listed by Sleeter and Grant (1994) were the

Multicultural Education approach and the Education That is Multicultural and Social

Reconstructionist approach. These approaches differed from the others in two significant

ways. First, both were based on the belief that essential changes must be made in the

business-as-usual curriculum; these changes were not patched on but were necessary at its

core. Second, great attention was paid to social-justice issues in both of these

approaches (Kendall, 1996, p.9).

Most of the literature concerning multicultural education practices that were being

used seemed to concur with the Multicultural Education approach and the Education That

is Multicultural and Social Reconstructionist approach defined by Sleeter and Grant

(1994). In the programs that were using either of the above approaches, there were

characteristics that were common to each of them. Sonia Nieto (1992) gave the seven

basic characteristics of multicultural education as follows:

1. Multicultural education is antiracist education.
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2. Multicultural education is basic education.

3. Multicultural education is important for all students.

4. Multicultural education is persuasive.

5. Multicultural education is education for social justice.

6. Multicultural education is a process.

7. Multicultural education is critical pedagogy.

Regardless of what kind of multicultural program is used with young children, it

should have the seven characteristics that are listed above. Any multicultural education

program for young children that has the above characteristics should meet the broad goals

of teaching from a multicultural perspective which are as follows:

1. To help children develop gender, racial, cultural, class, and individual

identities and to recognize and accept their membership in different groups.

2. To enable children to see themselves as part of the larger society; to identify,

empathize, and relate with individuals from other groups.

3. To foster respect and appreciation for the diverse ways in which other people

live.

4. To encourage in young children's earliest social relationships an openness and

interest in others, a willingness to include others, and a desire to cooperate.

5. To promote the development of a realistic awareness of contemporary society,

a sense of social responsibility and an active concern that extend beyond one's

immediate family or group.

6. To empower children to become autonomous and critical analysts and activists

in their social environment.
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7. To support the development of educational and social skills that are needed for

children to become full participants in the larger society in ways that are most

appropriate to individual styles, cultural orientations, and linguistic

backgrounds.

8. To promote effective and reciprocal relationships between schools and

families.

The above goals were provided by Patricia G. Ramsey (1987, pp.3-5) in her discussion

about multicultural education.

Many authors have provided similar goals in their writings concerning

multicultural education. Janet Brown McCracken (1993, pp.14-26) wrote of similar ideas

in her discussion of the seven guidelines to follow when teachers chose classroom

materials or used new teaching strategies in the classroom. Carol Brunson Phillips (1988,

pp. 42-47) also used similar ideas in her four commitments she has identified for

educators who are striving to implement curricula that rest on trust and respect. Young

Pai (1990, p.110) identified four specific aims of multicultural education that were very

similar to the broad goals mentioned above by Ramsey. Cordeiro, Reagan, and Martinez

(1994, pp.17-19) touched on 12 similar ideas in their discussions concerning Total

Quality Education (TQE).

In order to have the seven basic characteristics of multicultural education (Nieto,

1992) and to meet the broad goals described by Ramsey (1987), teachers must use many

types of materials, activities, and resources. Teachers working with young children must

find and implement these materials, activities, and resources into all aspects of the

curriculum. Teachers must also be made aware of areas that are lacking in regards to

materials or in teaching strategies used in the classroom.
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In the writer's center, the preschool teachers were lacking materials for most areas

of the curriculum with which they could expose children in their classrooms to diversity.

Teachers were also using improper materials and methods in the classroom because they

were unaware of the unsuitability of the materials and methods. The writer's objectives

were aimed at correcting these areas of deficiencies and reaching the goal of increasing

the use of multicultural education in the preschool classrooms.

The writer's objective to improve the book selections that were used in the lesson

plans each week would help prevent teachers from selecting books that present

stereotypes. Correct book selection would also provide the children in the classrooms

with information and discussion topics that relate to bias, diversity, gender stereotypes

and many other valuable messages.

Increasing the use of multicultural education materials in all areas of the

curriculum is an objective that would help teachers present bits and pieces of the world

into the daily program. Unfamiliar becomes familiar and what was once outside of the

childrens' experience becomes part of their frame of reference (Neugebauer, 1992, p.16).

The writer's objective to increase the use of gender-equity in the preschool

classrooms would help the teachers be a better role model for the children in their

classrooms. As teachers become more conscious of gender-equity they can teach the

children in their classrooms to become more aware. This would increase all children's

chances of having opportunities to grow into productive students according to their

abilities-not according to their gender (Ambrose, 1996).

Increasing the use of multicultural activities in the weekly lesson plans was an

objective that would help the teachers meet the broad goals of teaching from a

multicultural perspective. Teachers needed to plan specific activities that would provide
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children with the opportunities to experience multicultural education throughout the

curriculum on a regular basis. Daily inclusion of multicultural education into the

curriculum would help teachers stay away from the "tourist curriculum" that can occur

(McCracken, 1993, p.14).

Proposed solution strategy

The solution strategy the writer chose was a collection of ideas gathered from the

literature along with ideas developed by the writer. The solution strategy consisted of

four main parts. The first part was the development of resource lists by the writer which

aided the preschool teachers in finding items that they could use in their lesson plans and

classroom activities. The second part of the solution strategy was to explore the teachers'

knowledge and attitudes during weekly meetings. The third part of the solution strategy

was to improve the materials available for teachers to use in the classroom. This was

accomplished in three ways: parent involvement, teacher made items, and development of

a resource room from which materials in the center were used by all the teachers. The

last part of the solution strategy was to increase teachers' knowledge by information that

was provided in the weekly teacher meetings.

The development of resource lists, especially books, helped to provide teachers

with materials that had already been selected and evaluated as being appropriate to use in

the classroom. This was very important because the messages that children received from

these materials were consistent with what teachers wanted the children to learn about

multicultural education (Neugebaur, 1992, p.160).

Exploration of teachers' knowledge and attitudes was vital in order for them to

provide a genuinely inclusive and multicultural classroom environment (Kendall, 1996,

p.49). Preschool teachers at the writer's center were involved in exercises that would
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help them understand their attitudes through a series of questions followed by a group

discussion. The Attitude And Values Questionnaire is found in Appendix G.

Improving the materials available for teachers to use in the classroom was a basic

principle applied when multicultural was used education in the program. Neugebauer's

(1992, p.16) ideas for bringing the world into the classroom provided the anti-bias

checklist (see Appendix A) used by the preschool teachers when determining what items

were lacking in the classroom. The idea of including parents in helping to provide items

that were on the anti-bias checklist was also another solution suggested by various

educators. Chang (1996, p.63) advocated involving parents in the life of the school as a

way of building relationships with them. Teachers also added to the materials in the

classroom by making items for specific activities or for various areas. The development

of a resource room where preschool teachers could share materials that were already in

the center was a way of extending the use of limited materials. A list would have to be

updated periodically to inform teachers of the items that are added to the resource room.

Providing information to the preschool teachers at the weekly teacher meetings

was an easy way to provide a great deal of information to them in a short period of time.

As Tonya Huber pointed out in her introduction in a book written by Jeri A. Carroll and

Dennis J. Kear (1993), students need skillful and knowledgeable teachers to open for

them the door to diversity.

The outline of the 10 week calendar plan is found in Appendix H.

During the 10 week implementation plan, the teachers met for 1 hour on a

scheduled day for each week. The writer discussed this with the administrator and had

approval to meet with the preschool teachers on a weekly basis. At least three teachers

had to be able to attend the weekly meeting or it was rescheduled. A teacher's assistant
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could attend the meeting in place of the teacher if that teacher was absent from the center

on the day of the scheduled meeting.

Gathering data to measure and document outcome

The objective to improve book selections was checked on a weekly basis. Books

that were included in the weekly lesson plans were evaluated through the use of a book

checklist which is located in Appendix D. The writer worked with any teachers that had

trouble meeting this objective, but the addition of resource lists and materials in the

resource room helped prevent teachers from having too many problems in meeting this

objective.

The objective to increase the use of multicultural materials in all areas of:

classroom aesthetics, dramatic play props, music and movement, science, mathematics,

and language was measured prior to the implementation plan and at the end of the

implementation plan. The anti-bias checklist (see Appendix A) was used to measure the

improvement in this area. The weekly teacher meetings helped teachers discover ways to

improve weak areas through teacher made materials, help from parents, and other

sources.

The increase of gender-equity in the classroom was an objective that was

measured through the use of the Class-Coding Observation (see Appendix E). This

occurred prior to the implementation strategy and also at the end of the implementation

strategy. Information distributed and discussed during the weekly teacher meetings

provided teachers with ways to improve in this area. The teachers found it easier to

improve in this area after they became aware of what behaviors were seen during the first

observation in their classrooms.
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The objective to increase each preschool teacher's use of multicultural activities

in the weekly lesson plans was measured on a weekly basis through the use of the goals of

teaching from a multicultural perspective which are found in Appendix F. The weekly

meetings provided teachers with resource materials and activities that could be

incorporated into their lesson plans.

The resource lists, information compiled on specific topics, and suggestions given

by the teachers and writer during the weekly meetings provided all the preschool teachers

with a handbook of valuable information. Each teacher developed her own multicultural

education resource which she could refer to at any time.
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Chapter V

STRATEGY EMPLOYED - ACTION TAKEN AND RESULTS

Description of the implementation phase

The goal to increase the use of multicultural education in the preschool

classrooms was undertaken by concentrating on specific areas in a service of 10 meetings

with the preschool teachers. The areas of concentration were: teacher attitudes and

values, gender-equity, parent involvement, language, music and movement, classroom

aesthetics, science and math, dramatic play, and holidays. The sessions on teacher

attitudes values and gender-equity were included because of their effect on teachers'

actions towards children, what activities are planned, and how they are carried out.

Parent involvement centered on finding out what materials the parents could share or

donate for classroom use and also what information or talents they could bring into the

center. The rest of the sessions focused on specific curriculum areas in order to help the

teachers learn to integrate multicultural education into all areas of the curriculum.

During the 10 week implementation period, the preschool teachers were given

information describing multicultural education activities that could be included in their

lesson plans. The information that was given to teachers can be found in Appendices J-

Q. At each session the teachers would also brainstorm and share ideas to use for

upcoming classroom activities.

Prior to the beginning of the implementation period, the author moved items such

as: big books, storybooks, resource books, tapes, records, and other materials into a small

storage room in order to make a resource room for all the preschool teachers. These

items were not readily available to the teachers before moving them into the resource

room. The materials had only been used in the Kindergarten Classroom prior to the
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beginning of the implementation period. Allowing the preschool teachers to share the

kindergarten resources tremendously expanded the amount and types of materials that

were now available for other teachers' use.

Results of the strategy employed

Objective 1: This objective was to improve the book selections that were used in

the teachers' lesson plans each week. The teachers were required to use three books each

week that met a majority of positive responses in each category of thebook checklist

found in Appendix D. Teachers were able to meet this requirement due to books that are

now available in the resource room. The book lists found in Appendix I also helped the

teachers find book titles on specific topics that could be obtained from the local library.

Most of the teachers didn't know they could obtain a "teacher library card" at the local

library and the librarians would prepare a group of books on a topic specified by the

teacher. This information was relayed to the preschool teachers by the writer during the

first weekly meeting. This objective was met by all the preschool teachers during the 10

week implementation period.

Objective 2: In order to increase the use of multicultural education, materials had

to be available for classroom use. This objective was designed to increase the use of

multicultural education materials in the areas of: classroom aesthetics, dramatic play,

music and movement, science, mathematics, and language. Increase in usage was

measured by comparison of an anti-bias materials checklist (see Appendix A) completed

prior to the implementation strategy and during the last week of meetings. This objective

was met if there was an improved score of 50% in each area of the checklist. Table 4

shows that each classroom was able to meet this objective for all areas of the checklist.
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Parents were an important part of meeting this objective. A letter was sent to all

preschool parents explaining the effort to improve the quantity and variety of

multicultural materials in the child care center. Suggestions were given concerning the

types of materials that could be used. Parents could donate items or let a teacher borrow

the item for a specific time period. Through the parents' effort materials were added for

classroom use in every area except language.

The materials from the Kindergarten Class that were placed in -the resource room

also provided another source for the increase of multicultural materials. As the

kindergarten adds to its selection of multicultural materials, the preschool classrooms will

continue to benefit if the materials are placed in the resource room.

During the 10 weeks of the implementation strategy, the preschool teachers were

making materials they could use in their classrooms. The information given out at each

meeting helped give teachers ideas for materials they could make. The teachers also

helped each other think of items to make during the brainstorming sessions. The resource

books that were included in the resource room provided additional information from

which teachers could get ideas for making multicultural materials.

Objective 3: This objective was concerned with increasing the use of gender-

equity in the preschool classrooms. Gender-equity was measured by doing a class coding

observation (see Appendix E) the week before the implementation strategy was begun,

and comparing those results to an observation completed during the last week of the

implementation. The objective was met if there was an improved score of at least 50%

from the first observation compared to the second observation.
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The first observation in the Chickadee and Hummingbird Classrooms revealed

that the boys were given 100% more praise than the girls. On the second observation the

boys received 14% more praise than the girls in the Chickadee Class which was a change

of 86% from the first to the second observation. In the Hummingbird Class, the second

observation showed that the boys received 16 2/3% more praise than the girls, which was

a change of 83%

On the first observation in the Woodpecker Class, the girls received 100% more

praise than the boys. The second observation showed the boys receiving 10% more praise

than the girls. This was a change of 110% from the first observation.

The Bluebird Class had limited praise during the first observation with only one

boy and two girls receiving any praise (a difference of 100%). By the time of the second

observation this had improved to five boys and six girls receiving praise (a change of

120% from the first to the second observation).

The first observation in the Robin Class indicated that no boys and five girls

received praise. This had improved to six boys and four girls receiving praise during the

.second observation. This was a change of 133% from the first observation. Overall, the

change in scores for the teachers' response of praise ranged from 83% to 133%. The

objective to have a more equal gender distribution of praise was met.

The category for a teacher's response of criticism was not observed in any

classroom except Bluebirds, during the first observation. There were no responses of

criticism during the second observation. Most teachers will try to help a young child

correct or improve an answer instead of telling the child the answer is wrong. A critical

response may also have been avoided due to an observer being in the classroom.
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Remediation was not a frequent response for the older preschool classrooms. One

possible reason for this could be that as children get older, they learn to answer questions

"better". Children who are not sure of an answer may simply not volunteer to reply to a

question. Therefore, the teacher had fewer remediation responses. In the Chickadee and

Hummingbird Classrooms there were less responses of remediation from the first

observation to the second observation. This may have been caused by the teachers'

efforts to increase praise and also try to choose an equal amount of boys and girls to

answer questions.

For the acceptance category there wasn't a significant improvement in any

classroom except Hummingbirds and Bluebirds. In both of these classrooms there was an

improvement of over 100% in the teachers' response to boys and girls from the first to the

second observation.

During the second week of meetings, gender-equity was discussed. The results of

the first observations were shared with the teachers and information on this topic was

given to them. All the teachers agreed that an easy method to create equality in choosing

a child to answer would be to call on a girl then a boy. During the second observation,

this method worked in all the classrooms except Robins for improving the equality for

total responses of the boys compared to girls.

Objective 4: The final objective was to increase each preschool teacher's use of

multicultural activities in the weekly lesson plans. This was measured by the writer's

observation of each teacher's lesson plans and being able to identify at least three

activities each week that meet the broad goals of teaching from a multicultural

perspective (see Appendix F). The teachers marked the goal number beside the activity

designed to meet that particular goal. This procedure was followed for each of the 10
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weeks of the implementation strategy. This objective was met by all the teachers for the

10 week implementation period.

The information given to the teachers during the weekly meetings was beneficial

in helping them achieve this objective. Ideas presented during the brainstorming sessions

also helped the teachers plan an activity that would meet one or more of the goals.

Resource books from the resource room or books belonging to the writer were used in

helping teachers plan activities needed to meet this objective.

During the last week of the implementation process the teachers were asked to

evaluate the 10 week period. The questions that the teachers were asked along with a

summary of their answers are listed below:

Question 1: How would you rate the value of the 10 week series of meetings?

Summary of answers: It was very educational and informative, teachers liked getting new

ideas and sharing ideas with each other, and they now realized the importance of anti-bias

materials in the classroom.

Question 2: What were the strong points of the 10 week period?

Summary: Involving parents and staff as a team, being able to see differences that

occurred in the classrooms during the 10 week period, building their own resources book

from the information given out during the weekly meetings.

Question 3: What were the weak areas of the 10 week period?

Summary: Lack of planning time to prepare materials that could be used in the

classrooms.

Question 4: Were there any specific topics on which you would have liked to spend more

time?
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Summary: Teacher attitudes and values was a topic that 2 teachers wanted to explore

further. There were 3 teachers who would have liked to spend more time discussing

gender-bias. Using books to look at different cultures was a topic for which 1 teacher

wanted to gain more knowledge.

Question 5: Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?

Summary: All the teachers wanted to maintain the meetings, but not every week, in order

to continue to share ideas and delve deeper into topics. Several teachers would like to

have had a small budget allocated specifically for adding multicultural materials to the

resource room or individual classrooms.

Unanticipated outcomes and roadblocks or difficulties encountered

The implementation of the solution strategy went as planned except for a few

minor changes. The starting time for the weekly meeting was changed from 1:00 PM to

12:00 PM. This change was necessary in order to cover the lunch period for the center's

empioyees and also to adequately staff the rooms during naptime. The day on which the

weekly meeting was held occurred on a Thursday or Friday. A specific day could not be

designated because of scheduling conflicts that occurred when too many staff were absent

from work. The teachers always had their materials ready on a Thursday even though the

meeting was postponed until Friday because of staffing problems.

The implementation plan allowed a teacher's aide to replace her if she was absent

on the day of the meeting. The teacher's aide had to be updated on the prior meeting if

the teacher had not done so. This took time away from the other planned activities, but

this situation only occurred twice for the Bluebird Teacher and once for the Woodpecker

Teacher. This situation pointed out the need for all the teachers to keep their aides aware
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of what occurred at the completion of each meeting in case they were absent from the

next meeting.

The center had Open House scheduled for the preschool rooms during the latter

part of the implementation periods. This had both negative and positive effects. The

teachers spent most of their time preparing for Open House and very little time on the

multicultural material they were preparing for the next meeting. All of the teachers made

a multicultural material but they also explained what they would do to improve it if they

had more time during the previous week. The parents visiting each classroom were able

to see the multicultural materials that the teachers had made. The parents were also able

to observe the use of items they had donated to an individual classroom or for the entire

preschool. Another benefit that occurred during the Preschool Open House was the Book

Fair that was held each night. The center earned money to purchase books according to

the total amount purchased by the parents. Books that can be used to increase

multicultural education can be purchased with money the center earned at the Book Fair.

Results of the practicum as compared with literature

The most important result of the practicum was the awareness that a problem

existed and that an effort was made to begin solving the problem. As Derman Sparks

(1989, p.8) points out, beginning is hard because teachers have to re-evaluate what they

have been doing. The first goal listed by Derman Sparks (1989, p.11) when getting

started, is to increase awareness of your attitudes about gender, race, ethnicity, and

different physical abilities. This goal was incorporated into the 10 week implementation

of the solution strategy. Even though the writer's focus was multicultural education and

not anti-bias only, there are many similarities.
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Ramsey (1987, p.6) says that multicultural education is not a set curriculum, but a

perspective that is reflected in all decisions about every phase and aspect of teaching. She

explains further by describing multicultural education as a series of questions to induce

educators to challenge and expand the goals and values that underlie their curriculum

designs, materials, and activities. The implementation of the practicum solution strategy

has introduced the idea of multicultural education to the preschool teachers. They may or

may not continue to question and change their beliefs, but the idea for change has been

presented.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSIONS IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The solution strategy for the practicum did meet its goal of increasing the use of

multicultural education in the preschool program. Book selections were improved

through the use of a checklist (see Appendix D) which identified stories that would

perpetuate stereotypes and bias. Teachers were made aware of gender -bias through a

class coding observation (see Appendix E) which pinpointed the types of responses that

teachers gave children in their classes. This observation also identified if one gender was

responded to more often than the other gender. The number of multicultural materials in

the classrooms and the resource room has dramatically increased through the efforts of

the teachers, parents, and the Kindergarten Room's resource. Teachers planned activities

to encourage the integration of multicultural education into many areas of the curriculum

on a weekly basis.

The writer will continue to encourage the teachers to choose appropriate books

and activities each week because she has the job of checking teachers' lesson plans. The

resource room should continue to improve as new materials are added to the Kindergarten

Program. Parents have been asked to continue to donate items that can be placed in the

classrooms or resource room. The parent newsletter or the bulletin board at the front of

the center will be utilized to remind parents of items that can be used for multicultural

education. The writer will also continue to share multicultural education information

with the teachers, when new material is published in literature which the writer receives.

The positive effects of the practicum can continue with the combined efforts of

the teachers, parents, administration, and the writer. If one or more of these groups begin
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to regress in their efforts, the gains made during the implementation of the solution

strategy will quickly dissipate. A continuous effort must be made to maintain and

improve the use of multicultural education at the writer's center.

Implications and Recommendations

The solution strategy of this practicum would benefit most centers which need to

improve the use of multicultural education. More time should be allotted for the different

topics that were discussed in the weekly meetings. All of the teachers made this

suggestion when evaluating the 10 week implementation period. Each topic should be

discussed for several weeks with a longer period of time between each meeting. The

extra time would also be helpful if teachers are making multicultural materials after

discussion on a new topic. Some sessions should be set aside simply for planning and

making multicultural materials. These materials should be added to the resource room if

several sessions were set aside strictly for the purpose of making multicultural materials.

Planning meetings to make materials would be needed in a center that had few items to

begin a resource room. The writer's center had a Kindergarten Program with a vast

supply of materials, especially books. This enabled the teachers to have a wide selection

of materials at their disposal within a short period of time.

Other centers may also want to consider alternate methods of increasing

multicultural materials. Fund raising events such as book fairs, candy and toy sales, or

other methods can raise money which could be used to purchase multicultural materials.

The solution strategy is a good way to start improving multicultural education in a

child care center, but any outside training that can be acquired would be beneficial. The

writer planned a program that would work in her center; outside sources could include a

new or better way to accomplish the same results. Multicultural education in the field of
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early childhood is a subject that is growing in importance as teachers try to meet the

needs of the children in their care. If teachers are to meet those needs, they must be

willing to expand their understanding of what and how they teach.
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Anti-bias Materials Checklist

Place a check before each item that is currently in your classroom or is brought into your

classroom at different times during the year.

Classroom Aesthetics

travel posters of variety of places and people

magazine photographs depicting variety of places & people (including people of
different ages, abilities, and life situations)

textiles from around the world on the walls and around the room in blankets,
cushions, pillows, and rugs

drawings by children from other places and with varying ability

distinctive and interesting paintings, sculpture, pottery, baskets and other arts

mobiles and wind chimes

printed labels in more than one language

a colorful hammock from Costa Rica

containers for storage- pottery, baskets, calabashes. lacquered boxes

Dramatic Play Props

teacups mukluks veils

chopsticks saris sombrero

baskets clogs nets

gourds snowshoes futons

kimonos dashikis tatami mats

fans moccasins food containers

parkas berets foreign coins

getas beads recipes
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serapes turbans African masks

sashes magazines and newspapers printed in other languages

variations of the playhouse (adobe, igloo, tent, mosque, oasis)

dolls and puppets - Japanese drama, Russian Matryoshka stacking dolls, and dolls
with assorted racial characteristics and handicap equipment

stuffed animals, including camels, iguanas, goats, tigers, and snakes

crutches, braces, heavy glasses, hearing aids, bifocals, and canes

Music and movement

use of folk song and recordings for children, translated and in foreign languages

classical, contemporary, and ethnic music recorded for adults, in English and in
other languages

instruments from other places: Nigerian talking drums, thumb pianos, maracas, and
bells

bossa nova, samba, jazz, and spirituals in music recordings

Science and mathematics

manipulatives featuring pictures of foreign objects

raw cotton

cocoa / coffee beans

chestnuts

lentils

feathers

seeds

plants bonsai, orchid, cactus

foreign coins
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sketches and photographs of skyscrapers, pyramids, and igloos in the block corner

figures of varying ages, races, sexes, physical abilities, and occupations for block
play

Language

books that reflect a world view

books in Braille or sign language

books in several languages

alphabet character in other languages

wordless books
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Appendix B

Teacher Questionnaire
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Teacher Questionnaire

The following questionnaire was developed by the writer. It was used to gain

general information about multicultural education from each preschool teacher's point of

view.

1. What did you think multicultural education means?

2. Were diversity and anti-bias related topics of multicultural education?

3. Is multicultural education important in the curriculum for preschool children? Why or

why not?

4. Can multicultural education be implemented into all aspects of the curriculum or in

specific areas? Please specify.

5. What kind of information do you need to know about multicultural education?

Check all of those of interest to you or add topics.

resource materials

activities or theme based units

books that are used in the classroom

assessing needs of individual children

how to select books for classroom use

special needs or disabled children

cultural information concerning children in the center

The following checklist, by Karen Matsumoto-Grah (Byrnes and Kiger, 1992, p. 105-108)

is designed to help teachers to identify and respond to diversity in the classroom.

Questions that referred to teachers working with older children were deleted due the

writer's focus on multicultural education in the preschool.
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Teachers were to check each item that applies to them or resources in their

classroom.

Teaching Children To Be Proactive

Do I teach children to identify instances of prejudice and discrimination?

Do I help my students develop proper responses to instances of prejudice and

discrimination?
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Appendix C

Gender Bias Checklist



The following questions were included in a discussion by Marylou Webster Ambrose

(1996, p.73) on gender bias. They were directed toward determining if a teacher was

intentionally or unintentionally guilty of gender bias.

Answer yes or no to the following questions.

1. Do you expect boys to be loud and unruly, and girls to be quiet and well
behaved?

2. Do you think girls have to try harder than boys to achieve?

3. Do you discourage boys from crying or expressing their emotions?

63

4. Do you use sexist language like policeman or mailman, and refer to every nurse
as she and every scientist as he?

5. Do you assign duties based on gender stereotypes-like having boys move tables
and girls water plants?

6. Do you allow boys to monopolize the computers or playground equipment?

7. Do pictures of men out number pictures of women on your classroom bulletin
boards and visual materials?

8. Do you usually use books written by men? Do most of them feature men or
show women only in traditional roles?

67
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Appendix D

Book Checklist
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Book Checklist

Evaluate the characters

yes no

Do the characters in the story have personalities like real people?

Do they seem authentic in the way they act and react?

Do they speak in a style and language that fits their situation?

Are they real people with strengths and weaknesses rather than stereotypes?

Are characters allowed to learn and grow?

Is their lifestyle represented fairly and respectfully?

Evaluate the situation

Do the characters have power over their own lives?

Do they resolve their own problems and reap their own rewards?

Are human qualities emphasized?

Evaluate the illustrations

Do the illustrations respectfully depict ethnic, age, cultural, economic, ability,

and sexual differences? (Illustrations was humorous, but they must fit the

context of the story line and be consistent in portrayal.)

Do the illustrations and the text work well together to communicate the story?

Is the style of illustration appropriate to the story?

Evaluate the messages

Do the messages conveyed, both directly and indirectly, respectfully and

accurately portray the human condition?

Are there hidden messages that are demeaning in any way or that reinforce

stereotypes?
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Evaluate the author / illustrator's credibility

Does the author / illustrator's background and training prepare her / him to

present this story? (Do not disregard, but do consider carefully, stories about

women written by men, stories about people with handicaps written by people

without handicaps, and stories about one ethnic group written by another.)
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Appendix E

Class Coding Observation Form
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Class Coding Observation Form

Teacher Response ( teachers please make a tally mark beside the response each time it is

given according to gender below)

A. praise (reacting positively to a comment or answer)

B. criticism (saying an answer is wrong)

C. remediation (helping to correct or improve an answer)

D. acceptance (giving a neutral response)

BOY GIRL

A A

B B

C C

D D
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Appendix F

Broad Goals Of Teaching From A Multicultural Perspective
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Broad Goals of Teaching From a Multicultural Perspective

1. To help children develop gender, racial, cultural, class, and individual

identities and to recognize and accept their membership in different groups.

2. To enable children to see themselves as part of the larger society; to identify,

empathize, and relate with individuals from other groups.

3. To foster respect and appreciation for the diverse ways in which other people

live.

4. To encourage in young children's earliest social relationships an openness and

interest in others, a willingness to include others, and a desire to cooperate.

5. To promote the development of a realistic awareness of contemporary society,

a sense of social responsibility, and an active concern that extend beyond

one's immediate family or group.

6. To empower children to become autonomous and critical analysts and activists

in their social environment.

7. To support the development of educational and social skills that are needed for

children to become full participants in the larger society in ways that are most

appropriate to individual styles, cultural orientations, and linguistic

backgrounds.

8. To promote effective and reciprocal relationships between schools and

families.
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Attitude And Values Questionnaire
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Please respond to all of the following questions as openly and thoughtfully as you can in

preparation for talking with one another (Obviously some of the questions apply directly

to you and others will have to be answered somewhat hypothetically.)

To me being a White staff member at your school's

name

means...

2. To me, being a biracial/multiracial staff member at
means

3. To me, being a staff member of color at means ....

4 To me, being heterosexual staff member at means...

5 To me, being a gay or lesbian staff member at means...

6 To me, being a female staff member at means...

7 To me, being a male staff member at means...

8 To me, being a biracial/multiracial family at means...

9 To me, being a White family at means...

10 To me, being a family of color at means...

11 To me, being a gay or lesbian family at means...

12 To me, being a heterosexual family at means...

13 How do your ethnicity and culture play roles in your responses?

14 What implications or ramifications might other differences have in the

community? Gender? Socioeconomic class? Physical ability?

Age? Culture? Religion?

15 What other thoughts or feelings come up as you are responding to

these
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questions?

Directions: Answer each of the following questions in relation to you and the family in

which you grew up.

1. How did your family think children should be raised?

2. What were their hopes for you? What were their expectations for you? How

important were school and education.

3. What were the roles and responsibilities of mother, father, and children? If

you lived with only one parent, on what basis were tasks divided?

4. What were your family's religious beliefs and practices?

5. How were you disciplined? What were your family's attitudes about

discipline?

6. What were your family's attitudes about sex?

7. What messages did you receive about cultural differences and how were they

presented? From whom did you get the messages?

:77
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10 Week Calendar Plan
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Outline of 10 Week Calendar Plan

Week 1

Teachers meet from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM with writer.

Teachers fill out questionnaires developed by Kendall (1996, pp. 51, 54). Questionnaires

are found in Appendix G.

Teachers and writer discuss results of questionnaire.

Writer and teachers discuss and select system for use of materials from- the resource

room.

Writer will give teachers book lists that can be used for lesson plans. Writer has

complied book lists prior to first meeting with teachers. Book lists are found in Appendix

I.

Writer has set up materials in resource room prior to first meeting with teachers.

Week 2

Teachers meet from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM with writer.

Writer returns each teacher's class-coding observation form (see Appendix E) and

gender-offender questionnaire (see Appendix C). Teachers and writers brainstorm ways

of improving gender-equity in the classroom. (Possible change in room arrangement.)

Writer gives teachers materials concerning gender bias that has been complied by the

writer prior to the meeting. Material concerning this area is found in Appendix J.

Writer also compiles list of teacher suggestions which will be handed out at the next

meeting.

Week 3

Teachers meet from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM with writer.
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Writer and teachers plan letter to parents asking for their help with increasing the number

of multicultural materials from anti-bias checklist (see Appendix A). Parents may donate

items or offer suggestions as to where items may be found.

Writer would use suggestions from teachers and then prepare the letter which will be sent

out to parents in all the preschool classrooms.

Writer will give teachers information gathered from literature regarding ways to improve

multicultural materials in the classroom. The information that will be dispersed is found

in Appendix K.

Week 4

Teachers meet from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM with writer.

Teachers and writer brainstorm about materials that can be made to improve the area of

language for multicultural education in upcoming themes of the curriculum.

Each teacher picks something to make and bring to next meeting.

Writer gives teachers previously complied information concerning language and

multicultural education. Material that will be given to the teachers is found in Appendix

L.

Writer will make list of teacher suggestions and hand out at the next meeting.

Week 5

Teachers and writer meet from 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM.

Review of materials made by teachers and quick discussion of any additional ideas that

were developed by teachers or writer.

Teachers and writer discuss music and movement activities that could be used in

upcoming curriculum themes. Teachers plan to bring something to next meeting which

can be used to improve their music or movement activities in their classroom.
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Writer gives teachers previously complied lists of music and movement resources.

Writer will make list of teacher suggestions and hand out at next meeting. Information

that will be given to the teachers is found in Appendix M.

Week 6

Teachers and writer meet from 1:00 P.M. TO 2:00 P.M.

Review of each teacher's improvement of music and movement activities for their

classroom. Quick discussion of any additional ideas that were develOPed by teachers or

writer.

Teachers and writer brainstorm ways of improving classroom aesthetics and plan

something to bring to the next meeting which will improve each teacher's classroom for

upcoming themes in the curriculum.

Writer will hand out previously compiled information for improvement of classroom

aesthetics. The information that will be given to the teachers is found in Appendix N.

Writer will make list of teachers' suggestions and distribute at next meeting.

Week 7

Teachers and writer meet from 1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M.

Review of each teacher's improvement for classroom aesthetics. Short discussion of any

further ideas that were developed by the teachers or writers.

Teachers and writer brainstorm ways of adding science and math multicultural activities

to the upcoming themes of the curriculum.

Each teacher will plan an activity or material that was used in this area and present it at

the next meeting.

Writer will list all suggestions given by the teachers and distribute it at the next meeting.
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Writer will hand out previously compiled information concerning science and math

multicultural activities. Information that is given to the teachers is found in Appendix 0.

Week 8

Teachers and writer will meet from 1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M.

Review of each teacher's activity or material from last meeting.

Short discussion on any additional ideas from teachers or writer.

Teachers and writer discuss ways of adding multicultural education in the dramatic play

area for upcoming curriculum themes.

Each teacher will plan an activity or material to present at the next meeting.

Writer will copy all suggestions given during the discussion and distribute it at the next

meeting.

Writer will hand out previously compiled information concerning dramatic play in

multicultural education. Information that the teachers will receive is found in Appendix

P.

Week 9

Teachers and writer will meet from 1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M.

Review of each teacher's activity or material to add to the dramatic play area in their

classroom. Short discussion on further ideas from teachers or writer.

Each teacher will pick a holiday that is usually approached from the "tourist" point of

view and plan a multicultural education approach for next meeting.

Teachers and writer will offer suggestions for each holiday that is selected. Discussion of

other holidays will occur as long as time allows.

Writer will copy all suggested ideas and distribute them at the next meeting.
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Writer will also hand out previously compiled materials concerning holidays from a

multicultural perspective. The information that the teachers will receive is found in

Appendix Q.

Week 10

Teachers and writer will meet from 1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M.

Review of each teacher's holiday activities from multicultural perspective. Quick

discussion on any additional ideas and suggestions.

Writer will ask teachers for evaluation of the ten weeks of meetings. Questions that will

be asked include:

What was the most helpful information?

What was the least helpful information?

What else would you have liked to learn more about?

Additional suggestions or comments.
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Book Lists
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The following book list was developed by Janet Brown McCracken (1993).

Children's Books and Recordings

Adler, D.A. (1989). A picture book of Martin Luther
King, fr. New York Holiday Howe.

Adolf, A. (1973). Black I brown I M. New York
& Row.
( 1982). All Um colors of the me. New York

Arkid71Z6). Core k make. New York Crowell.
Amon, A. (1981). Mar& is sore Native Marione

on nature. New Yak Atheneum.
Ann% G. (1985). li*kg out. New York: Clarion.
Andrews, J. (1986). Very isa first kw New York

Atherimmt.
Arno, hi (1986). All in a day. New York: PhilorneL
Mzaldua, G. (1993). Friends from * other aide/

Arnik
Prom

del obi, kdo. Enetyville, CA: Children's
Boo

Barton, B. (1981). Building a 1111441t. New York
Greewillow.

Baylor, B. (1976). And hit sliU Nat way: Legends told
by Mem Wien children. New York ScEmer's.

Bay/or, B. 0984 A :adman nwinstain tor Stories
Issoibneeltdisvest Indian mad INOVIligaSS. Now York

s.
Beekman, D. (1982). Forst, village, town, city. New

York: Harper & Row.
Arco, A. (1992). Thetkerrt mernssid. San Francisco:

Children's Book Prem.
BotliN, T. Mans.). (1975). 78r milts* Moscow

Maya% Publishers.
Brenner,Z. (1984). Warn whack New Yoric Harper.
Brett, J. (1%9). The mitten. New York Putnam's.
Bra", T. (1W). Hdlo, antigost New York Holt.
Cameron, A. (1986). Mery atones Julio telk New

York Kropi
°Nene, T. (1990). Quilhoorher: A C7usenne legend.

Mahwah, NJ: Watemdll Press.
Ccidene, T. (1990). Turquoise boy: A Navajo ligend.

Mahwah, NJ: Wateretill Prep.
Ccettbel, RD. (1986).77wEnrisykonia Dirt& Crofts-

men mdformers. New Yak Atheneum.
Craft, R. (1989). The dey of the rainbow. New York

Viking.
D'itletio,j. (1989). llamas! building! Washington,

DC: Noticed 'Tryst for Historic Presenfation.
Dalgliesh, A.

ori
(1

Maanil954lan.
). ThecourageciSarah Nobk.Nree

Yc
Daly,

i g
N. (1985). Not so fast Songololo. New York

Vik Penguirt,

Dault, G.M. (1990). Children in Fde*Vill
.150=pinny 150 Sparks Ave., W awe,

)41214 284 Canada.
Delmar, L (1989). Arne con ledic Popular srd

rhpiesflorn Latin America. New York
Dalton, J. (1980). My owther at her job today. NEW,

Whitnum

n.
Drills:mew, C. (1990). Hone place. New York

'Ascalo
Eardie, R. (1988). Paul mid Sentisn. Brooklyn:

Faits, IL, & Cobb. A. (1980). Old tales for a new day
&Fly maws to lfe's eternal quations. Buffalo
Prometheus.

Feeney, S. (1985). Hotta it a rainbow. Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Presi.

Reamoy, V. (1985) The patchwork quilt. New York
DiaL

Pretthrum, R. (1980). Inmegrant kids. New York
Dutton.

Freedman, R (1987). &ifs. New Yotic
day Hone.

Friedman, LR. (1984). How my parents konsed to wt.
Boston: Houghton MEM

Gantschev, L 0985). Ttoo islands. Salzburg: Verlag
Neugebauer Pram

Caraway, MX. (1989). At and Ms giundfather.
nocon: Demure Chest.

Genie C.L. (1990). Faati7y picking. Emeryville, CA:
CIdldrat's Book Prem.

Gibbons, G. (1990). How a lane I built. New York
Holiday.

Girard, LW (1988). We adopts d you, Benjamin x
L: Whitrnart.

Goble,P. (1984). fluffill010011101.New York Aladdin.
Goble, P. (1988). Her saw brothem New York

Bradbury.
Goldstein, A. (1979). My very tom *wish loom. Mr-

Ben Copies, 6800 Tildemvcod Rockville, MD
20852.

Greenfield, E. (1981). Daydreamers. New York Dial.
Greertfield,1 (1989)AinoeireamNew York Harper

& Row.
Hall, D. (1979). Oa kart erns. New York Puffin.
Hamilton, V. (1993). Many thousand gorm

Ameriumsfroinskuerybfreadom. NewYork
Havill, J. (1986). Amin 's find. Boston: Houghton

Hann, BS. (19113). Ty* owes. New York Penguin.
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Hewett, J. (1990). Hector *es in the U.S. new: The
story of a hfccieset-Amerieare dull. New York

water, J. (19811. Masan lullaby. New York
Lathrop, Leek Shepard.

Howard, B.F. (1991). MS Fkaries has land crab
mist later). New York Onion.

J1, & (1991). My jirat Amerkattleind. Milwaukee
Reinter*.

Kalman, R.. & Belsey, W. (1988). M Maio COM/1111-

Nay. New York Cabbie.
wicloian, B. (1989). b anybody up? New York
Putnam.

Kona, & (1992). How my** Wes in Merles
New York Bradbury

losky,K. (1980). Thstseuer'ssft New York Warne.
Lassie, P. (1985). My little Island. New York
Lippincott

Lionni, L. (1968). Swim". New York Pantheon.

ItCynifouee.

M.0 (Ed.). (1994 Dogyoons. New York

Loh, M. (1987). 71reidng canary ht. New York Or.

Martel, C. (1976). Tapia days. New York DIAL
Mathieu, J. (1979). 77re olden days. New York Ran-

dom House.
Matto; CW. (Ed.). (1989). Shake it to the ant that psi

kw the best Play oar and lullabies from Act
maks/ traditions. Warren-Ma ttcoc, 3817 San Pablo
Dam Rd., #336, El Sobrente, CA 94903. (Available
on newt* bun Music for Little People)

Maury, L (1979). My mothered I aregrownw strong/
Mt moons y yo nos ham= funks. Berkeley: New
Seed Press.

McMillan, S. (1990). One sun: A book e tam verse.
New York Haday House.

Meyer, (1988). Hrrie Tatham They ailed me
Parenting Press, 7744 31st Ave., N.R., Se-

attle, WA WM
Morris, A. (1989). Dm if, braid, brad. New York

Morris, A. 0990).Ohnergdo. New York Lathrop,Lee
Lathrop, Lee k

Milusigertitde People. (1989). Pax thr world
attil;rts (C MU' D4104). Railway,
CA: Author.

NatioralGeogrephicSoclety. (1989). Espioringyour
worid:Theetveittoyofgeogrephy. Washington, DC:
Author.

New World bawds. (1976). Songs ofearth. weter,fire
ad sky: Musk aide Awaken Wiwi (CD Rowed-
ins No 80246-2). New York Author.

°Way, R. (1999). Gana &Um play arosnd the
world. (Sales bichades strength and aka chant-

. big.) New York Marshall Cavaelish.
Ortiz, S. (1988). The people shaft centime. San Fran-

cisca C:hiktren's Book Press.
Ovate, Inc. (1981). Hiver. (Also Prinionps, EU.

Auteente).Siliety, Quebec, Canada: Author.

Pomerantz, C (1989). lb chalk doll. New York
Lippincott

ProveNew nsen, A., Provensen, M. (1987). Shabr Lem.
York Viking 1CestreL

Rake, & (19811 77te beiesinggiri.New York Elsevier-
Dutton.

Rogers, F. (19,2).Makingfriends.NewYcelc Putnam.
Ray, R. (19913). Paw hat is time New York: Melon.
Say, A. (1991). Tree claims. New York Houghton

Sideok, CH, & Metzger, B. (1990). Mark lather
Eng, jr.:A bhonlognephyfor you:Idabel. Mt Rainier,
MD: Gryp House.

Sews, D.11986). 77e butter Milk bat New York
Random House.

Sewall, ?A (1990). Pa* of the berating Jay. New
York: Atheneum.

Sluchtman, T. (1989). The president Wide a ham
New York Simon & Schuster.

Showers, P. (1965). Your OA and wine. New York:
Hama.

Sims, N. (1975). AU kinds of *aim Niles, IL
Whitman.

flobodldna.E. OM. Capeforaale. NewYcak Helper

Smith, K (1990). Cheeohee legends /(Cassette Record-
ing). Cherokee, NO Cherokee Publications

%eve, V.D.H. (1999). Dateingierpen:Potne cf Myri-
am Indian youth. New York Holiday Howe.

Soyk1K. (1986). Alase aflame. New York PhikeneL
Steptoe, J. (1987). Mufero's bast* daughters. New

York Loihrop, Lee & Shepard.
Stolts M. (1988). Storm in the night. New York

Harper.
Sweet Honey in the Rock. (1990). AD firr freedom

(Cassette Rs:ceding). Redway,CA: Musk far Utde

Thtrhon-Tuyet. (1986). lb Nth server of Thsi-
Yea silage. San Francisca Children's Book Press

Tomas, P.L. OM). The prim of shoes. New York
Viking.

Trees*, A. (1964). The mitten. NewYork Scholastic.
Uchida, Y. (1984). A jar of drains. New York Alit-

Weitzman, D. (1975). My Willard history beak. Bar
tow Utile. Drown.

Wilder, LE. (1953). Link house on the 'mirk. New
York Harper k Row.

Wilder, L.E. (1953). On the lamb ef Phan Croak New
York Harper & Row.

Xiang, B. (1989). Nime-bs-aw Grrl Cori Emeryville,
CA: Children's Book Prue.

Ymbeaugh,C(1979).Cormoss New YorkPubvin.
Yee, S., & Koldn, L (1977). Got ore story to tell Floe

&Onus tell about their *es. St John's Education
Threshold, 1661 15th St.,San Prandsco,CA%103. .

Youldon, C. (1979). Ls nombres. Monne& Granger
Freres Limite.
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This book list was developed by Mary Renck Jalonga (1992).

CHILDREN'S BOOKS

Aliki. The Kne.c Day: Louis the IX of France. New York: Crowell, 1989.

Baer, F. This Is the May We Go to &hoo A Book About Children Around
the World New York Scholastic, 199.0.

Friedman, I. R. How My Parents Learned to Eat. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1984.

Gackenbach, D. Claude the Dot A Chrism:at Story. New York:
Scholastic, 1974.

Galbraith, K. 0. Laura C.harlotte. New York Putnam/Philomel, 1990.

Gomi, I. My Friend New York Chronicle Press, 1990.

Howard, E. F. Chita Christmas Tree. New York Bradbury, 1990.

Knutson, B. How the Guinea Hen Got Her Spam New York:
Carolrhoda, 1990.

Levine, E. I Hate English! New York: Scholastic, 1990.

Luenn, N. Nessar Fish. New York Atheneum, 1990.

Martin, B., and Archambault, J. Knots on a Counting Rope. New York
Holt, 1987.

Mendez, P. The Black Snowman. New York: Scholastic, 1990.

Polacco, P. Thunder Cake. New York Putnam/Philomel, 1990.

Pomerantz, C. The Chalk Doll New York Lippincott, 1989.

San Souci, IL D..The Talking Eggs: A Folktak from the American South.
New York Dial, 1989.

Schwartz, A. Oma and Bobo. New York Bradbury, 1989.

Snyder, D. The Boy of the Three Year Nap. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1988.

Steptoe, J. Mufaror Beautiful Daughters. New York: Lothrop Ise and
Shepard. 1987.

'Williams, V. A Chair for My Mother. New York: Greenwillow, 1982.

Winter, J. Follow the Drinking Gourd New York Knopf, 1988.
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The following lists of books were developed by Tanya Lieberman (1995).

Climo, Shirley. The Egyptian Cinderella. New York: Harper Collins, 1989.
Phumia. Nom! and the Magic Fish. New York: Lothrop, 1987.

Daly, Mild. Not So Fast, Songoio/o. New York: Atheneum, 1986.
Feelings, Muriel L Taman! Goes to Market. New York: Seabury, 1970.

Seed. Jenny. Htornbi's Song. Boston: Beacon, 1987.

Kimmel, Eric A. Ananst and the Moss-CoveredRock
New York: Holiday House, 1988.

McDermott, Gerald. Zorno the Rabbit. New York: Harcourt, 1992.

Van Woerkom, Dorothy. The Rat, the Ox, and the Zodiac. New York: Crown, 1976.
WaUace, Ian. Chin Chiang and the Dragon's Dance. New York: Atheneum, 1984.

San Saud, Robert D. The Samurai's Daughter. New York: Dial, 1992.
Shute, Unda. Mornotan3.New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1986.

Bonnici, Peter. The Fatival. Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books, 1985.

Lee, Jeanne M. Ba Nam. New York: Henry Holt, 1987.

Levinson, Riki. Our Home Is the Sea. New York: Dutton, 1988.

Meeks, Arone Ray. Enora and the Black Crane New York: Scholastic, 1991.

Treese, Percy. Children of the Great Lake. New York: HarperCollins, 1992.

Base, Graeme. My Grandma Lived In Gooligulch. New York: Abrams, 1990.
Fox, Mem. Possum Magic. San Diego: Harcourt, 1983.

Martin, Claire. The Race of the Golden Apples. New York: Dial, 1991.
Yolen, Jane. Wings. San Diego: Harcourt, 1991.

DePaola, Tomie. Jamie O'Rourke and the Big lbtato. New York: Putnam, 1992.
McDermott, Gerald. Daniel O'Rourke New York: Viking Penguin, 1986.
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Arnold, Katya. baba Vega. New York: North South Books, 1993.
Ayres, Becky Hickox. Matreshka. New York: Bantam, 1992.

Lattimore, Deborah Nourse. The Flame of Peace. New York: McGraw Hill, 1987.
Rohmer, Harriet. The Legend of Food Mountain.

San Francisco: Children's Book Press, 1982. (bilingual)
Rohmer, Harriet, and Mary Anchondo. How We Came to the Fifth World.

San Francisco: Children's Book Press, 1988. (bilingual)
Bresnick-Perry, Roslyn. Leaving for America.
San Francisco: Children's Book Press, 1992.

Bunting, Eve. How Many Days to America? New York: Clarion, 1988.
Surat, Michele Maria. Angel Child, Dragon Child. Milwaukee: Rai:wee, 1983.

Esbensen, Barbara Juster. The Star Maiden. Boston: Little, Brown, 1988.
Mobley, Jane. The Star Husband. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1979.

Cohen, Caroll Lee. Sally Ann Thunder Ann Whirlwind Crockett
New York: Greenwillow, 1985.

Small, Terry. The Legend of Pecos Bill. New York: Bantam, 1992.

Volkrner, Jane Anne. Song of the Chirimia.
Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books, 1990. (bilingual)

Wisniewski, David. Rain Player. New York: Clarion, 1991.

Rohmer, Harriet. TheInvisible Hunters.
Novato, CA: Children's Book Press, 1987. (bilingual)

Rohmer, Harriet, and Jesus Guerrero Rea. Atariba and Nlguayona.
Novato, CA: Children's Book Press, 1988. (bilingual)
Yolen, Jane. Encounter. New York: Harcourt, 1992.

Castaneda, Omar S. Abuela's Weave. New York: Lee and Low Books, 1993.
Dorros, Arthur. Tonight is CarnavaL New York: Dutton, 1991.

Lewin, Ted. Amazon Boy. New York: Macmillan, 1993.
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MORE MODELS :

AFRICA
Guthrie, Donna W. Nob lah's We 11. Nashville, TN: ideals, 1993.
Knutson, Barbara. Sungura and Leopard: A Swahili Trickster Tale Boston:

Little, Brown, 1993.
Steptoe, John. Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters. New York: Lothrop, Lee and

Shepard, 1987.

ASIA
Gomi, Taro. Coco Can't Wait. New York: William Morrow, 1984.
Leaf, Margaret. Eyes of the Dragon. New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard, 1987.
Morimoto, Junko. The Inch Boy. New York: Puffin, 1986.

AUSTRALIA

Nunes, Susan. Tkidallck the Frog. New York: Atheneum, 1989.
Thiele, Colin. Farmer Schulz's Ducks. New York: Harper and Row, 1986.
Trezise, Percy, and Dick Roughsey. Turramuit the Giant Quinicin. Milwaukee:

Gareth Stevens, 1988.

EUROPE
Fisher, Leonard Everett. Theseus and the Minotaur. New York: Holiday

House, 1988.
Shute, Linda. Tom and the Leprechaun. New York: Lothrop, Lee and

Shepard, 1988.
Silverman, Maida. Anna and the Seven Swans. New York: William Morrow, 1984.

NORTH AMERICA

Aardema, Vema. Pedro and the Padre. New York: Dial, 1991.
Dewey, Mane. The Tea Squall. New York: Greenwillow, 1988.
Oughton, Jerrie. How the Stars Fell into the Sky. Boston:. Houghton Mifflin, 1992.
Say, Allen. Grandfather's Journey. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1993.

SOUTH AMERICA
Cherry, Lynn. The Great Kapok Tree San Diego: Harcourt, 1990.
Dewey, Mane. The Thunder God's Son. New York: Greenwillow, 1981.
Lattimore, Deborah Nourse. Why There Is No Arguing In Heaven: A Mayan

Myth. New York: Harper and Row, 1989.
Markum, Patricia Maloney. The Little Painter of Subaru! Grande. New York:

Bradbury Press, 1993.
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The list below was developed by Mara Sapon-Shevin (1992).

Children's Books About Differences
There are many excellent children's books that model diversity and inclusiveness. In addition
to books that directly address disability/difference issues, more general books that address the
multiple differences that exit In classrooms and society can be helpful in beginning a discus-
dun with children.

Baskin; C., & James, E. (1975). Doing things together. Milwaukee Raintree Publishers.
Brightman, A. (1976). Lib me. Boston: Little Brown.
Cameron, P. (1961)3 can't said the std. East Rutherford, NJ: Coward, McCann & Geoghegan.
Clifton, 4 (1980). My friend Jacob. New York: Elsevier/Dutton.
dePaola, T. (1983). Now one foot, now the other. New York: Putnam.
Hum, B. S. (1985). Why are pee* de ferret? A book about prejudice. New York: Golden Books.
Schiff, N, & Becky, S. (1973). Some things you Just met do by yourself Stanford, CA: New Seed
. . Press.
Simon, N. (1975). A kinds of families. Niles, IL Whitman.
Wolf, B. (1974). Don't fed merry for Pend. New York: Harper & Row.
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The following list was included with an article by Ellen Davidson and Nancy
Schniedewind (1992).

...

Books for Students

CP) PrIma27; CU) Upper InainentarY,' 010 - Middle School

Bogard, L. (1986). Poor Ger*. New York: Miami,. (U)
Rpm B. (1977). Parboils. New York: Harper & Row. (U)
Cleaver, V. & B. (1 969). When the /Mb Nom New York New American library. (U) (plus oth-

an by this author)
Dalton, J. (1980). My moths lent her Job Way. Chimp: Whitman. (11
B use, 8. (1944). The Isosinuf dames. New York: Harcourt, Break joverurvids. (U)

ma973). JD. Garden Cky, NY: Doubleday. (U)
Francium RX1970). Cesar Coma. New York Crowell. (U)
Preeman, D. 0968). Cenfunry. New York Viking. (P)
Getz, A. (1979). Mr bak. New York: Dial. (P)
Greenfield, E. (1980). Gradmorw's joy. New York Philomela (P)
Guthrie, D. 0988/ A neefor Abby. NasbvUM Abingdon Press. al
Guy, R. (1973). The friaufe. New York: Bantam Skylark. MO
Hamilton, V. (1986). Tlta plaid of Junior BrOIPIL New York: Macmillan. 0.0
Hazen B. S. (1 979). Tight tam. New Yak Puffin, Penguin. CP)
Hazen, B. S. (1986). Wiry ail per stay how with ine? A book about working mothers. New York

Golden. (P)
Hendershot, J. (1987). be ad ~thy. New York: Knopf. (P &
Hunta,1K. (1968). Soul brothers ad Sister UM. New York Scribner. 040
Jordan, J. (1972). rondo Lou Hann. New York Crowd!. (U)
Jordan, J. 0975). Nom life New room. New York: Crowell. (F)
Keats, B. J. 09659. Goer. New York: Collier Books. (P) (plus many whom by this ammo
Lyon, C. E. (1988). Borrowed Miran. New York Bantant Starers. (U)
Mann, P. 0966). The Una of the mar bum New York: Coward, McCann and Geoghegan.(U)
Mathis, & H. (1971). Sidewalk story. New York: Viking. (U)
Mathb, S. B. 0974). Liam fa thefts Om New York: Puffin, (U &
Mazer, N. P. (1981). Aim Fisk, spa and it o, the dtartp poss. New York: Avers. (U)
Mildowits, C. (1985). Tire our batmen the dam. New York Bantam Doti luicy NE. 043
Mohr, N. (1979). Fifty New York Bantam Skylark. CU)
Mohr, N. (1986). El Brow nroutablati. Houston: Arta Public° Press. (M)
Myer, W. D. (1979). The pate landlords. New York Puffin Boob. MO
Nolan, M. & 0978). My daddy don't p to too Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books, (P)
Patterson, K. 0977). *Up to Totabitkia New York: Avon Camelot. NAM
Pet1111100. K. (1978). rho groat rally Hapkirts. New York: Harper & Row. (U & 34)
Rosenberg, J. 0973). Mug pow. Minneapolis: Carol:hock Boob. (all)
Itylase, C. (1965). Wins 1 tor yowls fA the moutstatua. Now York: Dutton. (P)
Sachs, M. 0971). The Asses hew. New York Avon Camelot. (U)
Sacks, IL (1987). Pass EArt's ham. New York Avon Camelot. (U)
Stanek M. (1985). AA alone *or school. Chicago: Whitman. (P)
Swims, J. (1986). Shade. New York Harper kt Row. C)
Taylor, M. (1976). MI of thunder, lank ay ay. New York Bantam (U)
Taylor, M. (1981). Lot the abode Irs aerator. New York Bantam. 0.0
Thomas, L (1979). Hi, Mrs. Mallory? New York Harper & Row. (P)
Voigbt, C. (1981). ilornasuabtg. New York %watt Jr. 0.0
Walter, AL P. (1M). Hate a homy . New York latkup, Lae, & Sapid. (U)
William, V. B. (1982). A chair for my meths. New York: Mulberry. (P)
%Minns, V. B (1983). Sear thing spedat for me. New York Granwillow. (P)
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The following list was developed by Beverly Hardcastle Stanford (1992).

Hooka for Children
Bauer, C. F. 0986). My mono &a 1a a lot. New York Vlldng.
Browne. A. (1989). Aggybook New York Alfred A. Knopf.
Cooney, B. 11982). Miss Bumpkins. New York Viking Penguin.
Ernst, L. C. (1983). Son Masson and the Wm ribbon "alt. New York: Lothrop, Les & Slvapord Books.
Ruskin, K. (1986). 77or Dallas Titans gel rowdy for bd. New York Harper, & Row.
Munich, R N. 11980). The papa beg princess. Toronto, Canada: Asudck Press Ltd.
SAWA, F. 11983). Amodio Emhart: Adventure In the sky. Mahwah. NJ: Troll Aloodoroo
Schoop, J. (1986). Bop don't knit. Trenton, NJ: Africa World Prase, Inc.
Seelig, W. 11986). Brave bens. Toronto: Collins Publishers.
Vavra, R. (1968). Nor poor. New York: Renal & Co.
Warburg, S. S. (1965).1 lib yen. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
yolen, J. (1981). Shying ugly. New York Coward- McCann.
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The following lists were included in an article by Bonnie Neugebauer (1992).

Books rich In dlvenity
Ada, Alma P. Abecedarto de los

animales. Madrid. Spain: Espasa
Calpe. 1990.

Through lively poems and delightful
pastel illustrations. children are exposed
to the Spanish alplabet.

Ancona, George. Helping Out New
York: Clarion, 1985.

People of different ages can share a
Mak and pow closer in the process. Pho-
tographs diversity.

Andrews, Jan. Very Last First Time
(illustrated by Ian Wallace). New
York: Atheneum. 1986.

Eva is filled with the excitement of her
Arst adventure collecting mussels be-
neath the thick sea ice.

Bailey. Donna. Nomads and Mies.
Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn. 1990.

A clever book that presents traditional
nomads. such as the Bedouin, end at-
tends the concept to moderns. such as
mem pafonnen. ship arm etc.

Bang. Molly. The Grey Lady and the
Strawberry Snatcher. New York:
Four Winds Press, 1984.

A magical wordless fantasy that fol-
lows the Orey lady's clever and surpris-
ing methods of eluding the Strawbeny
Snatcha. who is always dose.

Bang. Molly. The Paper Crane. New
York: Greenwillow, 1985.

A hungry stranger brings new life to a
fading restaurant in this story of Laura.-
tty rewarded: bared

ore
on an ancient folktsle.

Baylor, Byrd. Bef You Came Thts
Way (Ulustrabed by Um Balta. New
York: E.P. Dutton. 1989. Out of print.

Prehistoric Wien rock drawings tell
us of people who once lived on Earth.

Baylor. Byrd. everybody Needs a
Rock. New York: Atheneum. 1985.

Baylor. Byrd. The Way to Start a Day
(illustrated by Peter Pantalll. New
York: Aladdin. 1977.

Bourke, Linda. Handmade ABC. New
York: Harper & Row. 1981. Out of
print.

Clear illustrations show how to hand
sign each letter of the alphabet.

Children's Television Workshop (with
Linda Bove). Sign Language Pion
(illustrated by Torn Cooke). New
York: Random House. 1980.

Photographs illustrate how to sign
many words familiar and important to
young children.

Clifton, Lucille. The Boy Who Didn't
Believe to Spring (illustrated by
Brinton Tbrkle). New York: E.P.
Dutton. 1973.

Finding signs of spring in the city can
be a difficult task. but doubters King
Shabara and Ibex Polito set out to try.

Cooney. Barbara. Miss Runiphfus.
New York: Viking Penguin. 1985.

An independad young girl listens to her
vmd&ther's advice and her own dreams.
ehe travels the said. in old age lives by the
sm. and eventually &ids her own special
way to make the seeid more beautifuL

Cooney. Nancy Evans. The Wobbly
lboth (illustrated by Marylin Hefner).
NewYork: 0.12. Putnam's Sons, 1978.
Out of print.

A loose tooth continues to annoy Elisa-
beth Ann throughout her spirited day.

Cummings. Pat. Jtrnmy Lae Did E. New
York Lothrop. Lee & Shepard. 1985.
Out of print.

Brother Artie biomes Jimmy Lae for all
kinds cidisastas and evil deeds; but when
Angel tries to catch him. he's shmys a step
ahead of her.

de Paola. Tunis. Watch Out jbr the
Chicken Fteet in Your Soup. Engle-
wood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice -Hall. 1985.

Joey is Jealous when hki grandma gives
his friend too much attention.

Dragonwegon. Crescent Haifa Maxi
and One Whole Star (illustrated by
JerryPinkney). NewYork: Macmillan.
198&

A wanderfid soothing rhythm pubes
through the night as Susan falls @sleep and
the matures and people ofthe night awake.

PatherGander.(Dr. DouglasW. tauthe).
Rather Gander Nursery Rhymes (Il-
lustrated by Carolyn). Advocacy
Press. P.O. Box 238, Santa Barbara.
CA 93102, 1985.

People seem to react strong* one way or
the other to this rewrite of Mother Goose
rhymes. Verses added to the original rhymes
give equal time to both seam. Mustrabons
superbly reflect diversity and Include handi-
capped childrenfor this alone it deserves
lades.

Gauch. Patricia Lee. ChrtstinaKater-
hia & The Box (Illustrated by Doris
Burn). New York: Coward. McCann
& Geoghegan. 1971.

Christbis has plenty of Imagination as
she and her friend Fats explore the play
potential of a large cardboard carton.
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Graham. Bob. The Bed Woolen Blan-
ket. Boston: Little, Brown. 1987.

A story of a pre attachment to her
security blanket a universal issue de-
scribed with a unique Australian flavor.

Grew. J.S. La ratite presumfda rThe
Utile Conceited Rail. Barcelona.
Spain: Ediciones Hyman 1989. Other
titles In the series: Las 7 autos y el
lobe flies Seven Sheep and the WoW.
Las bus twos fIhe Ittrwe Stara

Chumbig pastel colors and a dmpk and
Auld tad make these popular stork* a
social treat for the this ones.

Greene. Jacqueline Dember. Nathan**
Hartukicah Bargain (illustrated by
Stefft Karen Rubin). 1Car-Ben Copies,
Inc.. 8800 Tiklarwood Lane. Rock-
ville, MD 20852. 1988.

Nathan antes his pmaitha to help
him shop fora =wan but It takes SOON
dron and a lade borpining to &adjust the
Tillbt one-

Grealfteld. Eloise. Darlene (Illustrated
by Oeorge Ford). NewYork: Methuen.
1980.

°mohair'. Eloise. Dal/Mnners (il-
lustrated bylten Feelings). NewYork:
Dial Books for Young Readers. 1985.

Intriguing sketches of Black children All
out the poem's mega of children who
pause for reflection

Greenfield. Eloise. And Pt* Light (il-
lustrated by Moneta Barnett). New
York: Scholastic. 1978. Out of print.

Greenfield. Elam. Me & Neeste (illus-
trated by Moneta Barnett). NewYork:
Thomas Y. Crowell 1975. .

Haller. Danita Ross. Nothott Any BEng
(Illustrated by Deborah Kogan Ray)
New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1982. Out
of print

With the help of her Mee grandfather,
Jesse lams that she must make her own
magic and her own good days.

Hazen. Barbara Shook. TIght Thnes
(Illustrated by Trine Schart
New York: Penguin Books. 1 $ 79.

A young boy feces the daily /eddies ef
his fandly's economic 'trunks.

Head. Barry. andJint Seguin. WhoAnt
r (photographs by Frank Dastolfo).
Fondly Comonmications.

52 13
4802

Filth Avenue. Pittsburgh. PA. 1.
1975.

Beautiful color photographs eddarate
all the roe's of a young
prdmer. adventurer. student.trahSt
also wean a heartng aid.

Highwater. Jarnake. Moorman° lalaby
(Illustrated by Marcia Keegan). New
York Lathrop. Lee & Shepard. 1981.
Out of print.

This lullaby Ms us with images of the
natural wonders of the Nett as Amerkan
Indians once knew it.

Hill. Elizabeth Starr. Euares Corner
(illustrated by Nancy Grossman). New
York: Holt. Ftinehart and Winston.
1967. Out of print.

In such a large &Rudy. Evan long* for
place of his own to As opium as he musts
it and to alloy some peace and quiet.

Hill. Eric. La hennantta de Spot ;Spot's
Lade Sister!. NewYork: O.P. Putnentle
lions. 1989.

Spot learns to live with his new sista.
Susie. and diodes that she is fun to have
around

Hines. Anna Grossoickle. Daddy
Makes the Best Spaghetti
Clarion. 1988.

New York:

Cloddy has a way of bank' evaydm
routines into debghtful games.

Hughes. Shirley. Osage theBabystaer.
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall.
1975. Out of print.

The children help beholder George
make It through a busy day's activities.

Isadore. Rachel. Ben's Maryut. New
York: Greenwillow. 1979.

Set in the 1920s. this is the story of a
young musician who feels the music and
yearns to be part of tt.

'sada% Rachel. Ctqi SeenfromA to Z,
New York: Orearwillow. 1983.

Images of city We and the variety of its
people ll1J this alphabet book.

Isadore. Rachel Mac NewYark: Collier.
1978.

Max. star barebag player. dimmers that
ballet class k a great pregame warm-up on
Saturday =nap.

Jeffers. Susan. Brother Eagle. Sister
Sky. New York: Dial Books. 1991.

Jeffers has taken Chief Seattle's lunous
speech and reworked it to mete an d-
egant appealing picture book for children.

Jensen. Virginia Allen. Sam and the
Door (Illustrated by Arm StrugneD).
New York: Harper & Row. 1977. Out
of print

kiss aparieaces the satie&ction that
cams with solving a problem by herself.

Jonas. Ann. The Qt. New York:
Greene/glow. 1984.

A quilt made (damps from her &may's
wardrobe keeps Sally awake.

Jonas. Arm. The Thek. New York:
Oseenwfilow, 1985.

Two girls brave wild jungle sdventuns
together on the way to school.

Keats. Ears Jack. Dreams. New York
Collier. 1992.

Late one night Roberto sends his paper
mouse on quite an sanative.

Keats. Eau Jack. Doggiest New York:
Collier. 1969.

Keats. Ears Jack. Jennie's Hat. New
Yoric Harper & Row. 1985.

$6
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Keats. Ezra Jack. Lade New York:
Scholastic. ]975: Out of print.

Keats, Ezra Jack. Pet Show! New York:
Collier. 1972.

Keats, Ezra Jack. Peter's Chair. New
York Haver & Rem 1963.

Keats. Ezra Jack. Regards to the Man
in the Moon. New York Four Winds
Press. 1984. -

Keats, Ewa Jack. Whistle for W1We.
New York: The Viking Press. 1964.

Keywoeth. C.L. New Day. New York:
Morrow. 1988.

Mcning is a disturbing =Felon- ce kr
young Mandy. but she soon Ands happi-
ness to her new net* integrated limn
and school

Klagsbrun. Francine (ed.). Free to
Be . . . You and Me. New York:
McOrsw -Hfll. 1974. Out of print.

The stories and imp in both the record
and book are delightful in their strong mak
and innate Charades. Astorytelling mad-
aloud resource.

WEL Judy. Peellngs Alphabet B.L.
Winch &Associates. 45 HitchingPost
Drive. Building 2. Rolling Hills Es-
tates, CA 90274. 1984.

An alphsbetefemotions.widdiallpeopie
share. captured in photopaphs.

Lassie es. and Eloise
Greenfield. I Can Do It By MyseV
(illustrated by Carole Spud). New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell. 1978.

!letting out by himself to buy a btrthdsy
gift for his morha gives Donald a special
hftg pride

Locker. Thomas. The Land cif the &oy
Wolf. New York: Dial Books. 1991.

A Native American paver:Me on the
man- nature relanonship as it has devel-
oped since the arrival of European-Mien-
tans.

Mendoza. George. hVedA House? Call
Ms. Mouse (illustrated by Doris Su-
san Smith). New York Grommet &
Dunlap. 1981. Out of print.

Henrietta Mouse, world-famous decora-
tor. designs very special homes for her
animal friends.

Meyer. Linda D. Harriet Taman: They
Called Me Moses. Seattle: Parenting
Press. 1988.

Written in slightly ettalectiad
Harriet tells of her life as a slave=
conductor on the Underground Railroad.

Munch. Robert N. The Paper Bog
Princess (illustrated by Michael
Martchenko). Toronto. Canada:
Armtek Press Ltd. (distributed by
Firefly Books Ltd.. 3520 Pharmacy
Avenue. Unit 1-C. Scarborough.
Ontario M1W 7111). 1980.

In fairy -We style Numb mates spin-
eless who sets out to rescue a prince and
then is rnot all that phased with her prise.
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Pogrebin. Lefty Cann (ed.). Stories for
Free Chlkbvn. New York: McGraw-
Hill. 1982. Out of print.

A collection of stories that reflect diver-
sity and moss barriers. A read -aloud or
storytelling resource.

Pomerantz. Charlotte. The Tbmartndo
Puppy and Other Poem (Illustrated
by Byron Barton). New York:
Oreenwillow. 1980.

Poems with Wish and Spanish words
and lines mixed together.

()Wrigley. Mary Beth. Why Does That
Man Haue Such a Mg Nose? (photo-
peplum by Wilson Chsn). Parenting
hoes. Inc.. 7744 31st Avenue. N.E.,
Seattle, WA 98115. 1988.

Questions children often ask shout
physical differences are answered
straightforwardly. Ales a good reference
for teachers.

Memnon. Natalia. OnosThene Was a
Ilve. New York: Dial Books. 1985.

Originally pubhdied tn the Soviet Won.
this book has the potential to build bridges
elbsterrationslundastanding. Itcooduries
that. Mabee bdonp lo all. bemuse arra
from the earth that is home for eV

Schist*. Carol H. and Barbara
Metzker. Martin Luther King. Jr.: A
Biography for Young Children.
Henrietta, NY: RocheaterAamociation
for the Education ofYoung Children.
Box 358. Henrietta. NY 14487. 1989.

This celebration of Moran lather King
Jr.. traces his life. bon his childhood to his
growth Into a 'bong. heroic man.

Schubert. Ingrid and Dieter. El
morwtrucr de lasfresas (The Monster
of the Strawberries). Barcelona.
Spotlit: Editorial Lumen. 1989.

A little pi helps the monsters of the
prden get rid of a thief who is

liblistearingbena the stmerberriek

Schwdizer. Byrd Baylor. Arn4yo (Illus-
trated by Garth Mauna). NewYorIc
Collier. 1963.

Franelsoo. a boy. and Amigo. a prairie
dog. both long to have pet-so they
team upi

Schweitzer. Byrd Baylor. One /knurl
Blue Bead. New York: Maan81na.
19135. Out of print.

The discovery of a blue bald takes us
beck to indent mom and a smell lily who
aids as old man's mirth for other men.

Scott. Ann Herbert. On Mother's Lew
(illustrated by Olo Carlson). New
York McGraw -t ill. 1972. Outofprint.

Michael learns that there's always room
on mother's lap, even for a baby dater.
Diustrations depict LIMN) Ifs.

Sc ott. Ann Rabat. Son (Illustrated
by Symeon BhImIn). New York:
McGraw-HM. 1967. Out of print.

When Sam just can't take beteg lit out
any more, his Witty responds with alb
therapist perfect for htm.
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Spier. Peter. People. New York:
Doubleday. 1980.

A beautiful book that discusses and
celebrates the scope of human dhervity
appnwanee. wealth. ability. pltreSIMONI.
redglonand the commonalties that tend
us tegetber.

Steptoe. John. Daddy is a Mon-
ster . . . Sometimes. New York:
Harper & Row Junior Books Group.
1983.

His children can turn this deddy Into a
monster when they push him too far.

Suarez. Martha Los adores Motors).
Mock° City: Editorial Grgalbo. 1989.

This book introduces children to agora.
the concept of intei. basic geometric
shapes. and 1-10.

Weber, Bernard. buSieeps Over. Bos-
ton. MA: Houghton Mifflin. 1972.

/re has a difficult time deciding whether
or not to take his teddy bear alms on his
overnIght at ReggWs house.

Wegener. Gerda. Billy y T1g^e (Billy and
'Ned Madrid. Spain: EdIctones SM.
1989.

Drily. a Idtten. and lige. *baby tiger. are
close friends. and when the disparity In
their atm becomes larger and larger, they
become part of a circus show.

Waterton. Betty. A Sobnonibr Simon
(illustrated by Ann Blades). Van-
couver. BC: Douglas fa McIntyre (dis-
tributed by Firefly Books. 250 Sparks
Avenue. WIllowdale. Ontario. Canada
142H 2S4). 1992.

Simon spends his summer Oohing kw a
salmon. Them just when be gives up. be
catdies one to a most unusual way.

Welber. Robert. The Vain (I lustrated
by Deborah Rey). New York Pan-
theon. 1972. Out of print.

One of the fewbooks depicting a bkadal
bendy. Story of a young prl whose lose of
trains eventually overcomes barbers piths
journey to watch than.

Wilhelm. Hans. Yo siemprs to quern* IT
Will Always Louts You). Barcelona.
Spain: Editorial Juventud. 1989.

A Bide boy tells a stay about the adven-
tures he has sheredwithbledog EIS as they
have grown up together.

Williams. Barbara. ICeuirt's Grandma
(Illustrated by Kay Choreal NewYork
Scholastic. 1975. Out of print.

Kevin tells swiss of adventures with his
grandma that would melte anyone en*.
au --but could be be acaggerating?

WIllianis.VeraB.AChairibrkfyficdor.
New York Greer:widow. 19112.

Pile destroyed their possessions, so a
gat and her mother and grenchnotherwork
together to save bran overstaffed chair to
which to relax and snuggle.
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Williams. Vera B. Cherries and Cherry
Pits. New York: Oro:willow. 1988.

Through her drawings and stories.
Bidecomi aeates a very special and un-
usual way of drawing humankind to-
ipother.

WIMans. Vera B. Soniefhing Special/0r
Ma New Yalu Mallory. 1983.

Yarbrougli. Canaille. Cornrocui 011ua-
trated by Carole Byard). New York:
Coward-McCann. 1979. Out of print.

As Mama and Great-Grammaw braid
thOr daddren's hair. stories are woven, too.
about mangy behind the patterns is
celebration of the Bleck tradition.

Yashana. Taro. Chribreda. New York:
The Viking Press. 1958.

When Maw gets a new umbeeda Ws
voy hard
such

to Walt for ralnand then.
joyt

Spedal relationships
Barrett. Judi. Cloudy Mika Chance of

Meatballs (Illustrated by Ron Barrett).
New York: Atheneum. 1982.

Grandpa has a lively tmaginadon that
almost beings his tall tale to life.

Caine., Jeannette. Daft (Illustrated
by Ronald Hinder). New York: Harper
Si Row. 19n. Out of print.

Weekend visits with her father me full of
comfortable playfulness end dependab
delight for 'Andy.

le

Cables. Jeannette. Just Us Women
(illustrated by Pat Cummings). New
York Harper Si Row. 1984.

Caine.. Jeannette. Window Wishing
(Illustrated by Kevin Brooks). New
York: Harper Si Row. 1980.

Flournoy. Valerie. The Patchwork Quilt
(illustrated by Jerry Pinimey). New
York: Dial Books for Young Readers.
1985.

Cream a quilt helps Tanya and her
grandmother weave the past and present
together to tell the story of their family.

FOIC. Mem. Wilfrid Gordon McDonald
Partridge (Illustrated by Julie Vlvas).
New York: Kane/MIller. 1985.

This is my favorite book about friendship
across generations--a th11711 story of
how a young boy helps his older brined and
her memories.

Heat. Amy. The Cradc-qfDaum Walk-
ers (Illustrated by Amy Schwartz).
New York Macmillan. 1984.

A Sunday morning walk with her grand-
father is my special time far Sadie.

Johnson. Angela. Do Like Kyles New
York: Orchard Books. 1990.

A positive dating relationahip between
two non-White sisters.
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Keats. Ezra Jack. Apt. 3. New York:
Macmillan. 1971.

Curiosity about a neighbor and his mu-
sic lead Sam and Bat to a new friend.

Mahy. Margaret Ultra-Violet Cataatro-
pheililluatrated byBriari Proud). New
York: Parents' Magazine Press. 1975.
8allyand GreatUncle Magnus are woof

a kind, and their friendship develops dur-
ing a walk together.

Martin. BOWL andJohnArchembault.
Knots on a Counting Rope. New York:
Hairy Holt 1987.

This tale of a blind boy and his grandfa-
ther capture. the wennth. Intimacy. and
integnty of the Native American treason.

Miles. MIAs. Annie and the Old One
(illustrated by Peter Parnell). Boston.
MA Little. Brown. 1971.

An id's love for the Old One makes It
Main for her to let p. but eventually she
conies to understand that 'Ong and dying
are a natural part attiring.

°mend. Jan. Remit/IR:SWIMS:A:W.1
Bark and Messy Baby. New York:
Lathrop. Lee. & Shepard. 1985.

This series of books portrays the any
dose and natural relationship between
baby and his father.

Ricklen. Nell. Grandma and Me;
Grandpa and Me; Daddy and Me:
Mammy and Me. New York: Simon &
SchusterilltUeSimanSuperChubby
board books. 1988.

Lovely interactions between gisndper-
aim mid dakben. and poems and children.

Steptoe.John. Stevie. Newyork Harper
& Row, 1986.

Sometimes ayoungerchildorena play-
matecan ease like a nuisance until he
moves away.

Stevenson. James. We Hate Rabat New
York: Oreenwillow, 1988.

During a dreary rainy apell, Onadpa
tells pandchildren Mary Anne and Louie
what not nun vas like in his day.

Vlorst. Judith. Rode and Michael (Il-
lustrated by LarnaTtnnell. New York:
Atheneum, 1988.

Beet friends Rosie and Michael enjoy and
understand each other, for betterodomene.

Wittman, Sally. A Special Trade Mum-
aided by Kann Oundershelineri. New
York: Harper & Raw. 1985.

Nervy and Bartholomew are naghbon
very differag ape. special friends who take
turns caring ix each ether.
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looks for Infants and toddlers reflecting diversity
Ahlberg, Janet and Allan. The Baby's
Caissr. Boston. MA: Little.
Brown, 1992.

Bang. Molly. Tlen. Nine. Bight. New
York: OreenwIllow, 1983.

Crews. Donald. Bicycle Race. New
York: Greene/Wow, 1985.

Dgs. Cala. Ant You My Mammy? A
Pop-Up Book New York: Simon and
Schuster. 1990.

Reveals an apporamw is meal to del-
elan the nogg Ova of bay etructuna

°Ebert. Yvonne.Baby's Book ceLulla-
Wes and Cradle Songs.
Dial Hooka. 1990.

New York:

includes IS traditional songs fnao the
Muted State& England. and Europe. along
with lovely Illustrations.

Hughes. Shirley. When We Went to
the Park. New York: Lathrop, Lee &
Shepard. 1985.

Jonas. Ann. When You Were a Baby.
New York: Oreernvillow. 1982.

Keats. Ezra Jack. The Snowy Day.
New York: The Viking Press. 1982.

Miller. Margaret. Whose Shoe. New
York: GreenwIllow. 1991.

Miller has Included both children and
adult %hoe wearers` and a range of people
from an walks of life, including a =fara-
dsl couple. which makes the book aspe-
deny appealing for a wide audience.

O'Brien. Anne Sibley. Come May with
Us. New York: Holt. Rinehart and
Winston. 1985.

O'Brien. Anne Sibley. toe Not Med,
New York: Holt. Rinehart and Win-
ston. 1985.

Ormerod, Jan. Dad's Back. NewYork:
Lathrop. Lee & Shepard. 1985. Ale()
Messy Baby. Reading. Steeptng.and
Young Joe.

Williams. Vera B. Yore. mar% more.'
Said the Baby: 3 Love Stories. New
York: Oreenwillow. 1990.

This book has S all: racial diversity.
aloe language, and lovely artwork.
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Ufe In other places

Africa
Feelings. Murk Wcunbo Means Hello:

Swahili Alphabet Book (illustrated
by Tom Peelings). New York: Dial
Books for Young Readers, 1974.

Feelings. Muriel. Moja Means One
(Illustrated by Tom Feelings). New
York: The Dial Press. 1971.

Graham, Lorene. Song cif the Boat
(illustrated by Leo and Diane Dillon).
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell. 1975.

The Caribbean
Lessac, Franc. My Little Island. New
York: J.B. Lippincott. 1985. Out of
print.
India

Bonnici. Peter. The restival (illus-
trated by Lisa Kopper). Carolrhoda
Books. 241 First Avenue North. Min-
neapolis. MN 55401. 1985. Also
The First Aetna.
South Africa

Lewin. Hugh. Jeyta (illustrated by
Lisa Kopper). Minneapolis. MN:
Carolrhoda Books. 1983. Also Afta
and the Wedding. JcgtaThe Jour
new. JcgtaThe Thum. Jcyla's Pte-
Vier, and Jqlta's Mother

Around the World
Abell.. Chant Byers. The Children We

Remember. New York: GreenwIllow.
1983.

A moving account of the Holocaust
told through photograph of its children.

Anna. MItstunasa. et al. AU in a Day.
New York: Phllosnel. 1986..

Nine celebrated artiste have brought the
waits children together In this work of
Mendel* and peace. Activities. time. and
mum In eight different a:entries are a-
lumni:ad mar a 24-how period. accentu-
ating ways In which we ars all alike.

Bailey. Donna. Where We IMe Soles:
Austnalia: Hong Kong; hula: and
Trinidad. Madison. NJ: Steck
Vaughn. 1990.

A puma of occupations. liketylle. cli-
mate. reaeation. and animals of par at
countries via the perspective if a yam
child nerrater.

Bauer. Caroline F. (Ed.). Snowy Doi;
Stories and Poems. New York:
Lippincott, 1986.

A retelling of snowy day stales born
faraway places. including a Russian
folktale and a lovely Japanese Navy.

Feeney. Stephsnle. A Isfar Alolia(pho-
tographs by Hells Hammid). How-
lulu: The University Press of Haws&
1980.

A beautiful alphabet book with block-
and-white photographs of Hawaten life.

Feeney. Stephanie. Hawaii Is a Rain-
bow. Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press. 1985.

The vibrant colors of the Hawaiian Is-
lands sre perfectly captured in thisprgeoue
book about the diversity of our 50th state.

Ooldfarb. Mace, M.D. Fighters. Refir
gees. Immigrants: A Story of the
ninon°. Minneapolis. MN: Caro/Mods
Books. 1982.

Although the hat is written for older
children. the color photograph. of We a
refugee camp in Thidland am an important
resource.

Koss. Amy G. Cay Otters Around the
World LosAngeles: Price Stern Sloan.
1991.

Young children will delight in the
hop In Edinburgh. thestorks m ICeindu,
and the camels in Karachi as they journey
to these setunp.

Raynor, Darks. Grandparente Around
the World. Chicago: Albert Whitman.
1977. Out of print.

Raynor. Dories. My Friends lot
Mang Maces. Chicago: Albert Whit-
man. 1980. Out of print.

Rogers. Jean. Runaway Mittens. New
York: Greene/Wow. 1988.

An Abetters boy. Pica. pursues his run-
away mittens In his native Alaskan envi-
ronment complete utth ice fishing sled
dogs. and one-room schoolhouse.

Rylant. Cynthia. Whenl Was Young In
the Mountains (Illustrated by Diane
Goode). NewYork: E.P. Dutton. 1982.

Beautiful hoses eta childhood inAppa-
/ado.

Smith. Minim M. Orandmothees
Adobe Dollhouse (Illustrated by Ann
Wadi:stone). New Malice Magazine.
The Joseph Montoya Building. 1100
St. Prancis Drive. Santa Pe. NM
87503. 1984.

Not exact* another piece, but this book
shame Information about Pueblo Indians
and the culture of New Medea

Manes. Bather'. Whole Brother. New
York: Walker. 1988.

Oseu. an Estdmoboyandasphingcsiver.
will inspire in

e.
children a respect for the

Skidoo lifestyl

Wend. Otto B. (translated by Joan
Tate). Children of the Yangtze River.
London: Pelham Books Ltd. (distrib-
uted byMerrimackPublishers'
47 Pelham Road. Salem. NH 03079),
1985.

Itincia. Rod. and Kerry Argent. Ono
Wooly Wombat (illustrated by Keny
Mgent). NewYorIc1Cane/Miller, 1983.

A delightful cormting book with Austra-
lian hamr.
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Vaughn. Jenny. Greece and Russia.
Madison. NJ: Steck-Vaughn, 1990.

A pimple of occupations. lifestyles,
roc:read:1n. and animals otparticvlar

countries via the penpective d a young
child narrator.

Vernon, Adele (retold by). The Riddle.
New York Dodd. Mead. 1987.

M insight into *and culture of man-
and tumpe.

Walter. Mildred Pitts. Habari Cont?
New York: lathrop. Lee a Shepard.
1989.

lids maid Waded for staff to mad to
children. toadies about theAftiesn-Ansed-
eon holiday, Kwanzsa

Williams. Vera B. Strbvbeares DO to
the Shtrstng Sea. New York: Green-
willow. 1988.

Osepaphyolsorts there =dime:elm
than what's found in children's textbooks.
Biracial

Adolf. Arnold. Blank Is Brown is Ilan
(Illustrated by Emily bleCufl). New
York: Harper & Row. 1992.

A story-poem about a house idle( love
and adults and children of many odors.

blanddbourn. Pill. You Be Me, rn Be
You. Brooklyn. NY: Kane/Miller. P.O.
Haw 529. Brooklyn. NY 11231. 1990.

A White father and a Bieck daughter
try to work through the problem of not
Wdng your oaks.

Rosenberg. Mardne B. Luke; in 11no
Worlds (photographs by George
Ancona). New York: Lathrop. Lee &
Shepard. 1988.

Biracial children share their feelings
about themselves and their heritage and
the prejudices they =counter. Wonder -

and
peat variety dale*

and racial mixtures.

Disabilities
Baker. Pamela J. My First Beak of

Stgn. Washington. DC: GaUluadet
University Press. 1988.

This book (or hearing children about
deaf peoples language win open the door
to new forms of communication.

Brown, Tricia. Someone Special. Jost
Like You (photographs by Fran
Ortiz). New York: Henry Holt, 1991.

Cairo. Shelley. Our Brother Has
Doson's Syndrome (photographs by
Irene McNeil). Toronto. Caned*:
Annick Press (distributed by Firefly
Books. 3520 Pharmacy Avenue.
Unit 1-C. Scarborough. Ontario.
Canada M1W 211). 1685.

Chapman. Elizabeth. Suzy (Mug-
treted by Marge:), DIM. The Bodle
Head Ltd.. 9 Bow Street, London.
England WC2E7AL. 1982.

Corrigan. Kathy. Emily Unsay (illus-
trated by Insets van Kampen).
Toronto, Canada: Annick Press Ltd.,
1984.

Peterson. Jeanne Whitehouse. !Haw
a Stater My Sister Is Decif (flus-
trated by Deborah Ray). New York:
Harper & Raw. 1984.

Paiay composition
Bauer. ftwokne Met. My Mom Tub
els A Lot (illustrated b Nan
Whitlow Parker). NewYork:
Warne. 1981.

Christiansen. C.B. My Mother's
House. My Fattust's House. New
York: Atheneum. 1989.

warm. bright laustrations and a posi-
tive tone maks this book useful for is-

grigehildren's feelings about their
with separated parents.

Levinson. RUd. I Go With My Artily to
Oranckna's. New York: Dutton. 1988.

It's around 1900, end a young. bur-
=lglier/ York family converge via

. train. trolley. wagon, and ear to
their gruminrodier's house. Lawn about
old New York!

UIZIton. Myra C.These Was a Maas
Other Poems. New York: Mac-

millan, 1988.
Children who are groping and coping

with new 'broken' Moly situations may
relate to thane brief poems.

Perry, Patricia. and Marietta Lynch.
Mammy and Daddy Are Drummed.
New York: Dial Books for Young
Readers, 1985.

Moe. Melanie and Chris. All About Me.
Garden City. NY: Doubleday. 1987.

Many types of bad** are adatowl-
edged with varying parental siltaanons.
homes. food, and other qualities not nor-
salty depleted in children's literature.

Rosenberg. Maxine B. Being a ?Lin.
Haying a noin (photographs by
Ounge Ancona). NewYork: Lothrop.
Lee h Shepard. 1985.

Simon. Norma. All Kinds ofPbntdles
(illustrated byJoe Linker). Chicago:
Albert Whitman. 1978.

Hoyt-Ooldsmith. Merit Pole. New
York: Holiday House. 1900.

About young Northwest Coot beim
boy who waft with his father to awn end
paint a is pole ihr a OW resenvtion.

Levhmon. Rat Our Home is the Bea.
New York: Dutton, 1988.

A young boy is sent to school to it
his mother'shope that he breamsameba&
butcher Mewed at bliorkirqg his dram M
team a Ilstimean in Kong harbor
like Ms Mier and
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Macmillan. Dianne. and Dorothy Free-
man. My Beat/Mend Duc TV= Meet-
trig a Vietnamese-Amernart /tangy.
New York: Julian Messner. 1987.

An Informative look at Vietnamese
Amman fondly.

Po lacco. Patricia. The Keeping Quilt.
New York: Simon & Schuster. 1988.

A glimpse into the lives of Russian
to America net as an

.

ideal-
ised but realistically. wtth all of
the anomalies. tmperfeetions and nth-
nets of then culture.

Shalant. Phyllis. Look What We're
Bretufg You Ann Women /Wis.
Games. Recipes. Stories. and Otter
Cultural Acts tiles Awn lieu, Amen-
d:via New York Julien Messner. 1988.

An activity book for 6-. 7% end 8-ywn
olds that teaches Viehminese came in as
Am. creative manner.

Ileur roles and stereotypes
English. Betty. Women at rarer Work

New York: Dial. 1988.
Meet a variety of working semen. in-

cluding a dentist. launch °pastor. a
Judge. a chef. a painter. a firefighter. and
may mon.

Kempler. Susan. Doreen Rappaport,
and Michele Spun. A Man Can
Be... (photographs by Russel Dian).
Human Sciences Press. 233
Street. New York. NY 10013, !CV

Merriam. Eve. Bogs & Obis. OMs &
Boys ((illustrated by Harriet
Sherman). NewYork: Holt. Rinehart
and Winston. 1972. Out of pint.

Merriam. Eve.Mornmies at Work New
York: Simon & Schuster. 1989.

ibis beak gives children in child oars
preview some Insight tiles why they are
there. and what their mothers do what
thrill' away.

Mkt. Pear. 77w Sexy a f a KW gribbit
New Yak Nceth-South Books. 1988.

Combat stenotypes with this book
about a gentle wolf and a uObr owL

toted
Avis. fine on els Bbna

(Illustrated by Stern Karen Rubin).
Kar.Ben Copies. Inc.. 8800 Tilden-
wood Inns. Rockville:. MD 20352.
1988.

Winthrop. Elizabeth. Tbugh B&W.
New York: Dutton. 1985.

Eddie appears to be a gity. but
his .nuttier aide Is MUM wizen his
friends discover he has a dollhouse.

Tabs and legends
In addition to the following. don't

forget the wealth of other beautiful
and interesting legends from
around the world.

Baden. Robert. YDontelgo. stets /And
Sunday Makes &ord. Niles. IL:
Albert Whitman. 1990.

This Costa Rican batik about the 12
witches who reward Carlos for his help
with their song about the days of the week
Is presented in a well-done translation.

Birdseye. Tom. A Song of Stars. New
York: Holiday House. 1990.

A retelling of Chinese myth that is
the basis of traditional festivals in both
China and Japan.

Hamilton. Vkia (told by. in the
Beginning: Croatian Stories Prom
Around the World. New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovairovich. 1988.

Leaning hoe afferent cultures view
the oath's beginnings will give children
insight into different philosophies and
Sister a untwist sense of wonder about
the mysteries of the universe.

Kimmel. Erie A. (retold by). Baba
Yoga. A Ruston PbOrtale. New York
Holiday House. 1991.

The heroine in this only succeeds
through obedience and dveity, >a ion-
treat to others who exhibit selfishness.
figurine. tridray, and unkindness.

San Saud. Robert D. (retold by). The
Meliorated Tapestry. New York: Dial
Books for Young Readers. 1987.

A Cheo raw Mask about ayang We
Malay his wag mother.

Sierra. Judy and Robert Kaadnald.
MukteuituralPbUdalar Storfes7b77ell
Young Children. Phossbc. AZ: The
Dept Press, 1991.

Emphisteing a niukierdtural approach.
sub of these 25 stories and rhymes Mon-
tan the counny at ern dentin.

Stewig.John W. (retold by).81aneSorp.
New Yarlc Holiday House. 1901.

This myrmidon has a gular the heroine
who uses the fearaar ploy to bad herself.

Tyra Betty L (retold by). The liar*
nous Pearl. NowYmic Decimal Boobs.
1990.

A Chinese Man about a young hero
who keeps his promise to mare desperate
people even though he risks missing his
churn to win the beautiful primer.
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The following lists were developed by Frances E. Kendall (1996).

Molt Arnold. AU Xis& of Families. New York: Morrow, 1992.
These poems deal with the feelings of a biracial child.

Moir. Arnold. Bloch Is Blown Is Tan. Illus. by Emily A. McCully. New York Harper
& Row, 1973.

This is a story-poem about a racially mixed family.
Adolf, Arnold. Flessboyen. Illus. by Karen Barbour. San Diego, CA: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1988.

On a Caribbean island, a baby is born. Her parents name her Flambayan.
after a strong, colorful tree. We follow Flamboyan through her neutral
'seasons

Ahenakew, Freda. Now the BMA The Got Its Striper Illus. by George Littlefield. Saska-
toon: Fifth House, 1988.

In this traditional 'how it tune to be story, Wishkecahk attempts to prove
himself strong, finds out he isn't, and takes it out on the birch trees;

Aliki. Cons Is Maim New Ibrk Crowell, 1976.
This simple. factual book is about corn: the life cycle of the corn plant and
the development of it as a food source.

Altman, Linda). Amodio's Road. Illus. by Enrique 0. Sanchez. New York: Lie & Low
Books, 1993.

Amelia and her family are migrant workers. Amelia dreams of a place where
she can stay forever and finds a special road by which she can always return.

Archambault, John, & Martin, Bill, Jr. Knots os s a Cawing Rope. illus. by Ted Rand.
New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1987.

BcrtStrength-of-Blue-Hones learns the story of his birth from his grandfather,
who ties another knot in the counting rope every dme he tells it. As time pass-
es, the boy gains the courage and confidence to face life's challengesinclud-
ing lib blindness.

Asehine, Lorraine, & Mueller, E. Fos Deaf and It's Okay. Chicago: Albert Whitman,
1986.

A kettrintimpaired teenager helps a young child come to terms with his own
imptinment.

Ashley, Bernard. Cletenticks. Mus. by Derek Brazell. New Mark: Crown, 1992.
Ling Sung is unhappy at his English preschool until he discovers a unique
skill that everyone wants to learn.

Atkinson, Mary. Abele Tema (2d ed.). Carrboro, NC: Lollipop Power, 1979.
Maria Teresa, a young Ledna, must learn to deal with the discrimination she
encounters in a Midwestern city.

Avery, Charles E. Everybody Has Feelings/7bdas DAMNS Sratissientos. Seattle, WA: Open
Hand Publishing, 1992.

This book, in Spanish and in English, talks about feelings.
Bales, Carol Ann. Kruk Cloud: cupping' Joy in the co; Chicago: Reilly & Lee, 1972.

Told in photographs, this bilingual story explores the many moods of child-
hood through Kevin Cloud, a Native American who lives in Chicago.

Bang. Molly. The Paper Case. New York: Greenwillow Books, 1987.
A Japanese American man brings a magic paper crane to life.

Bang, Molly Tint, Nira, Eigiss New York: Greenwillow Books, 1983.
A father puts his young daughter to bed, counting backwards as she gets ready.

Banish, Roslyn. A Perna r Family. New Ibrk: liarperColfins, 1992.
Eight-yeanold Jennifer tells about being adopted into a *forever famU after
living in several foster homes. Multiracial families are depicted.

Baylor, Byrd. Amiga Wm. by Garth Williams. New link: Macmillan, 1989.
Desperately wanting a pet to love, a boy decides to tame a prairie dog who has
already decided to tame the boy as his own pet.
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Baylor, Byrd. The Bat Town in the %rid. Illus. by Ronald Himler. New York: Macmil
Ian, 1983.

This is a nostalgic view of a town in which dogs were smarter, chickens laid
prettier eggs, wildflowers grew taller and thicker, and the people knew how to
make the best chocolate cakes and toys in the world.

Baylor, Byrd. The Darn Is Thai. Illus. by Peter Parnell. New York: Macmillan, 1973.
Thesimple text and illustrations describe and show the characteristics of the
desert and its plant. animal, and human life.

Baylor, Byrd. Everybody Needs a Rork Illus. by Peter Parnell. New York: Macmillan,
1974.

This book tliscusies the qualities to consider in selecting the petfect rock for
play and pleasure.

Baylor, Byrd. Gwen Who My Fatalist Arson h. Thus. by Robert Andrew Parker. New
York: Macmillan, 1994.

Two friends play the pine of naming their favorite things.
Baylor, Byrd. Hoak I* Your &whet Illus. by Peter Parnell. New lb& Macmillan,1976.

A young boy who lives in the desert steals a baby hawk from its nest, hoping
that he. too, can learn to fly.

Baylor, Byrd. If You Are et Noun of Fossils. Illus. by Peter Parnell. New Iliek Macmil-
lan, 1980.

A geologist looking for signs of an ancient sea in the rocks of a western Texas
mountain shows how the area must have looked millions of years ago.

Baylor. Byrd. The Wry to StartaDm. Mus. by Peter Parnell. New Ibrk: Macmillan, 1986.
The text and illustrations show how people all aver the world celebrate the
sunrise.

Baylor, Byrd. When Clo Shop Mos. by Tom Band. New %irk: Macmillan, 1987.
The daily life and customs of prehistoric Southwest Indian tribes are revealed
through the designs on the remains of their pottery.

Beller, Janet A-B-Circe An Adios Alphaiet. New Ibrk: Crown, 1984.
Children in photographs enact an action word for each letter of the alphabet.
from Going to sonskingto zipping.

Bache, Susanne. jenny Lives with Eric and Martin. London: Gay Men's Press, 1983.
Together, the members of a gay family in London experience prejudice and
openly discuss their feelings.

Bruchac, Joseph. Fm Saw Mus. by Paul Morin. New Ibrk: Philomel Books, 1993.
Although Grime doorman is gone. Jamie's quiet walk in the woods tells her
that her grandmother is still near.

Bunin. Catherine, & Burin, Sherry. Is That Your Sister', A nue Story of Adoption.
Wayne, PA: Our Child Press, 1992.

An adopted eiver-old girl tells about adoption and bow she and her adopted
sister feel about it

Btmneu. Rochelle. Prim& in the Park New Ibrk: Checkerboerd Press Inc., 199S.
This book shows differentlrabled children enjoying everyday fun with their
friends.

Bunting, Eve. Fly Away Howe. Nun. by Ronald Hinder. New Ibrk: Clarion Books, 1991.
A little boy and his father. the Medina', are homeless and live surrepddowsly
at the airport. The father works days and tries to save enough money for a
more stable home. Other homeless people also live at the airport and ovate a
kind of family with the Medina'.

Bunting, Doe. St. Pabidtt Day in the Mersin'. New Ibrk: Clarion Books, 1983.
In Ireland, a child sets out to prove he Is big enough to march in the St.
Patrick's Day parade.

Cainesjessiette Franklin. Abby. Ilion. by Steven Kellogg. New York Harper & Roux 1973.
Abby is a young Black girl who is adopted. The story centen on her relation-
ships with her adoptive parenu and brother Kevin.

Caine'. Jeanette Franklin. Deady. New Ibrk: Harper & Row, 1977.
This is the story of an African American father and daughter.

Gaines, Jeanette Franklin. I Nod Lunch Bow Mus. by Pat Cummings. New York:
Harper & Raw, 1988.

As school is about to begin, the younger brother in an African American fami
k dreams of what he would do if he had his own lunch box.
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Gaines, Jeanette Franklin. Just Us %mem Illus. by Pat Cummings. New York: Harper
ik Row, 1982.

An African American girl and her aunt take a car nip together to North
Carolina.

Caines, Jeanette Franklin. Windom Wishing. Illus. by Kevin Brooks. New York:
Harper & Row, 1980.

This is the story of two Black children spending their vacation with their
grandmother.

Cairo, Shelly. Cairo, Jasmine, & Cairo, Tara. Our Brother Has Down's Syndrome
Toronto: Annick Frac 1985.

Two sisters tell about their Little brother jai, who has Down's Syndrome.
Cameron, A. Spider Ifinalse. Madiera Park, BC Harbour, 1988.

This is the tale of a legendary figure in the belief system of the Navajos.
Chart; Lynne. The Groot Kepis ?ha San Diego. CA: Harcourt Brace. 1990.

A man intends to cut down a wee in the Amazon rain forest, but is persuaded
to let it live by all the creatures that depend on she owe.

Children's Television Workshop. Sign Leper Fins. New Ibrk: Random Home. 1980.
This beginning book In signing teaches children some of the bask words and
phrases.

Church, Vivian. Cars Amsted Ms. Chicago: Afro American Publishing, 1971.
A book for all ages: it ezt:dains the variety tight tones among African
Americans.

Clifton, Lucille. AIWA& Mus. by Thomas DiGnaia. New York; Dutton, 1977.
This is a story for very young children about a father's return from the armed
services.

Clifton, Lucille. Daft Yee Remember /thus. by Evaline Nem. New Ibrit: Dutton. 1973.
There h a happy ending to this story of a workinrclass African American fain.
sly in which 4.year'old This negotiates her way in a life of broken promises.

Clifton. Lucille. Ewan Anderson's Friend. Illus. by Lucille Clifton. New lbrk: Holt.
Rinehart & Winston, 1992.

Everett Anderson, a young Black boy. forgets his key, and, when he is invited
into the house of the Hispanic girl who has just moved next door, they
become friends.

Clifton, Lucille. Ewan Andersoes Goodbye. thus. by Ann Gritsiconi. New York: Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1988.

An African American family loses the father. Everett mows through stages of
grief with the help of his mother. The story is told in verse.

Clifton. bidUe. &wow Andean; k Nine Monde last Mus. by Ann Greatcoat. New Ibrk:
Holt. Rinehart k Winston. 1978.

Everett Anderson notices changes in his mother and in their home and finds
out about the baby that is about to be born.

Clifton. Lucille. Sew silks Dap clam& Anderson. thus. by baling Ness. New Ibrk:
Holt. Rinehart & Winston, 1970.

This Everett Anderson book h collection of short poems about Everett and
the city in which he lives.

Cohen, Miriam. Rill 1 Haze allhendtilhas. by Man Hoban. New WA: kiscndUart. 1987.
This is the story of a young child's first day in kindergarten.

Connexion. Ruth A. hide, highth Papa Aright. Jlfus. by Emily A. McCulley. New Ibrk:
Puffin Books. 1987.

Frith", night is the family's special night because Papa joins them, but this
week Papa doesn't come home.

Corey, Dorothy. Ws C. Amoy New Itek: Greens low Book. 199S.
This story of a =Wade family depicts the supportive roles of both parents.
In the end, the family must face a separation.

Cowen-Fletr.her,Jane. Meow Zooms:. New lb& Scholastic. Inc.. 1993.
This story is about a little boy who zooms arotmd with his mother, who uses a
wheelchair.

Crews. Donald. dignessa's. New York Greenwillow Booka, 1991.
Wan later. an African American man desaibes all the pleasures ache annual
family trip to Sigma:112's homestead in Florida. Bigmama is his grandmother.
one of a large extended family of rural workinrclaes relatives and friends

Crews, Donald. Skortnat. New York: Greemtillow Sonia. 1988.
The children of Astatine k take a forbidden shortcut along a railroad track.
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Curruninp, Pat. Clam C re.R., iferwyMoon. Scarsdale, Nit BradburyPres, 1991.
This is the verse story of Harvey, an African American boy, whose room is a
mess and who can't watch TV until he cleans it.

Daly. Nilrl. Net So Fast Salvia.. New Ibrk: Atheneum, 1988.
Mahal. a Black South African boy, spends a shopping daywith his
candmother.

Davok Marguerite W Nock WI* Jost Right Illus. by Irene Trims. New York Four
Winds, 1993.

A biracial child tells about her family and the fan they hue together.
DeGrosbois. L, tamale. N., LaMothe, L, & Nantel, L. Mammy Walks on Dram
Toronto: Warnen's Press, 1976.

This is the story of a badly whose mother works in a dress factory.
dePaola. Tomb. The kiwi gas itubonssa. New Rork: Pitmans. 1981.

A Native American girl has a favorite doll which she finally gives up so that
the entire tribe can benefit from the rain.

dePaola, Torok. Nips *dim Nese Downstate. New liwk: Pitman% 1973.
dePsola. Townie. New On e Foot, Arm the Othe: New York: Putnam, 1980.

Two stories depicting loving family relationships between generations.
dePaola. ramie. OliverBotwon Is a Stu; New Stork: Harcourt BraceJovanovich. 1979.

Oliver gets teased by his dusmates because he doesn't like to play the kinds of
games that boys usually play. He loves to dance and, when be performs in a tal-
ent shows his classmates discover how good Oliver is at being his natural self.

dePaola, Townie. Ntstd Ow for the Olicins Feet in Yaw Ss*. Englewood Oiffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall. 1974.

Joey takes his Mend to vidt his Old-World Indian grandmother and learns
that her foreign accent and cultural differences can be interesting and appre-
dated rather than being ridiculed.

Dooley, Norah. Everybody Costs Rior. Minneapolis, MN: Carobboda looks 1991.
Visiting homes in her neighborhood, a young girl finds rice being cooked in a
number of different wen. Recipes are included.

Duro% Arthur. Abu& New Ibrk Dutton Children's Books, 1991.
This fantasy is about a girl and her grandmother flyby over the sights of New
York City. A glossary of Spanish words is included.

Dorros. Arthur. Radio Men. New York HarperCollins. 1993.
In this story of a migrant Latino family, young Diego finds the radio a com-
panion, a good source for bilingual information, and a tool for keeping in
touch with his Mend David.

Dragonwagon. Crescent. Ahooys, Always. New Ibrk Macmillan. 1984.
A young child experiences divorce In the famlly and then the predicament of
shared custody.

Drescher. oan. Your ?intik My Family New lbrk: Walker & Co.. 1980.
This book briefly describes several kinds of famUies and cites some of the
strengths of family life.

Elwin, Rosamund, & Paulse, Michele. Ashes Mom IUua. by Dawn Lee. Toronto:
Women's Pied, 1990.

Asia learns that ha teacher doesn't understand about her two Nome Her
diverse classmates share their views, and her mothers come to school. Every-
one learns that you can, in fact, have two wonderful mothers.

Farrier, oan. My On:n*4AM Tod* New Ibrk: Human Sciences Prem. 1983.
A Jewids family deals with the death of their pamiarch.

Feelings, Muriel /rub Mow thaw Swattia Alphoist look thus. by Mtn Feelings. New
Ibrk: Dial Pras. 1971.

This is a picture book with simple text and easy beginning phrases In Swahili.
Feeling, Tom. Mojs Maws One A Swahili Cessfing Book New IbrL Dial Pres% 1973.

In this illustrated counting book, the numbers from one to ten we given in
English and SWahil.

Feelings, Tom. (Ed.). SAW La* Baal in %WOE Illus. by the editor. NewIbrk: Dial
Books, 1993.

A collection of poems about African American rood hs Africa. Poems by Marl
Evans, Maya Angelou, and Langston Hughes an included.

Fox, Mem. iiiifred Gordon McDonald Partridge. Illua. by Julie Viva% Brooklyn. bit
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Zane/Miller BOolePublishers, 1989.
This story from Australia is about a small boy and his friendships with people
in a retirement home next door.

Freeman, Don. Confirm. New York: Viking Press, 1965.
A young Black girl finds the teddy bear, Corduroy, in a buoy department store.

Freeney, Stephanie. Hawaii Is a Rank** Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. 1960.
Hawaii comes to life in this picture book with color photographs.

Friedman, kW R. How A f Passau lama m Fat Wm by Allen Say. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin. 1987.

A young girl tells how her Japanese mother and American &thee met and
adapted to each other's colones.

Clear& Linda W., & Levine, Abby, (Eds.). Mamie L far Malys. Chicago: Albert
Whitman, 198&

This book relates the feelings and experiences of a child who finds out she's
adopted.

Goble, Paul. The Friendly Wolf Scarsdale, NY: Bradbury Press, 1975.
Two Native American children, separated from their family, are befriended
and helped to get home by a wolf.

Goble, Paul. The Cal Me Laved Wad Hams. Scarsdale, NY: Bradbury Press, 1978.
A young Native American girl loves to ride with the wild hones even more
than being with her family and tribe.

Golenbock, Peter. nemeses. San Diego, a: Wretwiriikace Josusovidt, 1990.
This is the story of the breaking of the color barrier in baseball by Jackie
Robinson in 1947. It is a tribute to Robinson and two White men, Branch
Rickey and "Pee Wee* Reese, who stood with him. The book is illustrated with
drawings and vintage photographs.

Greentwarg. Polly. / Knew I'm Mysd f &must New librk: Human Science Pres, 1986.
This is a story of a young girl and her mother, both happy and welladJusted:
the father is not mentioned.

Greenburg, Polly. Reis end Rae. Washington, DC The Growth Program Pres, 1988.
This is a story about a family composed of two mothers, two children, one
grandmother, and no fathers.

Greenfield, Eloise. Apia. Dross Illus. by Carole Bled. New York John Day, 1977.
In this fantasy, a young Black girl dreams about being in Africa.

Greenfield, Eloise. Gmadpa rata El s. by Floyd Cooper. New list rhilonsel Books,
1993.

This books depicts the enduring love betweena child and her grandfather.
Greenfield. Eloise. Haas, lbws and Odes Pares. Illus. by Diane and Leo Dillon. New
York Ovwell, 1986.

This is a collection of love poems written epedally for children.
Greenfield, Eloise. Me end Nee e. Illus. by Moneta Barnett. New lbrk: Canoe% 1975.

This picture book tells the story of a young Black girl, her funny. her *magi-
nary friend Neale, and her first day at achooL

Greenfield, Eloise. Algid an IVeigiskraaad Sava Ww. by jam Spivey Gilchrist. New Ihrit:
Dial Press, 1991.

These Messed poems are about life on Neighborhood Saws. They cover a
range of experiences from a father losing his Job to kids essannuering drug
dealers to the birth of a baby sister.

Greenfield, Eloise. Rosa Parks. New lbrk: Crowell, 1975.
This is a brief biography of the Black woman, often celled the Mother of the
Civil Rights Movement. who started the Montgomery bus Lou.ye

Greenfield, Eloise. Whew sad Ms Goad Oki Days. plus. by Jan Spivey Gilchrist.
New link Crowell. 1993.

William mists the 'good old days' when his grandmother was not tick and
they could have firn together.

Grimes. Md. Alga Denims Browns Alm by Floyd Cooper. New lbrk: Lathrop, Lae k
Shepard, 1994.

31fro little African American Otis have big spirits, great experiences, and a
fiercely loyal friendship. Thirteen poems in the voice alone eaten sing of
adventure, single parents, courage. fun, and pride.
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Grimes, Nikki. Sonstong is My Mint Illus. by Tom Feelings. New York: Dial Press,
1978.

This bock of poems for all children deals with the problems of being a child
in our world.

Munition, Virginia. Tlis /bop& CaulgiFly: Americas Awe PAW= Mu. by Lao & Diane
Dillon. New Ibrk: Knopf. 1985.

These 24 selections from traditional Black American folklore include tricksters
tales, tall tales, ghost tales, and tales of freedom.

Havehill.juanita.jamsics and Brisousa OW. by Ann Sibley O'Brien. BestowHoughton
Mifflin, 1993.

A story about two Mends who hurt each other's feelings. but are able to
resolve their differences.

Hayes, Sarsh. Eat Up, Ge.era. Wur. by Jan Onnerod. New hark: Lathrop. Lee &
Shepard. 1988.

Baby Gem= refuses to eat, throwing her breakfast on the floor and squash-
ing her grapes, until her brother gen an ides.

Hazen. Barbara S. Tight Tim& New Ibrk: Viking Children's Books. 1979.
This is the story of a boy who wants a dog. a Ether who loses his job.and a
family that figures out how to cope without much money.

Hazen, Barbara S. Why Ant Peel* Dffforwet A Book Mese &lista& New Ito& Golden
Boobs. 1985.

A grandparent helps teach a young child about prejudice.
Heide. Florence Parry. & OWiland, Judith Heide. The Day Ahomedl &am New Ibrk
Lathrop. Lee & Shepard. 1990.

We follow Ahmed through his day in Cairo: his charm. his observations, the
sights and sounds of the dty. He carries around a secret all day and finally
shares it with his loving family.

Henriod. Lorraine. Granists r Kluslcheic Chicago: Albert Whitman, 1982.
This book describes a day with Thomas and his grandmother and the fun they
have with her wheelchair.

Highwater, Jamake. Macaroni Leath; New Ibrk: Lathrop. Lee & Shepard, 1981.
This is a poetic story of nature and the Ancestors, told to a Native Assail:an
child of the People. It is illustrated with color photographs.

Hirsch. Marilyn. I Lege lienekkah. New link: Holiday House, 1984.
A young boy describes his family's celebration of Hanukkah and the thingshe
likes about the holiday.

Hirsch. Marilyn. Rees Pew:ski All Amend: A Na"-'. lib. New York: Doubt=
Books, 1978.

This humorous story celebrates some of the vadltions of Hanukkah.
Hine, Kathryn. Maim" Snip. Illus. by Anne Rockwell. New lb& Parents Magazine
Press, 1970.

In this Chicago family, Mama is glad to be in a big dty where she can get the
best ingredients for bet Mexicali soup. Her children, however, are ember-
raked about the soup and try to get Mama to change the recipe. The book
often lemon about trying too hard to adapt to another culture.

Hoban, Russell. BeilierferFresas. Ma by Garth Williams. New York: Harper and
low, 1980.

Frances has lots of makes for not wanting to p to bed. Her father convinces
her it is ber job.

Hoban, Russell. Bled doodles Jerilyn= Illus. by Lillian Hobart. New Ibrk: Schott'.
de, 1964.

Frances the badger only wants to eat bread and jam until her mother tells her
that's all she can eat.

Hoffman, Mary. Aswan, GYM Ohm by Caroline Birch. New Ibrk: Dial Books, 1991.
Who says an African Anurrican girl can't play Peter Pan? Grace learns she can
be what she wants to be, espedally with her talent and imagination.

Hudson, Wade, (Ed.). Pan It On: Aitken American Poetry few Mem Illus. by Floyd
Cooper. New bit Scholastic Inc., 1993.

Fourteen African American poets are represented in this anthology ofpoetry
for young children.
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Hurwitz, Johanna. New Shoo for Silvio. Illus. by Jerry Pinliney. New York: Morrow
Junior Books, 1993.

Silvia has received a gift of beautiful red shoes from Th Rosita, but Silvia
needs to grow into them.

Isadore, Rachel. At the Crossroad:. New York: Greenwillow Books, 1991.
This is a story about South African children waiting for their fathers to return
from working in the mine.

hadora, Rachel. Bral 7honfer. New York: Greennillow Books, 1979.
A young Black child in an urban neighborhood loves the music of the trum-
pet player in a nearby jazz club.

Johnston, Ibny. The Quilt Story. Illus. by Tomle dePaola. New librk: Putnim, 1985.
A quilt paned down for generations provides comfort to each new child who
discovers it.

Joose, Barbara. Mama, Do Tov Love Me? Illus. by Barbara Lavallee. San 11Vancisco:
Chronicle Books, 1991.

An Alaskan child tests the mother's limits and love. The book includes refer-
ences to and illustrations of Arctic animals and Inuit culture.

Kama, Keiko. A Mosher for C1/400S. New York: Putnam. 1992.
A little bird lives all alone and looks for his mother. After much rejection.
Chaco finally finds Mrs. Bear who has all the qualities of the best adoptive
mother.

Keats, Ezra. Apt. 3. New Yost: Macmillan, 1971.
Two small children explore their apartment building.

Keats, Ezra. Ge ese. New York: Macmillan, 1969.
Two young boys outwit a gang of older boys.

Keats, Ezra. Hi, Cat! New York: Macmillan, 1972.
This is another Keats story about two hmercity boys and a stray cat.

Keats, Ezra. A Latin to A. New York: Harper & Row, 1968.
Peter's birthday party would be all boys if it weren't for Amy.

Keats. Ezra. Pet Skew! New York: Macmillan. 1972.
A pet show brings together many children and their pet', even young Archie
who can't find his cat to enter him in the show.

Keats. Ezra. Peter's Choir. New York: Harper St Row, 1967.
Peter has trouble getting used to his new role as a big brother until he realises
that he has special privileges and abilities because of his age and size.

Keats, Ezra. The Sava, Day. New York: Scholastic, 1967.
Peter has an adventurous day playing in the mow.

Keats, Ezra. Whist/lifer Was. New York: Viking Prelgo 1964.
This is a picture book of a child's solitary play and beginning attempts as
whistling.

Klein, Norma. Gish Can &Anything. New librk: Dutton, 1975.
Marina, a curious and energetic girl, confronts her school friend, Adam, on
his limited and limiting ideas of what girls on do and be when they grow up.

Krauss, Ruth. The Carat Sod New York: HarperCoilins Children's Books, 1995.
This is a perfectly wonderful book about a child who persists and triumphs in
spite of discouragement from those around him.

Kroll, Virginia. Afticen Iheahers and Sisters. Chicago: Albert Whitman, 1993
In this story, a father and son quiz each other on the traditions of 21 different
African minuet.

Lacapa, Michael. Awe*, Nimes. Flagstaff, AZ: Northland Publishing Co, 1992.
This is an illustrated Apache folktale of a beautiful woman who follows a my
terious young man who has come to teach her people respect for all things in
nature. She esentually becomes his wife.

Lawton, Sandy Dadslylt Oar Rockville, MD: liar8ea Copies, Inc., 1991.
While sitting shim during the Jewish week of mourning, Michael reams that
the family can sham memories of his father by sitting in his chair.

Lee, Jeanne IL &Weis. New York Henry Holt & Co., 1987.
In Vietnam there is a special day. called Thahn.Minh Day, forhonoring ances-
tors. Nan is old enough to visit the ,.....yard for the first time. She learns her
culture's rituals and that she needn't be afraid of the 'timekeeper, an old,
wrinkled woman with black-dyed teeth.
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Lease. jam M. 77w Rooftop Afyon, hut. by Syd Hoff. New York: Harper & Row, 1968.
This mystery story for beginning readers bivalves a Black family's move to a
new house Just a few blocks from their old home.

Lionni, Lea Swine, (2nd ed.). New kirk Knopf, 1987.
Some small fish are bullied by big fish until they are cleverly organised to
outwit him.

Lyon, George ales. Mama Is Mina Wit., by Peter Csodanotto. New %wit: Orchard
Boots, 1904.

A mother describes her job working as a miner.
Mack, Lissist Dram Start Cerrhoro, NC: Lollipop Power, 1979.

Jessie is teased by his chromate, when be pun on a skirt. His preschool
teacher, an Ahican American man, comes to his aid.

Mardn, d, jr. I An hargoos's Gila Oklahoma City, OE Bowater. 1970.
This is a story in rhyme about cultural diversity.

blaurey, Inez. My Moth rsadIAreGewingSooY Berkeley, CA: New Seed Prem. 1976
A Latina mother and daughter are left alone when the father is sent to jell.
lbgether, they learn to live without him.

Maury, Inez My Mods, Ms Mad Carlin/A& Maw to Canna anus. by Lady hileCrady.
New Ibrk: Feminist Prem. 197&

In this bilingual book, a 5.yearold describes the close relationship she has
with ber mother, a mail carrier, and tells about her mother's job.

McGovern, Ann. Most Is Bormajal Photographs by Hope Wurtofiekl. New link Four
Winds, 1969.

This is a book of simple words and photographs, illusuadng the positive con-
notadons of the word Ned

Merriman, E. Boys sod Gish, Girb and Bros. New lb& Holt, Rinehart & Wimeon, 1972.
This story sham us there are many alternatives in gender conduct.

Morris, Ann. Bread, Broad Broad. New %fork: Lothrop. Lee & Shepard Books, 1989.
This book offers a photographic tour of bread. It is a rich glimpse at the diver
city of world cultures.

Morris, Ann. Hsu, Hats, Ham. New lbrk: Lathrop, Lee it Shepard Books, 1993.
A photographic tour of hats around the world.

Morris, Atm. Loving. Photos by Ken Heyman. New Ibrk: Lathrop, Lee & Shepard
Books, 1990.

This book provides examples of the different ways love can be expressed. with
emphasis on the relationship between parent and child.

Morris, Ann. Os the Go. Photographs by Ken Heyman. New Bork: Lothrop. Lee &
Shepard Books, 1990.

Photographs and simple tent inuoduce devices used by people all over the
world to make our lives easier.

Morris, Ann. Doh. Photographs by Ken Heyman. New %brk: Lothrop, Lee &
Shepard Books, 1992.

This book discusses the ways in which people move from place to place,
including walking, riding on animals, and traveling on wheels and water.

Moss, Mynas. l Mimi to Be Mus. by Jerry Pinkney. New kirk: Dial Books for bung
Readers. 1993.

Bathing words and images stretch the insaginadons of children about what
they want to be.

Mower, Nancy A. I Puit Afy 71sta sad Grandma. Kathie. HI Press Pacifica. 1984.
A biracial child learns many things from her two grandmothers, one Hawai-
ian, the other White.

Munich. Robert, & Ihnuipk. MichaeL A PIIMMilt Is a Premise. Ibionto: Annick Press,
1991.

On the first warm day of spring, /Washita and her mother are more than a
match for the wily QaDupilhdt.

Newman, Lain. Sammie, Is Potpie" anus. by Anisette Hegel. Norwich, VT: New
Victoria Publishers, 1993. .

Lesbian mothers separate and Frenkle fears the loss of one of her parents.
The story is written from the perspective that Frankie could be a son or a
daughter.

Ortnerod. Jan. Sitashiste. New York: Morrow, 1990.
This is a lovely picture story of a little girl's morning: awakening, waking her
parents, all the rituals which go into a family's preparing for the day.
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Ortiz, Simon. The Poop Shall Continue. Illus. by Sharol Graves. San Francisco, CA:
Children's Book Press, 1988.

An Overview, past, present and future, of Native American history, written for
young children.

Osofsky, Audrey. Dreavicasther llius. by Ed Young. New 1brk: Orchard Books, 1992.
An COibway baby sleeps and wakes among his intergerieradonal family.

Paterson, Katherine. The Tab of the Mandarin Duda. Illus. by Leo and Diane Dillon.
New York Dutton, 1990.

A pair of mandarin ducks, separated by a cruel lord who wishes to passer the
drake for his colorful beauty, reward a companionate couple who risk their
lives to reunite the ducks.

Pearson. P. Everybody 1Cacue That New Ibrk: Dial Books, 1984.
This book deals with and challenges the stereotyping of gender roles by chil-
dren.

Pellegrini, Nina. Families Are Differera. New 1brk: Holiday Home. 1991.
Adopted Nico, a young Korean girl, is unhappy that she doesn't resemble her
parents. However, when she looks around her classroom, she realises that
families can come in many shapes. sizes, and colors.

Pinkney, Andrea. Sewn Candles for koarssaa. Mus. by Brian Pinkney. New Bork: Dial
Books, 1993.

The seven principles of Ewanzaa. as well as its Swahili words, are explained.
Pinkney, Gloria Jean. Ban Holm Dlus. by Jerry Pinkney. New link: Dial Books for
%bung Readers. 1990.

Xightleareld Ernestine lives in a big city, but she is going back to the farm
where she was born and where her mother grew up.

Polacco. Panicle. aahaisiai Doh. New Mork: Simon h Schuster, 1990.
Babushka matches her granddaughter up with a doll that is naughtier than
she is.

Polacco. Patricia. °adios Sande* New York: Philomel Books, 1992.
To thank Miss Lila for her Sunday chicken dinners. three children sell deco
rated eggs to buy her a beautiful Easter hat.

Polacco. Patricia. Jun Plain Fancy New York: Bantam Books, 1990.
This story is set in Uneasier County, Pennsylvania, and is about an Amish girt
learning to understand and come to terms with her culture.

Polacco. Patricia. The &spine Quilt New Ibrk: Simon & Schuster, 1988.
This is the story of a quilt which has been passed from generation to genera-
tion. Russian and Jewish family nightlong are depicted.

Polacco, Patricia. Mrs. Xah and Usk New York: Bantam Books, 1991
Mrs. gin, a lonely Jewish widow, and Larne!, a young African American boy,
realize the similarities of their cultural heritages.

Powers, Mary Ellen. Our Tesaier's in Whadchak Chicago: Albert Whinnan, 1986.
This book describes the activities of Brian Hanson. who is able to lead an
active existence as a nurseryachool teacher despite partial paralysis that
requires him to use a wheelchair.

Quinlan, Patricia. My Dad Tiles Caw if Ida Nun. by Viasta van Kampen. Toronto:
Amick Press, 1987.

Luke is ashamed that his father is unemployed and at home all the time. but
learns that other children have fathers who stay at home and take we of
them. mu.

Quiruiey, Mary Beth. Why Dates That Mon Hasa Suds a Deg NossSeallk: Parenting Press,
1986.

This book can help answer some of the many difficult questions that children
ask about disabilities.

Rade, Bernice. Mrs/ Otisep? Chicago: Albert Whitman, 1988.
A little girl with Down's Syndrome goes through her day searching for a lost toy.

Raachka. Chris. Ys! Yes? New Itbrk: Scholastic, Inc., 1993
A White boy is alone and realises that an African American boy wantsto be his
friend.

Ringgold, Faith. Tar Basch. New York: Crown, 1991.
An African American girl dreams for her working.clan family.
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Roe. Eileen. CBs Midiewnono/With My anther Illus. by Robert Carina. Scarsdale, NY:
Bradbury Preu, 1991.

A preschool child tells of the many adventures he has with his older brother.
The teat is bilingual.

Rosenberg. Maxine R. My Fsiond Lahr Tim Stay efs Hendiespind Milt New York:
Ischrop.lee he Shepard Books, 1983.

This is the story of a friendship between two children, one with multiple
handicaps.

Say, Allen. El aims Ilho by the author. Boston, Mk. Houghton Mifflin, 1990.
The true story of Maly* Wong, r son of Chinese immigrants. who became an
ouutanding bullfighter. Blachandirhite drawings depict the put. watercolors
the present.

Say, Allen. Ties et/Ovum Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin. 1991.
The author recalls his childhood in Japan and his first cekbradon of Ouistmat

Schlank, Carol Hilgarorer. & Meager. Barbara. Martin Luther ICA% Jr: A Biography
far Yang Onldwn. Churchvilk, NY: Rochester Association for the Mutation of Ibung
Children, 1989.

This book presents Dr. Zing's childhood in s WIN, young children out under-
stand.

Schouer, Rani A Fruit and Wreaks Man. Illus. by Jeanette Winter. Boston, Mk
Litde, Brown & Co.. 1993.

Ruby Rubenstein has been the finest grocer on Delano Street for SO years.
Everyone in his muldcultural neighborhood depends on hint, especially the
newly arrived immigrant Sun Ho, who helps Ruby and becomes his protege.

Scott, Ann H. On Modar's Lop. Mus. by Go Coalman. New Ibrk: McGraw-Hill, 1972.
In this Inuit family. a young boy is concerned that his mother's lap might not
be big enough for both his infant sister and himself.

Scott, Ann H. Sae. Illus. by Symcon Shimin. New York: McCraw-Hill, 1967.
This is the story of a young African American boy, Sam, and his very busy
family.

Segal, Lore. VW Me o Mini. Mats. by Harriet Pincus. New Abet: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux. 1991.

Three delightful stories about Mitzi and her little brother Jacob who live with
their family in a large city.

Sendak, Maurice. ilk Anr All in du Dumps nithisch and Guy. New Mark: Harper Collins,
1995.

This story about homeless children and how they survive is particularly good
for children who live in cities and see homeless people on the street.

Sews, Dr. The Snood & New *du Random House. 1981.
Some sneeches have stars on their bellies and think they're superior to their
starless cousins until a stranger turns the meech community topsy-turvy and
makes everyone truly equal.

Severance, J. Lass afAftaankr. Carrboeo, NC: Lollipop rower, 1985.
Stereotypes collapse as three women with nontraditional Jobs live together
and raise a child.

Showers, Paula Your Skin and Mini. Illus. by Kathleen Kitchen. New Ibrk Harpee
Tophe 1991.

The scientific basis of skin color are eeplained in a way that is easy so undes
stand.

Simon. Norma. All rinds spanalies. Photographs by Joe Luker. Chicago: Albert
Whitman, 1976.

This book deals with a wide spectrum liftman: nuclear. adoptive, divorced.
It has multicultural illustrations.

Simon, Norma. Why Am I Diffevell Photographs by Dora Loder. Chicago: Albert
Whitman, 1976. .

This book stresses positive attitude towards diversity as is deals with the
many fears children have about being different

Spohn, David. Maur Wad. New lbrk: Lathrop. Ise & Shepard, 1991.
In this book a multiracial father and son chop wood for their stove in winter-
time.
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Stelae:, UM. Building as Igloo. Buffalo. NY: Firefly Books 1991.
In this holm° photobook. an Inuit father and son build an igloo for shelter.

Steptoe, John. Mien lleasisi/u1Dasteien: As African lilt. New York: Morrow, 1993.
This story is based on a legend from Zimbabwe.

Steptoe. John. Steels. New Ibrk: Harper & Row, 1969.
A young boy resents his family's boarder undl the boarder leaves.

Stock. Catherine. Enos Drava Hunt. New Viet Lexhrop, Lee & Shepard. 1984.
Fauna's grandfather, newly arrived from Mina. introduces her to the power
of dragons.

Surat. Michele U. Angst Ciihf, Oregon MK IDea. by lb-Dinh Mai. New lint: Scholia.
tic Inc., 1989.

This is the story of a Vietnamese child's transition to life in the United States
and her longing for her mother who is still in 'Viemam.

Takeshita, Fluniko. 'Ths Park Bends. Translated by Ruth Nanny. Mu. by Mamoru
Suzuki. Brooklyn. NY: Kane/Miller Books, 1989.

A Japanese-English story about a bench that provides pleasure for the many
people who come by

Tompert, Ann. Grandfather Drag's Sury. New York: Crown. 1982.
This is a story told with Chinese angram punks about two foxes who change

s.

Topping. Audrey. 71w Rooster Mao Understood femme. Mug. by Charles Robinson.
New Ibrk: Scribner. 1976.

A picture book about a Japanese American family and their bilingual
menagerie. including a chicken named Mr. Lincoln.

Valentine, Johnny. Owe Dad no Dods. Broom Dad, Blue Dads. Illus. by Melody Sarecky.
Boston, MA: Alyson Publications, 1994.

This book features Lou answering questions about his two blue dads and his
friends discovering that blue dads are like other fathers.

Waber, Bernard. km Sap Goodbye. Boston. MA: Houghton WOW. 1988.
Ira's best friend is moving away, and both boys are extremely sad.

Waber, Bernard. Ira Segos Ova Boston. MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1971.
Spending the night away from home, Ira wrestles with how to deal with his
fear and finds out he's not alone.

%ben Bernard. You Zook Ridiculous Said the Rlsissoomos to the Itspooptassuss. Boston. MA:
Houghton Mifflin, 1966.

A hippo who doesn't feel good about who be is tries on a variety of different
animal parts to see if he likes himself better.

Walker. Alice. 7b Hall With Dying. Illus. by Catherine Deets's. New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1988.

The author relates how old Mr. Sweet. though often on the serge of dying.
could always be revived by the loving attention that she and ber brother paid
hint.

Ward. Lelia. /Ass Eya/M Macho. iUus. by Nanny Hogrogian. New lbrk: GreenwiDow
Books, 1978.

This is a bilingual book about the early morning as seen by a young child in
Kenya.

Wheeler. Bernelda. Where Did You Get Your Afocouauf Winnipeg: Pemmican Publics-
tioiss, 1986.

In answer to his classmates' questions about his moccasins. a child describes
how his grandmother made them.

Willhoite, Michael. Daddy's Roommate. Boston. MA: 'limn Publications. 1990.
After his parents' divorce, a young boy discovers that his father and the man
his father now lives with are gay. He learns that being gay is another way to
love someone.

Williams, Vera R Morriss and Deny Pits. New lbrk: Greenwillow Books. 1986.
Bidernmi. an African American girl who lives in New York in an apartment
building, uses pens and paints to illustrate the stories she tells. This set of sto.
ries is all about cherriei.
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Williams, Vera B. More More More Said the Bob,. New York: Greenwiliow Books, 1990.
Little Guy, Vide Pumpkin and Little Bird are children of diverse heritage
whose relatives love them more than anything. It is a colorfully illustrated
story.

Williams, Vera B. Soinething Special For Me. New York: Greenwillow Books, 1983.
Rosa has difficulty choosing a special birthday present to buy with the coins
her mother and grandmother have saved until she hears a man playing an
accordion. . .

Winter, Jeanette. Follow the Drinking Gourd. New York: Knopf, 1988.
This is a picture book about one family's escape from slavery on the Under-
ground Railroad.

Winter, Jonah. Diego. New York: Knopf, 1991.
This story about Mexican muralist Diego Rivera is told through miniature
paintings.

Yarborough, Camille. Cornrows. Illus. by Carole Byard. New York: Putnam, 1992.
During sstorytellhe time,' when the children sit still and have their hair braid-
ed, the mother and great-grandmother tell the history of "cornrowine hair in
African culture.

Mishima, Taro. Crow Boy. New York: Viking Press, 1955.
A young boy from the mountain area of Japan goes to a village to go to school
and must gain the friendship of other students.

Zolotow, Charlotte. Maims 's Doll Illus. by William Pene du Bois. New York: Harper
& Row, 1972.

. William's father gives him a basketball and a train, but these do not make him
warn a doll any less.
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The following lists were developed by Maureen Cech (1991).

Aubin. Michel. The Secret Code. Toronto: James Lorimer. 1987.
In this amusing urban story children substitute pictures for lettersof the alphabet.

Ehiert. Lois. Sating the Alphabet hulls and Vegetables from A to L New York. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich. 1989.
Brilliant collages depict fruits and vegetables from artichoke to zucchini.

Feelings. Muriel Jambe Moans Hello: SwaNI Alphabet look. New York: Dial. 1974.
Pictures by Tom Feelings Muskat* African animals and locations. Children love the word
and v/11 Incorporate It vasty into everyday language.

Feeney, Stephanie. A b for Aloha. Honolulu: Unkrerstty of Hcrwal. 1980.
Photographs depict everyday Ile for form Les h Hawal.

Hanbon. Ted. A Northern Alphabet. Montreal: Tundra. 1982.
Colorful pictures depict life In Canada's North.

Moak. Men. A Ng City ABC. Montreal: Tundra. 1984.
The is a detailed ilustration of urban life: a filmitrtp bared on the book Is also available.

Musgrove. Margaret. Ashanti to Zulu. New York: Dial. 1976.
Detailed drawings by Leo and Diane Dillon depict everyday African Ives.

Pachano. J. and J. Rabblit Mores. James Bay Cree ARC In Songs and Pictures. James Bay.
Quebec: Cr** Cultural Education Center. 1983.
Singing this alphabet to the tune suggested makes some of the difficult words easier to say.

Roach°. Gordon. A Halifax ARC. Manfred: Tundra:1987.
Good urban pictures complement this localized ABC. This book b available In French too.

Zendrera. Concepcion and Noel's Granger. Ml Primer Dlcdonalo Ilustrado. Barcelona: Editorial
Juventud. 1984.
This Spanish alphabet book connects bright colorful objects to each letter.

G TR- T 6 A
Storybooks for the very young (2-4 years)
Boric:min. Roela. Now Do You Eat It? London: Marityn Main. 1988.
A single sentence on each page describes' one culture-specific way of eating: equally amusing
is Benjamin's We're Going Out.

Brelnburg. Petronelo. Doctor Sean. London: Bodley Head. 1974.
Thb story of title Sean playing doctor b colorfully Latrated by Errol Uoyd: equally good are
Brelnburg's My Brother Sean and Sean's Red like.

Bryant. Donna. One Day at the Supermarket. Nashville: ideal. 1988.
A young Asian boy finds shopping fun when he decides to explore the shelves.
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Dunham. Meredith. Shapes: How Do You Say it? New York: Lothrop. Lee and Shepard. 1987.
Colored shapes on contrasting backgrounds are described In Spanish, Italian, French and
English.

Gomi. Taro. First Conies Harry. New York: Morn Morrow, 1984.
Harry. a young block boy. Just has to be first al day long: equally good are Gorda Toot andCoco Can't Walt.

Hayes. Sarah. lot up, Gamma. London: Waker. 1988.
A young block boy Is the hero when he finds an amusing way to convince his by sitter to eat.
Olden. Anne Sibley. Don't Say Nod New York Holt. 1986.
This Is one of a series of eight multi-ethnic board books. al bright and colorful.
Oxenbury, Helen. Say Goodnight. Vancouver. Douglas and McIntyre. 1987.
Simple vocabulary and large. multi-ethnic pictures make this on ideal boardbook Equally goodstories are Oxenburys Tickle, lIcIrJe, AI Fa0 Down, and ClapHands.

Peligrtno. %Ambito. Listen to the ay. Los Angeles: Price Stem. 1988.
Simple one-word captions describe Patricia Worig's multi-ethnic urban scenes.
ft:won't:in, Alice and Math. D Mx° de las Istaciones. New York: Random. 1982.
This Spanish/English book of seasons 4 full of colorful pictures.

Steptoe. John. Baby Says. New York Lothrop. Lee and Shepard. 1988.
Two black brothers play together. kienttlyIngone special word on each page.
Weir. LoVada. Howdy. Austin: Steck-Voughn, 1972.
Luke. a black American boy, makes everyone smile with his Infectious 'howdy.

Storybooks for older children (4-6 years)
Andrews, Jan. Very Last First lime. Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre, 1985.
Eva. on huff girl. realms her strength In her first hunting trip alone.
Bong. Molly. The Paper Crane. New York Greenvillow. 1985:
A stranger offers an origami crane to pay for his meal, and the crane comes to life in a boyshands. This simple tale Introduces origami and isa good precursor to Sadako and the Thousand
Paper Cranes by Eleanor COMB.

Garcia, Maria. The Adventures of Connie and Diego. San Francico: Children's Book Press. 1987.Twins born with vividly colored faces IventuallypIn other humans In this anti - racist fantasy.
Grtfolconi. Ann. Darkness and the Buttery. Boston: Little. Brown. 1987.
Little Osa Ives In rural Africa and is terrified of the dark. but overcomes her fear with the help of awise old woman and a butterfly.

&mum. the Streets are Free. Scarborough: Rrefly Books. 1985.
This is based on the true story of children In Venezuela who Inspired Met community to bold onInner-city park.

Longer. Nola. Rant. New York Wing, 1977.
Pallid break down the gender-based woridoad of the animals in on African Jungle by usinghumour and some Swahili too.

Levinson. Rad. Our House is the Sea. New York Dutton. 1988.
A fun-loving Hong Kong boy goes to school In the city but returns to his houseboat every right.
Singer. Yvonne. Ultle-Mks-Yes-Miss. Toronto: Ma Can. 1976.
Cicely moves from Jamaica to Canada and finds her first day at school painful.
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Surat. Michele- Maria: Angel Child, Dragon Chid. Milwaukee: Raintree. 1983.
This story of a Vietnamese gin separated from her mother Is poignantly illustrated by Vo-Dinh Mal.

Waterton. Betty. A Salmon for Simon. Vancouver. Douglas and McIntyre. 1978.
TNs affirmation of the right to life told by a Native boy who loves to fish on the shores of British
Columbia is vividly recreated by Ann Blades. .

Wheeler. Bernelda. I Can't Have Bannock, bud the Beam Has a Dan WIfinIP110: Pemmican.
1984.
A Native Canadian mother helps her son to understand why their electricity is out, and how
animal and human needs sometimes conflict: equally good is Wheeler's Where Did You Get Your
Moccasins?

Williams, Vero. Something Special for Me. New York: GreenwIllow. 1989.
Mother and Grandmother from Europe pool dl the savings' In the coin jar for Rosa's birthday.
but It is Rosa who must choose the gift.

Winter. Jeanette. Follow the Drinking Gourd. New York: Alfred A. ICnopf, 1988.
This exciting tale of the Underground Railway describes a slave's escape to Canada.

Storybooks for all age groups (24 years)
Alexander. Sue. Nadia the Willa New York: Pantheon. 1983.
When her favorite brother disappears in the desert forever. Nadia. a young Arab girl. refuses to
let him be forgotten.

Asch. Frank and Vladimir Vagln. Neil Comes the Ceti New York: Scholastic. 1980.
TNs Russian/English cat-cred -mouse parable shows how reality con conquer fear and hatred.

Conejo. Gino. Tobo Hates Purple. Toronto: Amick. 1983.
The I a simple. amusing tale about racial acceptance and pride.

Cohen. Miriam. Wil I Nave a Friend? New York: Caller. 1967.
Thls I a touching story of a bait first day h a multi -ethnic day care.

Daly. NM. Not So Fast, Songololo. Landoll: Victor Gollancz. 1985.
A block South African boy who loves to run learns a lesson In low when he takes he
grandmother shopping.

Duchesne. Christian*. Lazarus laughs. Toronto: James Lorimer. 1977.
This is an amusing tale of a sheep who does not speak French but does speak the universal
language of laughter.

EyvIndson. Peter. Kyle's Bath. Winnipeg: Pemmican. 1984.
Kyle. a Native Canadian. decides to stay clean at day to avoid his nightly bath: equally good
are Eyvindson's The Wish Wind and Old Enough.

Haft Juanita. Jamaica TogAlong. Boston: Houghton Minn. 1989.
Jamaica. a block girl, follows her brother and his friends, and is in turn followed by a toddler.

Keats. Eva. Apt. 3. New York Moarnlion. 1971.
Sam and his brother Ben. two young block boys. find a friend in the blind harmonica player of
Apt. & equally touching are Keats' A Letter to Amy. Peter's Char. and Goggles.

IChalsa. Dayd Kaur. Now Pizza Cone to our TowIt Montreal: Tundra, 1989.
Mrs. PelogrIno changes Ives In the community when she introduces pima and all the fun that
goes with S.

Komar. Alfred. Pippa and the Oranges. London: Macdonald. 1986.
This ttallan tale of Napa's hgenutly h saving her father's oranges is feminist in flavor.
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Lewin. Hugh. Alike& Mother. London: Evans, 1981.
Jofta. a block South African boy, recalls all the wonderful ways his mother makes him feel:
other equally good South African toles are lowIn's Ja Ita's Father and Jaffa and the Wicking.

Nolan, Modeena Spray. My Daddy Don't Go to Work. Don Mils: Dent. 1978.
This short book about a little block Ors reaction to having her dad at home and out of work Is
both emotional and though - provoking,

Pelowsid, Anne. The Nine Crying Does. New York Mime!. 1980.
This Polish story offers a solution to a mothers troubles very *filar to the Guatemalan one of
making trouble dolls.

Rogers. Jean. RUIIOWCP/ Wens. New York: Greenwillow, 1988.
Pica's Inuit grandmother knits him wonderful red mittens. but he Is always mhplocing them.
Root. Phylis and Carol Marron. Gretchen's Grandma Milwaukee: Rainiiie.
Gretchen teams to communicate with her German grandma despite the languageborder.

Scott. Mn Herbert. On Mother's L. New York: McGraw HIl, 1972.
Michael, an Inuit boy. learns that there Is always room on his mothers lap for al her children.

Truss. Nancy. Peter's Moccasins, Edmonton: Reldmore. 1987.
When he sees his Mends' acceptance. Peter dares to wear his own moccasins in class.

Wafter). Marilyn Jeffers. Those Terrible Tentage' Wins. Milwaukee: RaIntree. 1964.
Trevor, a young block boy. Meg to he his older tv/n sisters with inks success.

Poetry books
Adolf. Arnold. Al the Colors of the lag. New York Lathrop. Lee and Shepard. 1982.
Melodic verse takes the reader through the Ives of a rockily mbced famlly:*equalty Interesting Is
Adorn Slack is Brown is Tan.

Agard. John. I Din Do Mullin. London: Bodley Head. 1983.
These short and amusing poems depict everyday Ile for young blacks.

Clifton. Lucille. Sorts of the Days of Everett Anderson. New York: Halt. 1970.
This Mythmlc and melodic description of a week In the Ire of a young block boy is amusing:
equally humorous is Clifton's Everett Anderson's Nine Months. Long.

Giovanni. NUL Spin a Sol Slack long. Toronto: Colin', 1985.
This collection of Mort poems about black children Is actively anti-racist In tone.

Gluseppl, Neville and Uncline. Sugar and Spica Londart Macmillan Education. 1978.
Short, amusing poems look at subjects from a black child's perspective.

Hughes. Shirley. AB Shapes and Sizes. Vancouver: Douglas and McIntyre. 1986.
Each drawing of a multiracial group of chldren is explained In two lines ce verse.

UMW. Lois. Sing a Song of People. Toront0: Little. Brown. 1987.
Bright. textured pictures by Giles Laroche lustrcie these short poems.

Maher. Ramona. Aloe Yanks's Year. Toronto: Longman. 1977.
By following Aloe's year we catch a glimpse of her Navcfo world.

Dm. Jacob. ed. My Shalom, My Peace. Tel Aviv: Sabra, 1975.
This Inspiring collection of poems and drcrwhgs by Middle Eastern chOcken offers a realistic
picture of ire In the war zone.
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Aardemo, Verna. Who's k Rabbit's House? New York: Dial. 1977.
This k a Masai (Main) tale of a caterpillar who pretends to be a conqueror: equally amusing
is Aardemo's Why Mosquitoes Buzz In Peopie's Ears.

Cameron. Anne. *cat Song. Madeira Park: Harbour. 1987.
iNs Native legend celebrates the blended offspring of a black Idler whole and a white osprey.

Cleaver. Elisabeth. goon's Necklace. London: Oxford Press. 1977..
This Tsirrishion legend can be Introduced with the film of this legend; equally good Is Cleavers
the Enchanted Caribou, with its shadow puppet patterns.

Cohen. Barbara. Yussers gainer. New York: Lathrop. Lee and Shepard. 1981.
This Jewish tale of a small shepherds prayer winning over the cynical prayers of the rich Is
warmly told.

De Paolo. Tomb. the Legend of the Man Paintbrush. New York Putnam. 1988.
tittle Gopher dreams about capturing the colors of the sunset on his buclaldn canvas.

Moscoyano. Ismael. The Daughter of the Sun. Toronto: Kids Can. 1978.
This bilingual (Enallsh/SPankh) Peruvian love story teas of a girls sacrifice for a young shepherd
boy and his fife on earth.

Motsutoni. Myoko. the Crane's Reward. London: Adam and Charles Block. 1983.
Large. colorful pictures by Chihiro lwasold depict this beautiful Japanese foktcrie.

Nakamura. Mich ko. Gonbers Magic Kettle. Toronto: Kids Can. 1980.
This bilingual (English/Japanese) folktale tells of a raccoon who chancres Into a tea kettle.
bringing magic to the lives of the Awes.

Rohmer. Harriet and Jesus Guerrero Rea. Atadba and Niguayona. Son Francisco: Children's Book
Press. 1988.
Briliant color drawings by Consuelo Mendez Bustrate this bilingual (En01111VSPDhitri) tale of

Seeger, Pete. Ablyoyo. New York MacmiDan, 1986.
This amusing and melodic South African tale k best introduced by Seeger's awn record. Ablyoyo
and other Songs for Children.

Siberell. Anne. Whale In the Sky. New York: Dutton. 1982.
The meaning of totem poles gradually unfolds in this tale of Thunderbrd and Ns Mends.

Wolksteln.Dione. the larza. New York: Dial 1981.
Large color drawings by Marc Brown illustrate this Haitian tale of a goat protected by his bcnza
(bonlo).
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The following lists were developed by Jeri A. Carroll and Dennis J. Kear (1993).
Children's Books
Adolf, .o>. (1991). Hard to Be Six. New York: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books.
Bannon. L. (1939). Manuela's Birthday. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Company.
Bannon. L. (1961). The Gyt of Hawaii. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Company.
Clifton, L. (1973). Don't You Remember? New York: E.P. Dutton & Co.. Inc.
Fleischman, P. (1979). The Birthday Tree. New York: Harper & Row Publishers.
Hertz. 0. (1981). Tobias Has a Birthday. Minneapolis. MN: Carolrhoda Books,

Inc.
Johnson. L.S. (1963). Happy Birthdays Around the World. Chicago: Rand

McNally and Company.
Keats, E. (1968). A Letter to Amy. New York: Harper & Row Publishers.
Patterson. L. (1965). A Holiday Book: Birthdays. Champaign. IL: Garrard Pub-

lishing Company.
Politi, L. (1948). Juanita. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
Rylant. C. (1987). Birthday Presents. New York: Orchard Books.
Uchida, Y. (1966). Sumi's Special Happening. New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons.
Children's Books
Bonnici, P. (1985). The Festival. Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books. Inc.Balet, J. (1969). The Fence. New York: Seymour Lawrence Delacorte Press.Gramatky. H. (1961). Bolivar. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons.
Howe, J.. and Blake, M. (1991). Dances with Wolves: A Story for Children. NewYork: Newmarket Press.
Leaf, M. (1936, 1964). Ferdinand. New York: Viking Press. Inc.
Margolies, B.A. (1990). Rehema's Journey: A Visit in Tanzania. New York:Scholastic, Inc.
McKissack. P.C. (1988). Mirandy and Brother Wind. New York: Alfred A. Knopf.Children's Books

Aliki. (1976). Corn Is Matte: The Oft of the Indians. New York: Thomas Y. Crow-
ell Company.

Clark, A.N. (1941, 1969). In My Mother's House. New York: The Viking Press.
De Paola, T. (1978). The Popcorn Book. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Lattimore, D.N. (1991). The Flame of Peace: A Tale of the Aztecs. _Harper Tro-

tphy. . , .

Politi,.L. (1976). Three Stalks of Corn. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
Rylant, C. (1982). When I Was Young In the Mountains. New York: E.P. Dutton &

Co., Inc.
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Children's Books
Bang, M. (1983). Ten, Nine, Eight. New York: Greenwillow Books.
Caines, J. (1977). Daddy. New York: Harper & Row Publishers.
Feelings, M. (1974). Jambo Means Hello: Swahili Alphabet Book. New York:

Dial.
Fufuka, K. (1975). My Daddy Is a Cool Dude. New York: The Dial Press.
Greenfield, E. (1976). First Pink Light. New York: Scholastic Book Services.
Isadora, R. (1991). At the Crossroads. New York: Greenwillow Books.
Margolies, B.A. (1990). Rehema's Journey: A Visit in Tanzania. New York:

Scholastic. Inc.
Musgrove. M. (1976). Ashanti to Zulu: African Traditions. New York: Dial Books.
Surat. M.M. (1983). Angel Child, Dragon Child. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Udry. J.M. (1966). What Mary Jo Shared. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Compa-

ny.
Wyndham, R. (Ed.). (1968). Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes. Cleveland: The
.. ,World Publishing Company.,
Children's Books
Agard, J. (1989). The Calypso Alphabet. New York: Henry Holt and Company.
Benarde, A. (1970). Games from Many Lands. New York: The Lion Press.
Cohlene, T. (1990). Dancing Drum: A Cherokee Legend. Mahwah, NJ: Watermill

Press.
Hoyt-Goldsmith, C. (1991). Pueblo Storyteller. New York: Holiday House.
Isadore. R. (1991). At the Crossroads. New York: Greenwillow Books.
Lessac, F. (1987). My Little island. New York: Harper Trophy.
Waters, K., and Slovenz-Low. M. (1990). Lion Dancer: Ernie Wan's Chinese New

Year. New York: Scholastic. Inc.

Children's Books
De Garza. P. (1973). Chicanos: The Story of Mexican Americans. New York:

Julian Messner.
St. John, J. (1987). A Family in Peru. Minneapolis, MN: Lerner Publications Co.

(A series of at least twenty-four books about families in various countries
and of various cultures including Aboriginal, Arab, Australia, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile. China. Egypt. Eskimo, France. India. Ireland, Italy, Jamaica. Japan,
Liberia, Morocco, Nigeria, Pakistan, Peru, Singapore, Sri Lanka, West Ger-
many, Zulu.)
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Children's Books
Ayer. J. (1962). The Paper-Flower Tree. New York: Harcourt. Brace & World,

Inc.
Bannon, L. (1961). The Gift of Hawaii. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Company.
Demi. (1990). The Empty Pot. New York: Henry Holt and Company.
Dempsey, M.W., and Sheehan. A. (1970). How Flowers Live. New York: Grolier

Enterprises. Inc., The Danbury Press.
De Paola, T. (1983). The Legend of the Bluebonnet. New York: G.P. Putnam's

Sons.
De Paola, T. (1988). The Legend of the Indian Paintbrush. New York: G.P. Put-

nam's Sons.
Dorbin. A. (1973). Josephine's 'maginatlon: A Tale of Haiti. New:York: Scholas-

tic. Inc.
Feeney. S. (1985). Hawaii Is a Rainbow. Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press.
Keats, E.J. (1966). Jennie's Hat. New York: Harper & Row Publishers.
Children's Books
Agard. J. (1989). The Calypso Alphabet. New York: Henry Holt and Company.
Appiah. S. (1988). Amoko and qua Bear. New York: Macmillan Publishing

Company.
Bidet, J. (1969). The Fence. New York: Seymour Lawrence Delacorte Press.
Bannon, L. (1961). The Gift of Hawaii. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Company.
Benarde, A. (1970). Carnes from Many Lands. New York: The Lion Press.
Clark. A.N. (1941. 19691. In My Mother's House. New York: The Viking Press.
Dooley. N. (1991). Everybody Cooks Rice. Minneapolis, MN: Caroirhoda Books.

Inc.
Duarte. M. (1968). The Legend of the Palm Tree. New York: Grosset & Dunlap

Publishers.
Hoyt-Goldsmith, D. (1991). Pueblo Storyteller. New York: Holiday House.
Grifalconi. A. (1986). The Village of Round and Square Houses. Boston: Little.

Brown and Company.
Jacobsen. K. (1982). Mexico (A New True Book). Chicago: Children's Press.
Lessee. F. (1987). My Little Island. New York: Harper Trophy.
Margolies, B.A. (1990). Rehema's Journey: A Visit In Tanzania. New York:

Scholastic, Inc.
Martel. C. (1976). Yagua Days. New York: The Dial Press.
Musgrove. M. (1976). Ashanti to Zulu: African Traditions. New York: Dial Books.
Nabwire. C., and Montgomery. B.V. (1988). Cooking the African Way. Min-

neapolis: Lerner Publications Company. (Twenty-one other books in the
series.)
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Stanek. M. (1989). / Speak Englishfor My Mom. Niles, IL: Albert Whitman and
CompanY

Wyndham. R. (Ed.). (1968). Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes. Cleveland: The
World Publishing Company.

Yashima. M., and Yashima, T. (1954). Plenty to Watch. New York: The Viking
Press.

Children's Books
Adolf, A. (1991). Hard to Be Six. New York: Lothrop. Lee & Shepard Books.
Belpre, P. (1969). Santiago. New York: Frederick Warne and Company. Inc.
Bonnici. P. (1985). The Festival. Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books. Inc.
Flournoy. V. (1985). The Patchwork Quilt. New York: Dial Books for Young

Readers.
Greenfield. E. (1980). Grandmama's Joy. New York: Collins.
Greenfield. E. (1988). Grandpa's Face. New York: Sandcastle Books (Putnam &

Grosset Book Group).
Hoyt-Goldsmith. D. (1991). Pueblo Storyteller. New York: Holiday House.
Hoguet. S. (1983). 1 Unpacked My Grandmother's Trunk. New York: Dutton.
Hughes. M. (1967). Why Carlo Wore a Bonnet. New York: Lothrop. Lee & Shep-

ard Books.
Johnson, A. (1990). When I Am Old with You. New York: Orchard Books.
Luenn. N. (1990). Nessa's Fish. New York: Atheneum.
Margolies. B.A. (1990). Rehema's Journey: A Visit in Tanzania. New York:

Scholastic.
Miles. M. (1971). Annie and the Old One. Boston: Little, Brown and Company.
Nikola-Lisa. W. (1991). Night Is Coming. New York: Dutton Children's Books.
Rylant. C. (1982). When I Was Young in the Mountains. New York: E.P. Dutton

& Co., Inc.
TeJima. (1990). Ho-Limlim: A Rabbit Tale from Japan. New York: Philomel

Books.
Young. E. (1989). Lon Po Po: A Red-Riding Hood Story from China. New York:

Scholastic, Inc.
Children's Books
Bannon. L. (1961). The GUI of Hawaii. Chicago: Albert Whitman & Company.
Feelings. M. (1974). Jambo Means Hello: Swahili Alphabet Book. New York:

Dial.
Isarni, I. (1989). The Pries Egg. Minneapolis: Carolrhoda Books. Inc..
Stanek. M. (1989). I Speak English for My Morn. Niles. IL: Albert Whitman &
Company.

Surat, M.M. (1983). Angel Child. Dragon Child. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
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Children's Books
Brown. T. (19917: Lee Ann: The Story of a Vietnamese-American. New York: G.P.

Putnam's Sons.
Cannon. C. (1971). What I Like to Do. New York: Coward. McCann & Geoghe-

gan. Inc.
Clark. A.N. (1941. 1969). In My Mother's House. New York: The Viking Press.
Cohlene. T. (1990). Dancing Drum: A Cherokee Legend. Mahwah. NJ: Watermill

Press.
Grifalconi. A. (1986). The Village of Round and Square Houses. Boston: Little

Brown and Company.
Lessac, F. (1987). My Little Island. New York: Harper Trophy.
Levinson. R. (1988). Our Home Is the Sea. New York: E.P. Dutton & Co.. Inc.
Margolies. B.A. (1990). Rehema's Journey: A Visit in Tanzania. New York:

Scholastic. Inc.
Rylant, C. (1982). When I Was Young In the Mountains. New York: E.P. Dutton &

Co.. Inc.
Waters. K.. and Slovenz-Low. M. (1990). Lion Dancer. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Children's Books
Baines. R. Harriet Tubman: The Road to Freedom. U.S.A.: Troll Associates.
Brenner. B. (1978). Wagon Wheels. New York: Harper & Row Publishers.
Brown, T. (1991). Lee Ann: The Story of a Vietnamese-American. New York: G.

P. Putnam's Sons.
Bunting. E. (1988). How Many Days to America? A Thanksgiving Story. New

York: Clarion Books.
Duarte. M. (1968). The Legend of the Palm Tree. New York: Grosset & Dunlap

Publishers.
Gray. N. (1988). A Country Far Away. New York: Orchard Books.
Hickman. M.W. (1979). My Friend William Moved Away. Nashville: Abingdon.
Hoyt, H.P. (1974). Princess Kaiulani. Honolulu: Island Heritage Books.
Hughes. S. (1978). Moving Molly. Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. Inc.
Jones, P. (1980). I'm Not Moving. Scarsdale. NY: Bradbury Press.
Krensky, Stephen. (1991). Children of the Earth and Sky. New York: Scholastic.

Inc.
Levine. E. (1986). if You Traveled West to a Covered Wagon. New York: Scholas-

tic, Inc.
McGovern, A. (1969). ',You Sailed on the Mayflower. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Sandin. J. (1981). The Long Way to a New Land. New York: Harper & Row Pub-

lishera.
Surat. M.M. (1983). Angel Child, Dragon Child. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Turner, A. (1985). Dakota Dugout. New York: Aladdin Books. Macmillan Pub-

lishing Company..
Williams, K.L. (1991). When Africa Was Home. New York: Orchard Books.
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Children's Books
Brown. T. (1991). Lee Ann: The Story ofa VietnameseAmerican. New York: G.P.Putnam's Sons.
Lessac. F. (1987). My Little Island. New York: Harper Trophy.
Levinson, R. (1988). Our Home Is the Sea. New York: E.P. Dutton & Co.. Inc.Margolies. BA. (1990). Rehema's Journey: A Visit in Tanzania. New York:Scholastic. Inc.
Surat. M.M. (1983). Angel Child. Dragon Child. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Waters, K., and Slovenz-Low. M. (1990). Lion Dancer. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Yashima, M., and Yashima. T. (1954). Plenty to Watch. New York: The VikingPress.
Yashima, T. (1955). Crow Boy. New York: The Viking Press.
Yashima, T. (1958). Umbrella. New York: The Viking Press.
Children's- Books .

Balet, J. (1965). JoartJo. New York: Seymour Lawrence Delacorte Press.
Bang. M. (1983). Dawn. New York: William Morrow & Company.
Blacker. T.. and Winn. C. (1987). If I Could Work. New York: Lippincott.
Clark. A.N. (1941, 1969). In My Mother's House. New York: The Viking Press.
Florian. D. (1983). People Working. New York: Crowell.
Greene. C. (1983). Mother Teresa: Friend of the Friendless. Chicago: Children's

Press.
Hoyt-Goldsmith. D. (19911. Pueblo Storyteller. New York: Holiday House.
Isadora, R. (1983). City Seen from A to Z. New York: Greenwillow Books.
Jacobsen, K. (1982). Mexico (A New True Book). Chicago: Children's Press.
Krensky. S. (1991). Children of the Earth and Sky. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Lessac. F. (1987). My Little Island. New York: Harper Trophy.
Levinson. R. (1988). Our Home Is the Sea. NewYork: E.P. Dutton & Co.. Inc.
Martel, C. (1976). Yagua Days. New York: The Dial Press.
Martin, P.M. (1968). Kum! and the Pearl. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons.
McNeer. M.. and Ward. L. (1954). Little Baptiste. Boston: Houghton Mifflin

Company.
Merriam. E. (1961). Mommies at Work. New York: Knopf.
Politi. L.41948). Juanita. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
Oxenbury. H. (1981). Working. New York: Simon and Schuster.
Pollti, L. (19801. Moy Moy. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
Scarry, R. (1968). What Do People Do All Day? New York: Random House.
Todd. B. (1972). Juan Patrtclo. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons.
Yashima. M., and Yashima, T. (1954). Plenty to Watch. New York: The Viking

Press.
Children's Books
Mosel. A. (1968). 'Mkt Mkt Tembo. New York: Henry Holt and Company.
Balet. J. (1965). JoartIo. New York: Seymour Lawrence Delacorte Press.
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Children's Books
Brown. T. (1991). Lee Ann: The Story of a Vietnamese-American. New York: G.

P. Putnam's Sons.
Cannon. C. (1971). What I Like to Do. New York: Coward. McCann & Geoghe-

gan. Inc.
Gray. N. (1988). A Country Far Away. New York: Orchard Books.
Ravin, J. (1989). Jamaica Tag Along. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company.
Hughes, S. (1988). Out and About. New York: Lathrop. Lee & Shepard Books.
Isadora. R. (1983). City Seen from A to Z New York: Greenwillow Books.
Keats. E.J. (1969). Goggles. New York: Young Readers Press, Inc.
Keats. E.J. (1970). Hi. Cat! New York: Young Readers Press. Inc.
Krensky, S. (1991). Children of the Earth and Sky. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Martel, C. (1976). Yagua Days. New York: The Dial Press.
Mendez. P. (1989). The Black Snowman. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Rylant. C. (1982). When I Was Young in the Mountains. New York: E.P. Dutton

& Inc.

Children's Books
Clark. A.N. (1979). In the Land of Small Dragon. New York: The Viking Press.
Fox. M. (1990). Shoes from Grandpa. New York: Orchard Books.
Glasgow. A. (1971). The Pair of Shoes. New York: The Dial Press.
Louie, A. (1982). Yeh-Shen: A Cinderella Story from China. New York: Philornel

Books.
Matsuno, M. (1960). A Pair of Red Clogs. Cleveland: William Collins World Pub-

lications.
Cbildren's Books
Benarde. A. (1970). Games from Many Lands. New York: The Lion Press.
Brown. T. (1991). Lee Ann: The Story of a Vietnamese-American. New York: G.P.

Putnam's Sons.
Politi. L. (1960). Moy Moy. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
Waters. K.. and Slovens-Low. M. (1990). Lion Dancer: Ernie Wan's Chinese New

Year. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
Wyndham. R. (Ed.). (1968). Chinese Mother Goose Rhymes. Cleveland: The

World Publishing Company.
Children's Books
Watts. tbtdto. Silver Burdett.
Selsam. B. (1972). More Potatoes! New York: Harper & Row Publishers.
Hirah, M. (1978). Potato Pancakes AU Around. Bonin Books.
Gaffstein, M.B. (1980). Laughing Latkes. Farrar-Straus, Girloux.
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Children's Books
Appiah. S. (1988). Amoko and Efua Bear. New York: Macmillan Publishing

Company.
Caney. S. (1972). Toy Book. New York: Workman Publishing Company.
Cannon. C. (1971). What I Like to Do. New York: Coward, McCann & Geoghe-

gan. Inc.
De Paola. T. (1983). The Legend of the Bluebonnet. New York: G.P. Putnam's

Sons.
Ets, M.H. (1963). Gilberto and the Wind. New York: The Viking Press.
Gray. N. (1988). A Country Far Away. New York: Orchard Books.
Havill. J. (1986). Jamaica's Find. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company.
Williams, K.L. (1990). Galimoto. New York: Mulberry Books.
Williams. K.L. (1991). When Africa Was Home. New York: Mulberry Books.
Children's Books
Bairn, R. Harriet Tubman: The Road to Freedom. U.S.A.: Troll Associates.

.Berson. H. (1982). Barrels to the Moon. New York: Coward. McCann & Geoghe-
gan. Inc.

Brown, M. (1947). Stone Soup. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
Havill. J. (1989). Jamaica Tag-Along. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company.
Mahy, M. 1990). The Seven Chinese Brothers. New York: Scholastic. Inc.
McDermott. G. (1972). Anansi the Spider: A Tale from the Ashanti. New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Ortiz. S. (1977. 1988). The People Shall Continue. San Francisco. CA: Chil-

dren's Book Press.
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The National Science Teachers Association (1992) developed the following lists.

Outkanding Science Books for
Young Children in 1991

Animals
I Wonder ffni See a Whale. Frances
Ward Weller. Illustrated by Ted Lewin.
Philomel. (Grades prek -3) 32 pp. ISBN
0499-21474-7. This is the story of a
young girl who hopes tome a humpback
o n whale-watching expeditions off the
New England cora The beautifully writ-
ten story brings readers to a greater
u nderstandingand appredation either*
aninuds.
A loamy of Mope aka Arno& de
Ssperansaj Bob and Diane Kelsey
Harvey. Illustrated with photographs by
the authors. Beautiful America. (Grades
K-6) 48 pp. ISBN 0-89802-603-2. This
book describes the Me cycle al the en-
dangered Olive Ridley sea turtle found
on the south Padfic coast of Mexico.
Clear color photographs, drawings, and
bilingual English/Spanish text. Also rec-
ommended: Melody's Mystery (Si
Meted° de Melodic). Bob and Diane
Kelsey Harvey. ISBN 049802-604-0.

Jane hloantain Secret. Nina Kidd. Illus-
trated by the author. HarperCollins.
(Grades 1-5) 32 pp. ISBN 0-06- 023167-
X. Jan makes a special trip with her
father and experiences the frustrations
and thrills of flyllshing ler rainbow trout.
The reader learns about the plants and
animals that live around that secret pool
where the rainbow trout hide. Beautiful
watercolors Illustrate the stream wni-
rowan; and the text engages the Tinder.
Loon Lake. Ron Hirsehi.Mustrated with
color photographs by Daniel J. Cox.
Cobblehill. (Grades prek-3) 32 pp. ISBN
0425-6504ed

by
64. Simple yet deer tut ac-

compani delightful photographs
takes young readers on en exploration of
a northern lake where they will enjoy

Our Vanishing Berm Animals: Sating
Americo it Rare Speeds. Catherine
Paledino. Illustrated with photographs
by the author. Joy Street. (Grades 1-6)
32 pp. ISBN 0-316-68891-6. Illustrated
with color photographs, this book de-
scribes rare and minor breeds raised on
U.S.larms,suchas the lour-honwdsheep
and the curirhaired horse. In a plea for
species diversity,. list of farm aninak in
danger of moinetion Is appended.
Annorter The Mirth el Perreprin.
CatherinePakdino. Misstated with color
photographs. Watts, (Grades K-4) 32
pp. ISBN 0-631-15212-X. From incub
Ikon to the first swim. the We of a
blackfooted penguin is chronicled In this
essytoreed and very colorful book.
Slippery Derbies: Young nag% Teethe
andSalrunandsre.GbutyJohnstan and
Judy Cutdibia.Mustrated with color pho
tographs. Morrow. (Grades 2-6) 48 pp.
ISBN 0-688-09605-0. Tice Invtting, infor-
mative text provides a good reference
book on amphibians for early readers. It
accurately describes the variety of ways
frogs, Weds, and salamanders survive
and grow during their Bret year of Me.
Glossary. Index. Table of contents.

Snake. Caroline Arnold. Mustrated with
photographs by Richard Hewett. Moo
row. (Grades 2 and up) 48 pp. ISBN 0-
688-09409-0. This Is an interestbsg pro
saltation of information about many of
the snakes housed at the Los Angeles
Zoo. Lively test ktamines the behavior,
day-today life, and plight of this diverse
group of reptiles. Numerous color pho-
tographs Illustrate the book. Ake MC.
munsended:Plamhige. Caroline Arnold.
ISBN 0-688-09411-2.

Tiger With Moor The Great Horned
Otte Barbara Juster Esbensen. Moo

Oiled by Mary Barrett Brown. Orchard.
Or.due 3-4) 32 pp. 158N 0-631459404.
This tribute to the mystery and strength
of the great homed owl presents de-
tailed Information about its character o
eke. habits, Me, and habitat.
Witspe at Nome. Blanca Levies. 1ptua
Crated with photographs by the author.
Dutton. (Grades 34)32 pp. ISBN 0-625 -
44704-0. Thk book Is study of social
wasps, paper wasps. and beidace hor-
nets hem a odony's beginnings Inswing
to its demise In autumn. The satisfying
leak highlighted hyoid:randy line color
PhatolimPhs-
A Water Snaheli Year. Dork Cove.
Illustrated by Beverly Duncan. Ath.
swum. (Grades X-6)40 pp. ISBN 0-689-
31597-X. Readers follow the We of a
hanale water snake through. whole see-
son been winter to L11 The book de.
scribes her first meal In the spring, her
mating, the birth ol 42 offspring and her
brushes with predators. Index
Whole& Gall Gibbons. Illurtrated by the
author. Holiday Howe. (Grades K -3).32
pp. ISBN 134234-0900-7. Exuberant V/b
tercolors lo marine blues, greens, and
white introduce a wide vaerty u:whales
to the 'mune child. The bid, accurate
text is detailed enough tosttla fjr. thecgh
oda Information Is bicluditi to shore
with the more curious child.
When the Woods Ham. Joanne Rydtt.
Illustrated by Catherine Stock. Morrow.
(Grades preK-3) 32 pp. ISBN 0- sae-
07057-4. This book is a celebration of a
family's love of nature that unfolds over
years and through generations. To

Methey ahem in a rare 0,dethe
Me of periodical dudes.
Winter Whale. JoanneRyder.Mustrated
by Michsel Rothman. Morrow. (Grades
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K-3)32 pp. ISBN 0-688-07 1 76-7. Adtild's
unleashed imagination allows the reader
to follow the Journey of - -humpback
whale Into warm tropical waters. swim-
ming together with other whales and
fasting through the winter before re turn-
Ing north In the summer to feed again in
the colOwater seas rich with food.

Archaeology, anthropology, and
paleontology
A Disown, Nosed After Me. Bernard
Most. Illustrated by the author. HBJ.
(Grades preK-3) 32 pp. ISBN 0-1S-
223494-2. In this creative and Womb-
live book, the author presents a number
of different dinosaurs. Each dinosaur is
briefly described and rhymed with a
child's name. Young children will bo
come excited trying to search for con.
sections in lemming a personal favorite

Dlseoesting Dinosaur &Ake. Miriam
Schleln. Illustrated by Margaret Colbert.
Four Winds. (Grades 1-5) 40 pp. ISBN 0-
02- 778091-0. This book uses the latest
discoveries by paleontologists to look at
how dinosaur babies were cared for by
their parents. The reader beam= aware
of how important keen observation is in
seeking new information about these
extinct creatures. Bibliography. bider.
Living With Dloosaurs. Patricia Rubel.
Illustrated by Douglas Henderson.
Bradbury. (Grades 1-5) 48 pp. ISBN 0-
02-754521 -0. This lucid. compelling text
Wuminsting a long-lost America takes
place 75 million years ago, In wet low-
lands, on drier uplands, and along the
sandy shores of a shallow sea. Prehis-
toric vistas teemed with life under the
short shadows of the emerging Rockies
In what is today Montana. bides.

Environment and conservation
And Still the Turtle Watched. Sheila
MacC1111-Callhan. Illustrated by Barry
Moser. Dial (Grades 1-4) 32 pp. ISBN 0-
8037-0931-S. This Is the story of a stone
turtle, carved many years ago by an old
man to watch over the Delaware people
and to speak to the AO-Father Manitou.
Over the course of time. the turtle is
neglected by inserultive people and diun-
aged by inclement weather. This poigo
ant tale of ecological pollution and its
ultimate recovery will delight all those
who can about our environment.
The/fig Tres. Bruce Hbcodi.11histrated
by the author. Atheneum. (Grades 1-5)
32 pp. 513N 0-689415984 This story
follows the growth of a sugar maple tree
from the time of the American Revolts-
lion to the present, when It shades an old

farmhouse. Botany and history are eas-
ily linked in this lovely story with beau-
tiful Ink and watercolor Wustrations.

Soother ink, Sister Shr A Message
Ft.. C etef Seattle. Illustrated by
Susan Jeffers. Did (Grades 2-5) 32 pp.
ISBN 0-103749694 The tat. an adap-
tation of a message attributed to Chief
Seattle of the Suquamish and Duwamish
tribes. encourages young and old alike
to care for and preserve our amino.
ment. The reader learns of the love and
respect the Native Americans have tor
their land. This can turyold message
remains important and the exquisite
paintings Maud/day support the tact.
Cactus IloteL Brenda Z. Gutberson.
ma/alai by Megan Uoyd. Holt. (Grades
melt-3)32 pp. ISBN 04050-1333-4. This
brief beautifully illustrated suxy tailed
asaguaro cactus and the animals of the
desert that bed off a and use it as a
home.

Danger on the African Grassland.
Elisabeth Sackett. Illustrated by Martin
Came. SierraChib/Uttle,Iltwon. (Grades
K-4) 32 pp. ISBN 0-316-765964. The
problems involved in saving the rhinoc-
eros from miUnctko are vividly portrayed
by following rhinoceros mother and
her ofbpring as they outrace poachers
on the dry African savanna. Beautiful
drawinp complement this moving story.

The away UAL Dale N. Fife. Illustrated
Wink Arnoaky. SierraClubilittle.Brown.
(Grades K-4) 28 pp. ISBN 0-316-28167-
0.1bis engaging storydescribes themes-
mation of a small patch of land and one
men's newfound respect for the crea-
tures who call it home.
P&L Ron Hirsdi. Illustrated with color
photographs by Thomas D. Mengelsen.
Cobble hill (Grades prdt-3) 32 pp. MN
0-52545053-9. The poetic text and bril-
liant photographs (Owenes in the forest
explore the fall season. Nature in au-
tumn fs highlighted by examining color-
ful plants and animals in majestic set-
tings. Also recommended:Serassasr. Ron

51IN 0-525-65054-7.

FlehbegatLangPosid.WIllana.Goorio.
Illustrated by Lindsay Barrett George.
Greenwillow. (Grades preK-2) 24 pp.
ISBN 11411811401-6. In this beautifully
Illustrated book, Katie and her grander
ther row across long Pond to fish. As
Katie receives a lesson in catching her
first bass, she also learns about the wild
life dependent on the pond and the need
for conserving the delicate balance of
nature.

TheLand ofGnsyWott Thomas locker.
Illustrated by the author. Dial. (Grades
preK-2) 32 pp. ISBN 0-8037-09354.
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Magnificent illustrations enhance this
poignant story of Native Americans and
the tragic experience they had at the
hands of early settlers. This book to
tunes on the ageless and ongoing con-
troversy over the preservation of ow
natural resources.

My Ant Green Book. Angela Wilkes.
Illustrated with photographs by Dave
King and Mike Dunning. Knopf. (Grades
24) 48 pp. DON 0-679-817804 This
book helps to explain to young children
what environmental problem are and
what *Myna do to help. Topics include
recycling, water and air pollution, and
add rain. Wonderful photographs help
children follow the directions for all the
projects and activities. This handoon
activity book is for dilldren who want to
be pan d the solution rather than part of
the problem.

Nature All Year Long. Clare Walker
Leslie. Illustrated by the author.
GreenvAllow. (Grades 2 and up) 56 pp.
ISBN 0.688-09183 -0. Written in the form
of a nature Journal, this book doe/vibes
the disoMng natural world throughout
the year. Wept% appealing. and colorful
Illustrations provide additional facts and
handson protects each month. k Is a
u nique approach to helping young read-
e rs develop the important habit of be-
coming careful observers and guardians
of thdr enviromeriL Biblogtaphy.lndes

The Ohl ladles Who /Abed Cats. Carol
Greene. Illustrated by Loretta Krupinsid.

(Grades K-3)32 pp. 5BN
=111014gth Na whimsical folloals
about an island's ecosystem describes
what happens when the balance is bro.
ben by unnatural forces. A delightful
picture book, It Introduces ecosystem
theory for the youngest readers.
The Rock Peter Patron. Illustrated by
the author. Mac:realm. (Grades K4) 32
pp. 5BN 0-02-770181-6.A huge rock on
the forest Cow provides shelter or an
observation post for animals and hts-
mans. Thelma», concise text is ample-
merited by delicately washed, precise
drawtrodepictlogtheecdogicaleffects
on the rods.

Sierra. Diane Siebert. Wusirated by
Wendell Minor. HuperColltris. (Grades
X-3)32 pp. 5EIN 0-05-021539. Thb is
a rare combhutionscience content
embedded in a sales of poems and won-
derful paintings of California's Sierra
Nevada. The variety and beauty of the
small animals sheltered In these mows-
tains will captivate young readers.

Tigress. Helen rowdier. Wustrated by
the author. Farrar. (Grades preit-3) 32
pp. ISBN 0-374-37557-4. A tigress and
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her cubs leave their sanctury to find
loot posing a threat to various herds of
animals. The herdsmen and the sanctu
ary ranger respect and understand the
problems faced by all involved and
work together to find a solution that win
not harm any al the animals. There is
beauty in the simplicity of the words
and drawing.
The 517talta'Song. Dyan Sheldon. Muir
Crated by Gary Blythe. Dial. (Grades
well-3) 32 pp. ISBN 04037-0972-2.1n
a lyrical text, young girl chooses her
grandmother's vision of whales,
singing . dancing . magical .
rather than her put-uncle's sour Mow
of -meat ... bones ... blubber
ter mystical midnight encounter. she
hears the peat whales call her name.
Stunning oil paintings illustrate this plea
for heightened awareness.

The Wored7hatkoltDullt, Ruth Brown.
Illustrated by the slither. Dutton. (Grades
pre C-1) 32 pp. 68N 042S-44635-4. A
simple. highly dramatic text comple-
ments beautiful illustrations. This story
shows how human technology affects
the environment, and It empowers
young people with a feeling of can
make it better.* This book should inter-
est any alimentary school child.

Nature and !lie
Mater Than a Baby. Harriet befert.
Illustrated in color by Laura Rader.
HarpoCoMns. (Grades prek -3) 32 pp.
MIN 0-06-0269024. Delightful and by

this book offers simpleand cow
forting explanations for young children
about growing up. It compares the bo
havior °Shaine' and the developing *bib
and physical changes that follow. This Is
a good source for parents to encourage
disonsionandmswerachlidliquestions.
Owners. Marione N. Allen and Shelley
Romer. Oktstrated with full-color photo-
graphs by author Shelley Rotner.
Macmillan. (Grades preli-2) 32 pp. ISBN

. 0-02-700252-7. Outstanding photo-
graphs !Duane:Iry the natural changes
In ow environment capture the mind
and eye. From the caterpillar to the but-
terfly, from a pinecons to giant oak
tree, simple. beautifully written teen en-
gages the reader in the graceful rhythms
ol nature.

Oenberrles. Wlitlam hispersohn. Our
trated with photographs by the author.
Houghton. (Grades 2-6) 32 pp. ISM 0-
395-620984. This book describes the
history of the nathsAmstican cranberry
and how it is grown, harvested. proc-
essed and packaged. Color photographs
enhance this welklesigned Informs-
Waal book.

nom Seed to Plant. Gall Gibbons. th us.
trued by the author. Holiday House.
(Grades K-3) 32 pp. ISBN 04234-0872 -
d The informative test. supported by
colorful illustrations, relates the Ufecyde
of plants front seed to reproduction to
maturity. The book concludes with a
simple project and a page of interesting
facts about seeds and plants.

The Mandated. Alphabet. Laura
Rankin. Illustrated by the author. Dial
(All ages) 32 pp. ISBN 94037-09744. it
is difficult to imagine a simpler or more
elegant initiation to the world of ammo
nkation than this Introduction toAmerf.
can Sign language. Each letter In the
manual alphabet is Mustrated with the
proper hand position and rnnlorced with
a corresponding object or Idea. Thb
creative effort is a condom) delight to
both the eye and the mind.

On the Day Yew Were Barn. Debra
Frasier. Illustrated by the author. Hal
(Grades K-6) 32 pp. ISBN 0-15-257995 -
d This is an inspiring celebration of a
child's connection to the forces that
drive the spaceship Earth. Unique paper
collage illustrations representing par
ley, the Earth's rotation, tides, stars, afr,
rain, trees, animals, and people support
a lyrical text that places a child within
the natural world. A valuable appendix
provides eructs! background inform-
lion about the science topics Introduced
in the book.

Red leaf, YellowLeal. Lois Ehlert
Crated by the author. Hal. (Grades pre*.
3) 32 pp. ISBN 0-15-266197-2. A child
describes the growth of a sugar maple
tree from seed to sapling. Simple, largo
print ton and colorful collages made
from a variety of materials make this an
attractive book that children will want
to pick up and either read themselves
or have read to them. It contains bdor-
'nation for adults on the parts of the
sugar maple tree and instructions on
bow to plant one.

Retnemberthelettetillea AnnaGrosa-
sickle Hines. buskin(' by the author.
Dutton. (Grades prelC -2) 32 pp. MIN 0-
52,5-01679.6. Grandfather helps young
Glen and Holly learn about the life cycle
in nature when the children discover a
dead butterfly In the garden. When
Grandfather dies, the mother uses his
stories to help the children understand.

Vegetable Contra Douglas Florists. B.
Warned by the author. HBJ. (PreK) 32
pp. ISBN 0-1S-2933634. This story of
one garden from *spade, rake. hoe to
harvest time is presented in large, bold
print and weeds that rhyme. No page has
more than three words. The text and
accompanying peteand-ink and water-
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color illustrations produce a predict.
able book that will become favorite
among young 'seders and their teachers.

Physics, technology, and
engineering
*$ ea Ken Robbins. Mutrated with

bythe author. Dial (Grades
;411.23112rt.ISBN 0.4037-0929 -3. Hand-

tizelisthotographs and dear, brief tut
design and structure of aver

of vehicular and pedestrian bridges.
This Is a fine picture book with locations
of each bridge listed at the end.

Smut mars Beek Covet Mesa.
dams E. I. Kordripburg. illustrated by
the author. Atheneum. (Grades preK-2).
32 pp. ISBN04119-31690-1.Wooderfully
illustrated with colorful paintings, this
boot follows a little boy named Samuel
Todd as he points out some often aver-
looked inventions that we encounter
every day. Samuel goes beyond the obvi-
ous to look at those fluty peat Inven-
tions like the belt loop and the Thermos.
This is a simple yet elegant book about
wonder: hencnankimostant bookabout
science.

Sea Simons& Joy N. Hubne. illustrated
by Carol Schwa:is Hyperion (Grades
preK4)33 pp. SRN 1 4012479-6. Prom
simple counting to recordsing patterns
and identifying the squares of numbers,
this title presents a successful integra-
tion of silence, language, and mathamat-
Ica. illustrations dm creatures
and fun accompany the math-
ernatical concepts. Factual information
about the animas pictured In the story
is included.

Underwater and outer space

Nephew Seymour Simon. Ohntrated
with photopa Morrow. (Grades K-
S) 32 pp. MIN 04U-NVI-X. Based on
the 1989 Vow 2 findings, this book
explains new discoveries on the eighth
planet. Neptune. Beautiful fulkolor
photographs place this distant. mysteri-
ous, giant planet Into the hands of the
puns feeder.
Under the Sea lbws A AD L Mae
Doubilet. Illustrated with photographs
by David DoubileL Crown. (Grades 1-6)
32 pp. ISBN 0-517-57636-0. From
anemone to sebrafish, this Brat-eats all

book features interesting and
unusual creatures from beneath the Bur-
bat of the sea. The authors are well-
known divers and photographers, and
they have collected the outstanding pit`
tares showcased here from exotic loos.
Clots wound the globe. Glossary.
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The following list was included with an article by Carol Seefeldt (1993).

Enricblug Cla.ssro,out Diversity MU.
Baoks fOr 'Areal tu-Depth Ditscussiou
of Them) and StarExteastoa &Waits

iThink what a dillenencelt would maitt;in yieirilassroOnr red Want& bought,"biteii read and des eel andIsometiniii, did stoiyextensioniktinitien related number:Of these boolu! Baying and *wen*using' diversity.'books with_your Whin:Rapt make the irlde I honiageneouerup More latnWar with hereon elloersiV .

Chllgben with special situations
Caine.. J. (1973). Abby. New Yost

Harper & Row.
Clean. L (190). Sawa Andereant

(=LNew York Holt
bw books like Urine's ftedenek

and Brown's Arthur's eye's)

Cooperation
Ancona. G. (1965). HeMing out New
York Clarion Books.

Burning/lam J. (1973). Mc Gawk see
*or car. New York Crowell.

Gerken P. 0973). The tide red hen.
Boston: Houghton 1,41116n.

hnunura, K. (1984). lbn and RA New
York Bradbury.

Ilona L. (1973). Swinsney. New York
KaaPL

Mann P. (1966). The most Oa* Sower
Lam New York Coward, McCann &
Geniiheilan

Diverse abilities: Children an
others with disabilides
Amiable, L. A Mueller. E. ViltimosP

deaf and kV okay. Niles, IL
Baker, P. 0986). its first book a/ sign.

Washington. DC: GaBaude University
Press.

Wet. J. (1964). ASCirw An action eeF
phabet New York Crown.

Bourke, L 09811 Nandmade ANC lend-
ing Reading MA: Addison-Wesley.

Brown?. 0991).Somernenaniolimithe
you New York Hok. Rkiehart &Weston.

Cairn S. (1985). Cur bother hat Daunt
oaken Willowdale, Olt Amick Press.

Children's Television Workshop. 09110).
iesserge Am. New York Random

House.

dePaola. T. (1961). Nom one tot now
Me other. New York Putnam.

Prank. D. 0974). About Irandkapt An
open kne(y book for parents and chi-
*en together. New York Walker.

Greenfield, B 09110).Dariaw. New York
Methuen

Head, IL. &
.

Seguin.l. (1975). Who am 1?
Pittsburgh: Family Communications.

Heide, F. 0979). Sound of sunshine
sound drain. New York Scholastic.

Jansen, V.A. 0983). Caching New York
Parana

Larche. D.W. (1966). Father Gander num
el feria Santa Barbara. CA Advo-
cacy rress.

Utchtield. A. (1976). A button In her est
Niles, IL Willman.

Utchtleld, A. (1977). A cane i n her hond
Niles, IL Whitman.

Peterson. J. (1977). i have a aster, any
skew lied New York Harper & Row.

Powers, ME (1986). Our bacheee in a
wheelchair. Niles, IL: Whitman.

Quinsey. M.B. (1986). Why does rhos
mon kave such a b nom? Seeder
Parenting Prem.

Rosenberg M. my Mend Leslie
New York . las &Shepard.

Sargent, S., & Wirt, .A. (1 My *wow
Itsplace. New YorkAbing963).don.

Stein. S.B. 0974). About boolicops. New
Wet Walker.

Tickle Tme Typhoon. OM). tars be
bends (video). Sleek Tickle Tune
1Vphoon.

Woe, B. 0974). Don? hid sorry lbr Poe
New York Harper & Row.

Dont forget fairy ado and animal manes
with wedges Amen such as The
Duckline tionnik Cornelius, Sett
Amos and Boris, and Weber s You Wok
Ridiculous.

Melee families, special
relationships
Bauer. C.P. (1981). My morn bomb a kit
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point that difierences may be avichizir
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The following activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1991).

DRAMATIC PLAY

I

PLAYING WITH ROLES
luau Children will participate is dramadc-pbry albedo=
that forum to and-bias awareness of pain roles as they
use aestive-thiolting, problem-so/via& sad social-isueraa
don skills.
anew aims Mule or four children at a time.
Matoetales A valley of props which might be interpreted
as gender specific, such as mall. eats tools: a carpenter's
spec a typewriter. downturn props; a factory-typo
lunch boa; a brietcue: plastic piping and wreathes: a mum
and order pad: *UMW of mea and women doing Dos-
stereotypical work; eaperisace-chart paper, and matters.

GETTING READY
Read a book from the list below. (These are all books

that show childree how boys and girls and men and
MOONS - can do anything.) Or. share a favorite story oo a
similar topic. Discuss the story and ask children to react.
Consider this "groundwork" for the creadve play that is to
follow.

BEGIN
Stock your dramatic-play area with some of the new

props and provide pintoes cut been magazines of mess and
women doing boo-stereotypical work. Be sure you also
have materials that represent activities both men and
women have traditionally dale. (Ws impotent to add arty
new props without direcdreo or introduction. because the
purpose of the fist pen of this activity is to observe bow
children choose to use them without instruction.)

Observe to see the types of play scams children acme.
Will the pis use hems that are Mem &mobs of as 'boy"
things? What about the boys? Do more boys play be the
area sow that there are new °mak" props there? Note if.
with time, childreo begin to shift away from =Masai geo-
de: role play. If aveilabis, share mote of the suggessed
book&

AS a few days. gut together to talk. You might say.
"Who do you think would use menu sod order pad? Coo
ghis be waltpessoos7 Can boys?" Bring the props over and
take twos talking ahem them. emeouregiog children to share
their thoughts and feelloos.

the prop

Help children moo whir tools dray have homed at to list
on expedeboadtart paper. Discuss if (and bow) both ono
and women ma then. Some ehildrimatay feel. for azampie.
that a willow moot wort a theta inv. but other childreo
will disagree. Atas sods imm as the Wt, check off whether
a soma or a moms coo on . - r..'

Over the menu week, welch Chilean as thoy-moms to
play is the &made-play area. Has their play dumged at
ail? How about their cooversadao? 'Periodically sofor back
to your list. add to it, and coed= your discussion.. -

IMe

.71

issorembeare
lids issue is slot mosettdoo that am he thelciAdila

simple att.*. The concept ot gender identity needs to be
addressed throughout the year. osos caly is activities but
also is the way you talk with ABMs and dm modal Po

mide. Its a good way to time Into your owe Weise, mo.
When yea are talking about eta moo mode sod what .
omen coo do, bs wend to mouth sensitive huts cabaret

imckpotsids of your dtildroo sad causitier the miss that ale
approved a b their family seeders&

BOOKS
The bailout* books deal
with the bar of

D r y s a w l C 7 4 1 1 . G i n s and
I

h u s k e r D a m n S k i n b y B. M y D a d d y I r . Maw by M.
Boys by E. Mattson 04011. Meek (LoWpop PCPMN) %Mr° (AddiasSeeley)Ilirb Whom)
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The following information.was included with an article by Marylou Webster Ambrose
(1996) GENDER EQUITY

... . . , : lpl' 4. Misr.; II
'1,,.. T..

4,4 . ....'..; - .;Sexercise.;:,:.4.: ,.....1.:,.: sf..
. . ..1..i.

Patsy«, Wag *edit? TWIG shoat awfdloatig exoredosol`i,
from *sad Doh a aumi by Same Crawford (Ifoluarwa,

....AIM!). Cloddy disowskg thore Ws yer.rdadsdo. S:,
$ abstliits rootiii:goador- ...tor ample; W a radiri IN pits.glds.

af boys,. kooglo.:100411oria agaist aillog. bed en! 6 ..:

.11116.:7!Itritit.00°.thititrittiAfrivtriti?.... :...n: .:,:.: ) ..

+.. lifiiiiiilice mil:Nit_ "ier..aliiiiiris dtutioa"
!lappaeiliTyWid:kiisiiplittor dildimesisrilik addrossu, out
tplWiiiimbib:. TrdWiliribiyiiiiiiieeka:oat told* r mots r. itr ...,,,:
elketliitehroilialie Wu Is itestwe brim*, muse

,filosbil fay tali sub as %Weak" I tils mows droop .se,..;
Oakes, road stwootylos IN boon Bud. .7.
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The following list was developed by Judith Leipzig (1992).
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The following information was included in an article by Louise Derman-Sparks (1990)

LEARNING ABOUT
GENDER IDENTITY

TwoYear-Olds want to bow. 'Am I girl or a boy?"
They become interested in their sedgender identity at part
of o more general interest In their bodies. They begin
noticing ate onother's arotonty and try to son asst which
children are boys sad which an girls.

Provide matte -at het, simple feedback. Too-year-
olds make comments and ask questions about gender iden-
tity manually. during Witting time. and when changing
divas or cloches. Taking advantage of them moments is
the best kind of teaching. Use wont suds as. "Yee, you are
a boy. Yaw body makes you a boy. Robes is a boy just like
you because his body also makes him a boy." It is also
helpful to give two-yen-olds real words for their body
perm so that being female or male doesn't mem like a nrye-

S

IMPORTANT FON ONIS.DRON TO KNOW

THAT MEOWS A PLASS. AND TINE. TO

EDPS.0011 AND DAPOSOO Thins. INIEL.INISIL

tery. Consider holding a parent meeting to talk about chil-
dren's *widow and appropriate ragman.

PRI your environment with pictures of boys and girls
of many different racial and ethnic beckgrounds. doing
a wide range of activities. Post these *noes at children's
eye level. Make small books together or put photographs
and maganne pictures in Ziphxk baggies for children to
look at when they like.

liver and Four-liar -Cids think they bow whichgowkr
they are, but ere not yet completely sere what makes than
girl or boy, or if they will remain the sone gender as they
grow This s plat el m Angelig process of figuring out
what clumps and what stays the sane as you grow qr. For
exempts, la response to their Sleeker's question, "How do
you how Vyou area girl or a boy?' a group of threes and
fours might say: 'Toys weer pants.' "Girls have long
hair." 'Boys don't cry, girls do." Children's ideas often
reflect societal norms r stereotypes which, for many peo-
ple, are no longer true. This can be very emitting.

Provide gamy experiences throughout the year to
help preschoolers understand that girls and boys can
do any and all of the activities In your program. For
main*. three-year-old Stephanie tells bet teacher. 'Sara
says I'M not a girl because I always play fireman with the
boys." "Do you think you are a girl? sib her teacher. As
Stephanie drugs her shoulders. her teacher remarks. "You
ex still a girl. Your body makes you a girin not bow you
play. Let's explain this to Sam so she untientsnds. too.'

Rocourap aoss-gender play by swinging the house-
keeping and the block areas near each other. Add the
woodworking table to the housekeeping area to create a
Ss-it shop. Moldier. make a book that shows photographs
and pictures of girls and boys engaged in activities that
counter gamier stereotypes with descriptive lines: "Some
people think girls can't build big towers with blocks. Sell-
sale II girl and look et the all tower the bulk."

Share the book What Is Girl? What Is Boy? by
Stephanie Waxman. to help children understand that their
bodies determine seeder identity not their clothes. bow
they show hangs, how they play, sc.

PiwYsar-Olds land Marry Peon) are clearer about their
gender Identity. However, they a7 to keep mock other to
ssersotypictil "rates.' Tftfs k one of the seedy signs 4( peer
pressure. For exampk, two four-year-olds, Linda and
Mks, are playing "bus." Anita it the driwr lkill0 lobo
them and moat to be day but driver: "Anita, you co* be
the driver, only boys c m do that." Amite burins equally as
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strongly that she c a n be the driver. 77wir teacher comes
owr and after hearing both sides says, "Phillip. I blow
you wawa to be the driver but Miss is right. Girls can also
be driven. She was hen first. What elm could you be?"
The children decide that Phillip will become the driver
when Anita finishes her trip to San Francisco."

Listen for mdlecriminetory" Interactions end be pre-

.DID YOU EVER HAVE

D READ WITH POCK-

'TS IN ITN .WE EAT

PLAT DREAD AT MY

H OUSE.'" MOONS

THAT RESPECT AND

INCLUDE CULTURAL

D IVERSITY CAN

HELP TO INSPIRE

DISCUSSIONS.

pared to Op is. Renumber, children reed 'vet bninoli-
lee intervendan end support

Use storytelling with deb to Inspire discussions. Sto-
ries you make up about everydey suasion' using dolls can
help children leen low to stand up for themselves. (See
'Vele Different end ...We'm Mende November/Decem-
ber 1919. Pre-K Today. for suggestions.)
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(Slat
teachers of young

children include infor-
mation on families in the

curriculum. This topic offers
many opportunities for children
to learn about the ways family
members care for one another,
the activities they do together,
the roles they fill, the ethnic tra-
ditions they celebrate, and the
diverse configurations families
take. This last item Is particu-
larly important because families
with children include extended
intact families, single-parent
families, and every other form
imaginable. Above all, it is impor
Brace Cann Ingham, Ph.D.. has
mortrod as an aids a leacher, and a
director ol a twisty of program serving
your{ e chikben. Bruce has also aught
child development and ea* childhood
education at the unhandy hod

The fathers and Other Men' amino-
tam project was carried out with the
generous collaboration °truants( Libby,
Ribi Devery, Nan Olsen. and Steven
Peankliell al whom are head Nadi.
ers in the Child and Amity Study Center
at the University of WisconsinStag

I

tent that children feel good about
their own families.

One challenging aspect In
teaching about diverse families
is teaching about a wide variety
of fathers. Many children know
their fathers, yet these fathers
can range from nurtnrant pri-
mary caregivers to remote figures
who are consumed by their work.
Other children know their fathers
and are separated from them
through career arrangements, mili-
tary service, divorce, or incarcera-
tion. Some children do not know
their fathers at all yet may have a
substantial relationship with an-
other male relative. Still others
may know two fathers through a
variety of circumstances.

Despite these variations, It Is
apparent that fathers are signifi-
cant figures In the lives of their
children through the fathers'
presence or absence (Furman
1992). Several reviews of re-
search have shown that Lathers
make positive contributions to
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their children's development in
many areas, including intellec-
tual performance, achievement
motivation, self-confidence, and
attitudes toward sex roles (Kadin
1981; Lamb, Pleck, Levine 1985;
Meer A Hessler 1992). h is also
apparent that children are sig-
nificant figures in the lives of
fathers. Popular literature has
suggested a shift In the way men
think of themselves (Bly 1990;
Keen 1991). and many fathers are
becoming more Involved in the
lives of their children than fa-
thers in previous decades
(Rotunda 1985; Pleck 198T). Fur-
thermore, fathers can be in-
volved with their children in
many different ways In differ-
ent types of families (McBride
1989, 1990).

Teachers and caregivers of
young children have a responsi-
bility to take into account these
important and changing roles of
fathers when they teach about
families (Coleman 1991). With
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this In mind, the stafftf our early
childhood education programs
undertook a curriculum project
that focused on fathers and other
men with several different age
groups of children. Ideally, this
would be only one aspect of the
family that Is Included In a cur-
riculum, as described In the
boxed section entitled, 'A Cur-
riculum about Families." The pro-
cess we used in planning for this
topic, the issues we encountered
in developing the ideas, and the
activAties we implemented form
the content of this article. It Is
offered here as insightful, help-
NI, and practical Information to
be adapted to other early child-
hood programs.
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One challenging aspect in teaching about
diverse families is teaching about a wide
variety of fathers.

Get ready
Discussing your approach

This initial step In planning
how to portray fathers and other
men in the curriculum of your
program is to discuss the experi-
ences and attitudes you and your
colleagues bring to this topic.
These personal perspectives will
affect the content and direction
of the curriculum. For example,
In our particular group one le-

A Curriculum about Families
Appropriate curriculum content must incorporate the diver-

sity of children's life experiences and encourage positive rela-
tionships with their families (NAEYC & NAECS/SDE 1991). To
accomplish this goal It Is important to stress that there are
similarities between all families and differences, too. In this
way, all families can be shown to have members, but who
these members are will differ from family to family. Some
components to consider in your curriculum that are common
to families Include the following:
family members What members are in a family (mothers, lo

thers, siblings, grandparents, godparents, uncles, aunts, neph-
ews, nieces, step-relations, In-laws, family friends, pets, etc.)?
Now many members are there? What ages are they?

fatally namesWhat are the given (first) names and surnames
(last names) of family members? What are the names of rela-
tives (grandparents, uncles, aunts, etc.)?

family residenceWhere do family members live?
fatally functIonaHow do family members communicate with

each other, love and care for each other, and resolve conflicts?
fatally roles- -Who does what tasks Inside and outside the home?
family aettaltiesWhat does a family do together to maintain

their living space, to have fun, and to help each other?
tawny traditionalWhat holidays or events does a family cel-

ebrate, and how are they celebrated? What stories are remem-
bered? What heirlooms are passed to each new generation?

family race and ethnic backgroundWhat is the family's
history? What are the members' cultural origins? In what ways
are these remembered?

family tranaltloneWhat changes has a family experienced?
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male teacher did not know her
own father yet had a close rela-
tionship with grandfather. Con-
sequently, she advocated an ap-
proach that stressed Including
all male relatives within an ex-
tended family. In contrast, a male
teacher in our group was very
enthusiastic about keeping the
focus primarily on lathers and
wanted to begin the activities by
asking the children what they
know about fathers. By sharing
and respecting these viewpoints,
we were able to take an approach
to this topic that was satisfac-
tory to both of these teachers
and that was sensitive to the va-
riety of family structures repre-
sented in our particular group of
children. Several Issues that will
spark your discussion are pro.
seated in the boxed section en-
titled, 'Mixed Feelings about Fa-
thers and Other Men."

In discussing your approach
and related issues, consider mak-
ing a flowchart or curriculum
web for brainstorming and re-
cording ideas (Levin 1986). This
chart can serve as a map or guide
for identifying topics you want
to develop. When it is done as a
group exercise, a flowchart can
also help each teacher feel as if
he or she has ownership of the
curriculum and a stake In its
implementation. This process con
also include children and parents,
as they may suggest ideas that suit
their own interests and needs
(Nunnelley 1990; Workman &
Anziano 1993). One example of a
flowchart on the topic of fathers
and other men Is presented In
the boxed section entitled, 'Flow-
chart of Concepts about Fathers
and Other Men."
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Mixed keeling. about Father, and
Other Men

The idea of Including information on fathers and other men in
the curriculum may be met with resistance by many teachers.
The sources of this resistance can include variety of issues,
such as a personal history of relationships with fathers and men
that have been abusive; anger toward unsupportive fathers who
cause so many women and children to live In poverty; ambiva-
lence toward the role of fathers (with some teachers thinking.
that fathers need to be much more Involved In family life and
other teachers thinking that fathers should be a more traditional
authority figure); and the Idea that fathers and men are already
overly portrayed In a patriarchal society.

These issues must be acknowledged in a constructive way,
and Levine, Murphy, and Wilson (1993) give several suggestions
on how to do this. In working through mixed feelings about
portraying fathers and other men In the curriculum, consider the
needs of the children. Boys will grow up to be men. Girls will
grow up to be women and relate to them in some way. Whether
or not children know their fathers or have a close relationship
with another adult male, they are exposed to media images of
men. Some of these Images are unrealistically nurturant, and
many are unnecessarily violent. It is Important, then, that children
be purposefully exposed to a positive spectrum of male models for
the sake of their current development and future lives.

Get set
Identifying resources and

concepts
The availability of resources

may result in expanding the flow-
chart or In focusing your efforts
In particular areas. Because the
topic of fathers and other men Is
not one that is frequently used to
early childhood education, It Is
especially necessary to Identify
new resources, existing activities

that can be modified (such as
familiar songs and finger plays),
and materials that can be made
bar teachers.

Curriculum guides for early
childhood education may Iden-
tify Information, activities, and
resources under the topics of
Father's Day' or 'Families.' Cur-
riculum guides typically Include
Information on the topics of
'Mothers" or 'Mother's Day.' and
it is possible to modify or adapt

Many children know their fathers, yet these
fathers can range from nurturant primary
caregivers to remote figures who are
consumed by their work. Other children
know their fathers and are separated from
them through career arrangements, military
service, divorce, or Incarceration.
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these activities to lit the topic of
'Fathers and Other Men.' A li-
brary is an essential source of
printed resourcesfor example,
on the names and characteris-
tics of animal fathersand
children's books. A selection of
children's books that we found
most useful about fathers, male
relatives, and other men appears
at the end of this article.

Visual resources in the forms
of posters and pictures can be
used to enhance the classroom
environment and for specific ac-
tivities, such as a group-time dis-
cussion activity or an art project.
An Important source of these im-
ages is magazines not commonly
found in early childhood pro-
exams that depict a variety of
men In a variety of settings.
These magazines can Include
Ebony. Esquire, G.Q. (Gentlemen's
Quarterly), Men's Health, Men's
fitness. Men's Journal. Modern
Maturity. Sports Illustrated, and
Field d4 Stream. Photographs that
children bring depicting men in
their families can also be dis-
played and used in activities.

You can also use the flowchart
and the available resources to
identify specific concepts, pieces
of information, and vocabulary
about fathers and other men.
These can be thought of as the
content of the curriculum that
the children will be exposed to
or learn through the activities.
Several of these concepts are
more appropriate to the devel-
opmental level of 2- and 3-year-
olds, such as the names of fa-
thers and other male relatives.
Other concepts are more complex
and better suited to children 6
years of age or older, such as the
concepts of relationships with
men. A list of these concepts is
presented ft the boxed section
entitled, 'Concepts about Fathers
and Other Men,' and should be
considered a guide rather than a
comprehensive and definitive, list.
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Go--
Developing and

linakmenting activities
One way to develop activities

Is to work from the flowchart,
resources, and list of concepts
to create -learning experiences
about fathers and other men. An-
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other way Is to work from the
areas of the classroom, such as
the dramatic-play or art area, and
think about how those areas can
be arranged to communicate par-
ticular concepts. This can in-
clude developing activities and
selecting materials that relate to
lathers and other men in a vari-

ety of ways,. as Illustrated In the
boxed section entitled, Images
of Fathers and Other Men.'' Skill-
ful teacher interactions with the
children u they use these mate-
rials can help to focus the
children's thinking on a positive
spectrum of concepts about fa-
thers and other men. Several ex-

Nam you recruited &them grandfathers sacks, older instaers. high school sad college students. and other
gays to help regularly with every aspect of yoar program? Do you *amperage them to be theseseloes" with the
children? We don't want to promote gender stereotypes (lb use ereactivities and behaviors belonging to males,
and rases are activities and behaviors belonging to Ismales). Yet neither de we went the males in oar
classroom sad la oar curries:sae to be made to conform to the curriculum so we (primarily women) have
'soloed it. Sowitieity to Otis issue is essential.
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Some children-do not know their fathers at all, yet may have a close
relationship with another male relative. Still others may know two
fathers through a variety of circumstances.

amples of these activities that
we found to be particularly suc-
cessful include
Artassembling a collage of pic-
tures of men, making prints from
the soles of work boots, making
prints from various types of balls
rolled In paint, painting a beard
on a cutout face, etc.
Dramatic Pkyindoor activities,
such as having opportunities for
cooking, cleaning, and taking
care of dolls in a regular house-
keeping area; dressing up In work
clothes, boots, coveralls, work
gloves, men's hats, and neckties;
shaving In bathroom area with
an unplugged electric razor or
with shaving cream and a Pop-
sicle stick for a razor blade; out-
door activities, such as camping,
fishing, etc.
Small Motoractivities that pro-
vide the opportunity to use tools,
such as carpentry and woodwork-
ing tools, hand tools, wrenches,
screwdrivers, pliers, etc.
Large Motorsports activities that
Include a variety of dramatic-play
props, such as noncompetitive
and safe versions of basketball,
baseball, golf, weight lifting, etc.
Group Timeadapting songs and
finger plays from familiar ones to
include fathers and other men;
making vocabulary lists or charts
about occupations, leisure activi-

Obviously, we are
not suggesting that
women never wear
work boots or that
all men have beards.

ties, names for fathers, given
names for fathers, why my father
Is special, etc.
Bulletin Boardsassembling a
collection of photographs of fa-
thers or other male relatives of
the children.

Another source of activities is
the fathers or other male rela-
tives of your group of children.
You could Invite fathers or other
close male relatives of the chil-
dren to participate In an activity
you have planned or to present
an activity, with your assistance
and Insight to ensure that It will
be a successful experience. In-
vite a man to come as a guest
speaker to share something
about his life, or ask him to host
a field trip, perhaps to his place
of work. You may also plan a
special event, such as an evening
play session for fathers, men, and
children consisting of typical ac-
tivities In your program and
games In which men and chil-
dren can participate together. A
Saturday breakfast and play ses-
sion is another popular option.
(Also see the boxed section en-
titled, 'Children Who Do Not
Know Their Fathers.")

Keep going
Evaluating and extending

the curriculum
It Is essential that you spend

some time evaluating your efforts
to judge their worth and to aid in
future curriculum planning about
fathers and other men. At a mini-
mum this discussion should in-
clude using the flowchart to fo-
cus on what activities you
implemented, how they went,

,0; A

Images of Fathers and
Other Men

The images of fathers are
powerful and deeply embedded
in one's culture. These images
can include the father as a pro-
vider of genetic material; the
father as an aloof economic pro-
vider, wh6 Is an authorfty fig-
ure: the father as a warm, com-
passionate nurturer; the father
as a spiritual leader or advisor;
and the father as some mixture
of these images. To make this
topic accessible to a group of
children, tt Is important to
present positive spectrum of
male images without present-
ing one type as being more or
less desirable than another.
This can be expressed as
the thought that there are all kinds
of fathers (as there are mothers),
possessing varied strengths and
weaknesses, dispositions, and
physical characteristics. tt is help-
ful for children to learn that fathers
possess different interests and
abilities and participate in a
broad array of activities and oc-
cupations. Through discussion
and looking at picture books and
magazine advertisements, and
viewing TV commercials and pro-
grams, children can ieam that some
fathers are not the principal pro-
viderthat it la acceptable for a
father to be at home as the primary
caregiver or that he can share roles
with the mother. h Is Important
that children develop an awareness
of stepfathers, single fathers, co-
parenting gathers, divorced tethers,
adoptive fathers. gay fathers, pris-
oner fathers, and military fathers.
and also that a man does not neces-
sarily have to be related to them In
order to share a tethering experi-
ence with them. (Citroens Robinson

p. I29)
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Children Who Do Not Know
Their Fathers

In any group of children, there are likely to be
children who do not know their fathers, who are
separated from their fathers, or who have a nega-
tive relationship with their fathers. Talking spe-
cifically about fathers may be uncomfortable
for these children. Yet teachers of young chil-
dren II equently handle uncomfortable topics
such as death, sex, or racismby using their
knowledge of a particular group of children and
their knowledge of the topic Itself.

To be sensitive to the needs of children who do
not know their fathers, also teach about other
men who serve as psychological fathers. This
man may be a supportive friendsuch as a male
relative, a mother's boyfriend, or a male teacher

or a participant in organized activities, such as a
Big Brother program or a sports program. By
Including these other men In your study of fa-
thers, most children will be able to identity with
at least one male figure in their lives with whom
they have positive relationship.

Sensitivity must also be shown toward par-
ents, particularly single mothers and lesbian
mothers, (or whom this topic may be problem-
atic. A parent letter explaining the rationale of
the curriculum topic and specific activities in
advance can help soothe concerns. Direct, per-
lonal contact is also useful In Individual situa-
tions. In our experience, parents of children who
did not have an immediate and/or close relation-
ship with their fathers most appreciated having
the topic of fathers and other men included ,

the curriculum.

why they went as they did, and
how they might be modified or
extended. Also check with the
children to see which concepts
need to be emphasized more spe-
cifically or on an ongoing basis.

As part of your evaluation of
this topic, also, consider the re-
sponses of the fathers and men.
We were encouraged by the num-
ber of fathers who chose to be-
come involved with the daily ac-
tivities. One father in particular
mentioned he had long been In-
terested in bringing an activity
to do with the children, yet he
had been hesitant to ask U this
were possible until he read the
parent letter about our efforts to
portray fathers and other men in
the curriculum.

It is apparent that
fathers are
significant figures
in the livesof their
children through
the fathers' presence
or absence.

II Om. 4.11.

&manse the tepfc et fathers Gal OAST area Is not ass dust is
frequently used in early childhood education, It Is especially
necessary to Identify new resources, =Why activities that can
be modified (such ae familiar soap and Raper plays), and
materials that sea be made by teachers.
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The initial step in planning bow to portray fathers and other men in the
curriculum of your program is to discuss the experiences and attitudes
you and your fellow teachers bring to this topic. These personal
perspectives will affect the content and direction of the curriculum.

In conjunction with this
project, we also surveyed the
fathers of children In our pro-
gram. A questionnaire was
mailed to each lather. at his place
of residence, asking how he
learned about the daily events in
his child's program, how satis-
fied he was with various aspects
of the program, and whether he
had suggestions and comments
on what things he would like to

I

O

hake man to roam as s guest speaker to shave something about Me lilt, sr ask him to hest a field trip perhaps
to his place of work

see more or less of. Overall, the
fathers were very satisfied with
the way their children were ben-
efiting from our program, their
friendly interactions with staff
members, and the fact that we
have a male teacher on staff.
They also expressed interest in
having regularly scheduled
parent-teacher conferences and
in being able to spend time with
their children in the program.

.infe
121146-

a

w

By undertaking this project we
developed our own thinking
about portraying families, fa-
thers, and men In the curricu-
lum. The children responded
with Interest, and many par-
ents-4athers and mothersex-
pressed their appreciation. The
following resources can assist
you in your own efforts.

Ij
.

". Or.
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Concepts about Fathers and
Other Men

Physical realities ',gender
Boys grow up to be men. Girls grow up to be

women.
Boys and men are males. Girls and women are

females.
A boy has a penis, and so does a man. A girl has

a vagina, and so does a woman.
A man often grows hair or whiskers on his face.
Whiskers can be trimmed to be a beard, a mous-

tache. sideburns, or goatee.

areatnatances of fatherhood
Some children live with their fathers In the same
place.
Some children have fathers who live in a differ-
ent place than they do.

Some children have two fathers.
Some children don't know who their fathers are.

Yale relatives
Names of male relatives include vondlather,

godfather, uncle, cousin, nephew, and brother.
A grandfather Is my dad's dad or my mom's dad.
-An uncle is my dad's brother or my mom's

brother.
A godfather Is good friend of my dad or mom.

Some children have a Big Brother for a friend.
Some children have many male relatives, some

have few, and others may have none at all.

Wore, maintenance, and leisure activities
Fathers can work at jobs outside the home.

Fathers can work on terms, In factories. In of-
fices, or In ....

Fathers can be teachers, nurses, librarians or ....
Fathers can stay at home and take care of their

children.
Fathers and other men serve in the armed forces

or military as soldiers, sailors, aviators, ma-
rines. or ....
Fathers can do many things around the house.

Fathers can mow the lawn, fix the house, work
on the car, or ....

..Fathers can cook food, do the laundry, vacuum
the house, Of
Fathers do many things when they are not working.
Fathers can play basketball, go fishing, go hunt-
ing, or .

Fathers go to the library, go to museum, go
shopping, cook, or ....

Other male animals
Animals have fathers too.
Some names of animal fathers aregander, rooster,

bull, stallion, and ....
Some animal fathers take good care of their

young, such as seahorses, penguins, and ....

flowchart of Concepts about Fathers and
Other Men

Names of animal
fathers

Behaviors
of animal
fat hers

Animal fathers

Given names
(Bob, John)

Role
names
(Dad.
Papa)

Names of
fathers

Names In
other
languages,
cultures

Arts

Sciences

Government

Fictional characters

Fathers who live
outside the home

Fathers who
live In the
home

Families with
no lather

Families with
one father

Families with
two fathers

What Is a lather?

What Is a man?

Faihers as caregivers

Friends

Nurturers

FATHERS AND OTHER MEN

Distinguished men
Male relatives

Men's roles and activities

Maintenance
(actMties
around the
living space)

Providers

Brother

Uncle

Godfather

Grandfather
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Additional resources
Levine, .1., D. Murphy. & S. Wilson.

1993. Gemng men Mocha Strategies
1 early childhood program New
York Scholastic.

This book provides ai framework
for understanding the dimensions of
men's Involvement in early childhood
programs. Specific Issues include CM
sting a lather-friendly environment,
recruiting men, operating a fathers'
program, and sustaining male In-
volvement. A variety of successful
programs are profiled, and an eaten-
stve list of resources is Included.

Minnesota Fathering Alliance. 1992.
Working with lathers: Methods and
perspectives. Stillwater. MN: no ink
unlimited.

This book discusses fathers and
the Issues that arise when waking
with them. Specific Issues Include
planning a program, Implementing
successful activities. understanding
group leadership issues. and meet-
ing the needs of particular popula-
tions, such as single, gay, and un-
married fathers.

Nelson. B.. & L Sheppard. eds. 1992.
Men in child cam of tarty echocation:
A handbook for administrators f edu-
cators. Minneapolis: Men In Child
Care Project.

This resource book for adminis-
trators, counselors, educators, and
men In general addresses Issues in
recruiting, retaining, and support-
ing men who work in early child-
hood education. Specific issues In-
clude attitudes toward men in child
care, thoughts and feelings of men
entering the field, hiring practices,
working conditions, and Isolation.

Selected children's books
Bunting, L. a R. iihnler. 1991. fly

away home. New York Clarion.
A homeless boy lives In an airport

terminal with his father, trying not
to be noticed and trying to Ind hope.

Calms, J., a R. Himler. 1977. Daddy.
New York liarperCollins.

A child of separated wants de-
scribes the special activities she
shares with her father on Saturdays.

Dupasquier. P. 1985. Dear daddy... .
New York Bradbury.

A girl writes a letter of happenings
at home while her father is at work
on a long sea voyage.
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Hainan, P.K. 1973. We* eery good
Mends, my bother and L Chicago:
Children's Press.

A boy explains why he is glad to
have a brother to play with, feel sad
and happy with, or just be with.

Hazen. B., a M. VogeL 1968. Animal
daddies and my daddy. Racine, VA
Western.

Human fathers have the same posi-
live characteristics of a variety of
animal fathers.

Hines. A. 1986. Daddy Noakes doe best
spaghetti. New York: Clarion.

Corey's daddy not only makes the
best spaghetti, he makes grocery
shopping and Whiten tun.

Kindred, W. 1973. Lack Wilma. New
York Dial.

A father and daughter who only
see one another on Saturdays
Mara to have fun together.

Lecture. D.. a J. Green. 1992. Father
and son. New York Phliomd.

The moments shared by a Haitian
father and son are depicted In vivid
Wustrations.

Ormerud. J. 1985. DadV back. Mussy
baby, and Reading. New York:
Lathrop, las a Shepard.

Wing very few words as text.
these three books show father in
various activities with a very young
child.

Scam, P., & R. Scarry. 1955. The bunny
boob Racine, WI: Western.

A baby bunny Imagines all the
things he could be when be grows
up, but he decides be would most
Ike to be dad who takes care of
children.

Schaff. M, a K. Narahashl. 1992. My
pandlothert hot New York Marga-
ret K. bienderberry.

A young boy inherits his grand-
lather's bat and the inesnories to go
with It

Steptoe, J. 1980. Daddy Is o men-der sometimes. New York L.B.
UppencotL

African Marken children re-
late the inddents that maim Daddy a
monster in their eyes.

Ialotow, C.. a B. Rueter. 1971. A
lather like that New York Harper-

A young boy who never knew Ms
father tells his mother how Ideal his
father would have been.
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The following article was written by Karyn Wellhousen (1996).
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p

s children arrive in Ms.

anchez's classroom,
.

she greets each one and

collects their homework. Margie

enters the class and hands Ms.
Sanchez her homework.

'Thank you, Margie," says Ms.
Sanchez. "Ycni atwaysbring yourhome-
work beckon tine and what neat hand-
writing!" Margie beams with pride.

Rick enters with his homework.
Glancing oar his paper, Ms. Sanchez
Comments, ''Good, Rick. It looks la,
you've got them all right again! I think
math is one of your best subjects." Rick
chooses to work on an enrichment math
uvrksheet while waiting for doss to begin.

As Ms. Sanchez collects the children's
field trip forms, Elaine approaches her
and begins to discuss her lost cat. Ms.
Sanchez listens intently, but soon Mat-
thew arrives at her desk. At firsthewaits,
but then begins to jump up and down on
one foot. He walks between Elaine and
Ms. Sanchez and begins explainingabosit
his lost field trip form. In an effort to
address this problem, Ms. Sanchez tells
Elaine to return to her seat and ails Mat-
thew when he thinly his form might be.

Once the morning tasb are completed,
Ms. Sanchez begins the class with a
discussion about the field trip. -What
have we already learned about the fire
station?" she asks. Carmen raises her
hand and Ms. Sanchez calls on her.
"We're going to one tontorrow,"shesays.

Ms. Sanchez: 'Okay. Carlos?'
Carlos: 'We will see firemen there.'
Ms. Sanchez: "Right. And what is

their job, Carlos?'
Carlos: They stay there in case there

is a fire and they have to put it out."
Ms. Sanchez: 'Very good. Since we know the firemen

must stay at the fire station in case there is a fire, what might
we expect to see there?*

Severed children raise their hands. but before Ms. Sanchez can
callonsaneone,Elisacallsout: "We'Useethingsldrinourhosoe.:

Ms. Sanchez: "Remember theruk. Wait until yau'recellefon.'
Michael raises his hand and is acknowledged: 'We might

see beds, and a kitchen."
Daniel calls out: "And a T.V and Nintendo so dm firemen

have something to do while they're waiting to put out fires."
Ms. Sanchez: 'mars right. Wemight see all those thinp."
Ms. Sanchez then directs children toward learning cen-

ters that reflect the fire station theme. Four boys rush to the
biotic/manipulative center and begin cooperatively building
a fire station with Itgos"'.

Four other children enter the dramatic play area, which
has been converted into a fire station. The area has appropri-
ate dress-up clothes and hats, and pictures of firemen in a
variety of roles. As Constance pulls on the fire boots and hat,
Roman: says, "You can't wear those. Girls can't be foremen.
You '11 have to cook for us."

Ms. Sandtez's attention is pulled toward a loud ikots-
slot: in the discovery center, where she wolves a disturbance
between two boys. Then Lora" frustrated end alpaca in
tears, says, 1 want my fire station to stand up but it baps
falling over." Ms. Sanchez sits down and works on the
project as LaToya watches with retie.

An observer in this classroom might note that Ms.
Sanchez seems to care about her students, and that she
believes children learn by being involved. She greets
each student at the door, plans field trips related to the
current unit of study, uses a learning center approach
that incorporates a variety of materials and activities,
engages children in discussions and shows concern for
their individual problems. Her concern is genuine and
she appears to treat her students equally.

In the above scenario, however, Ms. Sanchez did not
treat all students the same. She treated the boys in her
classroom very differently from the way she treated the
girls. Thebias exhibited was so subtle that most teachers
and other adults would not easily recognize it. That is
why gender bias has been labeled "the hidden bias."

More than 7D years of researdi on teachers' interactions
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with children show that teachers do treat girls and boys
differently and thit those 'differences have a startling effect
on the children. Adolescence is when the effects of long-
term Bender bias become most apparent (Sadker & Sulker,
1994), as exhibited in declining academic performance
and diminished self-esteem. Early on, girls and boys
learn stereotyped gender roles, which are reinforced
throughout their school careers with damaging results.

For several reasons, teachers, administrators and par-
ents may not know how prevalent gender bias is in
early education. First, the habit of treating people
differently according to gender is common and widely
accepted; thus, it often goes unnoticed or unquestioned.
Second, exposure to bias begins long before formal
schooling. By the time children enter school, they have
already learned to behave according to stereotypes.
Finally, well-meaning teachers and parents do not al-
ways recognize the bias exhibited in their own behavior
and, therefore, do not attempt to change it.

This artide provides preschool and primary grade
teachers with guidelines to help eliminate overt, as well
as less obvious, forms of gender bias. The list of "Do's
and Don'ts" can help teachers be-
come aware &common teachingprac when teachers waittines that perpetuate bias. Some of the

conversation. Teachers should record who is being
called on the most, and observe what kind of behavior
gains these children the majority of the attention.

Do give girls and boys equal time to respond in
discussions. Don't give preferential treatment.
May Budd Rowe (1974), a pioneer in the study of wait
time, concluded that when teachers wait 3 to 5 seconds
for a response, the students' answers are longer and of
higher quality, more students will participate in dis-
cussions and children's confidence increases. Waft time
sends a message to students that teachers are confident
students will have a useful response, and that teachers
are willing to wait for it.

Girls will find the 3 to 5 seconds of wait time especially
beneficialbeonniethey are more likely to formulate their
answers cognitively before they verbalize them (Sadler
kSadker,1994). Unfortunately, teachers do not give girls
the extra time they need. In fact, they usually allow girls
less wait time than they do for boys. When a girl does
not respond inunediately to a question, teachers will
quickly all on another student. In contrast, teachers

mistakes made by Ms. Sanchez in the 3 to 5 seconds for a response, the students'opening scenario will be addressed.
The first step toward making a change ianSWerS are longer and of higher quality 4..
is being aware of gender bias and
accepting that it is a significant problem in classrooms.

Do's AND DON'TS "Olt ELIMINATING GUAM Bias
Do give girls and boys equal time and attention. Don't give
boys more attention because of their activity levels.
Teachers call on and interact with boys more than girls
(Sadker & Sadker, 1994). This is probably not intentional.
During the numerous teacher-student interactions that
occur over the course of the school day, boys use
creative and effective techniques to catch the teacher's
attention. Boys quickly raise their hands to respond or
contribute to discussions, wave their hand around and
up and down, change the arm they have raised when it
gets tired, jump our of their seat and make noise or
plead with the teacher to all on them. Girls, however,
raise their hand but will soon put it down if they are not
acknowledged. As a result, teachers all on boys and
interact with them most of the time, while girls' passive,
compliant behavior often means they are ignored.

Preschool and primary grade children can get the
teacher's attention in a variety of ways: hand raising,
t8PPin& l aYin& iumPinB, screamin& seating a
disturbance or acting out aggressively. bi the opening
scenario, Matthew gets the teacher's attention by first
jumping up and down, thenwalkingbetween Ms. Sanchez
and Elaine, and finally by verbally interrupting their

allow boys the suggested 3 to 5 seconds of waft time to
respond. Perhaps teachers are trying to avoid embar-
rassing girls. Unfortunately, they set up a pattern of
behavior that will be repeated over and over.

In addition to allowing boys more time to respond,
teachers often extend boys' answersby asking a follow-up
question or by asking them to support deft previous
response. Girls are more likely to receive an "accepted"
response from teaches suds "Okay" or "Uh-huh" In the
opening scenario, Ms. Sanchez extended Carlos' answer
by asking him a second question. Carmen's answer
prompted only the comment 'Okay.' These behaviors
send a very negative message about the importance of
girls' contributions to class discussions.

Do make the same rules apply to both girls and boys.
Don't allow boys to all out answers while reminding
glib to follow the rules.
Teachers tolerate more calling out from boys thank=
girls. Boys all out answers (when the teacher does not
all on them) eight times more often than girls do
( Sadker & Seam 1994). Teachers often respond to
boys' calling out, thus reinforcing the behavior. When
girls all out, however, teachers are more likely to
remind them that they are not following the doss rules.
In the opening scenario, Eisa enthuidastically responds
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to Ms. Sanchez's questicin during
the class discussion about the fire
station. Rather than accepting Elise's
contribution, however, the teacher
reminds her to follow the days rule
that she should first be recognized
by the teacher before answering. Yet
when Daniel excitedly blurts out an
answer, the teacher rewards his re-
sponse. Over time, this inequity
gives the message that what girls
have to say is not as important as
boys' contributions. The hidden
inference is that it is more important
for girls to comply with rules. As a
result, girls receive fewer opportu-
nities to participate in class discus-
sion, less feedback from teachers,
less time to respond to questions
and more reminders not to call out
answers. When this occurs over
period of time, girls stop trying to
contribute to class discussions.

Do give girls and boys the same
opportunities. Don't segregate for
classroom duties, competition or
organization.
Diningeszlydeldhoocl.boys and girls'
gross motor skills are equally ad-
vanced. Teachers, however, tend to
assign classroom duties according to
gender. No logical reason exists for
assigning lifting and carrying tasks to
boys while assigning gins tasks that
require no physical ecertion. This dis-
tinctionbetween task assignments re-
inforces inaccurate stereotypes about
girls' and boys' abilities.

Using gender to divide the class for
competitive games or activities is also
inappropriate. Teachers should ask
themselves, "Would it be appropriate
to identify teams by ethnidty or some
other physical attributer Teachers
who divide children into groups by
gender would immediately see the
inappropriate less of setting up a
competition between children who
are slender and those who are not.
One group of kindergarten children
formed a "peanut butter and jelly
line" at the teacher's request. The
children dutifully lined up in a boy,
girl, boy, girl sequence. The teacher

saw no harm in tide practice until she
was asked if it would be appropri-
ate to line children up according to
skin color and refer to it as the "Oreo
cookie line.' Teachers need to le
evaluate their customary practices
and question their appropriateness.

Do praise both girls and boys for
their ab ility. Don't praise girls only
for appearance.
In one area females usually receive
more attention than boysphysical
appearance. Girls receive compli-
ments more alien than boys on their
clothing, hairstyle and overall appear-
ance (Sulker & Sadicer, 1994). This
emphasis on appearance also influ-
ences how their school work is evalu-
ated(DwedcDavidson,Nelson&Ems,
1978). Girls receive praise for neat-
ness while boys receive recognition
for academic achievements. Ms.
Sanchez complimented Margie on
her neat handwriting, while prais-
ing Rick for his math abilities. With
such different kinds of praise, teach-
ers send implidt messages to stu-
dents about what is important,
valued and recognized; for boys it is
learning and for girls it is appear-
ance. Young children value their
teachers' praise and try hard to win
their approval. Girls and boys quickly
learn the different means to this end.

Do challenge girls and boys. Don't
promote learned helplessness in
girls.
At school, as well as at home, adults
challenge boys to find solutions to
problems while they yield to girls'
requests for assistance (Rothbert &
Rathbun, 1976; Sadker & Sakes, 1991).
While adults may feel they are be-
ing helpful and alleviating anxiety
when they assist rather than chal-
lenge girls, they are actually send-
ing out negative feedback that tells
girls. "1 know you are not capable.
therefore 1 will help you.' LaToya
exhibited learned helplessness when
she expressed her frustration about
bereft project to Ms. Sanchez. Rather
than express her confidence In
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LaToya's abilities (as she did with
the boys in the block center), Ms.
Sanchez made the anrunon mistake
of doing the project for LaToya as
LaToya passively watched. This
learned helplessness (Dweck &
Elliott, 1983) results in girls showing
less persistence and giving up more
often. They develop a low sense of
self-esteem and higher expectations
for failure. These feelings increase
over time and are believed to be
largely responsible for girls' dimin-
ished achievement in middle school.
In order to protect themselves from
more failure, girls eventually choose
less demanding courses and careers.

Do use non-biased language, titles
and labels. Don't use the pronoun
"he" when referring to inanimate
objects or unspecified persons.
Language helps children learn about
gender roles. The English language,
unfortunately, presents "maleness"
as the norm, and children interpret
the predominance of male terms to
mean there are more males than fe-
males (Sheldon,1990). They also inter-
pretlabek (sudi aspolicesnan) literally
and use them tct determine which
toys, activities, behavior, roles and
jobs are acceptable according to one's
gender. The teacher and children
used the term "fireman" consis-
tently in the opening discussion and
the well-stocked dramatic play area
only exhibited pictures of male
firefighters. This reinforced
Roman's stereotypes about men's
and women's roles. To provide all
children with equal access to the
myriad of life choices, teachers
should use language that does not
perpetuate bias. Examples of
nonbiased labels for careers typi-
cally addressed in early education
include "letter carrier,' "police of

and "firefighter." If teachers
are not familiar with a ncmbiased
term they may consult The Non-
Serial Word Finder: A Dictionary of
Gender-Free Usage (Maggio, 1987),
or ask the children to suggest "fair"
terminology.
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Do check to see how dMdren spend
their time. Don't let children miss
valuable experiences.
Children need to be encouraged to
take part in a variety of activities
over the course of a school day. It is
vital to make available materials and
activities that will lay the founda-
tion for young children's later learn-
ing. Blocks, LegosTM, Tinker ToysTM
and Lincoln Loges, for example, re-
quire exploration, experimentation
and discovery. Play with these ma-
terials provides practice for skills
that will be later needed for under-
standing mathematical and scien-
tific concepts. Dramatic play
experiences promote the develop-
ment of language, role-playing skills
and imagination. Both boys and
girls need ample time with a variety
of materials and activities to be suc-
cessful in later academic work. Most
of the children in Ms. Sanchez's class
`voluntary segregated" themselves
in the learning centers. The boys in
the class dominated the block and
discovery center, for example.

Denman- Sparks (1989) suggests
that teachers observe and record
children's play choices over two
weeks. If their play choices tend to be
divided along gender lines, teachers
should reorganize the environment
by duplicating popular areas and in-
troducing additional materials.

Do plan activities to specifically
address the issue of gender. Don't
ignore children when they make
sexist remarks.
Teachers should talk openly with
children about "fair and unfair"
treatment Teachers min an mei-
lent position to gently challenge
children's misconceptions and ster-
eotypes about gender. They can
plan activities that demonstrate
males' and females' similarities,
such as making a class book cel-
ebrating things that both girls and
boys can do. Each page of the book
could begin with the statement
',loth girls and boys an . ." and
each child oars finish the statement

and illustrate the page.
Children's sexist remarks should

not go unnoticed or unchallenged.
Teachers should discuss the incident
as soon as possible with the children
involved, but ovoid simply preach-
ing about the inappropriateness of
the incident Rosner' was unfair to
Constance when he told her she must
cook for the firefighters rather than
play the role of firefighter, yet he
was expressing what he believed to
be correct. It was Ms. Sanchez's re-
sponsibility to step in and provide
children with another perspective.

Do provide children with bias-free
role models. Don't perpetuate stereo-
types through institutional materials.
Teachers can support their gender
bias-free environment by showing
children role models that reflect this
position. Role models may include
people from the community who
have nontraditional careers or fam-
ily members who talk with the class
about the nontraditional responsi-
bilities in the home.

Visual displays can also be used to
present role models to children.
Commercial visual materials should
be checked for bias. Teachers can
create their own displays that depict
males and females engaged in simi-
lar recreational activities, as well as
similar lobs at home and work. Pic-
tures an also be used to show how
all people, regardless of gender, ex-
perience the same emotions.

Including children's literature in
the auriculum is an excellent way to
ptovidepositive role models. Teach-
ers should first review books in their
class libraries using a resource such
as Guidelines for Selecting Bias -Fran
Textbooks end Storybooks (Council on
Interracial Books for Otildren, 1980).
Next, they should add books that
represent a fair number of male and
female characters. Finally, books
should show nontraditional main
characters such as adventwous, risk-
taldng females andnurturingmales.
Ms. Sanchez had an excellent oppor-
tunity during the unit on firefighters
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to stress that women can become
firefighters or choose any other pro-
fession. This idea could have been
reinforced through children's books,
picture displays and by inviting
people with nontraditional careers
to visit the classroom.

Conclusion
Although research on gender bias
in education dates back more than
20 years, it is still rampant in class-
rooms today. Teachers may be un-
aware of bias in their interactions
with boys and girls or deny that it
exists. The author hopes these sug-
gestions will encourage teachers to
examine their own behavior in re-
gard to differential treatment of boys
and girls. By reviewing the list and
supporting information, teachers can
become more knowledgeable about
this hidden bias and learn how to
change their behavior to provide the
best education for all children.
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The following information was developed by Louise Derman-Sparks (1991)

Is Your
Environment

Bias-Free?
C hildren, their families, and staff
III need to are and beeract with mate -
tints that real themselves as well as a
variety of cubures, gender roles, ages.
and abilities. Check this lin so be sure
your seam is sett:Ulm and respeaM1 so
aGPe**.

We display printed materials such ae
photographs, porters. and works of
an that reflect:
O the racial and cultural groups of chil-
dren and adults in our program as well
as other people in our community and
country
O a balance of men and woman doing
non- stereotypical jobs in and out of the
house
O elderly people of various back-
grounds doing recreational and wort
activities
O differently *bled people of various
edmic backgrounds working and playing

O varied family groupings such as sin-
gle-parent families, two-female and
two-male families, emended
biracial families. and family members
with different abilities.

Our books provide accurate rather
than stereotypical Isfennadoe and
reflect a variety of diversity. At loam
tew books depict a diversity of:
0 gender roles

ticial and cuhural backgrounds
O special needs and abilities
O occupations and aim showing all of
the above people living contemporary,
everyday lives
O celebrations
O family lifestyles
O languages (including Braille and dgn
language)

Is our dramatic -play anti, we have:
O mope and apace that foster imagine-
dve play io moms other than a timbal/
home area

what might be considered male and
female work and play clothes
O cooking and eating props, work tools
mid clothes. personal objects, and holi-
day celebration items that reflect a vari-
ety of cultures
O props that acknowledge different
abilities, such u child-sized
wheel:their, crunches, breces, canes, and
onbers.kable eye glasses.

In our program:
0 children have opportunities to see
and hear various languages including
sign and Braille
O the music we play regularly reflects a
variety of cultures
0 our manipulatives don't provide
stereotypical images such as cowboys
and Indians. instead they include family
and community helper figures. puzzles.
low penes, and miniatures that depict
diversity in race, gender, physical abili-
ties, and occupations.

`the art swea, we Mut
O shades of tan, brown, and black

Pw. =Yens. °Niue materials:
and clay
O minors for ?Andrea to check their
own physical futures
O Imo& by men and women of visi-
on backgrounds depicting people of
many cultures.

Our dolls an niesosably authentic
looking and rummest:
0 a balance of all major groups in
the contemporary United States
White, Black. Laden, Asian/Pacific. sad
Native American
0 males and females with a variety of
Mathes
0 afferent abilities by including props
each as a doll wheelchair. mulches, kg
braces, aye glasses, and guide dog!

Anti-Bias
Materials

Look over the materials
you have. If you Bad ens
that foster stereotypes,
consider them suggestions.
0 Materials with Macanese
or stereotypical hymen
Help children identify and
crhique these =hit picones.
(This is a great idea for a
groupeime discussion)
O Alphabet books, posters,
and charts that tee samotyp.

Ica Illestretwrito Often
alphabet book, have MUM.
typical lilustratioNs such as "I
Is for iodise Puts ca
rate pica= over the stereo

=omenand charts dun;
one. Many

only White.White. able-bodied chil-
dren in traditional gender
roles. Create divenity by
pasting new pictures over
some of the oldnias.

. . . .

Create new materials with
a little kelp from parents
and Mend&
0 Pieter* files Look

through naiad= and calm
den far ammo. mesa- steno-
typical pictures of people of
color. people with varying
abilities such as hearing or
vision impairments and ortho-
pedic conditions. and men
and women in nan-ondidonal
roles. (Be careful that you
don't select only exotic
login that depict awls at
special calebradoes rather
than dolly Ms.)
0 Photograph, Take pic-
tures of your children, fand-
bas. people in the ctionnuni.
ty. and people you meet em

travels. (You can also use
these along with pictures
from your picture file to
make boob inch en 'All the
Things That Olds mid Boys
Cen Do.

71!)* Postal + Otganleariens
concerned with the tights at
children. women. people of
color, and dm disabled often
have good posts:Lb

°Proem. Chreflut'ead Aarl-
Mieslole ow Moped sat

perainin Onke-
l.= Tiolo to Impawrias Yang
adieu to Iamb, Defam-Sperb
aid &Ale TWA lean (MAC).
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The following information was developed by Elizabeth Keating (1996).

Community Connections
The support of Native Amer lams In the Ban Frandsco Bay
Area has bean central to Hindi's success. Adapt Masa Ideas
to your own community, cultures, and setting.

Get parents Invoivod.Parents share skills and time in the
classroom, raise funds at local powwows, and lead field trips to
museums, parks, and pueblos.

Root* volunteers. Students from local universities and high
schools tutor children after school Artists, storytellers, and
elders visit and share their knowledge.

This advantage of local IMICISN'COS. The Oakland Office of
Indian Education provides consultants, videos, and books. .

Hintil plans events and shares resources with such groups as
the Intertribal Friendship Howe and the Urban Indian child
Resource Center. Hindi preschoolers use computers at a nearby
elementary school once a week.

Team up with groups that share your gosh. The Talking
Circle curriculum was made possible by a grant awarded to
Hintil and 10 other organizations that work to support Native
American children and to prevent drug and alcohol abuse in
older children.

including pottery, weaving, and beadwork
are everywhere. Staff members, the majority
of whom are Native American, act as role
models for children.

The Hintil Kuu Ca program draws on
Native American culture in other ways as
well. Here are some examples:

Tribal Talks. At the initial meeting with
parents, the audio records information about
the family's tribe. She then creates a symbol of
the child and her family and tribe to display
on the classroom wall. At circle time, children
introduce themselves and talk about their
tribes. Teachers from the same tribe may
provide more information.

Preschool Show-and-TM. Three- and four-
year-olds focus on a particular tribe. Learning
is experiential and hands-on. Staff metals=
and parents might bring in artifacts from that
tribe, demonstrate a tribal dance, share a skill
like basket-weaving, or wear a traditional
costume and explain its meaning.

C

KMderprton Creations. During this yea;
children begin to produce their own products.
They make jewelry out of beads and mate
fabric paintings that incorporate traditional
designs. The materials for all activities feature
Native American symbols. In the math center:
children match pictures of baskets, pottery,
and drums. Music and movement activities
explore Native American dances and
instruments. The language center features
stories and legends kali a variety of tribes,
as well as from other ethnic groups. And
cooking and science activities make use of
the center garden, which is planted with
corn and traditional hubs.

Circle lesions. Two years ago, Hintil
founded Talking Circle, in which children
meet once week to share a traditional story.
After the teacher tells the story, she passes an
object, such as a feather, around the circle.
Whoever is holding the feather is allowed to
speak without being interrupted. 'Talking
Circle is a tradition among our people," says
Beltran. By sitting in a circle and talking
about problems, we build our community and
pass along our values.' Each month the circle
fawn on a different topic, such as die nature
of friendship, making choices, or nutrition.

Teachers adapt Talking Circle to children's
interests and abilities. Two-year-olds learn to
sit still in a circle for a few minutes. Threes
practice taking turns. Fours listen to a story
for 15 minutes, them sun to share informa-
tion and experiences. Kindergartners discuss
feelings, emotions, and ethical questions in
W ter depth.

Moving Into the Future
'We've come a long way since my parents
were sent to boarding schools, but there'still
a lot of work to be done,' uys Beltran. 'Our
goal is to give OW children all the skills they
need to be succ essful in school. We want them
to be confident and happy children who are
proud of themselves, their families, and their
heritage.' Elisabeth Keating
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The following article is by Kelli M. Gary (1996).

Staff Workshop
Diversifying the Shelves PT 'CELLI M. OAST
Your classroom library should Indude Iltorstury that vignette a variety of cultures.
With this workshop, staff members can select multicultural books together.

Objectives
To leant to evaluate children's books for cultural diversity and appropriate
mukicukural cootau
To create a checklist for choosing multicultural books
To identify the books you'd like to acquire

Workshop Warm-Up
In advance, ask staff to bring in two types of books those they consider multi.
cultural and those they feel are not culturally appropriate. Set up one table to
display the first group and one to display the second group.

Discuss the sample& Ask panicipants to break up into several small groups.
Then have than talk in detail about the criteria they used to decide whether the

books they brought fell into the first or second group.

Finding Multicultural Books
Large publishers of trade books may have catalop
of books about different cultures, and many small
publishers specialize In such workt. Check your public
library for reference books that list muldcultund tide
(these are often organised by grade 10.1).

Snadi bookstores or gift shops In your area may
cater to the needs of African. Asian. Latino, Nutty
American, or other adorns.

Large bookstores often here special sections of
mukkultural and matilingual books.

The Cooperative CNItIren% Book Center .n wally
reviews books about African. Asian. Latino, and
Native American cultures. For Information, contact
the center at the Wham*/ of Wiseman-Medi:co%
4290 Helen C.WhIte Hen, BOO It Park St. Madsen.
WI 93706. Or call (60S) 262-3721.

Generate a choddIst. Bring the groups together
Then, on a sheet of chart paper, have staff list the attri-
butes that make a book culturally appropriate and thaw
that make it inappropriate. For =ample, they might
include `depicts people from a variety of cultura' and
"shows racial stereotypes." In the future, your staff can
use this list to evaluate books for your program. .

Examine your program% needs. List all the ethnic-
ides, languages, races, and family structures that your
program serves. Ask staff to rate how well they think
their library reflects this diversity. Conversely, bow well
do the books the library oars help children learn
about cultures that aren't represented in your program?

Cornpiks a with Net. Identify the books you'd like
to add to your program. Theo come up with ideas
for acquiring the books such u by asking for
donations or sponsoring a multicultural-book fund-
takes Set a goal of adding the books to your library
within a certain time period.
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The following suggestions for obtaining materials was developed by Maureen Cech
(1991).

This does not mean a major outlay of funds! There are many sources for both no-cost and low-
cost visual props. Remember to mention to the distributor why you need these and how they
will be used. This may prompt more free posters and brochures as new materials are produced.

The artwork of parents. volunteers. children and educators is free and often the most
relevant.

Bock copies of magazines such as International VAidlife. China Pictorial. Japan, Equinox
and flatland Geographic World can be bought from secondhand bookstores or thrift
shops. Preview pictures for bias and relevancy: for example. one family Wing in the rain
forest of Orcall does not represent ail Brazilians.

The Canadian international Development Agency (CIDA) offers posters with beautiful
photographs of children and families from many backgrounds. Free poster kits are available
by writing to CIDA, 200 Promenade du Pottage. Hull. Quebec K1A 0G4. Use these Judiciously
to depict children In both urban and rural settings.

Multiculturalism Canada publishes a series of resource guides for educators on Multi-
cutturalizing through Ploy. Physical Education and Recreation. Parent involvement. and
Children's Literature. This series and the Together Were Better kit ore available free from
Multicutturalism Canada. Ottawa. Ontario K IA OM&

inuldttut alphabet posters and posters of huff children ore available free from the
Department of Northern Affairs. Ottawa. Ontario K1A 0H4.

Ernbossies and consulates offer pamphlets. moocaines. and posters from their countries.
Consult the telephone directory for individual listings. Again, check pictures for bias.

Books with diffIcuit text sometimes offer beautiful lustrations. Create a new story to suit
the pictures. One example is Who Hides In the Park? (Wcrabe Asko, 1988).

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. United Nations. Grand Central P.O. 20.
New York. NY 10017 offers low-cost poster sets, wail calendars. and a monthly magazine,
Refugees. Donations are welcome.

Office for CM Rights. U.S. Dept. of Education, 330 C St. SW, Washington, D.C. 20202 offers a
wide selection of free pamphlets on multicultunilsm.

The National Association for the Education of Young Children produces low-cost posters
depicting inter-racial friendships. For a free catalogue write to NAEYC. 1834 Connecticut
Avenue NW, Washington. D.C. 20:09-5786.
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The following article is by Rebeca Maria Barrera (1996).

What's All the Fuss?
A Frank Conversation about the

Needs of Bilingual Children
by Rebeca Maria Barrera, MA

I don't want you pep any mardzquillo on my pan."

A typical morning before school and the creative three
year old invents a new way of asking you not to butter
his bread. To some, the phrase is affirmation that chil-
dren cannot learn two languages, that they mix the rules
and words and don't learn either language very well. To
the skillful teacher, substitutes words is a normal step
in extending language. Children will do this in every
language, including English. What mother hasn't heard
her toddle my, I want the hazzy," to describe stuffed
animal for which he has no other word.

Photograph by am* Newport.

So what's the fuss about bilingual education,. and why
do children in the United States need to learn any lan-
guages other than English?

Wdl, the fact is that children already bolo other languages.
This does not mean they don't speak Engliah also; but if
English is not the language of the home, then It is likely
that they will need support in pining skill in English,
their second language.

'How did we end up with these other languages?' you
ask. Shouldn't immigrants learn English it they want to
live hat?"

In fee, immigrant@ do want to leant English, and most
do. However, the 30 states that make up our nation
started out as 13 United States, and we have added other
territories over the last 200 years. When Puerto Rico
became our territory Just a few decides ago, we added
five million Spanish speakers, all citizens. The Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo, which ceded roughly half of Mex-
ico to the United States, added most of the southwest,
including California. These reddens@ were also Spanish
speakers and their des to hlexko continued to exist long
after they biome US. citizens. The treaty, by the way,
guaranteed all these residents the right to retain their
language, culture, and property. The addition of Hawaii
and Alaska added even more diversity. And let's not
fidget that the first Americana had their own languages
long before any European settles came here.

perhaps a more important factor is that language Is
closely tied to culture, and culture is implicitly tied to
Identity. Identity is essential to self-esteeni, a quality
without which it is difficult to thrive. It is a very natural
behavior to retain one's identity and language of origin.
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tertainly not an un-American act. In fact, it is quite use-
ful to our nation that many of us be bilingual so that we
an be successful players in a global economy. Our aba-
ft), to maintain trade and diplomatic relations with other
nations will be dependent to some extent on our ability
to communicate and understand the cultural innuendoes
of other people.

Let's Look at the Numbers

According to the US. Bureau of the Census (1990),
almost 32 million persons in the United States speak
language other than English in the home. One in five
school children (ages 5-17) speak languages other than
English. Of these 6.3 million children, approximately
two-thirds speak Spanish.

Which languages are spoken by children
and which are spoken by their elders?

Of the 6.3 million school age students that
speak a language other than English at home,
4.2 million speak Spanish.

French is spoken by 269,000 school age
students.

Chinese languages are spoken by 219,000
students.

German is spoken by 183,000 students.

Other languages spoken by more than 100,000
students are Asian, including Vietnamese, Asian
Indian, Korean, Filipino, i.e., Tagalog or Boom.

. Approximately 14% of the total population of
non-English speakers are aged 65 and older.

There are ten Northern and Eastern European
languages in which 40% or more of speakers are
aged 65 or older Slovak, Yiddish, Firutish,
Lithuanian, Ukrainian, Polish, Hungarian, and
Swedish

Almost 25% of German speakers are in the
oldest age group.

Soma U.S. Burrow of the Census, 1990.

A Good Foundation in the Home
Language Helps Us Learn a New
Language Faster

sof

My mother was born in Laredo, Texas, u a US. dtizen.
After the untimely death of her mother, she and her
three siblings, all under six years old, were sent to Mex-
ico for few years to be raised by their aunts. When
their father remarried and they returned to the United
States, the children were immersed in primarily English
classrooms, with a generous sprinkling of Spanish to
help them along. All four learned English almost imme-
diately, and the two oldest were valedictorian and salu-
tatorian of their dames.

This is not so unusual. We have cinnitiess examples of
Vietnamese youths who cane to the United States in the
1960's, not knowing a word of English, only to graduate
from school at the top of their due a few years later.

Learning a second language is not that difficult, espe-
cially if there is a strong foundation in home language.
The pawns is much the same as with the first language:
listening, speaking, that reading, and final)), writing the
language. Once you understand the meaning of a word
or concept in your home language, learning new word
for the same thing is easy.

Why, thee, dowejneedithase special programs?

Letniing Is rereIrscatething that happens in isolation
We know frornehild development theory that children
learn in many difiefenrways. We also know that feeling
good About engulf:is manilal for success. Buie needs
such as love, health. safety, nutrition, and security add to
the formula for success.

Many dour nation's language minority children live In
poverty,lvdthottt basic services. Their parents hold
menial jobs such as picking vegetables in fields, washing
dishes rateerants, and making beds hotels. h
estimated that ks of the children in Puerto Rico live in
poverty, while some areas of the United States-Madco
border top that with a whopping 70% CEnas Kids
Count). Poverty mates a tremendous list of additional

challenges that make learning difficult, from lack of
tutiporation to poor health, to fear of kailtutioos.

With the best intentions in mind, we teachers try to help
children learn English ea fast as partible to help them
reach the American due= Learning to mod and write
in English Is the festal freeiray to 'making it" in this
country. However, when we ignore a child's heritage or
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Old *" imply that another language or culture is
more valuable, we are inadvertently destroy-

ing his image of his family and himself. Combined with
the tremendous rates of poverty experienced by lan-
guage minority children in this country, the devaluation
of culture or language can only result in a loss of confi-
dence. It is of little wonder, then, that 42% of Latino
children are school dropouts.

How Does Bilingual Education Work?

The simplest way to describe a bilingual education pro-
gram is to say there are two languages. In some pro-
grams, children learn the bask skills and concepts
appropriate for their level of development while they
learn English; and, eventually, they transition to an all
English program. The process can take one to six years,
depending on the schooL This is generally called a rem-
sition approach. In maintenance programs, both lan-
guages are equally valued and equally maintained
throughout the education. Sometimes these are called
dual langusge programs.

The beautiful thing about these programs is that children
who speak only English are also given the opportunity
to learn a second language. This resembles the

Photograph by knots hkugsimor

European system where learning two or three languages
is synonymous with being well educated.

Many schools use another strategy called ESL or English
as s second language exclusively. ESL promotes the devel-
opment of English and is a valuable part of any bilingual
program. When It is used exclusively, however, learning
can come to a complete halt until children learn enough
English to understand the content of math, 'dame, etc.
Unfortunately, in recent years, this has become the
method of choice for too many schools.

In the early childhood environment, teachers have en
opportunity to nuke the most significant contributions
to children from families who have home languages
other than English. These early-experiences can pave the
way for years of successful school activities.

Here are some tips:

For the progress:

Never try to administer a test or screening instrument
in English to a child that speaks another language.

Develop relationships with the public school bilingual
programs so you can establish a smooth transition
between early childhood education and elementary
school.

Seek student teachers and volunteers of different cul-
tures and language skills to complement those of your
program staff.

Don't &mum that cultures are usoCiated with race.
Latinos, for example, an be Cuban African, blue-eyed
blond Europeans, Chinese Hispanics, or suntanned
indigenous Latina hum Peru or Medea..

For time classroom:

Recognize all children's attempts to learn language,
and reinforce the correct use of new words.

Involve parents in demo= activities.. Non-English
speaking parents can be very helpful while they leant
English. too.

lawn to pronounce children's name as closely as you
can to how their parents say them. Your name is the
most important acknowledgment of identify.

Trace your own cultural heritage and try to identify
the roots of your family's culture. Examine family
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.mes and traditions to see how acculturation has
affected your family.

Ask families to send items to school that represent the
culture of their child. Use these as everyday materials
rather than setting aside a culture week to discuss therm

Use real photos to represent children of different cul-
tures.

Recently the National Association for the Education of
Young Children presented a position statement called
"Responding to Linguistic and Cultural Diversity:
Recommendations for Effective Early Childhood Educa-
tion* (available from NAEYC, (800) 424-2460; also to be
published in the January 1996 issue of Young Children).
This paper will cause much discussion in months to
come as early childhood educstors struggle to imple-
ment the recommendations in a frequently intolerant
sodety. There will be more Judges that consider speak-
ing Spanish at home to be child abuse (Judge Mier,
Lubbock, Texas), and thee will also be judges that
reverse unlawful acts such as Pooposition 187 in
California. There will be many more English Only
discussions by persons who are afraid of differences or

ve never traveled outside of their community.

For the early childhood educator, there can be only one
position. The best strategies for teaching ehildren are
those that are developmentally appropriate. This
means use of a language the child understands within a
program that has cultural integrity for every child, not

just the general population. Culturally and
linguistically different children are also the
general population.

Early childhood teachers may be required to defend
their positions, for not everyone believes that this coun-
try should offer the most basic of freedoms expression
in whatever language one chooses. Again, we will need
to remember what is best for all children and, ultimately,
for our nation.

Mew Mart Barren is executive director of the Corporate
Fund for Children, a private non-profit Tams Corporation
which strengthens child development and family programs
in bass by developing resources; providing information,
training, and technical assistance; and by creating economic
support opportunities.
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The following article is by Cecelia Alvarado (1996).

Working with Children Whose Home
Language Is Other Than English:

The Teacher's Role
by Cecelia Alvarado

Those of us who have worked in early childhood set-
tings where our clients speak a language other than
English know what a challenge this can be, particularly
if our own teacher education did not include specific
strategies and methods required to be effective In this
situation.

Over the past 20 years. I have spent quite bit of time
reading the research on how young childrai acquire a
second language, different models of care and education
for these children, and the effects of different approaches
on the involvement and goals of families. I have also
visited scores of programs serving these children. Some
have been monolingual English, mew have focused only
on the child's hone language, and others have used a
bilinhgual model What I am presenting here are conclu-
sions and recommendation for teachers and providers
based on my experience and study.

As teaches, we want all children living in the United
States to become fluent in English. Since research tells
us that the most effective way to assure strong English
language development in speakers of other languages is
to begin first with a solid bee in their home language. I
believe that our first responsibility to a preschool child
is to support the development and maintenance of the
child's home language.

Ina
also know that supporting

home language is a key to a child's strong identity
development and family unity.

Essential Teacher Competendes

Home Langeags Skills

Obviously, one of the most helpful skills would be to
learn as much of the language of the children as

160

possible. Yes, it is easier if there are only one or two
other language groups besides English in the classroom.
The reality is that this is the most common situation
facing teachers. Dut even when there are more than two
languages in a dassroom, there are some concrete things
we can do to bearing at least conventional with chil-
dren and parents in their home language.

Some teachers have lent parents a tape accede and
audio tapes with a list of quest ones or phrases written in
English that they want to be able to say to the child.
They ask the parents to translate these into their home
language and record than on the tape. This is valu-
able resource that can that be used by all staff working
with the child and can be played over and over to gain
correct pronunciation. Of course anyone who is moti-
vated to take a language dart can go even further in
developing arced -language akllla

Mathes often ask me what they should do if a parent
asks that the child's home language not be used in the
dram= I would first validate the parent for caring
much about their child's school success that they are
willing to give up one of their most precious cultural
practices their language. Ned, I would assume the
parent that this Is not necessary. In fact, they may even
hinder their child's ability to tarn English by not allow-
big the child to keep up with critical concept develoF-
Dont during this preschool period of rapid language
learning. I would follow up with odder that support
my position and continue to dialog with the parents.

Foam ea Family Conceboney

So much of the time I hear people referring to *non-
English speakers" rather than "second - language learn-
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is." This emphasis on deficiencies, rather than on what
beneficial qualities these families possess, sets us up to
see them as a burden, as less equipped to handle their
children's needs, rather than as resource. New ways of
intending with one another, different styles of handling
conflicts and showing appreciation, can be an enrich-
ment for program staff if we see variety as positive. Our
understanding and the value we place art current early
childhood eduction trends and approaches. such as
multi-age groupings. becomes stronger as we see fami-
lies who rely heavily on extended family support in the
rearing of du* children.

Ibukrstesibeg the Thee hlemeing of Calton

It is cceranon to hear hectors say and program philoso-
phies read that they 'respect the natures of the hank

1.4.

as

4.

s

Lies.' What do we mean by this? It has been '
my experience that this statement usually
refers to the staff's attempts to enhance the environment
with photographs, books, dolls, etc. that represent differ-
ent cultures. Also, there is otter an emphasis cm cultural
celebrations such as holidays where special clothes,
songs, and food are introduced to bring the culture into
the detergent. Although many of these examples should
be basic to s classroom and others may be appropriate,
given some background and follow-up, they do not
really address the true meaning of culture.

Culture is the basic mks. behaviors, and values that are
central to the functioning of society or group. Some.
times these are outwardly spoken and other times they
are conveyed through looks and owner only; but, in the
end, each group maim learns the mks that keep the

I

r
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' group functioning. So, when we think about
bringing a cultural experience to our class-

room or of respecting cultures, we need to think about
how we can help children to learn about these more sub-
tle, perhaps,but also more important elements of family
culture.

Including family members in as many program activities
as possible is one way. Taking field trips to parents'
work places and homes is another. Having members of
a group share typical activities they enjoyed as a child
with your dais of children would be a much more
meaningful experience than bringing in ceremonial
dress, the country's flag, or talking about what it is like
to be Japanese.

Strategies for Enhancing First and Second Language
Development

It is important to remember that whether a child's home
language is English or another language, the same prin-
ciples apply for making sure that the child's world is
rich with language and responsive to the child's verbal
attempts. So, obviously setting that can provide good
home language =delis) is preferable. But, even if we
do not speak the child's language, there are many effec-
tive strategies we an employ.

A very fine new document front the California Depart-
ment of Education called Fostering the Development of
First end Second Language in Early Childhood Resource
Guide will soon be available. It outlines, in great detail,
many classroom strategies that are important when
teaching bllingual children. Hot are a few recommen-
dations I have gathered from a variety of sources,
including the one I just mentioned, that will help teach-
ers and psi:widers become more effective with second
language learners.

Support the child's ham language. Because lan-
guage development is central to general cognitive
development, children need have access to learningcon-
cepts through the language they bum. We should not
deprive them of this critical development while theyare
learning a second language.

Keep languages distinct. Present entire sentences and
conversations, if possible, in one language. This avoids
confusion and permanent language mixing in children.

Encourage playful erpwinsentation with a second.
language. Playing with different sounds. allowing trial
and error, making game of learning new words are
stress -free, fun ways to lawn a new language.

Be sensitive to cultural differences in language activ-
ity. Remember that doing activities with a peer soup as
opposed to individual activity may be more familiar for
children from some culturer. The teacher's expectation
that children express feelings in public may not be com-
fortable to others. And the amount of time we may need
to waft to elicit an answer from a child may vary in con-
versations from culture to culture.

Provide opportunities for children to explore materi-
als written in their home language as well as in Eng-
BA. Some homes may not be equipped with written
materials for children in their home language. We can
provide book bap. with books, songs, or flannel stories
in the child's home language that go home at the end of
a day and are returned the next morning. ht the labeling
of classroom objects, be sure to include labels in the
home languages of the children.

Mystifying Personal Biases and Working to
Eliminate Thews

Each one of us is filled with a lifetime of experiences
that are laced with biases and prejudging of groups of
people. Many of us lack experience outside our own
soup. In order to treat all families with respect and
dignity, it is critical that we look at the messages we
were given as children and as developing adults that
cloud our ability to be effective with people different
from au:adv.&

Next Steps Going Deeper

Some of the strategies and development of competencies
I have suggested will require changes in our teaching
approaches. If we really want to promote consistency
between home and school, we each need to ask our-
selves some hard questions.

What do I find uncomfortable about dealing with chil-
dren and parents who do not speak my language?

What do I actually intow and what do I need to learn
about these families that will help me feel moue comfort-
able?

What practices and values do I bold most dear in the
work I do with children?

What practices and values do each of the parents of
the children in my classroom hold most dear hi the mar-
ina and tesching of their children?

How are our approaches and goals similar?
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Vitae are there differences and what areas do we
need to discuss and negotiate?

If I decide to make changes in my approach based on
these discussions, how do I feel about giving up total
control over what goes on in my classroom?

Who can I talk with to get the support I need to make
these changes?

I believe that teachers and providers want to be effective
so that all the children in their care will gain the confi-
dence, larowledge, and skills they need to be productive
and full-filled members of our society. Working
together, to both encourage and challenge each other, we
will move closer each day to that reality.
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The article was developed by Early Childhood Today.(1994).

Learning Through Language

Stories, Songs
Sounds

Ds Patents:
When you responded to your child's first
cries, you inunediately became involved in

encouraging his or her language skills. Your
child still needs your support and acceptance

u she gas older and tries out new language
and literacy skills. Here are some suggestions
for fun language activities to try together:

Toll and share stories.
Children love to hear traditional tales
and anecdotes or stories about when

you were a child. Or, create your own favorite

story characters together, and use them as
part of a bedtime storytelling ritual.

2 Read books
together every day.
Talk about the stories and the pic-

tures. Ask your child 'What would happen
if ... ?" questions. Help your child take
out new books with her own library card.

3 Make a writing bat.
Gather items to practice writing:
markers, crayons, pencib, index

cards, envelopes, and various kinds of paper.
Keep the box near where you write letters, so
you and your child can write together.

ling songs together.4 Share you: favorites, and encourage

your child to teach you songs from
school. Or, make up your own words to
Emilia tunes such as 'Mary Had a Little
Lamb" oc 'Row, Row, Row Your Boat."

Gather collections.

5 To help your child notice and talk
about similarities and differences

(which are important to note when learning
to read words), collect large buttons,
colorful 'witches of textured cloth, and
other materials. Talk about color, size, shape,
and tombs.

Use a tape recorder.6 Listening skills are an important part
of early literacy. Have fun together

molding and playing bock songs, stories,
funny voices, and sounds you collect from
around the house.

Parent Send-Home
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A

Who Is
This Child?
A pest guessing gam to help

your children get to know one another.

Mat Children will use their growing powers of obser-
vation and language skills to identify their classmates.

Group Sim Whole group.

IRMarlda:
photos of each child in your lass
instant earners
shoe box

In Advance: Ask each family to bring in a photo-
graph of their child. (Let them know that their photos
will be returned.) If a child's photo is not available,
take his/her picture with an instant camera. Place all
photos (including pictures of teachers) in a shoe box.

Warms.: Aher gathering your group in a circle, sing
a song that includes all of your children'snames.

ACTIVITY
As you display each photo so that all childrencan

see, ask, "Who is this child?'
Try asking children being identified what they were

doing when their pictures were taken.
If family members or friends air featured in any

of the photos, you might ask children to discuss their
relationships with these people.

OlmartmlIons:
Do the children in your group have an easy or

difficuh time recalling their classmates' names?
Are there any children who feel shy having their

pictures shown to other group members?

exhinalonst
If possible, take photos of your children involved in
classroom activities. Compile these photos in an
album, and puiname labels underneath them. Invite
children to explore their Our am" book in the
language corner.

Ransemlion
At this age, children's names are a very important part
of their identities. Make lure you learn to pronounce
all of your children's names correctly.

BOOKS

Hen are books to h4. your What Do 1 Seel
children learn more abort Harriet Ziefut and

by
Mavis

themselves and their worlds. Smith (Bantam Books)

I Go ec iSkep by Margery 171 Try by 'Wen
Fadden (Little, Drown) Keridmon and Maureen

Roffey (Vdcing Kemal)
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The activity below was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A

if

oft

Art

Follow the
Leader" Pictures

Copying can be fun
when you listen as you paint.

Airs Children will use their listening and speaking
skills as they share an art experience.

Gram Slut Two children at a time.

Materiels*
a two-sided easel
paintbrushes
tempers paint

Warminn Play a listening game. Ask children to close
their ideas while you make familiar sounds such as
clapping hands, pouring water, tearing paper, or ring.
ing s bell. Invite children to try identifying these dif-
ferent sounds. Then ask children to take turns creat-
ing other sounds for their classmates to identify. Some
possibilities are shaking rattle, crumpling newspa-
per, or banging blocks.

ACTIVITY
Ask two children to stand on opposite sides of the

easel from each ocher. Choose one to be the leader
and the other to be the follower.

Tell the leader to slowly paint lines and shapes on
his or her piece of papa. At the slum time, the
leader should give the follower int:ructions so that
he or she can listen and ay to copy the leader's
designs. The leader might say, Pm painting a long,
blue line on the bottom. Now I'm making a red dot
in the middle.

When the leader is finished painting, ask the two
children to compare their pictures.

111

Put new piece. of easel paper an opposite sides of
the easel and repeat the activity, switching the roles of
leader and folios/et.

Mims You Mkt Asks
(While comparing results) How are your paintings the
same? How are they different?

Observellesses
Notice how children interpret the verbal instructions
they hear from their classmates.

Exlimsions:
Divide children into group of two. Aak one child to
tap a rhythm on the drum while the other child lis-
tens. The listening child then tries to chip the drum's
rhythm. Encourage drumming children to make clear,
simple rhythms.

Rasnembore
Having fun and experimenting are more important
goals for children than making exact copies of one
anther's paintinp.

Here are some special
kaolin book*.

noon'
A Kiss for Lade Bear The Happy Oat* by

by Else Homehand Mina& Pint (Allimeme)
(HarperCollins)
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A Fly Wag by
by Mite McClintock
(Random Home)
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The following article is by Kathleen A. Roskos and Susan B. Neuman (1994).

(9g Saittiftea, Sciktnao, and Stow I to I

Using .eitaacg album go. Dowment
*mg efiiichetta Ritaacg quu.viA

Kathleen A. Roskos and Susan B. Neuman

7lvo three-yeavolds writing their names . . .

Joey: You by to make a 'tr."
Gina: I don't know how.
Joey: It's a upsidedown "a.* It looks like a turn, but you turn this way,

then this way (demonstrates with his finger in the air).
Gina: Oh-h-h! Watch this (writes with her pencil on paper). Its gonna

look like one. It Is, it really is, right? It's gonna . . look!
Joey: Right. That's ex-act-ly right!

Early incidents of writing
and reading such as this
one used to occur unno-

ticed by adults, or at least their
importance did. Although young
children have been scribble writ-
ing. pretend reading, and talking
about writing and reading for a
long time, only recently have we
begun to understand the rel-
evance of these early literacy ef-
forts for children's overall lit-
eracy development. Far from
seeing these experiences as just

Kathleen A. luau, Ph.D., is an asso-
ciate professor and chairperson of the
Department of Education at John Comb
University in Cleveland. Ohio. A fanner
presdrool director, she amen* conducts
research In early Moog development.

Suaan & hbausran. EdD., ban associ-
are professor be reading and language
arts at Temple University in Phdadel-
phi.% flenrwstania. Her research bases
on piny= a cantos for literary learning

'play,' today we hold these be-
haviors In high regard and view
them as important developmen-
tal activities in the evolution of
literacy (Bruner 1984; Goodman,
1984; Haste, Woodward, & Burke,
1984; Ferriero & Teberosky, 1985).

This new perspective of emer-
gent literacy, however, raises im-
portant questions. What does
emergent literacy mean fot
children's literacy learning in
early child care settings? How
can we best nurture toddlers'
and preschoolers' natural curi-
osity about literacy? Responses
to these questions cut early
childhood teachers and caregivers
to a new role in which they are
no longer preparing children for
literacy but accepting and build-
ing on what children already do
as writers and readers. From this
perspective teachers and care-
givers of young children are be-

coming facilitators of children's
current literacy activity, support-
ing and extending It to greater
levels of complexity.

This, of course, raises some
additional questions. What goals
should we strive for in language
and literacy for young children?
Should young children have cer-
tain literacy processes and skills
by the time they are In the pri-
mary grades? What specific be-
haviors indicate growth in literacy
development? How can this growth
be documented In ways that are
appropriate for young children?

Certainly no easy answers to
these questions and no one best
solution exist. What such ques-
tions require is a practical frame-
work for observing and assess-
ing the literacy development of
young children that will enable
teachers to advance these emerg-
ing skills in more conventional
forms. In this article we attempt
to address these issues from our
ongoing work with young chil-
dren in urban and suburban set-
tings, focusing on three issues.

First we describe literacy goals
and performance indicators par-
ticularly suited to children in the
three- to five-year-old range
(Neuman & Roskos, 1989, 1992)
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and research in emergent literacy
(Holdaway, 1979; Sulsby, 1985;
Goodman. 1986; Teak* & Sulzby,
1986; Stewart & Mason, 1989).

Next we introduce the 'literacy
album" as a means of gathering,
observing, and Interpreting in-
formation about children's early
literacy behaviors.

finally we give a number of
concrete suggestions for Imple-
menting these procedures In
child care settings, inviting
teachers and caregivers to ob-
serve and assess young chil-
dren's literacy growth In ways
that allow them to more actively
assist in children's development.

How can we best guide
and assess children's
early literacy learning?

Early literacy learning is a con-
structive, interactive, and func-
tional process for young learn-
ers (Neuman & Roskos, 1993).
Children construct their knowl-
edge about print In fairly consis-
tent ways. Their first efforts often
involve independent explora-
tions of written language, inter-
actions with adults and other
children, and observations of
others engaged In both func-
tional and enloyable language
activities. In keeping with chil-
dren's natural interest In and cu-
riosity about printed language,
we suggest that caregivers focus
on three overarching goals In
guiding young children's literacy
learning. Activities should help
children to

become aware of and under-
stand how literacy can be useful
to them;

use literacy creatively to con-
struct new knowledge; and

use literacy to facilitate their
interactions with others.

In turn these goals generate
important literacy learning out-

comes for children. Table 1 de-
scribes developmentally appro-
priate processes and performance
indicators of children's early lit-
eracy activity, which, together,
provide a framework for observ-
ing young children's develop-
ment and growth. Further, they
make the systematic observation
of early literacy learning a less
formidable task.

In addition to the goals stated
above, we are faced with the Im-
portant Issue of how to system-
atically observe, record, and re-
port these literacy processes and
performance Indicators. Our cen-
tral concern Is one of appropri-
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ateness. How can adults assess
early literacy status and progress
In a way that respects young
children's ways of knowing and
preserves their self-conlidence?
We suggest the use of a literacy
album" to support the assess-
ment of young children's literacy
growth. Unlike more traditional
forms of assessment (such as in-
ventories and scales), albums
have the capability to accommo-
date the great variability In
young children's literacy learn-
Ins, as well as their diverse and
often concrete ways of express-
ing what they knowqualities
that we will detail more fully.

Table 1. Uteracy processes and performance Indicators:
The early years

Processes Perfomtance Indicators
Rudimentary writing Grasps and manipulates writing imple-

processes ments
Records Ideas through pictures, word",
and/or sentences her or his 'own way"

Writes and recognizes own name

Concepts about print Shows awareness of print permanency
(Words In print remain the same from
one reading to the next.)

Shows awareness that text is read from
left to right and from top to bottom (In
English)

Shows development of print-meaning as-
sociations: recognizes environmental
print; assigns verbal labels to letter sym-
bols or words

Uses pictures and print to label and tell a
story

Literature and sense Enjoys listening and engaging In rhyme,
of story rhythm, songs, poetry, and storytelling

Plays with rhyming sounds and words,
showing increasing ability to discrimi-
nate and Identify sounds

Expresses interest and attends to stories
and informational text

Displays increasing ability to retell a story,
Including characters and actions, dem-
onstrating a basic understanding of story
sequence (beginning, middle, and end)

t72
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Literacy albums record
many facets-of literacy
learning

The literacy album provides a
creative means for incorporating
personal expression, experi-
ences, development, and self-
evaluation in the assessment of
literacy achievement and perfor-
mance suited to young children
ages three to five. While literacy
albums are appealing intuitively,
some very pragmatic reasons ex-
ist for choosing this approach to
assess the literacy development
of children In this age group.

The early childhood teacher
can easily incorporate Into a lit-
eracy album literacy demonstra-
tions that grow out of young
children's real -life literacy expe-
riences, such as storybook read-
ing between adult and child, pre-
tend writing and reading during
play. and learning to write one's
name. These activities, common
in many child care settings, offer
important opportunities to ob-
serve how young children inter-
act with print, how they con-
struct meaning with it, and how
they use it to achieve their own
purposes. What is revealed
brings authenticity and accuracy
to our understanding of the
young child's literacy status
and development.

Albums are also an excellent
means for preserving the earliest
literacy attempts because they
allow for diverse samples of lit-
eracy behaviors. Besides docu-
menting the teacher's direct ob-
servations of early reading and
writing attempts, albums may
include samples of children's
scribble writing, parents' anec-
dotes, audiotapes of pretend
reading, and photos of literacy
momenta.

Albums stimulate collabora-
tion between children, their
teachers, and other adults in the

child care environment. Because
choosing which items to include
Is at the heart of developing a
literacy album, this activity In-
herently calls for interaction and
dialogue between children and
adults. Through their efforts at
communication In the process of
choice making, caregivers and
children share important mean-
ings and understandings about
literacy. As a result, adults learn
more about children's literacy
conceptions, and children re-
spond to the new information
that adults provide. In brief, an
opportunity for joint awareness
occurs when adults and children
can actively link what they al-
ready know with new informa-
tion (Rogo ft, 1990). The benefits
of this exchange are threefold:

1. it allows adults to remember
literacy experiences with chil-
dren and, in the process, point
out essential literacy processes
and skills;

2. It invites children to choose
and to take responsibility for
their choices; and

S. it creates an activity in which
Individual unique4ess is celebra-
ted yet the foundations common
to all literacy learning are laid.

The very nature of a literacy
album lends itself to the dynamic
and physical qualities of literacy
learning in the earliest years. Be-
cause the album Is multidimen-
sional and open ended. It por-
trays the writing and reading
approximations of young chil-
dren, reflecting the unfolding of
these cognitive and affective proc-
esses. In a word, the literacy al-
bum is child centered and in this
sense a fitting means of assess-
ing the literacy behaviors of
young children in child care.

1.73
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Teachers; children, and
parents contribute to the
literacy album

To envision what a young
child's literacy album might look
like, one might recall those baby
records that are frequently used
to document a child's earliest
days and achievements. Within
Its pages are captured notations
of first movements and 'first
words, locks of hair, remains of
favorite toys, and descriptions
of significant events. Literacy al-
bums are reminiscent of these
special treasures. They provide
a personal literacy history in
kind of scrapbook or individual
folder. Unlike typical scrapbooks
or folders developed and main-
tained solely by adults, though,
literacy albums contain examples
of Items that young children view
as special demonstrations of
their accomplishments as devel-
oping readers and writers. With
assistance from teachers and
other caregivers, children choose
their selections and explore how
these items reflect their growth
as writers and readers.

The development of a literacy
album includes three phases that
cycle repeatedly over time In the
child care program. First, from
items saved In individual fold-
ers, children periodically select
(with assistance) Items they wish
to designate u 'special.' Next,
on a Post-itim Note or an index
card, the teacher records what
prompted the child to select that
item. Comments from others.
such as parents and friends, may
also be solicited and recorded.
This Information, as well, is
clipped to the Item. Finally, the
teacher regularly reviews the
contents of the album with the
child, talking casually about what
has been done and where It might
lead. Throughout this cycle of
selection, discussion, and reflec-
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tion. the teacher systematically
assesses the .child:s literacy
growth, actively seeking to lead
It forward while simultaneously
celebrating each literacy mile-
stone with the child.

Early childhood teachers and
caregivers may start this cycle
by using a few simple procedures.
1. Establish ownership.

Uke a scrapbook. the early lit-
eracy album is first and foremost
a personal accounting of a child's
earliest experiences as a reader
and a writer. It contains the
child's achievements. To develop
this notion, teachers should meet
with parents to discuss the al-
bum concept to share some ex-
amples. Parents should be en-
couraged to respect the literacy
album as the child's possession,
similar to other cherished per-
sonal Items.

2. Suggest a list of Items.
To ensure that the album in-

cludes an array of samples,
teachers can provide parents and
children with a list of suggested
items. Donna, who teaches four-
year-olds, offered a list of possi-
bilities for children and their par-
ents (see Figure 1).

A list of possibilities should
include information from mul-
tiple sources, for example,

children's productions, parents'
comments and reports. and
teacher observations of chil-
dren's literacy behaviors demon-
strated during activities and
play. This variety will ensure that
the materials Include diverse in-
dicators of growth that enrich
our understanding of literacy
growth and guide the planning of
future literacy activities.

3. Personalise the album.
Literacy albums also need to

carry the personal signature of
their creator. Often this is most
evident In the album cover,
which bears the distinguishing
marks of its owner. Young chil-
dren should be encouraged to
design their own album covers.
Sometimes this project may be-
come family affair, in which
parents and their children de-
cide together how they want to
personalize an album. One way
for teachers to approach this
subject is to invite parents to an
informal get-together, at which
they can work with their chil-
dren to design the cover. Many
materials can be available to get
them started: scissors, glue,
yarn, tagboard, construction pa-
per, gummed stars and stickers,
colored chalk and pencils, mark-
ers, and so on. Teachers should

Figure 1. Some suggestions for your child's literacy
album

name-writing attempts
audiotapes of pretend storybook readings

photographs of play constructions with child comments
drawings with dictated stories
a parentchild calendar of shared reading times
lists of favorite books, authors, or words
special scribble messages (such as invitations, letters, and lists)
parental anecdotes about home literacy activities or special stories
teacher's anecdotal observations
photographs of children reading and writing
a list of favorite firsts: first books, first authors, first words, first
signature

-174
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encourage individuality as par-
ents and children work together.
once again emphasizing the im-
portance of child involvement and
ownership of the literacy album.
4. Develop selection -and-
review process.

Fundamentally, the aim of lit-
eracy albums is to preserve rep-
resentative samples of young
readers' and writers' skills and
achievements and to po'.nt out
next learning steps. Good Inten-
tions in this regard can easily
become overwhelming, however.
If teachers do not take practical
steps to include a few fine pieces
of children's work In the album.
The goal Is the careful presenta-
tion of a variety of representa-
tive literacy samples, not the ac-
cumulation of bulging, unwieldy
masses of material. How might
this be achieved? From assorted
items collected and placed into
individual folders, teachers and
children can select and review
Items for albums as a routine part
of each day. During free choice or
free play, for example, teacheri
can schedule appointments with
Individual children in a quiet area
of the room. At these sessions,
collected samples from individual
folders may be shared, and chil-
dren should be encouraged to se-
lect special items for their albums.
Teachers may recommend one or
two other common Items to in-
clude in every child's album.
Teachers may also systematically
compare the literacy performance
of the children in the class, ob-
serving typical kinds of literacy
behavior, and then use this infor-
mation to guide their assessment
of the emergent literacy status of
indhridual children.

While conferring with children
about their album selections, the
teacher should seek to engage
the children In conversation, ask-
ing them what makes their selec-
tions special and recording their
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figure 2. Brandon selected this birthday invitation he
made last week

(\(( 0
itS C
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Omar, tiara-

He likes the map best because it shows 'where to go for the party.'

His friend James likes the map too, especially the 'squiggly" lines.

comments on a Post-ft" Note or
Index card, like the card for four-
year-old Brandon (see Figure 2).

In the course of conversation,
the teacher should strive to con-
nect what children say about an
Item to related experiences and
guide them toward new possibili-
ties. She also can use this oppor-
tunity to challenge and stretch
children's thinking by providing
new information, literacy demon-
strations, or explanations. A brief
excerpt from Chailane's conver-
sation with Brandon Illustrates:
Charlene: I like your map very much.
But I'm not quite sure where the
place called *Chuckee Cheese' Is on
you map. Could you help me find it?

Brandon: it's right there (he points to
an area on the map).

Charlene: Ohl Right there. Let's write
Its name there so nest time we can
easily find it on ow map (she writes
Thisckee Cheese' on the map, repeat-
ing the name as she writes). You might
want to draw a little box there to show
that that's where Chucks. Cheese is;
so your friends will know. OK?

Periodically (each month or
so) the teacher should summa-
rize the information gleaned from
these sessions In a way that helps
her make declt.ons about a
child's literacy development and
communicate with parents. The
teacher can scan a child's album
and Jot down Immediate impres-
sions and things she notices; for

1.75
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example, Brandon's invitation In-
dicates that he can read and ac
curately recall environmental
print (-Chuckee Cheese'), but
more likely he Is In an early pho-
nemic stage of spelling develop-
ment, as indicated by his spell-
ing of time and place. Notations
like these can then be consoli-
dated into three or four sum-
mary statements that together
are indicative of the child's over-
all performance.

Just prior to scheduled parent
conferences, teachers may want
to invite parents to stop by and
review their children's literacy
albums In a casual way, asking
questions of their child and com-
menting on the collected pieces.
in the course of this review, par-
ents become witnesses to their
children's unfolding literacy and
are thus more informed about
what their children are doing as
writers and readers.

At parent conferences, teach-
ers should invite parents to con-
tribute Items from home to the
album. Just as their children gay.
reasons for their choices, parents
should explain. what prompted
them to select an item and what
they perceive as a next logical
step for advancing their child's
literacy understandings. One
mother contributed the follow-
ing letter scribbled by her three-
year-old. The woman was amazed
at how persistent her child had
been at writing the letter and
thought that her daughter was
already beginning to learn that
writing Is a way to communicate,
something she would emphasize
in future activities (see Figure 3).

Parents' comments about
other album pieces should also
be solicited, recorded, and at-
tached to the appropriate piece.
In addition, parent and teacher
should summarize together what
the child has accomplished and
agree on new literacy goals. One
copy of this summary should p
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In the child's file (net the lit-
eracy album) for the teacher's
use, and another should be kept
by the parent. The form In Table
2 provides an example of what
this summary might look like.
Based on the literacy processes
and performance indicators out-
lined In Table I, the form pro-
vides an interpretation of a
child's literacy development.

Through this process of selec-
tion and review, the literacy al-
bum becomes the basis for de-
termining new literacy goals and
planning future literacy activi-
ties. Because parents have re-
viewed the album and perhaps
even contributed to it, they, too,
can participate In this planning
and its outcomes. Furthermore,
in building on this knowledge,
parents become more instrumen-
tal in their children's literacy de-
velopment, selecting future lit-
eracy activities with greater
sensitivity and adjusting their In-
teractions to closely match their
children's development.

To Illustrate the potential of
literacy albums for collecting

Figure 3. Scribbled letter
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Table 2. Summary of literacy growth
Child's name Age Date

Literacy

1. Grasps/manipulates writing tools
2. Records ideas ...

using drawing for writing
using pictures and scribble for
writing

using scribble for writing
using letter-like forms for writing
using letterforms randomly
using invented spellings
using conventional spellings

3. Writes/recognizes own name in
print

4. Is aware of print permanency
5. Is aware of print orientation
6. Is aware of print-meaning associa-

tions
7. Uses pictures to 'read" a storybook
8. Uses pictures and print to 'read" a

storybook
9. Expresses story preferences

10. Recalls details from familiar stories
11. Is aware of story sequence
12. Handles books properly

Usually/Sometimes/Seldom

OEM

Pim

mml

WO=
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samples of early literacy and as-
sessing young children's literacy
development, a few selections
from four-year-old Julia's literacy
album are provided in the box on
page 84.

These pieces show that Julia is
beginning to learn basic con-
cepts surrounding books. Her
parent reports that she relates
stories In books to real events In
Julia's life and that she points
out examples of words. In addi-
tion. the storybook reading at-
tempt, which the teacher re-
quired, Indicates that Julia
handles a book properly, forms a
story using the pictures, and re-
tells the story including Impor-
tant details.

Julia is also making a start at
representing ideas with printed
marks, as illustrated In her play
grocery list. She spells prepho-
nemically, stringing together let-
ters at random and assigning
them meaning. She also demon-
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strates a growing .awareness o
the functions of print: she
chooses to write her grocery list
to remember what to buy on a
pretend shopping trip.

Overall, while acknowledging
that young children's reading
and writing development is vari-
able indeed, we may Infer that
Julia Is progressing well as a
reader and a writer. Her behav-
iors indicate healthy develop-
ment of Important literacy proc-
esses: knowledge about writing,
basic concepts about books and
print, and a growing narrative
sense. To extend Julia's literacy
development, we would strive to
engage her in literacy experiences
that further her understanding of
written language functions and fea-
tures, help her use writing and
reading to construct new knowl-
edge, and facilitate her use of lit-
eracy as a means of interacting
with othersour previously
stated literacy goals.
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Figure 4. Samples from a literacy album
Drawing of a Favorite Play Activity Parent Report

A weekly checklirt just to cheek year shared book activities:
NAME Set k DATE 44/1:1Z

OF IIEE PLEASE AMU X)

MT WM F S/3
1. Did you read story to your child? Z -2-#

Did you hold your child while you ../ /.were readier
DHI you and your child have a eon
venation about the book before.
during, and Mos you rood HT

4. Did you relate the stories in the
book to real We events/

S. Did your child an you reading?
S. Did your child have related reading

activItiesT
T. Did you petit out other examples

of words or letters Inside and/or
outside your home?
e.g.. Signs

S . Did your child work with his/her
book alone?

S. 04d you monitor your child's 1V
viewing and talk about the
PrellramMt

IS. Did you explain unfamiliar words
or experiences to your child?

/

.0/

5.1 5.0/

'Grocery" List

LM
N °Psxoortam

O =MNO

TeadserU Regained &Wry
Informal Observation Guide Dosing Storybook Reeding

Child's name oWT,414.1.... rip 45, Deis 104r.
Storybook/1r~ Cook ViTyjyakiim.

Directions: tie c7n: aa:h y
(I) Holds book

(a) Wile* (rIShl
(b) avroParb (uP4l4* down)

(2) Handles book
(a) properly (front to back bons pages left to right)
(b) Improperly (beck to front. Hips through pages In book, skips

Piro)
(3) Heads book by:

(a) attending to each picture. labelling *Mem sot laming
story:

(b) attending to pictures and `making up' story from the pictures;
(c) Mending to pictures and 'telling' a version of the story:
(4) attending to pictures and fannies the lumen stay (sounds

Me media&
(e) attending to print, reading mune words correctly and invent-

log the rest

(I) attending to print, but preoccupied with word recognition;
(g) attending to print and reading Sum*.
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What are the Implications
literacy alining?

These examples illustrate how
literacy albums can be used to
watch literacy take root and grow
In young .children, yet a few
words of caution are appropri-
ate. Realizing that assessment
can all too easily become pre-
scription, teachers must be ever
mindful of the multiple pathways
to literacy. Although common
patterns of development exist
among children, literacy Is a con-
tinuously evolving and situation-
specific endeavor for each child.
No single set of Indicators can
accommodate Its variability; no
single assessment approach can
capture Its ever-changing status
within individuals. Used with
flexibility and creativity, how-
ever. literacy albums may pre-
serve and celebrate young
children's unique expressions
nd growing understandings of

literacy and its uses.
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The following article is by Kathy Dulaney Barclay and Lynn Walwer (1992).

I-Aiildrig
Lyrics »a Literacy

Through Song Picture Books

Kathy Dulaney Barclay and Lynn Walwer

Certain musical lyrics lure dill-
dren into a web of Imagina-
tion and enjoyment. Even

very young children frequently
memorize verse after verse of
elaborate song lyrics, such as those
In 'I Know an Old Lady Who Swal-
lowed a Fly,' and nupercall-
fragaisticexplalidocious." Uke pre-
cUctable books, song lyrics contain
features that help chi idren to more
easily make the link from oral to
printed language. Song lyrics pos-
sess any or all of the following
characteristics: rhyme, rhythm,
repetition of vocabulary, and repeti-
tion& storystructure (Lynch, 1986).

In this article we suggest some
classroom-tested Ideas for using
song lyrics as the base not only for
literacy activities but for learning
experiences that integrate Ian-

KathyDaselayAsoxtatePookesor, Wesi
n A r a b W o o z i l y stadia unsktradts-

as and graduate courses to early child-
boodreoding/languag e ans. sada/oda,
mask and at
Loan Woes Is a tending *ocher who
enjoys integrating beset" music and
an two her special reading dews

Aluevations 0 19 9 2 by Ted Golf Moo-
graphs by lam Waxer.

guage with other curricular areas,
such as science, math, social stud-
les, art, and music. Although the
ideas touched upon can be used
with any familiar song lyric, we
have selected those songs that
have been published in book form.
These song picture books are be-

coming Increasingly popular and
available as more teachers dis-
cover the powerful appeal that
these books hold for learners
young and old.

In JoiningtheLttenrcyClub, Prank
Smith discusses the Importance of
introducing reading and writing to
children in a variety of ways. He
states, 'The trick is to find some-
thing Involving reading and writ-
ing that Interests the learner and
to engage the learner authentically
In that area of interest, making the
reading and writing incidental' (p.
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12S). Older songs, such as 'Old
hiacDonald,'as wells; newer ones,
such as Raffl's 'Down by the Bay,'
are certainly of interest to young
children, who find the repetitive
nature of these songs makes them
easy to remember and fun to use as
springboards for their own songs
based on the familiar lyrics. Dur-
ing a recent walk down the hall
near our university curriculum U.
brary, a preschooler noticed a dis-
play of farm-related books and in-
quired about the caption, 'Down
on the farm.' She immediately said,
'They could have said 'down by
the farm' like In Down by the Bay.'
She then began to sing, 'Have you
ever seen a pig? Dancing a jig?
Down by the farm?"

The language of song Is natural
for children. Through song they
build language fluency that perms-
ales every area of school curricu-
lum. Like the musician and the lyri-
cist, writers and readers compose.
They are all meaning makers. BUI
Harp (1988) talks about using mu-
sic in reading programs. He states,
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'Music and reading go together
because singing is a celebration of
language. Using songs to teach
reading is consistent with the na-
ture and purposes of language and
puts readers in touch with satisfy-
ing meanings' Karnowskl (1986)
encourages the integration of writ-
ing with musk and art. He advises
teachers to place writing tools In
the music area because "writing
flourishes In a social environment
where young children are free to
use oral language, art, music, and
drama to explore and enhance their
writing' (p. 60). In More Than the
ABCs The Early Stages of Reading
and Writing Schickedana reminds
us of the importance of providing a
print-rich environment and of re-
sponding with interest and enthu-
siasm to children's writing cre-
ations (p. 95). She reminds us that
*written language must be kept
whole and functional and mean-
ingful' and that this wholeness
allows children to use all of their
current knowledge In their efforts
to understand written language.'

Recommendations for improv-
ing prefirst grade programs are
listed inLiteracy Development and
Prefirst Grade: A Joint Statement of
Concerns About Present Practices In
Prefirst Grade Reading Instruction
andRecommendations Ibrintproue-
ment (1985), published by the In-
ternational Reading Association
(IRA). These recommendations,
originally drafted by a committee
of representatives from five no-

tional professional organizations.
Including the National Association
for the Education of Young Chil-
dren, call for the use of `reading
materials that are familiar or pre-
dictable, such as well -known sto-
ries, as they provide children with
a sense of control and confidence
In their ability to Mare (iRA, 1985).

This particular recommendation
lends support for the use of famil-
iar songs to promote early literacy
development. In their book, Sty-
nes. Songs. and Poetry to Teach
Reading and Writing (1986), Robert
and Marlene McCracken describe
a whole4anguage approach that

Integrates all curricular areas in
the primary grades. They suggest
that the teacher begin with a full
story, a complete picture book, a
complete poem, complete song
lyric, or 0:m6cm/610*t:in of thus

Iu'0
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Kindergarten and first grade chil-
dren are then guided through six
steps as they learn to read the text:
memorization; introduction to
print; word-to-word matching;
word-to-picture matching picture-
to-word matching; and finally, re-
building the entire story using
pocket chart and sentence strips.
We' would advocate using this idea
only if it were used only occasion-
ally and with children who show
interest. We do not advocate a
`method" used relentlessly and
repetitiously with all children.

Using sorts picture books

Children have always loved song
picture books, but teachers have
not always used them as fully as
possible for the purpose of en-
couraging literacy. Timeless tunes
such as ''Old MacDonald Had a
Fan:rand 'There Was an Old Lady
have enjoyed a prominent and per-

manent placeduring our classroom
music times, but there is also a
growing genre of song picture
books that warrant inclusion as
tools to be used in a variety of
educational ways throughout the
early childhood curriculum.

Song picture books meet several
criteria for inclusion not only In
our classroom library collections
but also In those materials deemed
appropriate for use in our instruc-
tional programs.

Song picture boob have wide
appeal. Children of various ages
and abilities enjoy, seeing favorite
songs illustrated. Peter Spier's Lon.
don Bridge is Failing Doan (1967)
and Nadine Westcott's The Lady
With the Alligator Prose (1989) are
two such examples. The Wustra.
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dons are detailed and imaginative
and can be used to support one's
understanding of the text.

Song picture books meet the cur-
rent demand for books that follow
a predictable pattern. Over the
River and Through the Wood by
Lydia Child (1987), Skip to My Lou
by Nadine Westcott (1989), The
Fanner in the Dell by Mary Rae
(1989), and Yankee Doodle by Ed-
ward Bangs (1976) are but a few of
the many popular song picture
books that contain well-known re-
trains repeated throughout the piece.

Many song picture books pro-
vide excellent sources (or vocabu-
lary development and expansion.
Books such as Abiyoyo by Pete
Seeger (1989), Jolly Mon by Jimmy
and Savannah Buffet (1988), and
The Erie Canal, Illustrated by Peter
Spier (1970), possess a richness of
language, as well as content, to
be explored.

*Many song picture books con-
tain a clear, sequential order of
events. This is especially benefi-
cial for young children, who can
more easily remember 'what hap-
pened next," and can join In readily
when the song is sung or read
aloud. Song picture books such as
Over in the Meadow, Seven Little
Rabbits, and The Lady With the AN-
gatorPurse are three good examples
of song picture books containing a
listing or a sequential text pattern.
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ire 1. How an lintroduce song picture boob In the clasroom?

Teach the song

1. Play the musk, sing the song, and
Invite the children to sing along with
you as you engage in several repeti-
tions of the song.

2. Talk about the meaning of the song,
and discuss any special words that
may be unfamiliar to the children.

3ollett the children's help In craning
motions or drains to add to the song.

4,E140Y4inlittelhosangisitlidmadded
motions or dramatic activities.

Link the song to print
l.Show the children the song picture
book and ask than to tell you about
the cover and the pictures.

2. Read the book, allowing plenty of
time for the children to savor the
Illustrations.
S. Reread the book, inviting the chil-
dren to Min in.

4. Show the children the lyrics writ-
ten on chart. mite the children to
read along with you as you point to
each word In the song.

Involve the children in
literature extension
activities

1. Invite the children to become ac-
tively Involved in portraying the song
using various dramatic props, pup-
pets, and creative movements.

2. Provide a taped version of the song
with the song picture book at yaw
classroom listening station. On One
side of the taps. the book can be read;
on the other side of the tape, the song
can be sung with accompaniment

S. Build sight vocabulary by aside, the
children to locate on the song chart
those words that appear we than
once. These words could be divided
into function words (bn, and. the) or
content words (bay, horse, Warms).

4. Engage the children In matching
activities In which they place on a
pocket chart phrases from the song
recorded on sentence strips. The
original song chart should be nearby
so children can check their place-
ments of the sentence stripe.

IL Highlight repetitious phrases,
such as 'Have you ever seen a ...
in Rain's Down by me Boy and 'Clid
MacDonald had ... in the song
picture book, Oki MarDortakt These
phrases can be written in a different
colored marker than the remainder
of the song, and can be copied on
sentence strips at the top of blank
chart 'pages or at the top of iedi.
victual pages. Children can then be
invited to either dictate or write new
words or phrases to the blanks.
I. Create Big Books based on the
song lyrics. Invite the children to
dictate or writs new lyrics that fit
the repetitive pattern found in the
song. After singing the new verses
several times, the children may want
to illustrate them on large pieces of
chart paper. The new lyrics and il-
lustrations created by the children
can be displayed an the wail and
used lot 'read the war activities.
After week or so, the pages can be
taken down and bound into a Big
Book for children to reread In book
Ions. Marry children wW sealant an
oppommity to take the dies Big Book
Amato shore with family members.11
the pages have already been displayed
for a period of time, the children an
usually more willing to wait their turn
to bring the sew-book borne

T. involve the children In emended
comprehensiceactfilties.Theyndght,
for momple. create picture graph
depicting the events in the song pic-
ture book. Books that would be sops
ciallysultable for purpose include
The Ware is en Mfr Mum by Maryann
Itovaisid (1987); flees Mind Mice. S.
bastrated by Paul Galdons (19117): and
Nina Barbanel's version elk/ Went
aCbertke 09351
S. Other emended comprehension
activities might include plotting re-
lationships. such as problems and
solutions. sequence of events, and
causes and effects detailed be the
songs. Song picture books such as
Tracey Pearson's version of Sing
Song al Sixpence (1955) and Robert
Quackenbush's Shell Se Coming
'Round the Mountain (1973) lend
themselves particularly well to these
types of discussions and activities.
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Yank Doom by the Buy

A combination approach
/Or toting song *tom boob

Our procedure for using song
picture books combines the Shared
Book Experience (Holdaway, 1979)
with numerous Uteratureettension
activities (Routman, 1988), orga-
nised Into a thematic unit of study.
In the Shared Book Experience,
children are encouraged to make
predictions about the text from
the Illustrations. When using a song
picture book, we vary from this
procedure, lint teaching children
the song, then linking the lyrics to
print by reading the song picture
book (see Figure 1).

The Shared Book Experience as
described by Holdaway Is then
resumed, using a large chart on
which the lyrics have been writ-
ten. A key illustration from thesong
picture book is usually included
on the chart to help the children
learn to recognize the print. The
teacher reads or sings the song,
inviting children to join In when
ready. Then the teacher points to
each word as it Is read, thus rein-
forcing one-to-one correspon-
dence, the left4o-right and top-to-
bottom progression of print, and
sight vocabulary. During Indepen-
dent activity time children are en-

cauraged to use a pointer and the
chart to either reread or sing the
words as often as they desire. The
song picture book is also available
for independent or paired reading.
During subsequent Shared Read-
ing Experience times, the teacher
and the children sing and reread
the song numerous times and be-
gin to play with the lyrics, impro-
vising and creating their own
verses to add to the chart.

Literature extension activities
take many forms, tndudIng Wustrat-
bag the lyrics,
charting ma-
Jorcharecters
and events,
and drama-
tizing that In-
volves props
or puppets
created by
the children.
One very ef-
fective litera-
ture exten-
sion activity,
In terms of lit-
eracy devel-
opment, is
the creation
of a Big Book
based on the
song lyrics.
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Children may either create new
Illustrations for the original lyrics.
or they may write or dictate their
own lyrics based on the song's
repetitive pattern and then develop
illustrations to fit their new lyrics.
For example, two preschool chil-
dren changed the lyrics of 'The
Farmer In the Dell' to 'The Bear In
the Barn.' The meaning pattern
mdsting In the original story is re-
fleeted In the children's new story.
The lyrics now read 'The bear In
the barn, the bear in the barn,
heigh-ho the derrpo, the bear In
the barn." In this new version, 'the
bear takes a lion,' 'the lion takes a
mouse, and so on, until 'the
cheese standaelone.' Some litera-
ture extension activities, such as
making Big Book, require direct
teacher Input and guidance. Other
activities, such as listening to the
song on tape and following along
with the book or making a mural to
depict major events require less
direct teacher involvement. Simi-
larly, some literature extension Ile-
thitles may be planned In advance
by the teacher, while many other
ideas for act yllie@ may stem from
discussions with the children about
the song or song picture book.

After participating in numerous
activities related to the song plc-

Rpm esordelag on his Ara,'

1S2
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FiguraZ Song picture books CM enrich a variety of curriculum areas.

Writing

Create new lines to the song:
Down by playground/gym/lunch-
room, and so forth.

Write inlarrnationsl book on water.

Sclence/Science-Related

Study different bodies of wa-
terbay, river, lake, ocean.

Explore kinds of animals that
live In water.

Perform experiments: float and
sink.

Plant watermelon seeds.
Taste watermelon.

Social Studies

identify bays on map.
Write ow own informational

book on water.

I/
DOWN BY

THE BAY

Design mural of sea animals.
illustrate one verse of song.

Math

Count seeds from a water-
melon.

Work with fracdons and sai.
cutting slices of watermelon.

Explore greater than and less
than, using watermelon pieces.

Music

Engage In choral singing.
Write other lyrics using new

rhyme: snake/cake, mouse/
house.

Reading

Do choral reading of book.
Individually read book and large chart.
Read and share informational book.

ture book Down by the Boy, a first
grade boy brought in a book he
had discovered at the school li-
brary. He asked that the book be
read aloud 'because It rhymed just

like the bay book' The book, Eat
Your PCOS, Louise. Is a short, re-
petitive book with pattern and
rhyme. After hearing the story, the
class spontaneously embarked on

Figure £ One child's illusbution of a verse from Movm by the Bay"

1.83

an extension of their original theme
based on Down by the Bay. They
suggested many extension activi-
ties for the new book, Including
dictating a retelling of the story,
recording on green construction
paper peas" words that describe
peas, and wriUnglio peas, please'
stories of their own.

Down by the Bar A
thematic unit

The focus of this particular unit
designed for first grade children
was rhyme. Through the predict-
able rhyme and humor in Down by
the Boy, the children experienced
much success and enjoyment of
reading. We used the procedures
discussed previously and outlined
In Figure 1 to introduce children to
the song and to the song picture
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book. Other activities (see Figure
2) Included a choral reading of the
book and individual oral reading of
both the book and the song. as
recorded on a large wall chart. The
children particularly enjoyed tak-
ing turns pointing to the words on
the large chart as the class cho-
rally read the song lyrics. Some
children felt more comfortable
singing and pointing, rather than
reading. We accepted this and ex-
plained that it was another use of
the chart. Children took turns be-
ing song leader, book holder, and
'pointer.' tracking the words on
the chart. Although not necessary.
It was helpful to play Raffia tape so
the children could hear the music
along with the singing.. Their sub-
sequent tracking of the words while
singing was more natural and flu-
ent than while reading the book
and the chart. Dialect played Into
the rereading as well as the sing-
Mg, aernother" became "momma
and plural endings weresometlmes
left off content words such as ate-
terinelons. Because these changes
did not ailed meaning, they were
disregarded at the time; however,
the teacher can use this song as an
aid when it is appropriate to teach
plural endings.

t", See s
Soe;r1 in 0"*"-bitr3
dewy joy

p I 4.ygrvivid S

Figure 4. Children used the
rhyming pattern In Down by the
Bay to create their own songs.

The children were given an op-
portunity to extend and comple-
ment the literature In a meaningful
way through the illustration of a
scene from the story. These illus-
trations were later accompanied
by text. Some children drew new
verses, such as 'a snake eating a
cake" and whale swimming in a
pall.' Others chose to Illustrate
verse from the book (see Figure 3).
As the children completed their
Illustrations, they were eager to
add the written text. During such a
simple activity as writing text to
illustrations, the children prac-
ticed many strategies. It was won-
derful to see children referring to

O
O o

the book and rereading to get the
spelling of a word and to see and
hear other children working out
spellings through the use of their
growing knowledge of sound-sym-
bol relationships. Some children
read and reread their papers to
themselves, to the teacher, and to
each other. They tried singing their
verse to make sure the words flt
the rhythm of the song, sometimes
eliminating or adding word to
obtain the right "fit." Some chil-
dren were overheard correcting
others when a capital letter was
missing or when the verse needed
a question mark.

Drawing and writing new song
lyrics led to one of the best writing
experiences the children had dur-
ing this unita collaborative class
book based on the song. The set-
ting for this new book was the
school rather than the bay, and
children were very creative in their
writing. Each day they reread what
they had previously written and
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added new parts. If they talked
about 'down by the gym,' then the
corresponding line 'Have you ever
seen a ... 7' had to relate to some-
thing they do In gym, or a disagree-
ment about the appropriateness
of the content of the rhyme would
arise (see Figure 4). The stories
were placed In the classroom li-
brary and In the school library and
were also posted on a chart on the
classroom wall. The large charts
were used for choral readings, for
singing, and for individuals to take
turns reading for the class.

OD CD

Mother successful wilting ac-
tivity. the writing of nn informa-
tional book on watt, stemmed
from a science-related study of dif-
ferent bodies of waterbays, riv-
ers, lakes, and oceans. This was
not a science project (see Perry &
filvidn, 1992; Rivkin, 1992). but It
was, as just stated, related. Through
discussions of the children's past
experiences with different bodies
of water, and through the maim-
Hon of informational books, chil-
dren identified and compared vari-
ous bodies of water. First, we
initiated a brainstorming session,
In which children named bodies of
water they knew about.kneresting
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Ideas were shared, such as expert-
owes with puddles, lakes, creeks,

' streams, rivers, oceans, and seas.
Children also discussed the differ-
ence between salt water and fresh
water, and the kinds of We we could
find In these different bodies of we.
ter. Rather discussion involved top -
ics such as the purposes for which
we use water In our communities.

Fisk starfish, eels, whales, and
so an were Went!! led and discussed
as groups of three children each
perused a collection of books on
fish and other water creatures. At
this point In the unit, children cre-
ated a mural bulletin board collec-
tion of fish and sea creatures. As
the children worked on their con-
tributions for the mural, they were
heard talking about their selected
fish or sea creature and discussing
many bits of information gained
through their Independent read-
ing. These discussions frequently
Included impromptu singing of at
least some part of Down by the Bay.

Sink-and-float science experi-
ments were popular. Children dis-
covered, for example, that alumi-
num foil made into some shapes
will float while other shapes will
sink. In addition to recording 'alu-
minum foil' on their record sheet,
children Illustrated the shapes.

The children seemed especially
Interested In finding out what made
a bay a bay. They watched as the
teacher located various bays In
the United States on a map and

rtaifte
4.. ,

were surprised to discover that
some bays (Green Bay and Tampa
Bay) were also the names of foot-
ball teams! Other bays, such as
Chesapeake Bay and San Prancisco
Bay, were unfamiliar to them. in
helping the children discover and
articulate what constitutes bay,
the teacher compared a hand to
an ocean or lake, with fingers rep-
resenting bays. Questions such as
'Which body of water is larger
an ocean (lake) or a bay?' and 'Is
an ocean (lake) pedals bay? Or is
a bay part of an ocean (lake)?'

Invited much discussion and
allowed the children to con-
stud meanings for them-
selves -concerning 'what
mites a bay a bay.

Children wrote their own
informational books,select-
Ins from the water concepts
and related Ideas that had
been discussed. Some chil-
dren focused their writing
on floating and sinking. Oth-
ers wrote about lakes and
rivers and oceans. The
books were very simple,
consisting of six to seven
lines per book. As with the
other writing experiences
connected with this unit, the
children were eager to Illus-
trate their books and to
share them with each other.

. 'Aef
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Figure S Unit extension activities, such as these for Eat YourPeas, Louise, expand thelearning poseibilides of song picture books.

SPeaktill
Retell story using own language.
Tell about situationat home regardingproblemsof not eating.
Name two other vegetables.
Describe a vegetable by color, size, and taste.
Complete this ides:
I like to eat

Writing

Write rhyming words found in story.
Write miniboolc No Peas Meat&
Write class retelling of story (rebus).
Write new rhyming words.

Drama EAT YOUR mathRole.play: What
yroolu

e s
d oonf

p'ta
eraehmaen. w

PEAS LOUISE MOes.

cgph oforte

Listen for rhyming words.
Listen for information: Tell two

things that convince Louise to eat
her peas.

Listen for solution: How did dad
persuade Louise to eat her peas?

Do paired reading ofminibook
Do paired reading ofEat roar Peas. Loots&
Perform choral reading of retelling,
Do echo reading of Eat Yoar Peas, Loots,.

Read other books about food and related problems:Bread and Ara tor Ronan, Gregory the Tenets Eater.

Unit extension: Eat YourPeas, Louise

Eat You r Aral, Louise byPegeen Snow is a story about a girl named Louisewho will not eat peas. Herfather tries different ways to get her to eat them..She finally eats the peas at the cod of the story when Dad says 'please."
After a mad-aloud ses-

sion with this new book,
many extension activities
evolved naturally as the
children recognized the
similarity between the
rhymingpatterncontained
In this book and the pat-
tern found in Down by the
Bay. The children had had
such positive and meaning
hd experiences during the
-bar unit that they were
eager to eudend this new
book In similar ways. Ac-
tivities assodated with Eat
YourPtas. Louis included
dictating descriptions of

bare

Graph mobs Eat Year Pea" leak&
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vegetables, writing about and
graphing the vegetables that were
most or Met Med, talking about
othereatktgproblemsencountered,
role piaying what happens at home
when children do not eat various
foods, and writing a classrebusstory
based on the book. (Otheractivities
are listed in Figure S.)

Summary

The language of song is a nem-
ral, joyful language. When com-
bined with literacy development
and cross - curricular activities, us-
Ing the combination approach rec-
ommended here with song picture
books, the process of beginning
reading and writing Is as natural
and Joyful as a song. Song picture
books are a wonderful resource
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for Integrating rhyme, reason, and
song Into the early childhood cur-
riculum. Listed below are popular
song ;Actin books that could be
used In the manner described In
this article.
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The following article is by Hedy Chang (1996).
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Ideas and inspiration

for helping young children thrive
in a diverse society

BY HEDY CHANG

I want berm pow up in an environment
that reflects the diversity of the world a
placc aafere you can fmd children of di.
out nu= tud languages.°

11 pminson4 teachers want children to
appreciate cad value diversity, they have
to introduce it.'

What my c needs I a wine of belongings'

%fairer of parent: and a weer of yam children

The face of the United Sesta is changing and so are many
of your arty childhood danooms. As racial, cannel,
and linguistic diversity increases, so does the importance
of your role in teaching children to live and work togeth-
er respectfully.

In this salon, Tout and suggestions and strategies for
doing kilt that. Read on for advice on working with all

11' 16. children and families, fostering bilingualism, and amour-
tolerance and self
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Strategies for working with children end families of different langiages angicuitilies

61"18"DIOYSItYDYnalnle
What happens during children's earliest years shapes whether they

become open to or (earful of people with
different skin colors and customs. It deter.
mines whether children loam to feel proud
or ashamed of their heritage. It lays the
foundation for children to pow up speak-

ing English as well as the language of
their home.

EL

Aso

I.

di.
:711 4;17%

4.

1 0

As an early childhood teadier, you plaY
a crucial role in laying this foundation.
You're crating die first group environ-
ment most children encounter outside
their home, and your challenge is to make
it inclusive and respectfuL One key factor
for success will be your ability to work
well with children's families, some of
whom may not speak English. The fol-
lowing four stratogies can help.

STRATEGY Is sage
isismathla id* parasite almost

vat" laMifSfie, sad oakum
Orientation is a great place to

start Bo:ause this is often the
first meeting between you

and the puma of the
children in your pro-

gram, it can set the tone for
your ongoing relationship
and lay the foundation for
open communication on sea-
sidve topics, including race
and culture.

If you didn't discuss dim-
ity at the sew of the school

yes; en not too late. Ark .
wean these quattiont

How would you like us
to recopiite your child
edmicaily?

What family traditions
would you bite our pro-
gram to acknowledge?
What can we learn
about your culture to

' help us be as respect-
ful as possible?

Ow ow as tomb allgitsur Oast Owenby+
brae giaMpansi. to 40 year darns=- -

eallasal eifssIs siselea
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What language (or languages) does your

family speak?
What holidays do you celebrate?
Remember to ask for infatuation from

families even when you and they are from
a similar racial or ethnic group. In any
group, opinions and practices may vary. A
handy% customs may differ due to Mi-
lian, length of time in the United Sates,
and other factors. (For advice on what to
do when a family's cultural practice diktat
greedy from your classroom make, as
'Working It Out below)

STRATZOT is !awls, purists
la the We of the =bad.
One way to build relationships with pr-
am is by drawing them into school rou-
tines and events. Different program have
different ways of doing this.

Teachers an take nuns coennumicat-
hag with small groups of plums or com-
ing in taws on some morninp so they can
nay late in the evening to be available to
parents. Some programs encourage par-
ents and macharn to mite each other notes.
In others, folders or steno pads (with one
column for teachers and one for parents)
convey information back and forth.

187

Another idea: Ask parents and grand-
parents to share their experiences and
skills with your class. Invite them in to
talk about trips they've token to their
ancestral country or to demonstrate
paws, dancing, and asks from their M-
ame. Such presentations teach children
about other cdtures, give you informa-
tion about families' backgrounds and tra-
ditions, and show children that you value
their heritage.

(contimed on page 64)

slise bftrassiles
use. km* slisolsres
OM endgames, ask
parts Is bay/ am
sal ammo &Mr
O W* cheer.

C wiling a balance between m-
a speaing a family's culture and
standing up for what you believe

in isn't always easy. What if you

discover a parent is hieing a child?

Is this pan of die family's culture

or child abuse? Whit if a patent

believes that girls an less valuable

than bays? What if parents don't

want their chid to all you by your
first name? How would you resolve

these issues in the classroom?

Working It Out
?beak Oast year beams Vas.
People may legitimately disagree

about the appropriateness of

physical disciplise, but if a home

situation poses danger to a child,

you must asp in sad be able to

say why you did.

Ilarkestaml mkt a Imre, Imams,
a tortala may. In less critical

cases, talk to poems about your
daseroom routine and Mk home

routines. Establishing an atmosphere

of west may keep tensions from

escalating into dashes.

arms M damps& In the end, as
long u the health of the chikl isn't

at stake (which Is usually the cue),

you and parents may come so a

compromise or simply aompt your

differences. The important thing is

to avoid Iced* any disagreement

affect the &Men. Don't mks
than choose sides or fad bad about

what their parents do at home.
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STRATICOT 321Issaparent
oadossamm to set ennead goals.
Your school may have a policy of holding
meainp where puma and eeriness an

without distraction dimss the wel-
fare of a child. Perhaps you even visit fa n-
ai& homes instead of asking parents to
come to the school. Such visits are net
way to me the child and the family in dick
own environment and pin better under-
standing of their culture and practices.

During conferences, work with puma
to establish goals for their child. Such gosh
an relax specifically to cultural wider-
standing, language development, and anti-
bias attitude Striving toward a conunon
pal an cram opportunities for you and
the pawns to examine how you an help
realise it ar home and at school.

For example, you may agree that a
child should be grounded in his or her
calomel traditions. But it may not be real-
istic for perms to expert you co learn and
that teach those traditions, especially if
your dustmen has children from a num-
ber of cultures. In this case, the parses
may MUM* responsibility for ruching
tradidons to their child while you find
ways to demonstrate in the dassroom that
you value those traditions.

Likewise, if a child% fen* speaks a
language other than English, you and the
pram an let a goal together to help the
child retain the !some language as he oe
she acquires English. Once you've done
that, you an calk to paean about the
steps all of you CM take to achieve the goal,

Than more on this in the neat section.
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STRATEGY-A : Validate home
language la the classroom.
Some parents resist early childhood programs
that promote bilingualism. English-speaking
families may think that if teachers are uaing
other languages, they're sacrificing instruction-
al time in English. Research shows, however
that exposure to another language can enrich
children's ability to acquire and comprehend
languages in general.

Non-English-speaking families may not
support the bilingual approach eithec They
often feel they're sending their children to
school specifically to become fluent in English
and therefore may object to using their home
language in your program. They may need
encouragement to nurture the child's first lan-
guage so he or she won't lose the ability to
speak and understand it.

Such a loss can be significant and.fsr-reaching

189

for both the child and the family. Because
language is such an important component of
culture, a child's fluency in the family language
will affect his or her sense of identity. The use
of the home language also promotes children's
cognitive development, self-esteem, second lan-
guage (usually English) acquisition, and acade-
mic preparation.

Your active support and validation of fami-
lies' languages whether Spanish, Punjabi, or
Japanese has a tremendous influence on
how parents feel about your program and
whether they get involved in school activities.
(For more advice on working with non-
English-speaking families, see 'Bridging the
Language Barrier" below.)

Your actions also have a big effect on how
children feel about their home language and
whether they'll lose or retain it. To avoid
communicating negative messages about home

Bridging the Language Barrier
Aclassroom can be a strange

.environment to parents whose

primary language is not English.

Some parents feel the need to be

part of the system that socializes

their children, but they're unable to

bridge the language barrier. Others

view education as their path to

success and want their children to

do well, but they fed uncertain

about a language and culture than

different from their own.

All these things put non-English-

speaking parents at a real disadvan-

tage. Like all parents, they hunger

for information about their child

but may feel frustrated, powerless,

or alienated. If they equate lack of

recognition of their language with

lack of respect for their culture,

they may isolate themselves further.

Here are some ways you can

help bridge the barriers:

Establish a relationship of
equality and respect from the
start. If parents feel embarrassed

about their English skills, you

might share how frustrated you

fed at not being able to communi-

cate in their language. 'This demon-

tastes that you respect parents as

equals and puts everyone at ease.

Usk parents who speak the
same language with ems
another. This is a way to encour-

age informal support networks

among people who share similar

experiences of being outside the

mainstream. Parents can count on

one another to translate, to solve

problems, and just to commiserate

about how difficult maneuvering

through the system can be.

Show meats how mash you
miss them. Reflect diversity of
culture and language in your

clauroom. Translate notices into

different languages by working

with staff, community agencies, and

parents themselves. And do all

you can to involve parents in their

children's education. Ultimately,

you both have the need and

responsibility to keep the lines

of commtmication open.

ECT missal eke /iron from ex aid* by
fir Los. ter' cias inmost of the Paws
Services Project it Wax. Gliiinman TIN
gni& ',perm! in Looking In. looking
Out. a Gififornie Tomarrow psiblicatiow.
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languages to children, ask yourself the
following questions:

O Do I respond to children when they
initiate contact with me in their

home language?

O Do I encourage both children and
parents to use their home language?

Las causesa
dims totally
o reasaso thal
loserponos
both eaten:*
sag Lassa.%
w eb as 1111a
1 Wawa
Vero
beak.

0 Do I take are not to use the home
language only to reprimand children
or give them directions?

3 Do I use the home language to give
children positive reinforcement?

3 Do I create opportunities for chil-
dren to use different languages in
day-to-day activities?

0 Do I have classroom materials in the
dtfferent home languages and are
those materials equal in quality to
the English materials?

0 Do I work with Parents to identify
when to validate home language
and dialects and when to emphasise
standard English?

You can use this ciecklist now and
throughout the year. Ey reinforcing home
languages and communicating well with
families, you'll be fostering the kind of
classroom environment that can give
children a strong scan in life.

Perhaps Anthony Uhl% a member
of the auunash Tribe whose grand-
son =ends a dild-care program in
California, best lammed up the

knpretance of focusing as diveni-
ty in the classroom. "Knowing

who you are is important for
steaming an education," he
said, "because knowing who
you ate gives you a base for

learning everything;

Hay Choy o tome
of Califorois Thwarao

acalooraik eisomizoko
sio Farodisa doses

onmierif to reskios
mead ad Oboe *pa.

lay seta. wr alined
matorial Pt AO golds

fiat doe swamp% 1996 boa

lacskar4 tookiat
raid* Chase tea/
week Aar, Madabai old
Dora PedikeTehroo. Far
isfanowaka aa only: Or
tool, ape 4417631.
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Appendix M

Music And Movement
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The following article is by Mary Renck Jalango (1996).

MUSICAL ARIUTIES: ARE YOU FOSTERING THEM/

clq
clq

Wilts Reetwied NI4Cie

Vinth$ C4i14701:
414:4e Ninilnkfithffic

if you can't play an Instrument,
you never learned to read
music, you think that your

voice is below average, you're
convinced that you are tone deaf,
somebody told you that you had
no musical talent or asked you not
to sing, or if your background In
music Is limited to listening to the
radio, then this article Is written
for youyou are a nonmustclan!

Now let's look at the positive
side! You

enjoy listening to music, singing
along with the car radio, moving
to music;

share your enthusiasm for mu-
sic with children;

realize that for young children
music Is something that you do,
that music and movement are
connected;

Mary teeth Along., MO. is editor
of Early Childhood Education Journal
and a prolessor at Adkins Lhiviesny at
Pennsylvania where she mashed under,
gnkluates and graduates in early child-
hood education. Her am* interests lir-
clade the ara and language arts, eta 1 she
has authored at coauthored Sour hooks
on them tottici. lndudtvw Creative Es.
pression and Play in Early Childhood

ed, Prentice Hall 1996) and NAITO;
Young Children and Picture Books: Lt.
e ratwe from infancy to S&

Mary Renck Jenne

want to learn about and use the
best available resources to im-
prove your music program;

recognise that music can enrich
the total early childhood curricu-
lum; and

believe that teachers fall to edu-
cate the *whole child* If music is
neglected.

Front the experts
Over and over again, experts In.

the field of music for young chil-
dren remind us that performance
skills in music are not prerequi-
site for a high-quality early child-
hood music program (Young 1975;
Lucky 1990). Early childhood
music specialist Marvin Green-
berg (1976) contends that pre-
school teachers who have limited
musical backgrounds can do as
well in teaching music as do
teachers with extensive musical
backgrounds, but only if noninu-
'Helens are conscientious and en-
thusiastic about following a daily
musical curriculum featuring
high-quality music. Thus, even
teachers who feel that they are
unmusical can offer programs
that have a positive effect on
young children's musical inter-
ests, attitudes, and abilities.

1 S6

Outcomes of a good
mask program

As a result of developmentally
appropriate music and movement
activities throughout the early
childhood years, children should
acquire the following attitudes
(Nall 1989).

I can listen to music

Children need to recognise dif-
ferent ways of using their senses
to hear and differentiate among
various types of music, such as
Identifying the music made by dd.
ferent instruments or voices. We
know, for example, that hearing is
at a mature level of acuity during
the third trimester of pregnancy,
that babies from birth to three
months can express their intense
interest in what they are hearing
(often by holding rather still and
concentrating on the new sounds
they hear), and that for the re-
mainder of Infancy children re-
spond to different types of music
through different types of vocal-
isations and body movements
(Wilcox 1994).

If you work with Infants and
toddlers, you have a wide variety
of recorded lullabies and play
songs available to you. For lulls-
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hies. consider Sleep, MY, Sleep
(Larson 1994) or the multicultural
sampler LullabyA Collection (Mu-
sic for Little People 1994). Lap
games, play songs, and creative
dance for older infants and tod-
dlers abound on Baby Tickle Tunes:
Patty Cakes and Peek -Boos (Tickle
Tune Typhoon 1994), Lullabies and
Laughter (Carfra 1982), or Songs
and Games for Toddlers (McGrath &
Smithrtm 1985).

Listening Is important for older
preschoolers and primary-
grade children who are
learning to use their
voices to sing. Try playing
music in the background
so that children hear a
song several times and
become familiar with It
before they attempt to
sing it with you. Often,
young children respond
more favorably (lust as
we do) to music that is fa-
miliar. They will say, for
Instance, that they like
Barney because they hear
him all the time In depart-
ment stores and on televi-
sion. But you probably
have a better singing voice
than Barney's. and, If you
always use music that
children know already.
you have done nothing to
extend children's musical
preferences.

Researchers believe that
children's musical prefer-
ences and singing voices are well
formed by age seven (Scott 1989).
so It Is particularly important for
teachers to help build children's
familiarity with various types and
styles of music and provide dif-
ferent models of singing styles.
like the Louisiana French version
of the 'Hokey Pokey." called "Le
Boogie Boogie" (Doucet 1992).

Expanding children's musical
horizons is one useful and impor-
tant way of accomplishing the
goals of multicultural education.

Music from other lands and eth-
nic groups can go unappreciated
unless early childhood educators
accept responsibility for familiar-
izing children with it. Take, for ex-
ample, song sung by Ladysmith
Black Mambas° called -There
Come Our Mothers' (1994). I let
children hear the soothing, yet
spirited a cappella harmonies of
the male voices in this African
choir, voices that are comple-
mented by the sweet voices of

the children who sing with them
on the tape. When I introduce the
song for the first time. I try to get
children to connect with the
song's meaning by asking them if
they ever wait excitedly for their
parents to come home from shop-
ping. I ask them why, and they say
0:4 they often find their favorite
foods inside the grocery bags or
sometimes get a surprise gift.

Then I tell them that in this At-
dean song the children's mothers
have traveled to the shopping
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area by boat rather than car and
that these children are equally ex-
cited because they are standing
on the shore and can see their
mothers coming home with pack-
ages from the store. Next, I re-
mind them of the rocking motion
of a boat, and we rock In time to
the first three verses.1 alert them
to listen for the words now trans-
lated and sung in English; 1 ex-
plain that the children in the song
can see presents, candy, and

fruit in the packages their
mothers are carrying. Fi-
nally, I ask the children in
my group to loin in the
singing while we continue
to rock with the music. Us-
ing a strategy like this one
builds children's apprecia-
tion for music from other
lands and ethnic groups.

I can respond to musk
with my body

For young children, par-
ticularly Infants and tod-
dlers, movement and mu-
sic are interconnected.
Studies show that from
the earliest days of life.
babies respond differen-
tially to quiet music and
lively music (Lopes et
a1.1989). Their bodies are
more active during a play
song and more relaxed
during lullabyno won-
der mothers around the

globe sing quiet songs to babies
in order to cairn them and put
them to sleep!

As children move into the
preschool years, they begin to
understand moving to music in
another way, as a form of non-
verbal communication. So if we
sing an action song like sEensy
Weensy Spider' with the children.
we are building their under-
standing of how gestures and
other body movements can be
used to communicate.
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One activity that..really-drama-
Mei how different music evokes
different physical responses uses
three award-winning pieces of re-
corded music: 'Shake It to the
One You Love the Best" from
Cheryl Mattox (1989); Two by
Two from the all-female Mrican
American a cappella group, Sweet
Honey In the Rock (1989); and
'East Wear from Tickle Tune Ty-
phoon (1987). The first song is
brief and simpleIdeal for tod-
dlers, young preschoolers, or
beginners with action songs.
The song from Sweet Honey
in the Rock is more involved
and Incorporates several
different motions (the In-
structions are on the song
sheet) and It is ideal for
tours or fives. In the Tickle
Tune Typhoon's contempo-
rary rock -and -roll action
song, the children really
move quickly and perform
such actions as jumping,
twisting, and strutting.
This song works well with
older preschoolers and pri-
mary-grade children.

You also can encourage
children to move In re-
sponse to music by simply
asking questions, such as
Can you show me with

your body that the music is
getting louder? Softer?
Higher? Lower? Can you
show me with just your
hands? Can you show me
with your whole body that
the music is getting faster?
With lust your bead? With lust
your feet?' or Can you show me
giant steps as you move around
the circle? Baby steps? How
would an elephant dance to this
music? Or a mouser

The use of simple props is an-
other way to combine music and
movement. Toddlers can rock a
teddy bear to a lullaby; pre-
schoolers can make "dancing
dolls' (empty detergent bottles

with Styrofoam-ball heads and
fabric skirts), then and swirl
them about in response to a
Strauss waltz; and primary-grade
children can lope along toa cow-
boy song as they hold the reins of
their horse (a length of ribbon or
yarn encircling the waist of a
partner). Naturally, the selection
of both music and movement ac-.
tivities is dependent upon the de-
velopmental levels of the children
(see Andress 1989; Fox 1991;
Isenberg & Jalongo 1996).

Ian make music

Whenever I give a conference
presentation on early childhood
music, there are always several
teachers who seek me out before-
hand to make certain that they
will not have to sing in front of
the group or play an Instrument;
otherwise they want to drop out
of my session. One of our goals in
early childhood music is to avoid
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these feelings of musical inad-
equacy in future generations. Chil-
dren should come away from their
early childhood music experiences
feeling free to explore sounds and
confident about striving to develop
their musical intelligence.

One excellent way of building
children's music-making abilities
Is by setting up a music labora-
tory in your classroom, a place
where children can experiment
with sound makers of various
typesa toy xylophone, an auto-
harp, rhythm-band Instruments

or with the construction of
simple instruments (Fox
1989). All of the young chil-
dren In our classrooms
should believe that they
are capable of producing
pleasing sounds and mak-
ing music. There should
be time, opportunity, and
encouragement for chil-
dren to sing spontaneously
while at play. A teacher
might say, see you are all
rocking In the rocking boat
together. Maybe you can
sing a rocking song.'

As children gain more ex-
perience in the role of mu-
sic makers, they should
come to the realization
that music is a form of cre-
ative expression and that
they are capable of invent-
ing or writing music. Chil-
dren should bh guided in
inventing new verses for fa-
miliar songs, conducting
their own rhythm-band

compositions, or leading the
other children in singing a song
that they have invented.

I can understand music

As we work with young chil-
dren, we'need to help them ac-
quire a vocabulary to describe
their experiences with music. It is
particularly important for chil-
dren to realize that music com-
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Music Progra m Achievements for Children

An early childhood music program Is achieving its goals when
children learn to

listen appreciatively.
sing tunefully,
move expressively and rhythmically,
play classroom instruments,
develop age-appropriate musical concepts,
create self-sattsfying music, and
value music as part of everyday life (Greenberg 1979).

municates feelings, as well as
sounds or Ideas, and to feel con-
fident about describing their re-
sponses to music. Young children
learn musical terminology when
their teachers relate these terms
to concrete experiences. A group
of children might understand the
concept of rhythm better if It Is
related to a concrete experience
many of them already havethe
ticking of a clock. A teacher might
pus around clock, tell children
to listen, and then ask, 'How can
we make our rhythm sticks sound
like a clock?' Then the children
could tap their sticks to the story
song 'My Grandfather's Clock'
(Watson 1990).

Another activity that I have
used effectively Is to first firmly
establish the rhythm for the
clip-clop of a horse's hooves by
leading the children In tapping
rhythm sticks, striking a tone
block, or clicking together two
hahins of empty coconut shells or
two pencils, and then to begin
singing. A good recorded selec-
tion for this activity is the song

'Horsey, Horsey'
(Sharon. Lois, &

. Bram 1986).

Taking stock of your
manic program

A recent study (Gharavi 1993)
of 173 preschool teachers re-
vealed the following music pro-
gram realities:

50% of the teachers believed
that they had average or below-
average vocal abilities;

less than I% could play a guitar.
and only a few possessed modest
keyboard skills;

75% did not read music and
were limited to learning new
songs by rote from recordings;

ISO were responsible for teach-
ing their own music;

53 respondents said they had
no daily music time, and only 4
engaged in musical activities
throughout the school day;

most reported singing at a ref-
liter comfortable for them and
starting song by simply begin-
ning without any tone to match
something even professional
singers do not attempt; and

in terms of repertoire, most
learned the songs they knew dur-
ing their own childhoods, from
recordings. song collections. or
the radio.
Based upon her an: iy..early child-
hood music specialist Gharavi
identified five basic problems with
preschool teachers' current preo-
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flees In using music with young
children. Her major findings and
some recommendations and ways
that recorded music can help in-
clude the following.

1. Sint of o comfortable
pitch for children's voices.

Young children do not have so-
prano voices. if children are
straining to hit the high notes.
you should try a lower pitch. 1
find that some of the male voices
(such as Rani, Fred Penner, Eric
Nagler, Joe Scruggs, Pete Seeger,
John McCutcheon) and the lower
female voices (such as Ella Jenkins;
Sweet Honey GI the Rock; Cheryl
Warren Matton Sharon, Lois, and
Bram) work the best for singing
along. Just like professional mu-
sicians do, use a pitch pipe, a
note, or the starting pitch on the
recording to begin at a pitch that
is comfortable for the children's
voices and for you.

2. Expand year sneak&
repertoire.

Most teachers rely upon the
songs they learned themselves as
children or whatever is already
available at their school or cen-
ter. To expand your repertoire,
try borrowing a variety of re-
corded songs from the library
and listening to them in the car
on your way back and forth to
work. Borrow a songbook from
the library and ask a friend who
can sing and play to make tape
for you, or ask someone who
has an extensive collection of
children's musk if you might bor-
row their tapes and make your
own personal song collection. I
like to maim special tapes for spe-
cUic purposes, such as a record-
ing of 'The Wheels on the Bus" or
'The Choo Chao Boogaloo* (Buck-
wheat Zydeco 1994). gliding in an
Airplane (Rath 1985), and 'Down
the Road I Be Going' (Sweet
Honey In the Rock 1994) for a
transportation theme.
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3. Become famillar.with the
beet musk available for
young children.

Most early childhood teachers
own Hap Palmer and Ella Jenkins
records, but there are many more
choices available to you. Avoid
relying exclusively on a few al-
bums In which all of the songs
sound alike. The best recorded
music albums for young children
should include variety of musi-
cal styles and traditions. High-
quality choices recorded specifi-
cally for children are seldom
available at the local record store
and usually have to be ordered by
mail (see "Sources' list) or pur-
chased at a store specializing in
materials for young children.

Look for award-winning chil-
dren's recordings. Four awards
given include the American Li-
brary Association's Notable Re-
cording, Parent's Choice Seal of
Approval; the "Pick of the Lists"

. award from the American Book-
sellers Association; WA 7bday's
'Kid Picks'; and the endorsement
of the Oppenheim Toy Portfolio
(award levels are silver, gold,
and platinumek Look also for fa-
vorable rein s In professional
publications and endorsements
by professionals. Exploit every
resource for learning about
high-quality music for children
by reading articles about music
in professional journals and
magazines, examining curriculum
guides for early childhood music,
and looking through song collec-
tions an4 early childhood music
methods textbooks.

Talk with teachers, both music
specialists and regular classroom
teachers, about those early child-
hood music materials that they
have found particularly useful.
High-quality television programs
like Reading Rainbow often fea-
ture music, and Sharon, Lois, and
Bram have their own program
called The Elephant Show. Occa-
sionally there are concerts for

young children on Disney or other
television channels. You also can
attend sessions led by musicians
such as Thomas Moore at confer-
ences sponsored by NAEYC and
other professional organizations.
In this way you can listen before
you buy" any recordings for your
center or school.

4. Provide a wide range of
magical styles. particu-
larly ethnk music.

I tend to prefer collections or
samplers of music that represent
various cultures, such as Where I
Come From! Songs and Poems
from Many Cultures (Cockburn &
Stelnbergh 1991), which includes
poems and songs sung In Ger-
man, Japanese, Post. Vietnam-
ese, and many other languages.
For each song, rather than Ameri-
canizing it, performers use the in-
struments and the style charac-
teristic of the specific culture.
Many of the songs also include
the English translation. 'De
Colores," for example, Is sung in
Spanish, translated Into English,
and then repeated in Spanishall
to the accompaniment of an au-
thentic mariachi band. A "Sampler
of Recorded Music' chart on pages
12-13 offers numerous suggestions
of recorded music that will help
you provide a wide range of

musical experiences for
children.

5. Provide opportuni
des for quiet listening.

Although teachers often men-
tion quiet listening as a music ac-
tivity, the musical choices in their
classroom seldom reflect this
purpose (Gharavi 1993). Try pro-
viding a cassette player with ear-
phones and a basket of tapes from
which children can choose. Invest
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In some classic story songs like the
ones in the 'Sampler' chart. An
often-overlooked but valuable re-
source is a public librarian, uni-
versity librarian, or music major.
Ask for advice about some back-
ground listening selections that
can be played during arrival/de-
parture times or while children
are at play.

Providing high-quality
musical arperiences

In general, the following are ap-
propriate music activities (Taylor
1991):

experimenting with sounds and
sound making, such as those made
by rhythm-band instruments;

singing songs together using just
voices °along° & Collins 1911SX

playing and listening to records
and tapes, such as those listed in
the chart on pages 12-13;

learning names and uses of mu-
sical instruments, such as by
watching some members of the
local high-school band perform;

experiencing the different ways
that music makes us feeltry us-
ing some pieces of music with
dramatic moods: the bold spirit
of Chopin's Polonaise in B fiat or
Ashokan Farewell,' a mournful
tune from the audiotape of music
(Burns & Colby 1990) that accom-
panied the PBS Civil War series;

learning to participate In music
and respond through physical
action, such as skipping to John
McCutcheon's (1992) 'Skip to My
Lou" and swinging with a partner
during the instrumental segments
of the recording;

discovering rhythms In every-
day life, such as the drlp.drlp of
water off the roof or the back-
and4orth motion of a swing;

observing different instruments
being played, such as watching
the videocassettes, Joe Scrum in
Concert (Scruggs 1994) orA Young
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Children's Concert with
Rath (UM 1984);

playing simple must-
cal Instruments like the
omnichord. an electronic
version of the autoharp,
or the music maker, a
stringed Instrument that
has follow-the-dot music
cards that slide under-
neath the strings to show
which notes to play
(about as easy to play as

toy xylophone or a key-
board with color-coded
keys); and

using song picture
books Illustrated ver-
sions of song lyrics
(Jalongo & Renck 1985;
Barclay & Walwer 1992)
many of which are now
available as big books (see
listing on p. 11) that en-
able children to read the
text, based on their famil-
iarity with the words of the song.

To make these experiences ef-
fecthe, you also will need to con-
sider the quality of the music you
provide. Check your music-playing
equipment. If you still use a record
player, consider having the needle
replaced and the equipment ser-
viced. This need is very often over-
looked and as a result children end
up listening to scratched records
on poor equipment most of the
time. Remember that children
deserve to hear music at its best.
One teacher told me that she
likes to use her CD player and
CDs because it is so easy to
cate a particular song on them.
One drawback of CDs is that they
need to be handled much more
carefully than tapes. If you
own music CDs that you
want to use with the
children, It would
probably be
safer to
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make cassette-tape copies for
the children's Independent use
In the classroom.

Conclusion

Music Is particularly Important
In the early childhood program
because, as leading theorist and
Harvard professor Howard Gard-
ner has concluded, 'Of all the
gilts with which Individuals may
be endowed, none emerges ear-
lier than musical talent' (1993.
99). Too often, teachers reserve
music for lust a few minutes each
day during circle time because
they lack confidence In their own
musical abilities. Yet. as we know,
children form enduring attitudes
about music during the early
childhood years. Thus. teachers
of young childrenregardless of

musical talent. training, and
performance skillshave a
special responsibility for

developing young children's
musical abilities.

Ciki 'A ..18, .

When you use high-qual-
ity musical recordings ef-
fectively, you exert a pow-
erful, positive Influence on
young children, not only
during the early childhood
years but throughout chil-
dren's lives.
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MUSICAL ABILITIES: ARE YOU FOSTERING THEM?

A Sampler of

Lullabiestraditional and origi-
nal. American and multicultural
Baby's Morning Time (Judy
Collins) . .

Daddies Sing Goodnight
Earthmother Lullabies L Earth -
mother Lullabies 11 (Pamala
Ball ingham)
Lullabies for Little Dreamers
(Kevin Roth) . ,

Lullabies of Broadway (Mimi
Besette).
Luilabp--A Collection
Lullaby Berceuse (Cannle ICaldor
& Carmen Campagne)
Lullaby Land (Unda Aroold)
Nitey-Night (Patti Ballas &
Laura Baron) .

Sleep, Baby, Sleep (Nicolette.
Larson)
Star Dreamer (Priscilla Herd-,
man) , : .

nisi, Eyes Shine -

Nursery twassscings' kr the
very young
The Baby Record (Bob McGrath
& Katherine Sinithrim).
Baby Songs, More Baby Songs
(Hap Palmer)
Baby Tickle 7bnes (Tickle Tune
Typhoon)
Lullabies and Laugher (Pat
Cartra)
Mainly Mother Gown (Sharon,
Lois, &Bram) .

Shake It to the One That )bu
Loot the Best Papaw and
Lullabies from Black Musical
Traditions (Cheryl Warren
Matto:)
Singable Songs for the Very-
Yowtg, More Singable Songs for
Me Very Young (Itatt9

Annsicaa folk wags--children 'a
chants, play songs, and sing-
Ing games
Actiohy and GameSongs (Tom
Glaser) , .

American Children

Recorded Music

American Folk Songs fOr Chi
Man (Pete Seeger)
The Best of Bads for *is and
Girls (Burl Ives) -

. Circle Time (Lisa Monet)
Come On ht, fiddle Up 9 Time

.

(Eric Nagler)
or. Doc *bison Sings Songs f Link

. Pickers (Doc Watson)
Srict Wand Record (Eric Haan!)
Family Tree Crom Chapin)
Grandma Slid Down the Moan-
task (Cathy Pink)
Let's Sing Finger's, ay; 'Cram

lazer) .,; - -.. .

Peter, Patti, &. Mommy (Peter,
Paul. & Mary)
Stay Tuned (Sharon, Lois,
Bram) -

Stories and Songs far Little Ch11-1
Men (Pete Seeger)
This a Way, That a Way (Ella
Jenkins), !. .

. .

Ma? nasal audo--Inen diner:
ant ethnic groups, from around
the world . : :):
Beyond Boundaries: The SSW..
beat' Sampler
Celtic Lullaby (Margie
C7tikbertbSongs oflatinAnisrics:
Cloud Journey (Marcia Berman)
Family fblit Festival: A lishiati.
Oral Sing -Along :

* Gift of the lbrtoist (Ladysmith
. Black Mambato). ,

I Got Shoes/(African American)
. (Sweet Honey in the Rock) ..

Magical Earth (Sarah Pittla)..
' Miss Luba and Kenyan Pblk Melo-

ofdies
(Muungano National Choir

K=70
. Nobody Else Like Me (Cathy &

.. Marcy)
Papal, Oman: (Los Lobos); =.
Positioeb Renew ,

Shake Shagante (Tai Mahal)
:

Holiday, religious, and seasonal
musk
Chant (Benedictine Monks 1'
Santo Domingo de Silos)
HoPalmerliday Songs and Rhythms (Hap

)
aist bt Time for Chanukah (Rosen-.
thal & Sslyan)
Lapredwans and Unkonts, Oscar
Broth aid His Singing Mends Cal.
citrate Holidays (Oscar Brand)

ighty Clouds of Joy (Reverend
James Cleveland)
Mormon Tabarnack Choir

Songs for the Holiday Season
(Nancy Rover) .

Vienna Boys OMIT
.

Contemporary Children's mink
. Ali of Lb WW Shine (TIdile Mine

1%thoon)
Mb (Joe Serum).

7, Basanaphone (Ran' Collections (Fred Penner)
Hearts and Mends (fickle Tune
Typhoon)
Hug Me Earth, Circle Around

. (Melds Tune Typhoon)
Lilt. Friends for Little Foil

- (Janice Buckner) .

143 for kids (The Chenille Sla-
p ters) :

Rosenshonts (Gary Rosen & Bill
. Shank)

Siltvtime Magic (Joanle Bartels)
Singin' and Stinnett' (Sharon,
Lola, Brain)
7hate Me with )be (Peter Alsop)
Will You Be Afy Friend? (The
Roches) .. ..

Popular mualorock, Ian, new
age, pop-chart, electronic,

' movie, and show. r. .,
Baby Road (Floyd Domino)
A CASIO Celebration of Broad.
11147 ;44...

A Childli Celebration of.Thn w
Times ;' ::- ::
M a t r a , * ; m a s k E (I s i c a l s

. .

Druch.
man) ..
huh Airs I (Manheim Steam-

. roller) -
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Fresh Aire (Manheter Steam-, roller)
Peter and the Wolf Ploy lass

;. (Dave Van Ronk)
';' Really Rosie (Carole King &

Maurice Sendak)
'0 "Rhythm of the Pride Lands'

(from The Lion ging)
"Sebastian the Crab' (from The
Little Mermaid)
Star Wars Trilogy Soundtrack
(Lando° Philharmonic)

Classicai music
Carnival lithe Animals (Camille
Saint-Saens)
Fiedler's Favorites for Children
(Arthur Fiedler & the Boston
Pops Orchestra)
The Firebtrd (igor Stravinsky)
Ononting Johann: Classical Pi-
lino Sates (Ric Lombard) .

Happy Baby Classics
: la Mer (Debussy)

More Fiedler Favorites (Arthur
Fiedler & the Boston Pops Or-
chests)
Mr. Bach Coates to Call (Toronto .

Boys Choir & Studio Arts Or-
chestra)
My Favorite Opera for Children
(Pavarotti) .

Nutcracker Suite (rehalkovsky)
. Peter and the Wolf (Sergio Pro-

. Wirt)
Steeping Beauty (Tchalkovsky)
Sotcerert Apprentice (Dukes)
Synrponie Fantastique (Hector,
Berlioz)
Tchalkovskyt Children t Album
(The Moscow Virtuosi)

Musk for dancing, pat:lode and
marching songs .

Choo Choo Boogaloo (Buck-
wheat Zydeco)
May Your lnstratnents (Ella Jets-
kilts)
Sousa marches (Tchalkovsky)
Strauss waltzes (Tchaikovsky)
Swan Lake (Tchalkovsky)
21 Really Cool Songs (Sugar..
Beats)

Music from various historical
periods
Dance of the Renaissance (Ri-
chard Searles & Gilbert Yeas)
Harpsichord Music (Jean-
Philippe Rameau)
Shake it to Me One You Love:
Play Songs and Lullabies from
Black Musical TYaditions
The Wild Mountain Thyme
(John Langstaff

Mask by contemporary artist
Farduire The Rainforest Albutr
Midori Live at Carnegie Hall

. (Wort)
Songbird (Kenny G)
Sounds of Blackness
What Afraid of Opera? (Joan
Sutherlandvideocassette
with Revert,' Sills. Stevie Wan-
der. Luciano PavarotU)

. .

Story songs for quiet liatening
Bari lees Sings Little White
Dear (Burl Ives)
A Childt Cskbration of Son&
"The Ugly Duckling' (Danny
Kaye)
Family Folk Festival A Muttkul-
turd Sing Along. 'My Grand-
father's Clock" (Doe Watson)
and The Circus Sone (Maria
Muldaur)

Follow the Drinking Gourd
(Morgan Freeman)
The Manhattan Transfer Meets
71sbby the Tuba, 'Frosty the
Snowman' (Manhattan Trans-

*Peter, Pau4 and Mammy, 'Puff
the Magic Dragon" (Peter.
Paul. & Mary)
Special Delivery, *Mall Myself
to You (Fred Penner)

Source: Adapted by permission.
from LP. Isenberg & M.R. Jalongo,
Oettave EnoreSsion and Ray in the
Bar& Childhood Carrie:shun. 2d ed.
(Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Merrill/
Prentice Hall. 19106). .
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Taylor, 5.1991. A Madras kink New Talc
Macmillan.

Wilco*. E. 1994. Jam It upf Creating music
in preschool. Malang Musk 2: 34-33, 46.

Young, WT.1973. [Meaty °, sell help pas
ram In music for disadvantaged pre.
w hoots. Journal allteseande In Annie Edsk
anion 21(2): 105.

Sound recording, of children's
song,
Ilnetwheat tydeco. 1994. Chao Moo bow.
loo Mak braids Pm* sanspkr. .4 /Dyke
eadedfon of sow Imo around the maid
Lawndale. CA: lAuslc for Ude People.

Burns, X., & J. Colby. 1990. The OOP *sr
origins/ :conduce* reconfirm New York
Dektra/Warner.

Coln, P. 1982. Gellebies and lea luer
Scarabs:gush, Ontario: At at of Canada.

Cockburn, V., a J. Itmobergh. 1991. Where
mew he Songs and poems Awn berry

ha Chabot 11111. MA: Talking Stone
Press.

D o u c e . M. 102. La hoogle boggle le iscops
boogie: Louisiana Head ewe Au Maim
Cambridge, 14k Poundar Racer&

Ladysmith Black Mambazo. 1994. There
come alt modiste. Meek Aar dile people
sampler AAarf emeaclan name Ow world
Lewsdale. Ck kludeJor Uttle People

Lerma. N. 104. Sfoto. bobc Met$11: Qvirt
soap kw drib dines. Los Angeles. CA:
Sony Made.

Metter. C.W. 19911. Shale It to the one you
low the best Shea* a fo he one mg bee
Ose beer Myna. are basun Awn lib*
entseical eogItions. Hadotthe, TN: JTG.

McGrath. B.. &IL 3mithrina. 1993. &op end
penes Air amillos. Tarawa. Ontario Mae
Records.

McCutcheon, J. 1992. IMp to my Lou. A
ceiebranan tent Lawndals, CA:

Music for Little People.
Music for Utile People. 1996. 1:aka A

cofbobe Leetsdale. CA: Musk for Lade
People.

Rd& 190. Riding In an Widow. One JO*
one sae Hollywood. CA: A lb bl Records.

Maros, Lois, *Bre& 1996. Horsey, honey.
Shona^ Lots. and Dram ir elephant Moo
record Toronto. Outwit): Elephant
Records.

Sweet Moor: In the lbck. 1999. Tiro by two.
AB Ale *seam Levrodale. CA Mutat be
Lads People

Sweet Honey In the Rock. 1994. Down the
road I be going. /got siweal Looted', CA:
Music kw Utile People.

Tickle Tins Typhoon. 1997. East west. AN
eV an mill Maw Seattle, WA: TIdde Toon
TYphoon.

Tickle Tlane Typhoon. 1994. Baby tickle
maw Patty Wan and piranha= Seattle.
Wu Wide Time Typhoon

Watson. D. 1990. My grarolladswls do&
Family lob festive A nwitiainvesi sing
along. Roadway, Ck Music for Utile
People.
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Videocassette,
Ran 1984. A young Mahon

cotton with Ron Hollywood, CA: A
Records.

Scruggs, I. 1994. Joe Saws a cootest Mon-
key business and mote Austin, TX Ede-
canon& Graphics.

Sources for children's music
The children's recordings and

videocassettes mentioned In this
article are available from one or
more of the following distribu-
tors/mail-order sources.

A & M Kid's World of Music
800341-9904

Chinaberry Book Service ci
619-670-5200

Educational Record Center /
800. 438 -1637

Music for Little People
800446-4445

Redleaf Press
8004234309

i") Talking Stone Press
617-734-1416

More recordings for children
Cadre, P. 1984. Songs for sleepyheads

and out of beds. Scarsborough.
Ontario: A & M of Canada.

Los Lobos. 1995. Papat dream. Lawn-
dale, CA: Music for Little People.

McGrath, B., & K. Smithrim. 1983. The
baby record.
Ontario: A & M of Canada.

Big-book song picture books
Glazer, T. 1991. The more we get to-
gether. Dallas, TX Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich.

Kovalsky, M. 1987. The wheels on me
bus. New York Trumpet Club.

Peek, M. 1985. Mary wore her red dress
and Henry wore his green sneakers.
New York Trumpet Club.

Sweet. M. 1992. ficklie*ke: A farmyard
song kw Me very you* New
York Trumpet Club.

Wescott. N.B. 1989. Ship to my
Lou. New York Trumpet Club.
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The following article is by Mary Renck Jalongo and Mitzie Collins (1985).

Singing with Young Children!
Folk Singing for Nonmusicians

Mary Renck Jalongo and Mitzi! Collins

When four-year-old Chad
asked his teacher "Why
don't we sing sometimes?:

re suddenly realised that her pre-
schoolers missed music. As in most
programs for young children, their
school did not have a music resource
puma (bed's teacher was sell-con-
minus about her ability to carry a tuns.
She had tried singing along with rec.

. ords, but the children grew restless
while she searched for a particular song
an the album. When the children sug-
gested original lyrics. recorded songs
were no help. Chad's question, however,
Prallififed his nonmusician teacher to
begin sharing music with dildren.

Emphasize musk enjoyment

If you have thrums* memories of or
Nan about performing before a group,
your first step is to prepare younell to
sing add: children. leachers who enjoy
musk and sing with enthusiasm. re-
p/thus of ability or training, are the
ones who receive the greatest ramose*
had bwolvement from children" (M-
oon and Jenkins 1977, p. 245). Renum-
ber that you sing with chlidren. not for
hem. When you New yourseif as a per-
ictpue rattler than as a performer, you

can relax and concentrate on the why-
ley, not on yourself.

Fonts on the activity
It is the song which Is Important, to

both singer and listener" (Seeger 1900,
p. 25). Young children are interested In
the words, the singing. and the nio-
bonsthey want to partidpate rather
than be entertained. Children will re-
quest their favorite songs repeatedly
just for the joy of singing. Start with
songs many of you know so you can
sing together. As your confidence
builds, choose new ones that appeal to
you and the children.

Obsave the children

Just as you observe children's re-
sponses to other activities, you will
want to look for behavioral cum which
Indicate children are enjoying music.
Posing questions like the following can
guide you Ni selectki other appropriate
musical experiences:

Now do the children nature d& re-
spond a s music wiM their bodies? With-
out prompt rag. children may dap, sway
side-to-side, or bounce up and down.
They may also associate specific words
with actions. Some of Maureen's first
words were crooned In her rocking
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chair"Raw, row. row ...." Curious
about her singing, her parents learned
that one of Maureen's teachers sang
"Row, Row, Row-Your Boar to the chil-
dren In the rocking boat at her child
care MOS.

Whimpers of Wu song generate the
most singing? Children will not usually
sing may word. They may Min in by
singing just one word, phrase. the first
ward of a verse, or the charts. Produc-
ing animal sounds such as "oink oink"
or answering with an ethuslastic "Yes,
Meter often encourages participation
born preschoolers.

When do children follow the mei-
ody best? Usually preschool children
can match the pitch of the first notes,
section that has an echo. or the final
note. Watch for notes that are too high
or too low and adjust the pitch to their
most comfortabie singing level.

Ste, Rends Jake," Ph.D.. is an As-
soden* Professor of Elementary and
Early Childhood Education at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, Indiana.
Permaylvania.

IOW* Collins, B.A., is a freelance
musk wedeln* and performer for dull -
drat throughout western New Yore state.
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Hoe do. dOldren, use music spun -.
laneousty., Play with languaii'and mu-
sic is common throughout early child-
hood. Wants using wooden spoons and
cardboard boxes may set the rtnithm for
a song and the group can sing to their
accompaniment. Usten for bits ol wag
as children concentrate an quiet activ-
ities. such as art: rhythmic activities,
such as climbing stairs; or sociodra-
made piay, such as aenfortIng a fussy
baby.

Children mod not always be active
puticipants to enjoy and leant about
music. Three-yearold Heather often
wandered around at school and ap-
peared disinterested while the other
children sang, but her mother revealed
that she often sang vigorously at home
with her bedraggled plush rabbit as an
audience. Heather soon built her self-
confidence and began singing *Whini-
est/catty with the group. Your sensitivity
to individual and developmental differ-
ences will give children more opportun-
ities to express themselves musically.

Match children with music

Usk. Mews.n folk musk and
language development

Early childhood songs have distinct
rhythms (Andrews 1976), contain un-
derstandable lyrics, are often repetitive
(Greenberg 1979; Nye 1983), emphasize
enjoyment (McDonald and Ramsey
1978). and typically require a limited
vocal range of about five notes (Matter
1982). Most songs for the very young are
traditional lullabies. fingerplaye. singing
games, and nursery rhymes. These
songs are kept alive primarily by word
of mouth, although folk music as a cul-
ture' heritage has been preserved
through publication at song collections
and Illustrated versions of individual
songs (see Bibliographies).

Even teachers who know many differ-
ent talk songs should acquaint them-
selves with other recordings and pub-
lications of traditional music because
folk music has many variations. Teach-
ers who have shared song with young
dUldren for years may find that a par-
ticular artist has crested a version with
some interesting improvements.

Folk music has such a direct oonnec-
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Figure 1. Parallels between musk and language development
In early childhood (adapted from Papalla and Olds 1982).

(Approximate ages)
Sri On e

Newborn months year
Three Flve
Plan years

Characteristics cries. impressive holophrases telegraphic
of mr.Alizations babbles. jargon speech
and scesch coos

Dominant lone listens rewinds
of musical (auditory) (motor)
activity

Imitates
(verbal) produces (participates In

singing and makes music)

flan with reading. writing, wedelns, and
listening that the process of learning
traditional music Is often broadly cate-
gorised as literature (Cuilinen and Car-
michael 1977) or even as a ccenotuni-
cation skill (Brown 1979). Young
children learn to listen and speak OM
because aural and oral language are not
as abstract as reading and writing. ChM.
dren's musical and speech development
are *sty similar (Figure 1).

Because folk music emphasises re-
ceptive and expressive oral language, it
matches the linguistic capabilities of
the very young. Many types of tradition-
al music correspond to stages in musi-
cal development during early child-
hood.

Stages of early
musical devalopemat

Children hoe infancy through age
five reach many milestones in their
musical development (Bayless and
Unsay 1982; McDonald 1979). Fleas 2
provides a brief overview of the you
chlicfs musical development. appropri-
ate types of folk songs, and specific es-
mopies. The slmpbdty of talk music
ables us to seiset songs that are suitable
he children at each stage.

laidab'ead toddler& For the first
six months, children are primarily lis-
teners. Music often calms or conduits
Wants. During the latter ball of the first
year, infants often respond physically to
music and are better able to anticipate
outcomes. A special category at folk

2 r 6

music Mined to as iktnifibm (Ritchie
MSS) is Ideal because It combines a
song supplied by an adult with Menu-
Wing physical activity.

lieo end ihrarldar-okla. During
late toddlerhood and the early pre-
school years, children are more Ilk*
to enact than sing the lyrics of songs
such as the old watt song "Jump Down.
'him Around. Pith Bale of Hoe (Glas-
er 1973). Songs that suggest physical
action or play-party songs such as
"Walk Along ibis" (Weimer 1976) are
especially appealing. Naturally. children
enjoy listening to songs before they
master the words or attempt to sing
Moog. Songs with a simple clime such
as the 'UAW of "Frog Went a Cow-
an' " (Collins 1982) often provide the
motivation for Initial use of singing
voices In a group setting.

Font- old Rot-yeas-oide. Musical
preferences during the later preschool
period begin to reflect the children's in-
musing capacity for learning language.
While *cogs from the previous devel-
opmental stages continue to be favor-
ites. lyrics and melodies that place
greater demands an memory. such as
"Over to the Meadow," become appeal-
ing. Songs that are slightly more me-
lodically complex, contain several vers-
es. and depict different mood.. such as
"Daddy Stop Taming." Ice Crum Ory
Time." and "Doney Gal" (Nagler 1982),
make good lidefibig choices for yowl
children. These same selections be-
come singing tweets' during the ele-
mentary years.
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Figure 2. Traditional music and early childhood development.
Approximate

age Musical development
9.4 months Contlorted by soft rhythmic unriels. such as

metronome or cluck: melodious sounds.
such as musical toys. Calmed by the human
voice, especially the primary caregiver's
voice.

Folk music
lullabies

Examples
-Hush Little Baby" (Beal and Hipp 1483:
GM§ 1982: Weimer 1983).

"AU the Pretty Horses" (Beal sod Nipp 11183;
Carta 19821

Ito Ho Wats/W. (Cake 1982).
months-

2 years
Appears interested in eound and music. May
move body In response to music. Discrimi.
noes among sounds. may attempt to imitate
sounds or to approximate pitches of certain
patterns. Listens to music and responds
more inithisdastically to cumin songs.

eat
dandling

rho songs

WOW
repetitive
wigs

songs in which
the child's mine
can be lamed

"Wholl We Do WWI the Ilaby4)?" (Collins
1M2).

"Trot to Boston" (Seal and NIpp 1983;
Weimer 19831

"Chortle Over the Ocean' carom Lab and
Brain 1980).

"Mmerny Lome !tatty' (Carlo 1982).
' Tamale NOW In Vas Car Cr" (Penner
1987}

"Little Salty Wore" (Collins 1982)

"Jim Along kale" (Collins IMO: Weimer
1983).

Gains some control of singing mks. CCU-
atonally matches beat or movement to
music. responds well to patient repetklon
and rhyme. can learn simple !interplays. At
two oars. can sing an average or five dif-
ferent notes, roperiments with voice. sings
and lanes at play. Ohs In an certain prams
of flotillas mop. has more consistency In
Ardente regimes to music. is Interested In
records and rhythm {enflames.

3-4 yore Better voice control. rhythmic responses.
and mastery of song lyrics. Combines re.
rive drama with song. Forms basic coocepts
such as loud-soft and Met-alow.

an that
suggest motor
response

1111Plere ales

tufirczpottor

113111.

aft
more complete
action soap.
13111w0801.

counting songs

"Eency Weency Spider" (Beal and Nipp
1983; Glaser 19771

"Grendma's Spectacles" (Beal and Nipp
190; Glaser 1977).

' e Kitty Cate Party" (Caine 1982).

"Obadiah" (Cadre 1912).

14ird and Madders" (Beal and lelpp 19831

"Hickory Merry Dock" (Beal and Nipp
1913).

"Peanut Sutler' (Casino 1983).

Hid' (Ihron. iris and Bram 1211111-

'Clop Your Bride Oral and !Opp 1983).

If Yours HIPPY' (Beal and Mpp 19831

lily Ayr* Came Back" (Phew 11831

"Jahn nene's Baby" Orel and Mpp 1901

"Slz Utile Duda" OW and Mop 1983).

"The Ants Go Marching" (Seal and Nipp
1983: Mem Loft and Bern 19801

4-5 pars Sings complete songs from memory with
greater pitch minbol and rhythmic accuracy.
Form corumits d blgtskre pitch, Ion/abort
tow. Laws Merlon mut In guided Ile-
tenni to records. At ire mom can atm an
avenge of at damns apricot torn.

old
cola some

rocepl soop

lenity Amides" (Wks 1112).

lbe Opposite Sane (Conn 19821
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dons to group singing -is to tape an en-
tare session, keeping the recorder in nit
inconspicuous place and letting It run.
When you listen to the tape. listen for

when the children join In the
*Mint

how long their attention is held by
various songs

children's requesta and comments
spontaneous changes children

make to songs
whether the pitch is comfortable

for everyone
a balance between your voice and

the children's
Your written notes about what works
and what Is less successful will also
help you plan for future activities. Per-
haps shorter sesalons. greater varia-
tions In the types of songs, or otber
changes would improve future music
session&

Musical skills are not nosey as Im-
portant as your enthusiasm he sharing
music with children. Enjoyment of folk
musk throughout the day Is possible to
every preschool ciusrcorn, even when
teachers are nonmusiclans.
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TWOS AND THREES

Music &Si
Movement

Watch Me Move
Ryes and threes will enjoy getting

"In tune" with their bodies.

AYet Children will become familiar with the different
parts of that bodies and how they move.

Grew Sass Whole group.

Mahn Ids,
record player or audiocassette player
varied kinds of music with a beat

Wanes -sips Gather your children in a circle. Ask them
about the different parts of their bodies. Can you
touch your heads? Toes? Knees? Elbows?" (Touch each
body pan as you name it.) 'What about your faces?
Ears? Mouths? Chins?"

ACTIVITY
Try singing the following song with your children.

Sing it slowly and an out all the movements together
so that your children can become familiar with them.

fisadmaShomlignangtunkrast
Head and shoulders, knees and roes. bows and tow.
(Touch heed, shoulders, knees, toot knees, and toes)
Head and shoulders, lows and toes. ban old toes.
(Touch head, shoulders, knees, toes, knees, and toes)
And ayes end ears and worth and MSC
(Touch eyes, ears, mouth, and nose)
Head end sloosoidets, bosses asd toes, blues sod toes/
(Touch heed, shoulders, knees, toot knees, and toes)

Try replacing bead or a/maiden with other body parts
children suggest to create new versions of this song.

While you sing other class mop or play recordsor
tapes, invite your twos and threes to dap to the music.
Then encourage children so use other pans of their bodies
to keep the best. Try stamp% feet, bending arms, shaking
heads, or twisting waists. Ask your cbikhen to think of
other ways they em move their bodies to the song or music.

Celennionels
As children play with play dough or draw, encourage

them to talk about the different body parts they're tug.
In the dress-up area, invite children to look at them-

selves and their friends in the mirror. You might ask
them to look together and find differ= body para.

Itammisnian
It's more important for twos and threes to have fun
moving their bodies than to closely follow movement
pmt's procedures. If children 'tan to make up their
own ways of moving, ay to follow their leads.

Here are same books that Piny Back Soap for Wee Sing and Play Your Baby Needs bbosic
will keep your twos and beams end Toddlers by jean by Panda Sall sod Sumo by Sabers Cassaggs
threes moving! Warren (Warren Publishing) Nlpp (Prim, Stem, Sloan) (St Martin's Press)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A AW

Who's Inside
the Box?

TUrn a large carton Into
an exciting Mang place!

Alm: Children will use their problem-solving skills
to figure out which of their classmates is hiding inside
a big box.

Group Sim Five to six children.

tilatarislar
a large appliance or grocery carton
tempers paint
paintbrushes
smocks

In Advsnion Fold the flaps of your carton inward.
(U your carton is too large for children to
climb into comfortably, you might have to
cut it down with a matte knife.) Place the
carton on spread -cut newspapers. Prepare
several spill-proof =miners of paint.

Warm-apr After children put on smocks,
ask them to loin you near the carton.
Encourage them to think of ways they'd
like to paint the certon. Let them know
that after the paint dries, they'll be playing
some games with the canon. Then,
encourage them to paint up a storm! Talk
about how they're all working together.

ACTIVITY
After the paint dries:

Invite children to sit with you near
the box.

I

A

Sing a song together that includes all
of their classmates' names.

Ask children to.close their eyes and choose
a child to hide inside the carton.

Once the child is hiding, ask everyone to open
their eyes and guess who's missing.

If children have difficulty guessing who's inside,
ask the hiding child to make a sound or to say
some words.

IlskIns You Might AA:
How did you figure out who was in the box?

Extensions:
Invite children to use the box for music and move-

ment games. For example, children can sing ''Pop
Goes the Weasel" as they dance around the box
while one child hides inside. When it's time for the
weasel to pop, the hiding child pops up. Act out this
song until everyone has a tura.

Transform the box into a oozy reading area by
adding a couple of pillows. Invite one or two children
to cuddle up with some books.

Reriminsbnri
Some children may not be able to stop themselves
from peeking in the box while their friends are hiding.

BOORS

Your yam children We Hide, Yam Seek by
will asiwf these books Jose Aruego and Mane
about hideandisek fun. Dewey (Greenwillow)

Spot Goes to the Pena Howe You Saw Air .

by Etic Hill (Amuns) DuakT IV
Tahiti (ca maw)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A

Let's Play the
Name Game

Use rhythm to
help your children learn one

another's names.
Alms Children will try to identify the rhythm of
their names and begin to recognize the names of
their classmates.

Illeoup Skit Whole group.

Rlataddat
Hand drum or small drum and stick.

Warm-ups Gather your children in a circle.
Ask children if they bore your name. You
might say, 'Let's say it towther 'Nancy.' My
name has a certain risythm. Net going to clap
the beat." As you dap the beat to each of the
syllables, ask the group to say your name with
you: "Nan cyl"

ACTIVITY
Introduce the drum co your group. Peas the drum

around the circle and give each child a few momenta
to explore it.

Then ask children to take turns wing their names.
While each child says his or her name, play the name's
rhythm on the drum. Invite your group to clap each of
the names as you chant them together.

Compare children's names with one another by
chanting two names in a row. You can then ask, 'How
are these names the same? How are they diffaent

Try playing a guessing game as well. Tap the rhythm
of one (or more) of your children'snames. Ask chil-
dren to stand up if they recognize the beats in their
name. Some children will share similar name patterns.

Later on, let children take turns using the drum co
tap their friends' names.

Oilleseundeast
How much interest do children display in learning
their friends' names?

ttcbndonst
Turn the dapping and chanting of names into dances.
Encourage children to make up their own movements
to accompany their name pawns.

Rensonben
Some children might feel shy about being the caner of
attention. Let those children know that they can have
their names tapped another time, when they're ready.

le 0015

Here are some books that Ali By Myself by jean I Cos Do It By Myself g Sloth's Zdisk Boots
relate to the development of Tyrnms (Price, Stan, Sloan) by June Goldsbosough by Paulette.... 8ourpois
young childten's altareem. (Western) (441&'
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A Ilk

Music
Movement

Find Your Match
An exciting movement game that helps

children pair up with one another.

Alin Children will make contact with different class-
mates while playing a fun "color-shape" game.

Amp Meet Whole group.

Nheedelst
construction paper an-outs of geometric shapes in

different colon
records or tapes of lively instrumental music

In Advaneet Cut out pairs of geometric shapes such
as circles, squares, semicircles, and rectangles. Make
sure shapes come in different colors and that there is
at least one cut-out per child. Laminate shapes with
dear adhesive paper.

Wannept During a wholegroup time, play a game in
which you display the different cut-outs, and ask,

Can you find something in our classroom that is the
same shape u this?* and Can you find something
that's the same color?"

ACTIVITY
Introduce the 'Find Your Match" game. Allow

enough space for whole-group dewing, and show
children where the game will be played. Spread out
construction paper cutouts on the floor.

As the music plays, children movew dance around
the shapes without stepping on them.

When the music stops, children pick up the shape
that's closest to them and try to find the asuman
who has the same shape. Upon finding their matching

Hue use some enjoyable M Priosdlobs
books so read about by Zokxow
kite:Mips. (HasperCoLlins)

A

s
shapes, children can hold hands or invent a new way
to show they're together.

Children then put their shapes back on the floor.
Now ask children to find someone with the same
color.

Continue playing until children meet lots of new
wows.

Mingo You Might Asks
Can you think of other ways for children to match up
with one another?

Oleervolionou
Which children only want to find classmates with
whom they're familiar? Which classmates feel com-
fortable connecting with new friends/

fadesedoess
o- Set up ''with-e-pa nnee painting times at the easel
in which two childr en paint together.

Organise a special time in your schedule for pairs of
children to "read" storybooks to each other.

lil OOHS

Frog sad Told Ara
Moods by Arnold Label
(Sdsolasthc)

Gladys Told Ms to Mao
Her Wm by Marjorie
Sharosat(HuperCollins)
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The following activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1991).

A

C

MUSIC

p

Celebrate the diversity of your group as you
listen to children's favorite musk from home.

SNARING OUR FAVORITE MUSIC FROM NOME
Ahem Children will use creative language and music and
movement skills in this cooperative sharing activity. They
will also notice the similarities and differences among vari-
ous kinds of music.
Orem. alms The whole group.
Ataleirlsks A record and/or a musette player, a blank cm-
sate, and a recording of your own Waite music.

IN ADVANC1
Said home a oote asking families to let their children bring

in some of their favorite music to shun Suggest they said in
say type of music ethnic, popular. or classical that their
family likes to listen or dam to. Explain that the purpose of
the activity is to let dtikken her the wide variety dunk
that different families listen to. Be sure to let them Mow that
the records or climes will be has with CUM

0111TINO RUDY
At group time, talk about your favorite music. Bring in a

few examples of the types of music you like to listen to.
Qt's a good idea to have a variety, and. if possible, share
music from your cultural heritage.) Encamp children to
move freely, hum, or sing along. Later, you can discuss
how the music is the same or different from the music chil-
dren listen to at home. Than propose a "Family Favorite
Music Week."

1110IN
Set up your week so that only a few children share their

music each day. This way, there won't be too many chil-
dren waiting for a eon. Invite each child to introduce his or
her recording. if she'd like, and tell a link bit about when
she listens to it at home. You might ask, "What doss your
family do when this music is playing? Do they ail and lis-
ten. work. play. dancer

Then play the music. At tbstitset sit and listen. Some
children may want to clap or hum or sing along. Many
might my, "I know that music, tool"

Once children have bed time to listen. invite their inter-
precedent by saying. "This music makes me feel like mov-
ing. How about you? Lees stand up and see how this music
makes us all feel like moving." Play the selection long

enough for children to experiment with their motions and
their coordination.

Later, play another child's asked= and repeat the pm-
cess. Encourage children to make companions but make
nue no selection is labeled better than another. If possible,
make a cassette recording so you'll have the music to play
again. These can be compiled into "Our Favorite Family
Music Collection" to use for movement and listening activi-
ties teoughout the year.

!".
4,

Iteneadsen
Some children's favorite music hoot home may be 'live"

music played by a family member. If so, invite the family
member to come and share his or her music with your
stoup. Ask if you can tape the performance.

Because fives are ready to begin looking at the world
from a less 'Veda* point of view, they are able to appre-
ciate each other's similarities and differences, as well as see
themselves as a part of a mop. 'ibis activity helps children
develop strong self-concepts and provides opportunities to
dun a pan el their central heritage.

Even though this is holiday time for many children. focus
on cultural, dassicel, or popular music instead of holiday
music. In this way, childien get so hear and respond to a
wider variety of music.

BOOKS
Mrs an 1101MS children's
books with a music therm

1 See a Song by Erie We Mgr Ow Mac MAO" Something Special for We
(Crowell) Mien B. Sredre sod Ake S. by Yen B. Williams Oen-

ranee CLadvelk Us Skirled) willow Books)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The following information was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

Learning Through

Music & Movement
Making music helps children express their bangs, investigate rhythm, and
explore other =karts. As you adapt the activities, hoop these milestones inmind:

2. and 3. love upbeat rhyduns and respond naturally through simple movement
enjoy playing percussion instruments and aperimenting with different words
may become inerstunulated by music, need variety and time for relaxation

.3. and 4. nn march and play instrumenu simultaneously
begin to understand the concepts of loudisoft and hudslow
enjoy using instruments and Ilion to accompany music

4. .and 5. . like to =mined chants with mrnentents
an able to mimic various rhythmic paeans
can keep time to the beat of music by clapping, tapping, and so cm

5. and El. an able to use creative art and movement to interpret music
eau ante their own scrip and match new words to music
enjoy naming and recording similiwities and differences among sounds

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today(1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TWOS AND THREES

Musk &
MOVEMENT

Dance to the
Rhythm!

Many kinds of music
make for lots of movement fun.

. .

Materials:
record, cassette, or CD player

lively multicultural music

Mau Children will experience a diversity of music

and explore ways to move to different rhythms.

In Advance: Ask parents to help you collect mink

from various cultures. Check your local library for

lively, diverse musk with strong rhythms.

1lhrna4lps Clear a large spun in your classroom.

Encourage children to retdi diek suns and find :bet

own spaces so they won't bump into other children.

ACTIVITY
ITell children that you're going to'play some

special music and that as they listen, they can

move to the music in any way they choose.

2 What the music begins, model simple ways to

move to it, such as swaying, clapping, botmciag

and jumping. After a while, switch to music with

a different beat. As you play the variety of music,

encourage children to more in different ways.

3 Move among the children and encourage their

rhythmic expression. You might hold bands

with some children and copy their. movrenon. You

can also make comments such as This new music

certainly makes you want to bopr

4 At the end of the activity, stop the music and

tell diddren to frame. Help diem calm down

by providing a quieting activity, such as lying down

and doing some relaxation breathing.

Illessenshert

Don't provide so much direction that childreq

merely copy your movements.

Help children who bacons overly accited to Moan.

You in bold their bands and join in their dance:

Observations:
Which children enjoy freely expressing themselves

to the music? Which children need more eneoursge-

. matt and modeling?

Spin-Off
Lain about fast and slow movement
by having children alternate between-

walking quickly and slowly Ask them

to think of and look foe things that move

quiddy and things that move slowly.

These =Sod Reggae for Ws
suggestions will provide by various artists
a variety of stimulating (Musicfor Little People)
rhythms.

Shake It to the One
That You Love Best
compiled by Cheryl
Warren Mama ()M)
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Viento de los Andes
Niolume 2 by Jose
Arciniegs (Matin'
Shades of Sound)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

A Ilk

.

pitSCIENCE

Shake Up the Band
Little Instruments can make

big sounds.

Materials:
rattles and maracas

various small items such as:

- buttons - beans rice

plastic or metal pans

identical small plastic containers with lick, such as:

7 film canisters - spice jars - soda bottles
etrong tape

record, cassette, or CD player

rhythmic music

Alm Chadic°. will become more aware of sounds
by making shakers and moving them to music.

Ice Advance: Collect at leak one plastic container
for each child.

Warm -Up: Have children teperiment with shaking

the tattles and maracas. Eneourage them to listen to

the different sounds the shaken make, that atplain
that they'll make their own shakers.

ACTIVITY

1
Place each type of small item in a separate plastic

or metal pan. Working with two or three children
at time, encourage them to explore the items.

2Help each child select a container andput several

of one type of small item into it. Help children

put on the lids and seal them rah tape.

3Encourage children to shike their containers and

listen eo the different sound each one makes. Ask

children why they think the sounds are different.

A After children have had chance to play with
their shakers: put on the music. Encourage

them to shaketheir containers to the music:

Itaustaraber
Monitor children closely to keep them from

putting small items into their mouths.

Some children may want to make several shakers

to explore the different kends.

Obiatien:
Are some children 'more aware of the difference in

sounds? Hoti do they respond. to the music?

Spin-Offs
Shake out a simple rhythm. Ask children to
use their shakers to copy the sound patterns
you make.

Colica a varier of musical instruments,
such as tambourines, castanets, bells, and
rain sdcks, that children can shake.

This musk is All for Freedom
guaranteed to shake by Sweet Honey
up the band. . n RMeu) sic

America for Children Hess Musical by
with Emilio Delgado Wells Marley Booker
(Music for Little People) . (Music for Lade People)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TWOS AND THREES

.ART

Free-Form
Musical Art

Paint your feelings.

Parataxila:
roll of knit paper, 36' wide

newspaper or other absorbent material

tempera paint in various colon

small paint cups smocks paintbrushes

record, cassette, or CD player .

-dramatic music, both fast and slow

Atha Children will use paint to respond to music.

. In Advance: Hang the knit paper on the wall
at children's level. Cover the floors with newspaper,

and set out cups of paint and paintbrushes.

Warnsollp: Start the music and give children some

time to listen to it, Discuss what the music makes

them think about slid how it makes them fad. Explain

that they will paint while they listen to music:

ACM=

1
Encourage children to put on the smocks and

swing their arms to the music. You might even

use a paintbrush to demonstrate how a conductor

leads a band. Then suggest that children choose their

own blushes and move than in the air to the music.

Ask nvo or duce children to each choose a
Le color they like and to find a place on the paper

to paint. Then invite than to pain! side by side.

*Provide encouragement by making consents

such as 'It looks like this music makes you

happy, because your paintbrush is going up and

down very quickly' or 'That's beautiful shade
of green you're using."

4 As each child finishes, invite another child to
join the activity until everyone has hada chance

to panicipate.

Itexassisbss
If children aren't responding, switch to a different

kind of music. Let children leave the activity if

they grow bored.

Prepare for this to be a little messier than other

projects. Keep paper towels or sponges handy.

observations:
Are children comfortable painting to the music?

What type of music elicitee most response?

Spin-Off
Invite parents or community !Dabbers who

are musicians or artists to visit your class-

room and share their talcum with children.

Try this music to Cluldrast aassics Fantasia by Leopold The Nutt:ado: Suite.
. help children by the New York Stokowski and the' by Tdsaikovsky

express diennelves. Philharmonic (Sony) Philadelphia Orchestra (various)
(Buena Vista Records)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES AND FOURS

All About Drums
Bang, bang, rat -a- tat -tat!

Materials:
pictures or examples of a variety of drums

music that features drums toy drums

objects that can be used u toy drums, such an

oatmeal containers with lids

coffee outs with lids

tape recorder headphones (optional)

Aim: Children will learnabout different kinds of

drums and experiment with playing drums.

la Aetna= Look for pictures or examples of drums

from around the woridin catalogs or at music and

cultural stores. Invite children to bring in oatmeal

bons and coffee cans from home.

Wares-177: Let children explore drums and pictures

of drums. Talk about their similarities and differences.

Ask children to share their experiences with drums.

ACTIVIIT

1
Play music that features drum.sounds (see

suggestions below). Listen closely together

Help children notice the drum sounds.

Z Set up your listening center with a tape recorder,

music, several headphones if available, and toy

drums. Help children put on headphones, and then
start the music.

3 Suggest that children play their drums along with

the music. Step back and observe u they play.

A Encourage children to exchange drums from time

"2 to time and experiment with different ways to
play than.

litszassaban
a Invite family numbers who are knowledgeable

about drums or have special drums at home to

visit and give a demonstration.

Obserratlanas
Are children able to follow the bear of the music?

Spin-Offs i'1,)

I At grouptime, suggest that children try drum-
ming an their own bodies..Encourage than to
lighdy his their thighs, arms, heads, and tum-

mies. Let them experiment with other ways to

make sounds with their bodies (far instsnce,

dapping or mapping their &WM.

Expand your investigation to other kinds of

instruments. Invite children or family numbers

to bring in other instruniatts from home.

Try these tapes for All for Freedom One World
more drum fun. by Sweet Honey in (Puttimayo World .

the Rock (Music for Music)
Litde People)
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Planet Mum .

by Mickey Hart
(Rykediak)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES AND FOURS

DRAMATIC
PLAY

Chugga, Chugga
All aboard the pretend train!

Materials:
several large boxes

Paint ,

adult scissors

paintbrushes

train-related costumes and props

lbw Children will make sounds and Pay in a train
they help to create.

la Advalto: Cut the boxes so that each one is open

on top and has an opening for a door on one side.

Wann-Up: Invite children to all you what they

know about trains. What do alas do? What do

they sound like? Then listen to songs that include

train sounds. Have fun making the sounds together.

Sing train songs such as 'I've Been Working on the

Railroad,' 'Little Red Caboose," and 'She'll Be

Coming 'Round theMotintain."

ACENNY

I After explaining that die large, boxes can be a

pretend train, invite a few children at a dine to

help you decorate them. Begin by painting the boxes.

Reid these books
about trains.

Freight Train
by Donald Crews
(Mulberry)

Ask children to choose colon and offer ideas for

things to add, such as numbers or pretend wheels.

As you work, talk MOM about trains to give

Li children ideas for role-playing. Discuss what

workers and passengers do on trains. Practice making

tram sounds like thoo-dic or amp, chugp.'

/11 Offer the costumes and pram You might include

%a engineers' and conductors' bats'ats and other

dress-up clothes, briefcases and small suitcases,

dolls, and a pad and crayons to make tickets.

4Observe child:en% play and offer help, if needed,

by asking questions or making commence "What

is this train going? Oh, hurry! It's getting ready to

leave.' Encourage children to make train sounds.

Observations:
How much do children interaa with one another

in their roles as train workers and passengers?

Spin-Off
Stand in line together to make a train. Lead

your group on peened journey around the

room. Pantomime going up bills, through

monde, and so on. Point out the 'sights"

you Pan smug the wily. As you Play, Put
on train-related music, such as Cboo Cboo

Boogaloo by Buckwheat Zydeco (Music

for Little People).

KOOKS

Richard Ste y% Trains Trams
by Richard Scarry by Anne Rockwell
(Western Publishing Co.) (Puffin Books)

240
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES AND FOURS

niSCIENCE

Everybody
Has Ears

Have tun with these
listening experiments.

Mattartala:
pictures of animals

unbreakable mirrors (optional)

soothing music

hollow objects to listen through, such as:

cardboard or plastic tubes

juice cans seashells

Aim Children will learn about ears and listening.

Wininifp: Post the pictures of animals and talk

about their ears. titans what they look ble, what they

are used for, and how they are similar and different.

aCTIVITT
1 Dina the disawaionto people's ears. What do

they look like? What are they used foe? Help

children form pairs to look at one mother's ears

(without touching). If possible, offer each pair

a mirror so children can examine their own an.

Look for these books I Hear
about healing and by Rachel Isadore
other senses. (Grienwillow Books)

2 Talk about the importance of never sticking

anything inside your ears. Teach the rule "Don't

put anything In your ear but your elbow Let children

have fun trying to get their elbows into their ears.

3Put on some music, and invite children to close

their eyes. Play a group listening game by turn-

ing the volume up and down. Ask children to raise

their hands when the volume gets so low they can't

hear anymore. Ness, have them covet and uncover

their ears with their hands. After each activity, ask

children to desaibe what they hunt.

A Set out different hollow items for children to

'Slims through. Demonstrate how they work,

then let children explore them independently. What

do they bear through the objects?

ObaselestIoisit

Do children repeat the listening experiments on

their own? Do they invent new ma?
I

,Spin-Off
Talk about heating disabilities. Explain

that some people's ears can't bear well:

Invite someone who uses a hearing aid to

show how it works. Or read a book about

a child who uses a hearing aid, such as

Button in Her Ear by Caroline Rubin

(Albert Whitman).

B00145

My Five Seneca
by Aliki
(Thomas Y. Croweil)

221

The Kee Steam Heating
by Marta Rius
(Barron%)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS AND FIVES

MUSIC
MOVEMENT

Follow the
Musical Leader

Do what I play and play what I do.

Materials:
enough musical immunennusidi as darn at rhythm

nicks, for everyone (If you don't have instruments,

do this activity by dapping hands.)

Fitt:: Children will learn about rhythm through a

csli-and-responie game.

Waxsutrp: Talk about what it means to be a leader

and to be a follow= Then play follow-die-Index.

You can be the first leadet, making different motions

and sotmds as you move around the room. Encourage

children to mimic your actions. Then become a

follower as a child' becomes the lades Repeat the

game several times with different children as leaders.

ACTIVITY

1
Distribute the instruments. Explain that you will

play a follow-the-leader (or dl- and - response)

pine to music.

Have s familiar rhythm in mind, such u the

Ls rhythm of the first line of 'Happy Birthday to
Yon." Play the fire bear of the rhythm, and ask

children to tepeat it. Your beat is the Calk and theirs

is the response.) That play the first two beats and

wan for the response, that three, and so on, until

the whole six-beat line is played.

3 Ask children if they recognize the rhythm.

Encourage than to clap to it as they sing the

worth togediet

A
Invite child to choose a differeni rhythm to
play. Help him or he: lead the dais in another

call-and-response game.

paansauhers

Repeating the activity over time will give everyone

a chance so catch on. .

Observations:
Do any children have unable understanding the

idea of and response?

Spin-Offs
a Add movement to the game. Ask 'Andrei;

to walk in a circle as they clap to the rhythm.

Demonstrate dapping hands on the down-

beat, or footfall.

Invite children to use all and response in

a chant they know. Suggest one, such as

'rain, rant, go away."

B 0 0 II 3

These boolciwill Clap Your Handl Shake My Mies Out What Would Yoo Do
inspire more by Lonna Bryan by Raffi With a Kangaroo?
group pmes. Cauley (Pumam) (Crown) by Mercer Mayer

(kholasdd
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS AND FIVES

Songs Gotta
Have Heart

Music has a"heartbeat"
you can count on.

btaterials:
chart papa
markers

stethoscope (toy or real) or funnels

Aim Children will use rhythm to count.

Warm-Up: Help children pair up and use a
stethoscope to listen to each other's heartbeat. (If .

you don't have a stethoscope, try him& or other

hollow, tubular items.) Suggest that children

imitate the heartbeat sounds by using their voices

(lub/dub, lub/dub) or by capping.

ACTIVITY

11 Sit in a circle and sing a popular song that has

several vases, such as This Old Min.' Introduce

the idea that songs have a heartbeat. Sing the song

agiin and dap out the beats, encouraging children

to follow your example.

Use these books to
lean more about
rhythm and best.

The Happy
. Hedgehog Band by

Martin Weddell
(Candlewick Press)

Next, ask children to 'sing' the first line of the2 ioesg without words by clapping out the bean.

.Call for volunteers to count the number of beats as

others clip. Use tally marks to =nche number of
beats the children dap. Repeat this until you have
tally marks for the first vane.

3Togethee go bath and count the tally marks for

each line. Record the numbers at the end, and

look for patterns in the numbers you find.

A Repeat the saivity.with the neat versa:

Mind count the beats, record the tally marks, and
write down the number of beats in each line. Look

for number patterns both within each verse and by

comparing one verse to another End the activity by

asking children to dap out the whole song.

DAmember:
To reduce children's fear of risking mistakes, make

a few intentional errors and laugh at yourself.

Then continue to focus on the task at hand.

0boarination:
Do some children lean to have problems

counting or clapping out a simple rhythm?

Spin-Off
In some traditions, musical beats, such as
drumbeals, communicate feelings and ideas.

Chow a few emotions, Ineh as happiness and
fear, and take turns trying to commimicate

these feelings using hand claps.

BOOKS

Me Make Music
by Avery Han
and Paul Mantel!
(117llliamson)
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Meet the Mardsing
Smithereens
by Ann Hayes
(Haraxut Brace) .
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS AND FIVES

Ho la Means Hello .

Sing a song of greetings.

Bitaterfalat
chart of hello in different languages

Mau Children will listen and speak u they become

aware of different places and people.

lihinis41p: Talk about people from different

countries. How are people all over the world alike?

How are they different? Explain that although

people may speak different languages, we all say

many of the same things.

ACTIVITY
l Ask, 'Why do people say hello?' Encourage

children to share a few ways their family

members and friends greet one another:

2 Explain that together Tou'll learn bow children

in other countries say hello. Using the chart,

mach children a few ways. For example Spanish,

bob (pronounced ab-lahh French, boniosii (boneittrek

German, men tag (goo= oig); Hebrew, simian

(shalAcene4 Chisiese, neeltoui Be sure to include

the languages your children's familia speak.

3Sine this 'Ha° Song* tntethig incorporating
%P the different ways to say hello:

Hello, hello. Hello and bow are you?

fme. Pm fine.

And I bops that you are too.

Hole, bola. Hola and bow are you?

Pas fins. Pm foie.

And I bops that you ant too.

4Encourage children to say hello in different

languages throughout the day. Every few days, .

pea children in different language.

at

Itsinsanbeet
Include all the languages spoken by children in

your group, but be sensitive to those who are not

suinfrinable *teaching" peas their native language.

Make ewe that any pictures you share with

eat= are free of stereotypes.

Obscrutatteast
Do children exhibit prejudices against people

from different adtures?

Spin -Off
Learn simple phrases in different languages.

for other occasions, such u "good-bye,'

'good morning,' 'my name is...," and so
on. Encourage children to incorporate their

new vocabulary into dramatic-play 'airbags.

BOORS

These books will help Abode Akimba and the The Animal Peace Day
children learn about by Arthur Dorms Magic Crow by Jan Wahl
other minims. (Dutton) by Anne Rose 1Crown)

(Scholastic)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

A /ft
. e

MUSIC &
MOVEMENT

Composing a
Class Theme Song

Let's celebrate ourselves
with musid

Materials:
chart papa tape recorder blank tape

Mau Children will write their own dais song.

ViarmaptInuoduce the words composer and
scewriter. Explain that these are people who write
songs, the same way that an author writep stories.

Talk about times that you've composed soap

spontaneously, such is when you sing the steps of a

project you're Working on. Ask children to describe

times they've composed songs without even thinking

about it. Invite them to theee song, they've created.

WI-ova '! ,

1
Explain that *theme song is a song that represents

something, such as a group, show; or an evem.

Together; sing a theme song everyone is familiar with.

That suggest that children make up their own theme
song about their class. .

A

sl) Begiss by diking chikiren to brainstorm what they
Ed would like to include in a song about their class,

such as their names and some of the things they do
every day. Write down their ideas on chart papa

3 It's easiest to sing to a tune that children already

know, so ask than to suuest a few favorites.

Discuss the choices, and help the group reach a
mmensus. Take a vote on the nine if children disagree.

A Together; review the words children want to
"II include. Help them put the words and the finale
together to ante the class song. Tape-record the

activity to help children keep track of their ideas.

2 Decide how you wi4 use your class song. You
might want to sing it every mooning at circle

time, behre children go home; on special occasions,

or to welcoine guests. Then sing your song together. .

Observations:
Do children seem to follow the beat arthey match
..olds to music?

Spin-Offs
Invite children to aeate a special dance to
azompany their theme song.

As a gr oup, write a later to a favorite
contemlothry scmgwriter asking questions
about how he cc she composes new sow.
Send it to the songtmiter through the record
company, and ask for reply.

Look for music hum A Wonderful Uh Family lbw
these sod other by Jessica Harper by Tam Chapin
ccestempormy songwriter!' (Alcasar Productions) (Sony Kids Music)
foe children.
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This a Way, That a Way
by Ella Jenkins
(Folkways-Smithsonian)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FIVES AND SIXES

IliSCIENCE

The. Sounds
of Silence

What do you hear when ies quiet?

Materials:
chart paper =ulcers

Blau Children will explore loud and soft sounds.

Warm-lip: Ask children, "What is sound?

-Brainstorm different kinds of sounds, and write

down duldren's ideas on chart papa. Note which

sounds are often heard in your classroom.

acrivrry
Reviewyour sounds than, that talk about

silence. Is silence a sound? Ask children if they

can make silence the way they an make sounds.

2Experiment with making silence as a group.

Explain to children that this mans they shouldn't

move or speak. Ask than to sit down, dose their

eyes, and breathe slowly. Now whispa, 'Silence.*

Play a game to see how long children can sit quietly.

*When the experiment is over, discuss it insulin.

QP Did you achieve real silence? What sounds did
children hear in the silence? Children may have

heard each other breathing, the wind rattling the

window, or children playing next door. List these

seldom-noticed sounds in a separate column.

4 Look again at your dark and talk about
similarities and differences among the sounds.

Which do you hear when Chimp are loud? Which
do you notice only when you're heists quiet? Which

. kinds of sounds do children like best?

Remembers
Silence is uncomfonable for some people and

cultures. You may have to repeat the experiment

if some children get giggly.

Observations:
Were children able to stay quiet and listen?

Spin-Offs
Tell children that sounds make vibrations.

Show them hire to feel the vibrations in dick

. throat, when they talk. Put os some music .

. and encourage them to feel the vibrations by

putting their hands on the speakers. Suggest

that childish explore the vibrations made by

instruments such as drums, cymbals, and
. Manske.

Go outside and repeat step 2. What can chil-

dren hear when they're quiet outside?

B 00 HE

These books will Somewhere in the World
enhance quiet times. Right Now

by Stacey Schuette

(KnoPf)
ch

Sarbrighn Meditations Think d Some Quiet
far Children by aaire Chesty
by Maureen Garth (Fuson Teacher Aides)(Hans)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

A

The Message
of Music

ongs have moods we can Interpret.

Materials:
record, cassette, or CD playa

songs with different moods.

assortment of art materials, indudinn

aayons, markets, and paints

collage and recycled materials

day construction paper
brushes slue sawn

Alta: Children will create works of art that express

their interpretations of i song.

Slans-17p: Play a few songs with very different

moods, iuch as a slow spiritual and an upbeat

march. Talk with children about what they think the

composers were thinking about when they wrote the

songs. Choose a few favorites to sing as a group.

=inn
Gather in your art center, and point out the many

1 an materials available. Then turn on one selection

of music. Ask children to listen for a few moments.

A

2Talk abourthe mood of the music, then ask
children to think about what art materials

might convey that mood. For =ample, does the
music make them think of any particular colors?

Or does it remind than of a place they'd like to
paint, sculpt, or draw? Ask several Tindal= to
spark Children's ideas, but avoid giving suggestions

or examples that might direct their choices. .

3Put the music on again, and let children ante
fret for a half-hour or io.

A Repeat this activity several times, Using very

different selections of =sic. Display the madams

grouped according to the music they represent.

the music again while you vise the display togethee

. Itemeraber:
Emphasise that there is no tight answer; and be

sure to accept all interpretations.

Observations: '
Are children comfortable with the open-ended

nature of this activity?

Spin-Off
Introduce music that tells a story, such as
The Ugly Duckling.' Then play evocative

instrumental music, and suggest that children

imagine a story it might be telling. Ask them
to communicate the story through dramitic
Play, language, and art.

HOOKS
These books offer . The Animals' Lullaby Charlie Parker Played Go in and out the
aamples of music by Torn Paxton Be Bop Window by the -
reflected in art. (Morrow Junior Books) by Chris Reschke

(Orchard Books)
Metropolinus Museum
of An (Henry Holt)
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The following articles are by Bill Gordh 1996).

Storytelling toUS IC
BY SILL OORDH

hroughout history, different cultures have used stories in many ways: to explain why

I dirty are the way trey are, to teat lessons, to open discussions and simply for

enjoyment. The following two atria are 'why* stories that you can use to teed% and talk

about values and ideas. The Crow and the Hens will 'perk discussion about the value of

sharing, friendship, and respecting others' possessions; 'Why Spider Hu aSmall Wake'

wadies the importance of not taking on too many maks.

The stories are followed by storytelling tips, discussion ideas, and musical essanions,

which enable children to participate by playing their own instruments. (For ideas on

making instruments, me page A.16.)

The
Crow and

the
Once upon a time there were two very
good friends, Crow and Has. They were
farmen living in the country, but on the
day of this nary they were in town be-
cause the funtwork was finished. Crow
was restless and wanted to do some-
thing. He said, "Hen, it would be nice to
listen to music. Lees build drum!' Hen
didn't want to, so she told Crow she felt
a little sick. Crow offered, "If you lead
me your tools, 111 build a drum for eadt ---
of tar But Hen didn't want to shun her
tools. She shook her had so that her
feathers flew out and told Crow
her tools felt a litde sick too.

2

111.41D da./110/0... MOO .
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Storytelling Tips
As you read these stories aloud to your children, ay
these ideas:

Encourage children to take on different roles and
ante their own dialogue.
Spark emotivity by aakiniopen-alided questions.
Give children ample time to discuss the ideas and
characters. ,
Invite children to come up with akernative
ending', create soup, put on a dramatic-play
presentation, or make picture books based on
the story.

So Crow went 'off to build a drum by
himself. He borrowed tools from some
other friends. He hollowed out the
wood, put in pep along the rim, and
stretched a skin onto the pep. He wet
the skin so it would tighten across the
opening. He knew it .shouldn't be played
until it was dry.

Crow needed to fly back to his farm,
so he left the new drum with Hen. He
said, 'Hen, my drius is brand-new and
the skin is still wet, so please don't play
it.' Hen agreed. As Crow flew out of
sight, Kw looked at the beautiful new
drum. Now the writhed she had made
one too. She wondered what it sounded
like. Hen atowal ova to the drum and

gave it a tiny tap. What a wonderful
sound! She played the drum some more.
What an amazing drum it west She be-
gan dancing and singing as she played
the druin louder and loader and louder.

Hen got so carried away that she
jumped on top of the drum and danced
out the beat. The sound of Hen's drum-
ming filled the village, and just then
Crow mooned from his hem. Mat *arum
sound is wonderful,' Crow thought
and then be realized where the sound was
coming from. He flew to Hen, and there
she wee, dancing on top of his brand-new
drum. When she saw Crow, Hen leapt
off the drum. But when she did, her claw
caught oo the skin and ripped a big hole
in it. The drum was ruined!

Crow looked at Hen. Hen stared at
the ground. Without a word, Crow
picked up his broken drum and flew off.
Ever since that day, Crow and Hen have
not been friends.

TI4111 ONO
Mint sit per Aw aseaser on and wont
stovrelkag activities.)

moo

Extending the Story
As children listen, invite them to beat drum or other object
whenever you talk about Hen's dancing on the drum. Aiter
you've mad the nary, ask child= what it made them think about.
Be open to their ideas. Then you might ask:

What is a friend?
Do you think Hen should have shared her tools?
Why or why not?
How can we take care of one mother's things?
How might the am have awned out
differendy?

Do you think Hen and Crow could become
friends again?

229
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SpiderH:s small Waist
One day, Spider was walking through
the African bush when he heard some
caterpillars talking about Zebra's fabu-
lous West Coat piny. Spider loved par-
ties. 'rye got to go to that party!'
thought Spider. He walked on.

Some monkeys up in the trees were
chattering about the big blast Baboon
was pluming. The baboons lived to the
East. I've got to go to that party!'
thought Spider. He kept walking.

Now, Spies heard some guinea fowl
discussing Ostrich's upcoming party
down South. This party also sounded
good. *Ns got to go to that party tool
thought Spider. He kept walking.

This time he overheard some bush
cats talking about a perry the Nor:them
lions were planning. I've got to go to
that party!' thought Spider.

Now Spider had a problem he
wanted to go to four parries at once. U
be chose one party to go to first, one
of the other parties might get started
earlier. Then be would be too far away-
to get back and would miss it. Spider
did not like that at alit But Spider was
very diner, and he got an idea.

He tied four long ropes around
his waist. Then he asked his
two nieces and two nephews
to be scouts. He handed

. .
. Making Instruments.

1:- .

ormisi Childreit'an. . C;hildren can dike; Weal:OW*6nm. oe pieces of
round oatmeal box wielteaneow.. rate a papa-towel or tolla-papee yam, loenekte *sae or siring iten
doe paper, dearest it, and use : nabrwith ma" miens, cal- each hole, andPdst or efts the ends
spoons foe dm:wicks. For a mai lags miteariali, and aka. Then help together sodsa items wall say on.
sophisticated drum, at Off hods melt* take a
ends of coffee can, and ass sauctois Jobe tube abolutwo, MaricaeiReo each Child WOW no

? small balloon aid tape it on topcirderout *tan openedinner ... -'-thirdsOi the way demi. Hold a''' -
of oiletpaper tubs. Theo covertube. (You could also** a local piece of wax paper over one end of

slum repair atop to pisses '-thetisbeanctsecure it tightly with the bilk" Gad °kr "142 lays" cd
of leather.) Each circle should .be : si inbbshand. Children can use .

dux inches wider than the can . dui:annul a awe and uncover.
1. °Mini& Help duldtcninsdi .'.- . hole while Winning.. the . ..

six to eight bolsi along the edge :
.

of the circles and plea each one Tanalsourhials Adt parson to .

1

over ea end of the an Connect.' ; ..,: &nil shistibiont pie dna, as well a .
,.-the;cifOlel by lacing.ilaieloteei'.'.:.?"'lleyet wedsere,andidser amall =SO i.
heavy ceitini string throttgb the ..' obit* thai banboluiln them...
holei,.up and down the sides. of : . Help Children pinkh holes around

t the diem. TIghten the wings' -'' the edge of their pie tins. Then they '

much ufrkilsle.., :l';,.:',. ::. ... '!-.,.... can sliptnetal hems onto each of

papier,michfi, having the bottom
opus. When the papist -enklif it

-dry, ineurt-a Istogeselle ag win
through thabOkom to pop the. .

hardened bacon. mildest an fill
ands banker! the bottaahole
wiikosos,suel dsconus. '

s
ithptilin'tdehi4ditah:" I

11 slaw& the es of thick
12 -inch wooden dowels. Late

Plain. vain* a *mg'
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the end of each rope to a scout and sent
one scout to each of the party locations

North, South, East, and West. He
told them to pull on their rope when
their party netted. This way he wouldn't
miss thingI Off they went. Spider sat
happily, waiting to see which party
would start first.

Suddenly he felt a pull from the West
and he could hear the zebras happily
playing pipes at their party. 'Tay,'
cheered Spider, 'this idea worked per-
fectly!" And he set off quickly for
Zebra's party. But before he took even
three steps, he felt a tug from the East
and heard the baboons' tambourines.
"Baboon's parry is starting too. Now
what will I do?" thought Spider. But
before he could come to any conclusion,
there was a tug from the North and the
sound of the lions' ma: acts. Then the
rope from the South jerked. The ostrich-
es were playing thydon sticks. They were
narting their party too!

There was another tug from the' West,
another from the East, then from the
South. and North again. Spider wasn't
going anywhere, but u the music from
all the polies grew louder and louder, the
ropes pulled tighter and tighter on him,
and Spider watched his waist growing
smaller and smaller and smaller.

Extending the Story
Activities to Try With Younger CNIdran:

Divide your dais into four groups, and assign
different instruments and 'homes* to each
group. Retell the story, with children from
each group playing their instruments when
it's their turn.
Give cues for starting and stopping each

animal's music. Incorporate the cues into the
story by saying, for mom*, "Now the lions
started playing their act e& Thee they stopped.*
To play the role of the spider, ie four lines to
your Chair. Assign only one child per rope, or
you're likely to get into a wild situation. Or
just as out the rope-pulling without real ropes.

AuMneis to Try With Cider Children:
Older children might first talk about the
patties and then choose instruments and
become one of the partying animals. They
might each read a book about dear animal
and create an animal costume.

Invite each group of animals to create in own

Patti NMI.

Discussion Quesdonc
Why do you think Spider wanted to go to all
the parties?

Have you ever wanted to do a lot of different
things at once? How did you decide what to
do first?
.What should Spider do the ma time the
animals have a party?

By Dying to have everything at once,
Spider wound up with nothing except a
very small waist, which spiders have to
this day.

Sill Gera is ono& of reprosei as at the
Episcopal Simi it New York CO His mar
bookkoamete package, 1 Folks& Faveepktye.
Iraq *braked by Sclookii hopisoked Books
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1996).

sit IC UZ
4

OP111111111-..-
/112_

Creating a
Classroom Orchestra

tat your children experience how much fun
it is to make music together,

Purpose: To learn about different instruments and
bow they are made and used.

Materials and Tools:
recyclable materials to make homemade instruments

(for ideas, see "Storytelling to Music' on pap A14)
imnumental music and cassette or CD player
ChM paper markers camera

Project:
Talk about orehostes Invite children to share
memories of listening to music or attending concern.

Discubs the sounds of instruments and the meaning

of words like conductor and symphony.

Do some research. Read books about musk, such
as Meet the Orchestra by -Ann Hayes (Harcourt

Race), The Mae Player by Robyn Eversok (Orchard),

or The Happy Hedgehog Band by Martin Waddell

(Candlewick Prate).

Take told trip. Visit a music shop, or attend a
toner. Encourage children to notice how the
different instrinnents are played.

Woke a spodal guest, such as a musician, music
teacher, or family member who plays an instrument,
to visit the classroom. Together with children, prepare

a list of interview questions. Tape-record or write
down the visitor's answers.

tops. or CDs. Put on instrumental musk,
and encourage children to identify the various
instruments they hear. "Peter and the Wolf" by
Prokofwv is a good edecsioo to use. Make a list of
children's favorite instruments. What sounds do
they think of when they hear a trumpet? A flute?

Coins recyclable norearlies to nude bfItISIMBINS.

Ask parents for donations, or visit music and
hardware noses. Check Kids Maki Maisie by Avery
Han and Piul Mansell (Williamson) for ideas.
Encourage children to use their imaginations to

create instruments never seen or beard before.

Experiment with rhythms. Using the instrurnenn,
imitate the rhythms of favorite songs.

Put on a parbrmarips. Practice for several
days, then invite parents, fellow musicians, and

staff member, to attend an ordain' concert.'
Lea children take tarns being the conduct=

ZIOalune

cillkirent diera digigar by

'In
74. Photos duougiseur Paren!s

the rsult&

selection, 'net As
Pftcbce

tet quearioas add*
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Classroom Aesthetics
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The following article is by Julie Kristeller (1994).

Your Classroom as a

.230

Workshop
... a place where children learn through

investigation and discovery

Your clasatioro environment is a comma tell' on
of your program's philosophy. It "speaks' to
children when they walk in your door. It helps tell

than where to p, what to do, and what is available to
than. As a foundation for your auriculum, your environ-
Malt includes the physiod layout and design of your specs,
your equipment, =anal', and annospbae. But it is the

aft

Si

interactions in your clusroom that really bring it, and
your auriculum, to life chiklan imam* with one
mocha, with you, and with everything you. provide for
them. Thinking of your classroom as an interactive work-
shop for children is one way to help you implement a
developmentally appropriate curriculum, by offering you a
strong metaphor kr designing your data environment

2 -17, 4
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What Is a Workshop?
When you think of the word
'workshop" in relation to
your own life, you may envi-
sion a specific space designed
for creating and carrying out
projects or exploring materi-
als on an ongoing basis. As
an adult, this might be your
wood or pottery shop in the basement, your sewing room,
your studio, or even your kitchen. You probably keep
your workshop stocked with a wide variety of materials
and tools that are easy to find and put away. Your work-

"d7171--

s,

' IC
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;a
I shop is a place where you

may spend long periods of
time absorbed in work or
play, sometimes with a spe-
cific plan in mind, other
times just to see what you
can ovate.

Take a minute to reflect
on another kind of work-

shop a session you've attended for personal or profes-
sional growth. If such a workshop affected you positively,
it probably offered you materials to explore, and opportu-
nities to express yourself, to pin new insights, and to

interact with others. At the same time,
the workshop leader who planned
and facilitated the basic structure likely
remained flexible enough with dine,
space, and activities to be responsive to
your individual needs as a participant.

Both descriptions of a work-
shop as a physical space and a
workshop as a process offer great
guidelines that you can apply to your
classroom environment..

Oa diming etlerent mitlerlds see oily hole le oreethey.

Tips for Workshop Areas
The design of your woman invite each child to become an excited, engaged

participant in your classroom workshop.

loom Arrangsmont
III Make sure each of your learning
centers or workshop areas has
enough space for children's in-depth
use of the available materials.

Group similar workshop areas

thgether (i.e., thew/ Ide? (erd,
water, day, and woodworking)
and nu Mods and dramatic play;
drawing, tenting, and books) and
encourage ineenctiou between dna=

Provide ample space so display
children's creations and prole"
and to store their works-in-progress.

Designate one area as a Bodble
workshop space to respond to the
changing interns of your children.

Opormindod Mitosis's
For every workshop area, offer a
wide array of open-raided raw mate-
rials and tools in containen children
cm cosily access on their awn'.

liatastals for Making Things
a variety of paints
all kinds of paper
bags and boxes
buttons and plastic pieces
cardboard sheets and tubes
clay and play dough
glue, pans, and tape
pipe dunces
recycled plastic containers
rocks, stones, and sand
sticks and wood scraps
suing, yarn, and ribbon
water

'1'oels fec breeedgadon
sad Recording

blocks and manipulatives
day tools
Runnels, tubes, and sifters
instrument and movement props
magnets, mirrors, and magnifiers
simple rulers, scales, and tape
measures
various painting, drawing, and
writing tools

235

A Workshop for Childroo
In designing your classroom work-
shop, outsider who your children are,
how they learn best, and what they are
looking to do when they walk in the
door. As you know, young children
are active, eager learners. They bring
with diem ideas to explore, problems
to solve, experiences to share, and
resources from their families and cul-
tures to contribute. They are creative
beings, able to construct their own
knowledge rather than just be passive
recipients of information.

To make this possible in your class-
room, it will have to be an active,
busy place, full of a generous supply
of tools and materials, with the time
and space for children so interact with
them and with one another. In other
words, a workshop where children
go about their day putting things
together, taking things apart, creating
ongoing projects, discovering, and
experimenting a place where the
process of learning is more important
than die product. Julie Kristslier
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The following article is by Elizabeth Jones with Georgina Villarino (1994).

AdmInistrators
tend to have
a thing about

bulletin boards.
Some even specify
the width of bor-
ders and the col-
ors to be used;
they have an aes-
thetic vision of the
school or center
as a whole. Bulle-
tin boards serve as
public relations
making the school
attractive to par-
ents and other
visitorsand as
evidence that teachers are plan-
ning a curriculum. How can bulletin
boards become the children's, too.
and serve as evidence of the real
learning that children are doing?

Georgina teaches three- and
four-year-olds in a bilingual class
in a California state preschool.
Her bulletin boards these days
are a lot different from what they
used to be. Here's what happened.

'I used to plan all the bulletin
board cut-outs myself,' says
Georgina. "That was crazy. We
had parents cutting out pat-
ternsyou know, spring (lowers
and all that. And then we'd put

What Goes LP
on the

Classroom
Walls And Will

Elizabeth Jones with Georgina Villarino

Elisabeth Jones and Georgina
Villorino are warning together in the
Partnership Project between Pacific
Oaks College and the Pasadena Uni-
fied School District. California funded
by the Ford Foundation. Betty Is le-
scum support team leader for the
project and a faculty member at Pacific
Oaks; Georgina is the teacher of a
bilingual class at Madison West Pnt-
school in Pasadena.

up green paper for grass and a
blue sky and all those flowers
and the words Spring/Primouera.
All the (lowers looked alike, and
It was very pretty. The children
hardly ever said anything about
it. It Just made the room look
nice; supervisors want your
room to look nice, and parents
like cutting patterns. But it was
for the adults, not the children.

"When we started talking in in-
services about children's lan-
guage and the development of
literacy, I decided It was time to
do something about those bulle-
tin boards. We had gone out to
fly kites, and I've always cut out
kite shapesall the same shape
and let children put tissue-paper
tails on them. They all looked
alike. Why should they all look
alike? Real kites aren't all alike.
Neither are children."

'What do you need to make a
kite?' Georgina asked the children.

"Eyebeills." said Shannon, 'and
feathers.'

Some glue,"
said Jorge, 'and
long papers."

"Paint. Orange
paint and red
paint and blue
paint,' said Nina.

'Oh," said Geor-
gina, 'I hadn't
thought of all
those things,' as
she rummaged
through the craft
supplies for all of
the leftovers from
other projects
even 'eyeballi,"
hemispheres of

uncertain origin with two holes
In them. Paper in various shapes,
paper plates, hearts, leathers,
flowers, tissue-paper strips, yarn,
glue, and paintall went into the
art area.

Georgina decided to invite chil-
dren one at a time to make a
kite"so they wouldn't copy
each other.' She wrote down
their words, and they helped her
put up their kites and their words
on a large bulletin board that
was light blue at the top and green
at the bottom. Alter to
while, It looked like thin.

When we show children ex-
actly how to do something, we
are teaching them that we know
more than they dowhich, of
course, we doand that they
should try to do it our way. But
when we encourage children to
create for themselves, they leam
many ways of doing things. This
Is an important lesson in a chang-
ing world of diversity. In class-
rooms where children's work all

"What do you need to make a kite?" Georgina asked the children.
"Eyeballs," said Shannon, "and feathers."
"Some glue," said Jorge, "and long papers."
"Paint. Orange paint and red paint and blue paint," said Nina.
"Oh," said Georgina. "I hadn't thought of all those things."
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looks alike, the childrenare prac-
ticing their teacher's ideas.
Where children's work is varied,
children are clearly practicing
divergent thinking by creating
their own unique representations
of their experiences.

Later that spring Georgia read
a story to the children, Where
Does the Butterfly Go When it
Rains? (Gate lick, 1961). She ex-
plains, "When we read the but-
terfly book, I said to the chil-
dren, 'This is your homework.
Ask your parents where the but-
terflies go when It rains.' When
children answer questions In the
group, they say what their friend
said. When they bring answers
from home, they're all different.'

Bulletin boards created by and about the
children enable them to discover their own
names on the wall, to talk about their work, and
to discover that "my talk makes writing, too."

dren put up the flowers them-
selves, wherever they liked.

'Children really pay attention to
a bulletin board like this,' says
Georgina. 'They made it them-
selves, and it's easy to tell whose
work Is whose. They look for their
names. One child phoned me to
tell me his answer to the question
when he was home with chicken
pox, and when he came back to

The bulletin board that re-
sulted from this question
displays flying butterfly Nip4,
shapes cut by adults
(who, Georgina says, like to
cut) but painted in many
colors and designs by chil-
dren. On the green grass
below the butterflies are a
variety of flower shapes cut
by children (who had pat-
terns to trace if they chose
to, which some didn't). The
flowers are decorated with
colored sand, beans, styro-
foam bits, tissue bits, and
paint. The children's an-
swers to the question, dic-
tated to Georgina, are fas-
tened to the board near
their butterflies. The chil-

school, he checked the board and
then asked. 'Where's my story?'
'You were sick,' I explained. 'But I
called your he protested. 'You did.

I forgot,' I said, and we added his
story on the spot.

"We had our program quality
review about then. and the evalu-
ator looked at my bulletin boards
and said they were too high.
They're supposed to be at child
height. We lust don't have any low
wall space; but the children take
chairs to stand on. They took at
their words and pictures on the
wall, and they talk about them. In
tact, they were doing it right then.
and the evaluator was impressed.
She didn't mark me down for my
bulletin boards atter all'

Georgina's bulletin boards con-
tribute to an environment rich in
language, images, and print. In
preschool, children begin to con-
struct their understanding of lit-
eracy not by practicing work-
sheets or by exposure to a
letter-of-the-week but through
spontaneous experimentation
with drawing and writing, look-
ing at and listening to books, and
exposure to environmental print
that connects meaningfully with
their own experiences. Bulletin
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Thoughtful communication is necessary to
help adults. understand children's need to
make their own representations and see
models of-their own words.

boards like these, created by and
about the children, enable them
to discover their own names on
the wall, to talk about their work,
and to discover that 'my talk
makes writing, too.'

Many adults who work with
children enjoy cutting, out pat-
terns; It's hard to get them to
stop. That's what their teachers
did when these adults were chil-
dren in school; now it's their turn
to play teacher. Walls decorated
with such things reassure other
adults, including parents, that
the preschool really does have a
curriculum. Thoughtful commu-
nication Is necessary to help
adults understand children's
need to make their own repre-
sentations and see models of
their own words. (Jones &
Reynolds, 1992). Sometimes com-
promise Is necessary, too, be-

cause adultslike children.
need to play, and cutting out pat-
terns may be play for them.

Directors who value child creativity
sometimes try to interferelet the
children do It themselves. They often
have a hard timethis Is the adults'
creative outlet and they defend It stub.
barely. (Jones, 1986. p. 8)

Ideally, what one sees upon
entering a school 'includes the
work of children (drawings,
paintings, sculptures) and their
teachers (photographs and dis-
plays of projects in process), of-
ten with the dramatic use of
graphics" (New, 1990, p. 8).
Teachers also scribe children's
words, collaborate with children
In mounting their work for dis-
play, and perhaps even cut out
butterflies sometimeswhile
continuing to learn the Impor-
tance of each child's butterfly

234

looking different when the chil-
dren are through decorating
them. Administrators can help
promote this understanding by
valuing teachers for their diver-
gent thinking about curriculum
for children, even when this
thinking diverges from the
administrator's, by asking teach-
ers genuine questions about
their Ideas and feelings: and by
keeping open the dialogue with
teachers, just as they would like
teachers to do with children
(Carter & Jones, 1990).
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The following article is by Baji Rankin (1994).

BY BAJI RANKIN

Think of a rime when you entered
a beautiful area or space. Did
you feel more comfortable?

More relaxed? These feeling can hap-
pen in your clusroom, too, when you
take time to make it more attractive.
Beauty ha a strong, if subtle, effect
on everyone. By creating an attractive,
orderly environment, you not reduce
your own SUM level and even alter
children's behavior. At the same time,
you help children develop an appre-
ciation for aesthetics that will enrich
their fives.

Here are simple things you can do
to maximize the beauty of your
space:

Utilize windows. Take advan-
tage of the beauty of natural light.
Hang up objects that play with the
light mobiles made of translucent
paper or cellophane, and prisms
or folded-paper shapes that create
interesting reflections or shadows

, . .

.74:1111i.

Is it worthwhile to devote your valuable
worktime to thinking about beauty and aesthetics

in your room? The answer is yes!

on the floor. Include children's
work in your window displays.

Add anthers. Karon provide
a sensation of openness and plea-
sure. They are points of reflection
that can promote new ways of
seeing things. They also reflect
the images of the most beautiful
resources in your classroom
your children! Include mirrors in
all areas of the classroom: the
dramatic -play area, science corner,
at floor level in die block coma,
and on the ceiling.

Consider oquipnund. For
example, if there are storage bins or
children's cots in your classroom,
an they ananive, adding to the
pleasure of being in your classroom?
If nor, can they be stored elsewhere
in your school, or covered with
something that adds beauty?

2 9

In the Eye
of the Beholder

By becoming more aware of
beauty and your own response
to it, you an enhance the lives
and work of everyone in your
classroom, including you!

Consider.
taking time to become nacre
aware of the beauty around
',ow the patterns of wood grains
in a row of blocks, the configu-
ration of branches and leaves in
s tree, the sub& as dramatic
changes in the sky and
clouds, the colon and light in a
painting or photograph.

visiting a museum or exhibition,
or going to a concert or doing
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Crow pleats! Nothing adds
beauty to a room like living things.
Sweet potatoes placed in water
grow into lovely plants! Plant an
indoor or outdoor garden with
flowers that you and your chil-
dren can pick and place around
your classroom.

The work of your children is your
most important resource for creating
beauty. To make the most of their
contributions, try these ideas:

Allow enough space. Create
well-defined areas for display that
are as spacious as possible, both
on your walls and on surface
areas, for children's two- and three-
dimensional creations.

Plea displays thoughtfully.
Take some time to arrange displays
of children's work in a pleasing
manner. Use paper, fabric, and
other objects creatively to comple-
ment and highlight children's work.

Include works ia-propess.
Notice the beauty in the arrange-

both. Notice what attracts you.
Identify what pleases you. Ask
yourself why.

using classroom art materials to
create something for yourself.
You might choose paint, sand, or
clay or play with recycled materi-
als. Become aware of your own
creative process. Create patterns
that please you. .

continuing your an explorations.
Experiment with open space and
concentrated space, symmetry,
and asymmetry. Explore these ideas
and experiences with other col-
leagues who are doing the same.

dedicating staff time to creating
displays of children's work.
With your colleagues, think care-

menu and patterns that children
create as they play with mate-
rials around your room. Take
photographs of these objects and
display them attractively.

Just as children learn about
math and science through hands-on
discovery, they learn best about
beauty and order when they're
involved in creating it. These sugges-
tions may spark your own ideas:

Talk about beauty. Encour-
age children to pay attention and to
share what they think is beautiful.
Ask them what they see when they
look at beautiful flower or tree.
Give than opportunities to express

fully about bow you can com-
municate with parents and others
about the social and cognitive
processes of children. For exam-
pie, consider writing down the
words children use as they cooper-
ate to create something beautiful.
Include the words in your display
of the object.
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their ideas in many mediums
including words, paint, clay, pen-
cils, and movement.

Collect beautiful things. Ask
children to bring in things they find
beautiful from their homes, such
as fabric, plants, music, and ()Neat
that reflect their cultures. Take the
time to display them in attractive
ways. Invite children to help.

*asks, i Essartioe Dirocior of the
lane. for Safi/ -Aare Ed: scallion sad of
ate Boma hiblic Sdrool Rory& horn.
Mary of dte Woos 3 i mmensicas If *Im-
am of maw ski has berwat bale moat
nor* with ran arrays achook w aggro
Emilia hely.

Arias burp pmr
ortromment ran
prank" Wend as OS.
Blau awd as pod
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Science And Math
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The following.activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1990).

ACTIVITY PLANREADY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TWOS

SCIENCE
Have fun imploring with flashlights.

EXPLORING THE DARK!
Maw Children will use large muscles and cognitive skills
to search and find objects in dim lighting or dark meas.
Neap ibis Thu to five children at a time.
listerialet One flashlight for each child in the group
and one for you.

SETTING READY
Find an area. room, or hallway where you can go to

explore the turroimdinp as a pimp. (This mu should be
lit so dot a light switch turns the lights off without making
it completely dark.) With the lights on, discuss the objects
children see chain, their feat, a picture on the wall. etc.
Show children the flashlights and how they cum off and on.
Give each child a flashlight and =courage him or her to
explore =Min it on and off. When die flashlights are on,
ask children to point the light to an object in the area. (Do
this before turning the lights in the area off.) Have fun
pointing the flashlights as different things.

1110IN
With flashlights let on, tell children that you are going

to turn the lights off and then the MOM will darken. Give
children a few minutes to get their eyes accustomed to the

change. If you sense that a child is a bit afraid. keep him or
her close to you, 'minding the child thatyou are near and
all is safe. Man children's attention to their flashlights sad
ask. "Can you find a chair with your flashlight?" "Can you
find your fear You may even went to go a bit further sad
see if anyone can find things you hadn't previously dis-
cussed. For example: "Can we shine our lights on Lisa's
shoesr or "Let's all shine our flashlights on my knees!"
Expand the experience by encouraging children to talk
about what they sot. Point your flashlight in an area and
mob, "What do you see here? Break up the activity by
turning on the lights and showing children how the um,
roundings look. If some children want to explore a closet
or under a able, teuxouage this exploration, but any near-
by. Ask them to report what they find. Keep the flashlights
whets they can be used again with your supervision.

Ihmeesmbert
You may need to avoid closets. They can scam children

who feel afraid when it's completely dark.
Your enthusiasm and sense of drama will add excitement

to this fun exploration.

ROOKS =r-
Share diem Woks about light *Goodall*. Goottithl by
aid dark. Eve Rim (Ormemilknv

Boob)

Light by Doneld Clews
(Obesintillow looks)
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Otto Deft by Barbra Shook
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The following activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1990).

ACTIVITY PLAIT
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES

23
maimnannemenmumnemmenwel EVeliOne bigger and manor than sonlethine

MATH, fHave Wing out what.

BIGGER THAN A BREADBOX
Alma autism will use observation skills a they compere
their bodies to bans that an bigger rn anakr than they .

sm.
Asrssgt Asst Mee to four at a time.
illatterialst String, season, experiame-chan paper. and
a black maker.

. IN ADVANCE
Young child:at we very interested is sizes and often

compete bow big they am to the objects around than. One
of the times you see this happening, Introduce this activity.
Gather children together and ask. "Are you bigger ce
sasaller then a library book? A *ale grit? A puppy doe"

If they ere comparing their sae to something smaller such
es a pet hammy you might say, Are you bigger than any.
thing else? Lett walk around the roan and find some
other things."

SITTING READY
Bring a piece of expriataiehen paper and a matter m

your next circle dine. Write the wads am bigger than
" as the top and reed them aloud mcidldren. Encourage
alibi= to remember objects they we bigger than by look-
ing around the mom. As they owns bans, give them time
to go over to those items and compere their sizes to them.
Ask. Are you really bigger than that teddy bear, a is the
teddy beer bigger than your When they decide on an kern.
write it an yaw dart. Some &Winn night like to draw or
cut out a piceinebnhe ban and place it nest to the written
wad.

EXTEND
Another dine, talk about "smaller than." This is a good

activity to do outdoes. Here, children we smaller then
maw thinp such as trees, buildings, and plays:mod
equipment. Inside. it might be fun to tee a large piece of
mural or butcher paper. Invite children to lie on it while
you nee wound that bodies (or they trace around one
another). Pa out anyone and =outlet children to thaw
things that an bigger or smaller than they ant. Chikhen
may simply draw very kw-shapes this is fine. They
we still esTaimintbluidtthe idea of;"bigger.thate sad

Thres-yeeruld children are was* ism anted in the
sire of Nap. Rather than rases who is the biggest. die
'on he a paha wavily to do what swam is fasting

1..100 IrallikWoragittf,7°110s*Nist-11111 nalliarltra.7

MUM") rolgidenJethediiiihiriebewla4°°41'';'::

!

P

1

; ::65:"46;417t!:li;E14:.1:441;;
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The following activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1990).

rimormaigiamagiralihamal

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES

r=1,

You con cook 164"1, " thrum, re" grow thami
COOKING ;. 11/41.4162" Cif great

rind.

,,
ONE POTATO, TWO POTATO...

Aims Children will me flee-motor skills and kern about
vegetables as they prepare a nutritious snack.
Stomp sleet Pour to five children at a time.
IllatevIalse Old magazines; seinen: floe; one large
piece of *snag; a box of toothpicks: five shallow bowie
and a large mixing bowl; water. spoons, plastic knives, and
forks or potato mashers; vegetable saubben; five baking
potatoes: several raw vegetables such as canon, pees pep-
pen, and cauliflower and juice or milk for everyone.

IN ADVANCE
If possible. send a note home to get parents know din

you will be talking about and eating vegetabin ands digit
children. It would be helpful if parents would send in use
potato already baked and cue portion of a vegetable that
testes good raw such as carrots, peen popper, or
cauliflower. As children bring in vegetables, stave them In
a refrigerator:

GETTING RUDY
During mask or lunchtime, begin a discussion about

stannous foods. Tallt about how a vegetable is one kind Of
food that helps our bodies grow and stay healthy.
age children to tall you about vegetables they have eaten.:
Law you might help children find and cot out pictures of
vegetables in old magazines and sine them to a piece of
mkt% lam.

BEGIN
Gather in your kitchen at deemed's-play mu. Pat out

the baked potato halves and raw vegetables antinvisi dill -
dyes to make a snack together. Help them use vegetable
scrubbers to Wash the raw vegetables, the plank knives..
to dice them. Put the raw vegetables aside and give each
child 1/2 of a potato. Help them scoop out the inside of
their potato halves. leaving the skin intact Spoon the pota-
to 'Inter' into the bowl and take war mashing it up. (You
might want to add just a little milk to make the potatoes
easier to mash.) Mix in the diced vegetables. Ask children
to spoon some of the potato and vegetable minure back
into dm potato skin &hens so they have a mound of the
mixture in each of their halves. Pass out napkins and a
glass of juice or milk and enjoy a nutritbats mall

W

- ICETIND .

Use this activity to begin a healthy food unit. Do other
mantic= food activities with your poi" that include
buio; grains and cereals; meats and dried beans; and deity
modem. Remember to include a fun recipe far sects food

:SrouPt . .

You ma also extend this activity by growing pastime.
Place raw potatoes in a cool. drymea until the eyes begin
to pow. Theo plant 3/4 of the potato under soil with the
green shoots pointing up. Place on a =may window sill and
water every other day. Watch as the pilot forms.

.ammedbert
Some *rerm-olds can leers to use knives to cot veg-

etables safely. Take doe to teach time to hold knives by
the handles and keep vegetables with flat sides on the
table. (You might want to boil vegetables slightly eo make
them easier to me.)

Leaning bow to make healthy food choices is a lifelong
leaning experience. Tb help 11411f0109 your activities, pro-
pels and serve nutritious foods in your setting. Keep
swans st a minimum =di:taxon, pen" to do the

'sense: ;

OOKS
Enjoy mien hum Moo
good cookbooks.

Easy Cooking for Kin by
Sines Sondes (Seholanic)

gib Mr Naomi Cooks by
Puma' Newry School
(Houghton Mifflin)

Vick landy's Rids
Cooking by Vial Lami7
(Scheme)

4
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The following activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1990).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS

COOKING
Four-year-olds enjoy cooperative group activities
especially when food is invokwil

SPIN-A-SALAD
Alarst Chikbee will wort cooperatively as they develop
fine-motor skills and experiment with meal planning.
arm* else. Three or four children at a time.
elrehorhslas A large piece of oalaag paper, a piece of
cardboard, paint and a paint brush. season, old nutgazines,
brass brads (double-pronged paper fasteners), sal food
from a specific food gram such as fruits and vegetables.

IN ADVANCE
On a very large circle from a piece of oaktag piper. Cut

an arrow about 1/4 of the We of the circle from a piece of
cardboard. Invite a child to paint the arrow. Once the arrow
is dry. show children how to push a brad through the center
of the arrow and the center of die circle. Then fasten it so
the snow can spin.

GETTING READY
During a meal or snacktime, join ehildrarin a dittos

don about food. The about whet they are eating. You
might choose a time when you are serving fruit for snack.
As children name their foods, respond with an answer that
gives them in famadon about the food poop *Tea, you.
have a henna. A Mane is a fruit. Does anyone elms have
some fiat/ What are someoden fruits you liter

BEGIN
Put out old map Ines and minors and encourage chil-

dren to cut out all the pica= of fruit they can find, or
draw pictures of fruit. lbgether, make piles of like fruits
all the apples, all the paps. ems. Bring out the Mug cir-
cle and glue or paste like fruits together. Invite children to
spin the wow Ind name the fruit.

Make a fruit salad. Invise each child so spin the arrow.
Explain that the fruit the wow lands on will be one of the
ingredients for the salad. Make a list of your ingredients
together. and the next day fix this salad together for
sack.

EXTEND
You can extend this activity by focusing on each of the

other food raps dairy products, meats and dried
beans. bread and gains one at a time. Law put pictures

of each poop in four different places on the coital cinch
and spin a meek

Make it a cultural event. Children tram various ethnic
buckram& will have interesting end different sugges-
dons of foods to add so your food-group circle. Make sure
you have many pictures from mapainai of many different
kinds of food.

Itonammlbeirt
Healthy cadet habits his a lifetime. Share nutridas infer-

madon end recipes with childien's families, and invite
family members to share theirs.

BOOKS
These books about foods are *My &My Beek by Jane
paha for font-yeapolda. Ottiblud and Betsy Bober

Paiby (Oroust ! Dunlop)

Per ict Ears ills Dews Whirs en My Metel by
by Geoffrey Hayes Ruth Beim Gress
(Alfred A. Knopf) (Msandbm
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The following activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1990).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FIVES

BLOCKS
Make way for these now homes an the Model

HOME SWEET HOME.
AMA Children will use problem-oohing and creadve-
thinking skills as they ccostruct homes out of bloats.
Sr.. , slue Three as four children.
lanterlabe Unit and cardboard blocks; pictures of homes
and apeman buildings from magazines and books; expo-
rience-chan papa and markers; accessories such as carpet
squares. floor dies. fabric remr nants. curtains, ander&
Ono and flowers:doll funduot. and mall doll

IN ADVANCE
On cardboard. mount insprine pictures of homes such

as log cabins, amgalows, farmhouses. apartment build-
ings, subtotal] banes, brownstones, trailers, hotels. and
houseboats. If possible. include the homes of some of your
children. (Ask parents to send In photos.)

GETTING READY
Discuss the different types of homes in which people

live. Let your children take emu talking okra their homes.
How many live in apartment buildingt? Pram homes?
Mailers? Hotels? Then have children On (aura= the differ-
ent types of homes they have seat in the Ixacturnity. Take
a walk around the neighborhood to look a tax hams and
dwellings people live in nearby.

Point out the different materials that the bum an
made out of such as wood. bricks. MM. etc. Leak for
windows. doors, porches. roofs. chimneys. math and
outdoor stoops or steps leading to apartment buildings.
Lace above storefronts for &permeate and point them oat.

When yen come back to your cease. have children cre-
ate an experience chart about the homes they saw.

1110IN
. Ask the children if they would like to try to build some
homes in the block area Put up some of the pictures of
homes. Encourage children to work cooperadvely to build
them. Remind than of the homes they saw on the walk.
and encamp them to try different types. Will their homes
have an upstairs and downstairs? Whet about apartments?
Will they be located above a store or in their own build-
ers'? How many floors will toy hive? Will their homes
be in the country nor a field or to the city near a pert?

Mid= also may went to re-aease their own homes in
blocks.

Help children collect the materials they need. and be
available to offer assistance and guidance.

Afar children have completed their haloes. give than
en opportunity to talk about them. Have them invite Mends
from their class and ethers as come ore the now homes on
de block!

Reassien
Melee may want to mike complex structures the we

beyond their abilities. Be Feinted to help them scale down
grandiose ideas to more manageable Goes. Let them try
some challenging ideas. Offer help with planning and
problanaolving. If children insist on more difficult ideas.
=sides waking it a cooperative and long-tarn project.
After this experience with blocks. children might be
inserested Ion malting proems soucturn. Um sandy
ardbored boxes or wooden awes tuned on their sides Re
en open "dollhouse- view of the inside. Pardtion them into
rooms with cardboard. then furnish and decorate.

BOOKS
Hoe in some Good books
about bora

A Haas fee &maw by
Baty Mikes atomic= Howe)

Ms Link Sams Howe by Timis Had ISbrit D4ry by
Bens sod Perm Hoke Aim Arida Meyer sod
Othandlna Revd
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The following activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1990).

A
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COOKING

a
S

Try this simple way to make a delicious fruit
crisp!

BROILED BANANA CRISP
Aim Children will use fine-motor, =prelim and receptive
language. measurement. and observation skills.
Snap slims Thee to fax dtildren at a dose.
Isinetseislet Plasdc serneed knives. measuring spoors, a
small bowl, and an mamma baking dish.
lhogredlando Crisp: 8 ripe bonne& 2 ablespoons lanon
juice. 6 tablespoons roiled oats, 4 ableqxxerts BOW 1/2 es-
swan ama ion. and vegetable oil to att. Fruit whipped
cream: A few pieces of fresh or answeetated waned huh. I
am heavy awn, end a blender. [Based es a recipe horn
Sweet and Swat*, by Kama Bettie (Si. Martin's Press).)

GETTING READY
Discuss die ingredients tosether. &courage child= to

describe how each looks and feels. Then explain the: when
you cook something the inpedients often dung& Ask. "Whet
happens when you put s piece of bread in the tosser? How
does it change? What hews to water when you put it in the
freezer? How does it changer Ask child/en to share examples
of changes they hsve noticed. Talk about how the beat of a
stove or the cold of a he changes the foods. Explain dist
today you are all going to make something celled s crisp out
of bananas. Tbsether you as welch the way each of die ingre-
dient changes.

BEGIN
First ask children to peel the hennas and help att than in

half lengthwise, then crosswise. Help children messes the
lemon juice and mix h with the Meow in en oven-end dish.
Thad= mesons and mix the rolled ow. flour. and done.
mon. Add just enough oil to nuke a auerkly dough. Ark.
"Whet would happen if we added too much oil? Mat eouid
we mix in to help?" "Whet mold we wee mole al if we wooed
he make ow crisp tuns wicker

Mkt the Minn sad sprinkle it or the booms. Ask &a-
che. "How do you think tie crisp will look when it comes out
of the broiler? How might it be diffems Sas when we put k
in? How will the Moans look?" Broil for these to fear min
use shout ox inches away from the hest. Can:folly remove
from hest and observe the charges. Ask. "Whet hemmed?
Why do you think the inpubents chimed?'

The crisp testes best sfighdy cooled sad served with a Yale

banana& whipped mean. Her e is a ramie recipe for ask-
ing fruit whipped cram and mods, apporomiey oo °heave
don&

Thke s few pieces of fresh or tusweeened canned fruit
aid whip in a blender old smooth. Take time eo observe the
chops the fndt goes through from fresh to whipped. Then
ask children to examine 1 cup of heavy cream Ask. "How
an we make diis into whipped awn?" "How will it look
thenr

Whip I am of heavy a'eam tad I/4 cup d the blended
fruit together at high speed until peeks farm. This s good
dunce for chilthen to observe chow beam it *pees
slowly and they an see the different oases as die liquid
thickets.

asmieweitee
What cooking with Byelaw-olds

Make ewe they were their bends Wise emoting;
Allow them to do many of the steps of the mown the

selves. but closely supervie move essoidas sod use den '
Mender.

Ake thee to do this pmpet dowdy so children an mire in-
depdt ober/Moo wed pediedons. .

Help deildres absolve dime to all pus al their lives.
SOCOurose them to point out chooses in the wader. the
10010, themschm. Mc.

BOOKS Imo.
Looking for sae heathy
saps? Has ere tome .

saandall

Few% Sweet. oaf Srsat,
Free by Kano Dekko (Si.
Manhe Paws)

0 Peer Rabbits Newel
Foals Cookbook by Arnold
Main alestbridi 'Wm)

Soper Swab by kw %Verret
Ohm Pubfishiss Homo)
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The following information is from an article by Polly Greenberg (1994).

Its Important for early childhood
teachers to keep in mind that girls
seem to start out on a par with
boys In math ability, but some-
where during the school years girls
lose confidence in their ability and
tend to stay away from upper-level
math classes. For this reason sta-
tistics tell us that far fewer women
than men go into science and tech-
nologymath-related careers.
Women are not as prepared In
math as are men. Since the early
1980s. girls' loss of interest and
relatively lower achievement in
math later on In their school years
has been carefully studied by many
researchers. Although equitable
mathematics education is important,
math education in general and gen-
der equity in math education in spa.
dile are areas often neglected In
preservice and to eervice early child-
hood teacher education programs.

If children develop negative atti-
tudes toward a 'subject' and lag in
learning In that subject, It's ex-
tremely difficult to turn their lack of
interest around in subsequent years.

What can we do with the very
young children we work with to
build each individual's interest in
math and confidence In her abil-
ity? We can:

Gender equity in math

1. Set a good example. Let children
see that we notice and use math to
our daily life with them: We look at
the clock and watch, measure things,
use money, think about numbers of
things, notice patterns. etc. We have
fun with math! We can say that we've
always enjoyed math (whether or
not it's truethere are times when
little, white lies are less destructive to
others than the truth would be). As
people say. attitude is contagious; is
yours one you want children to catch/
I. Structure math learning activi-
ties so that each child will be able
to achieve success.
S. Give as many tarns to girls as to
boystune of equal length. Use a
class list, keep track. Practice Is
critically important in creating com-
fort and confidence.
4. Compliment each child on his
accomplishment (nor effort): You
figured that out very well.* "You're
learning! You remembered! With a
little more practice you'll under-
stand it.' Keep trackgive equal at:
tendon and encouragement to girls.
S. Encourage cooperation within
the mixed-sex small groups we work
with; encourage children to help
each other, especially girls to help
boys rather than vice versa.

S. Avoid letting any child demi-
n ate the group.
7. Place books containing plenums
of women mathematicians, oder
lists. and engineers in our math
center, as well as pictures of mot
or pictures of women as well as men
on the math center bulletin board.
When the subject of the picture crops
up, we can tell a little about the
woman's career or contribution.
S. Avoid using 'lie more than
'she' when talking about math-
ematicians and scientists. It's as
Important to counter in boys
society's stereotypes regarding
math as a masculine, not feminine,
subject, as It is to counter it in girls;
when girls start avoiding math in
high school, many of them say that
it's in large part because of male
peer pressure. Adolescents' need
to establish their masculinity or
femininity Is strong. It during the
teen years, girls view math as for
guys and perceive the world of
mathematics as a male-domlnated
one In which they would be inferior
or unwanted, they will veer toward
non-math-orlented careen.
IL is sure to alert parents to ste-
reotypes about 'math IS WC*
line` and encourage them to make
math seem as '01C* and as acces-
sible for girls as for boys.
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Do you have these very helpful resources?
Young children learn a lot by

just being given interesting math
manipulative', friends to play with,
and as much time as they want.
Learning may be enhanced if a
teacher saunters by, watches for a
moment, and asks a question or
poses a problem calculated to chal-
lenge one or all of the children who
are enjoying the materials (legal,
Un1110, set of classification ob
jects. or whatever It Is). Bat where
do we get appropriate ideas Prom
which to create our challenges, es-
pecially If we have not had training
In math for children of tida age?

Guides like the ones to the right
contain loads of good ideas per-
taining to the development of math
pleas-ure, confidence, problem
solving. reasoning, number sense,
estimating, making sets, ability to
perform number operations. 'work-
ing backward,' sorting, classifying,
comparingand also ideas for
teaching about counting (Part 1, pro-

viously published, of this series of
articles), spatial relations and ge-
ometry (Part 3 upcoming). recogniz-
ing and making patterns, measuring
(Part 4 upcoming), and more. if a
teacher can find IS minutes a week
(or weekend) to browse In one of
these resources, he or she can come
up with a few fresh activities for the
following week.

*Select something appropriate
for the age group you work with.
* Select (or modify) an activity
for the comprehension level of the
Individuals you will work with.

If we include parents. student
teachers, and volunteers In our math
project, we mulUpty our ability to
work with children more often.
Barraistorton. M. (1978). Mathematics
their way. Menlo Park. CA: Addison.
Wesley.

Coombs, B., Harden, L. Travis. J.,
Wannamaker. N. (1957). Explorations.
Menlo Park CA; Addison-Wesley.

Hareourt. L (1988). Cretans/tofu tor early
childhood. Reading. MA: Addison-Wesley.

Hendrickson. A.D. (1959). Meaningful
nualtentatia. Teacher's guide to lesson
Manx Washington, DC: National Sci
ence rounciation.

Nom high me sky' Now Air nee anion? An
education program for gfrts and women
in math and science. Newton. MA:
Women's Educational Equity Publish-
ing Center. Education Development
Center.

Macmillan early Was tnenipalatiuss. P.O.
Box 938. Hicksville. NY 11802.

Moth throrgh children's llerrodre: Actfui-
ties mat env NC71/ standards argue
Teacher Ideas Press, P.O. Box 3958.
Englewood, CO 80155 -3988.

National Codicil oi Teaches of Mathemat-
ics. (1991). Kindergarten boa* Addenda
series. pages K-4.1eaton. VA: Autlosi.

Payne. J.N. (1975). Mathematics learning
M *arty childhood Reston, VA: National
CooncU al Towhees of Stathemaucs.

Stanmark. J.K.. Thompson. V.. &
Coney. R. (1486). Family math.
Lawrence Hall of Science. University
of California. liorkeisy. CA smo.

Wolfinger. D.M. (1959). Mathematics in
the preschool-kindargartan. Dimon.
mow. 140, 5-7.

rasisysky, C. (1986). feeparingyourw
dm for mat' A boob of games. New
York knocksn Books.

Mote delicious learning materials for the math center
Teachers of young children are

notorious scroungers. However, for
$80 or $90, you can save countless
hours of scrounging time and buy
for your math center a scrump-
tious set of sorting materials for
children to classify and group Into
all sorts of sets.

You can get, for around this price.
more than 100 clean and varied
shells from the beach; several hun-
dred plastic creepy-crawler bugs
and worms; several hundred well-
polished. real stones and pebbles;
several handsome bits of hardware
to sort by size, metal, and so forth;
hundreds of gorgeous beads In gip.
rious hues: a few hundred tiny,
shiny ceramic tiles In lots of
shapes, colors, and patterns; and
to cap it all off.' an enormous as-
sortment of buttons-500 at least.

Jumbo attribute blocks that can be
sorted by shape (the 60 blocks come
In 5 geometric shapes), color (there
are 3 colors). size (there are 21112es).

or thickness (there are 2 thicknesses),
Ltd their box. which can be used as
shape sorter. can be had for $60.

For about $30, you can get great
bucket of little fruits, vehicles, veg-
etables, and animals to separate and
group into sets.

For only $15, you can buy 20 papa
bears, 20 mama bears, and 40 baby
bears (three sizes, three weights,
(our colors).

You can get sorting trays, bowls.
baskets, and boxes.

The dots on one side of dice form
sets; toss two Jumbo dice (around
$6) and you get two sets of dots,
which four- and flve-yeasolds may
want to add.

Children can add (connect) and
subtract (In the 'take away' sense)
with very low-cost cubes (100 for
about 812). pop beads, connecting
people, and learning linksmost of
which have accompanying idea col-
lections for teachers.

Magnetic boards ($7 or less
apiece) for Individuals to use with
sets of magnetic rabbits/stars/
apple*, coins, attribute blocks (all
In the 110 range).

A set of five spinners (see which
of the numbered segments of the
circle the spinner you flip lands on)
for $5 provides fun for a long time.

A set of five chalkboards and
chalk for less than SIS will enable
children to draw their own sets, tally
information (44494-), or record and
communicate It in some other way.

You can find these materials In
many early childhood catalogs.

Get Ideas about possible learning
tasks to ask a child to do from
teacher guides that come with many
of these niatertals, but add them
Informally only as they fit a particu-
lar child.

Be sure that there are pencils, cray-
ons. markers. and assorted kinds of
paper in your math learning center.
Encourage free play there.
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Questions teachers often ask
Q. Why nol teach the whet*

poem at owe to save Wee?
A. A fundamental principle of
teaching Is that we first have to
engage the mind of the learner.
As everyone who works with
groups of young children bows.
It's neat to Impossible to get the
undivided attention of a large
groupto ensure that each child
la grappling intellectually with the
problem; therefore, we can se*
that trying to present 'a math
lesson' to a large group Is almost
always (developmentally) Insp.
proprtate.
Q. Is there any advantage to

working with one small poop
at time at the math learning
center? Why not Just with MO-
vkleale as they play?

A. It's peat to work oeron-one
with each individual while. she's
playing and we can see how to
Introduce number thinking to
what she's doing. It's especially
Important to work with the indl-
vtduals who are most and kcal
Interested Is math. as often as
possible. It's also Important to
work with individuals and small
groups at our attractive math cot-
ters; to help langlisrtse them with
this comfortable, beauttful,
stocked spot to the room and to
observe the Individual's under-
standing of a particular, major
math concept or skill.

There are two advantages to
working with small groups. Dot
only with individuate: (1) We can
work with more children MOM
often, yet still carefully observe
individual levels of cornprehen-
sioo and confusion; and (2) we

can help children learn from each
otherwe help the group focus
on a particular concept and let
each child see how two, three. or
four other children approach or
solve the problem.

Q. Hew Is It possible for one per
to play mathrelated guns

with child or small poop at
children at the math !aerates
bates; also to be available to
child/v.3 at the writer's canter,
the silence a:pa:latest, and so
forth and also to be supervising
the whole peep, molting ba-
ffles. and ebbs ap back?

A. Having only one adult in pre-
school. Head Start, day care, or
kindergarten class Isn't recom-
mended. Assuming there are two
adultscateethers. teacher and
aide, teacher and student teacher.
teacher and parent volunteer
ono Is overseeing the group of
busily playing/learning children
and helping with social and other
needs. and the other Is spending
15 minutes at the math center, 15
minutes at the writer's center, 15
minutes at the science center, and
so on. Perhaps the two adults take
turns being the play supervisor/
social factiltator/play enricher and
the learning-center circulator. (At
other times during the day or week
one or both adults will probably be
Involved In the protect children are
busy with.)

U children are allowed long
blocks of free-choice time daily
and there is a great deal to do in
each area of the classroom, teach-
ers have Iota of time to work with
Individuals and small groups in
each learning are&
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Some good books
',-

About sorting, classifying, conaparingSets "t4: .., .

Anna, M. (1982). Anne's counting house. key; York PhilorneL
Csiganti. P., Jr. (1988). How many snails? A coercing boo& New York Creenvallow.
Hoban, T. (1978). Is it red? Is it yellow? Is It blue? New York Greemvillow.
Haberman. M.A. (1978). A house Is o house tor me. New York:-VildnPenguln.
Lobel, A. (1970). The lost button New York Harper. & Row.
Reid. M. (1990). The button bor. New York: Dutton.
Roy, R. (1988). Whose shoes we these? New York:.Clarion.

About adding
Adams. P. (1973). Mere was an old lady who Wallowed a Ry. Sudbury, MkI t!

Playspaces International. . ! .

Brandenburg. P. (1963). Aunt iiino and her *whams and.pleass: New York
CoreenwIllow.

Carle, E. (1972). Rooster's Om ate the agora Natick. Mk Pkture.BooliStudio.
Carle, E. (1964). The Eery busy spider. New York Putnam: .

About multiplication (adding pups). 7...
Hamm. Di. (1991). Now merry feet In thrbed?New York Simon & Schuster.
Irons, R., & Irons, C. (1987). Shoes in toot Crystallake. IL Rigby.
Magee, D. (1985). nixie you can count on. New York: Dodd, Mead.
Mathews. L (1978). Bunches and bunches al bunnies. New York: Dodd, Mead.

Money
Dimwit with clusters of children

their perceptions about what money
Is to:. Accept all responses. Estab-
lish the idea that buying something
Is traelngthe store people let me
have milk, I trade for It--I give them
money. Continue developing this
concept. It takes many children
years to understand It. (3s, 4s. 5s)

Ask children to auk their parents
what they use money for. What do
they spend money for? Ask often:
'Did anybody go to the supermar-
ket? McDonald's? Did someone in
your family pay money?' What do
they get for the money? (3s, 4s. 5s)

With the group plan a protect to
buy a new game (for the math cen-
ter?). Plan a fruit sale to earn money.
Sell the fruit to another class, to
parents, or others, reminding chil-
dren that people who want fruit have

to trade for Itgive money. Count
the coins after they've been col-
leCted. Go and buy or order the
game: explain that you're giving the
store people the moneyIt's a
tradewe get the game, they get
the money. (4s. Ss)

Read Ate:ander, Who Used To Be
Rich Lest Sunday. by J. Viorst, to the
children. Before he knows It. this
story's little boy has spent all his
money! Discuss money that children
may have or may have spent. (4s, Ss)

Put play, paper money and coins
Into many of your prop boxes. People
need money to pay the mechanic.
eat In restuaant, shop for the fam-
ily. and so on.

Be sure the children notice you
using moneymake a show of it.
think out loud, always Include a few
helpers.

251

Three aspects of
subtraction

Teach all three through .

everyday We

Subtractionthe missing ad-
dend: 'How many blankets do we
have out? Four? How many do we
need? Six? How many are we miss-
ing?' Two Is the missing addend.

Subtractioncomparison: 'How
many people are In this center?
Seven? How many does the num-
ber sign say Is the most that
should be here? Five? Which is
more, five or seven? How many
too many are here? How many
people need to write their names
on the waiting list for the next
turns when some guys leave?" We
compare five with seven.
Subtractiontake away: We

had three grapes. Now we have
one. How many got eaten?
Even losing things can be made
Into a thought-provoking subtrac-
tion lessont
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Treat year group to special, lunderful math "units" (theme math)
Charm your five-year-old chil-

dren with six sessions of learning
(by leaps and bounds, of course)
from Frog Math: Predict, Ponder,
Play, a highly recommended
teacher's guide. Each session Is
fully planned and takes about an
hour. (You could offer this protect
every day for six days, twice a.
week for three weeks, once a week
for six weeks; or divide the class in
hall and offer the activities twice a
weekonce to each half of the
classfor six weeks; or do what-
ever works. Complete instructions
for making needed materials are

Included (volunteer helpers can
make them, and they're reusable;
save them so you can treat your
next class to frog math, too). Many
of the things we make (for Instance,
the flannel board, the place-value
board, and the graphing grid) can
be used for our other math activi-
ties, too.

In Session 1 children listen to
story called The Lost Button' from
Arnold Lobers popular book Frog
and Toad Are Friends. Cooperative,
on-their-own play with various col-
orful buttons which differ from one
another with regard to a number of

attributes prepares the children
during this first session for sorting
and classifying buttons In Session
2. In Session 8 children 'create
unique paper buttons and organize
them on a class popish'. grid. In
Session 4 frogs hop back In a big
way in a series of noncompetitive
eethoatioa sad coasting activities.
In Sessions S and 6, children play
two delightful frog games that de-
velop logical Weida/ skills and
introduce probability and
dee. All the activities are designed
to be flexible so you can adapt
them to the Deeds of your children.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS AND FIVES

Friendship Soup
Children add their own special

Ingredients to a tasty class soup!

-Almt Children develop a sense of community and
self-esteem as they help prepare vegetables with their
new classmates.

Grasp Saw Three to four children at a time.

large sheet of craft paper
peeler
large mixing spoon
plastic spoons
a can of soup stock
plastic knives

soup pot
paper *hot* cups
one vegetable from
each child
water

In Advance: Ask children to remember the times
when they shared food with a friend. Then talk
about the "friendship soup' the class will be mak-
ing tomorrow. Explain how each child can help
by bringing in vegetable that will be pan of the
soup. (Let children know you win being in extra
vegetables for those families who forget.) Ask
children to brainstorm all the kinds of vegetables
they know about. Prepare a short nom to send
home to families.

Warn -up: During group time, invite each child to
say something about and display the vegetables)
he or she brought in. Encourage children to make
comparisons with oat anther's vegetables.

ACTIVITY
Invite children to help you fill the pot with water

and soup stock.

Here are some astaessing
books about friends and
sharing.

Demonstrate the safe way to cut and peel vegetables.
Help children prepare, cut, and peel their vegetables

and put them in the pot.
Following strict safety precautions, help children air

the cooking soup until vegetables are soft. Ask chil-
dren about any changes in color, texture, and aroma.

Serve your friendship soup with bread or crackers at
snack time.

Observadonsi
Notice children's fine-motor abilities as they an, peel,
and stir.

Entansionst
At group time before cooking vegetables place

children's vegetables on a piece of craft paper in the
middle of your circle. Encourage your group to think
about and demonstrate the different ways these veg-
etables can be sorted; for example, by color, site, or
shape.

Ranmenbeet
Cooking is a sensory acperience. As ingredients are

being prepared, encourage lots of touching, tasting,
observing, and smelling.

Ifs okay if some children are not im:erated in eating
(or even tasting() the soup.

BOOKS

The Crest Mesmer Pie by Bea Friends by Myra George esti Martha

Andrea Di Note (Bradbury Dar/ Brown (Golden Gate) by lames Marshall

Prow) (Houghton Miff*
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today.(1994).

A Ilk

.5

pitScience

An Indoor
Bulb Garden

Planting bulbs Is beautiful
beginning-of-year project.

Mars Children will develop their skills in measuring,
predicting, and making comparisons during this coop-
erative planting activity.

&OUP Four to six children.

Niaterlau
three or four paper-white a bowl
narcissus or amaryllis bulbs chart paper
pebbles yarn
different seeds from pa pods,
grapefruits, and oranges

In Advances Collect and save seeds from different
fruits and vegetables from macktime. Then
buy bulbs and pebbles at a garden state.

Wynn-ups During a small-group time, dis-
play bulbs and seeds. Ask children to com-
pare the seeds with one another and then
the bulbs. You might ask, 'How are the
apple seeds the same as the orange seeds?
How are the bulbs different from the
seeds?' Look for similarities and differ-
mars in sin, shape, and to

ACTIVITY
Grow bulbs with your children by
- putting a layer of pebbles on the

bottom of a bowl.
placing the bulbs on the pebbles.

- adding more pebbles until just the top

A

ends of the bulbs are sticking out
- adding enough water so that, it reaches the bottom

of the bulbs.
- placing the bulbs on a wavy windowsill.

(This method of growing bulbs is especially interesting
to children because they can see roots as they form.
You can also grow bulbs using soil and flower pots.)

Children can be in charge of adding enough water
every day to maintain the same keel;

Record the bulbs' growth by measuring them with
yarn when you start. Continue weekly saving the yarn
segments until they bloom. (If you plant early in the
fall, blooming should occur in about two months.)

Attach the measured yarn segments to a large
sheet of paper (in a left-to-right sequence) to make a
growth chart.

Wags You IPAIght Asks
How tall do you think the bulbs will grow? (Use
pieces of yarn to record children's predictions.)

Extonslonot
Make a growth chart with a large piece of craft

paper. Help children record the inaeases in one
another's height on a monthly basis.

Plant orange and grapefruit seeds and peas in soil
placed inside recycled planters, such as yogurt
containers. Keep soil moist, and watch than growl

Try some other ideas in Growing Up by Alice
these science activity boobs Skebey (Workman)
for children.

BOOKS

Frost Pads to Pinecones Play with Tkvss
by Catherine Coder by Millicent F. Seism
(Lathrop, Lee & Shepard) (Nforrow)
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The following article is by Bess-Gene Holt (1992).

Science Is a Way of Life Mary Rivkin, editor

Sdence with Young Children by Bess-Gene Holt is a frequently purchased and highly respected
NAM publication Holt's deep understandingoIchikken and theirteachere herdelight Ingle natural
work( and her reverence for all lit combined to persuade readers that doing science is absolutely
necessaryandabsolutelynsarveloya foreueryone.Aconservey preserver, and maturerby instinct and
education, she saw the need for children to grow up loving themselves and theb environment, t o kel
that the world was good and well designed She saw the centrality of beauty in education. the beauty
of butterfly wings, and the beauty°, good ideas that explained thirty. She knew the value ofjoythat
what is learned by laughter and wholeheartedness is buy learned She was as tender with teachers
as with chilies- encouraging them to continue learningand to rid themselves of ideas and attitudes
that limited their and children's understandings. The following swages from Science with Young
Children express her ideas more completely

Why teach science?

... I believe it Is crucial to educate children In devel-
opmentally appropriate ways, and harmful to all of us
and the world we share to do otherwise. I believe
science holds a special place in that process. I believe
we are passing, to children, responsibility for a 21st
Century Earth in shameful condition. Science and
technology can only aid us If we all work at preserv-
ing, conserving, and sharing resources.
. . . Early childhood education has a fine environmen-
tal tradition. The earliest teachers of young children
Included daily investigations of the world as children
could encounter It. Because It is based on the science
of human /child development, Including the biology
of development, our educational heritage has rep
spected the natural, organic being and biological
function of each child. We assume each child's whole.
ness. each child's totality, as the being we aim to
support and develop with education. We have always
been intensely aware of the child's personal environ-
ment as the setting for learning.

. Science curriculum in early childhood education
has always meant the investigation of objects, the
quest for phenomena and their functions in fields and
pathways, and the intimate observation of butterflies
and earth movers. Some additions need to be made to
the traditions of early childhood education science
planning. Some new content, new experiences, and
development of new strengths are in order, tope
daily many that fall within the scope of science. I

Mar ',Rivkin, NUL er coordinatordearty chiklhood education
eight Mineral y of Maryiand-Ekibitnote Lawn yonde conodtant
in science education.

think we should be willing to rethink and eliminate
some of our dearly held habits of curriculum. We
should emphasize the environment and the role hu-
mans play In consuming, or protecting, the Earth's
riches. Humans affect their environments, and vice
versa. Each child's interactions with the world affect
not only the child but the world. (pp. 132-133)
... Concepts of balance, harmony, cooperation, and
interdependence can be found In any nature study.
Teachers should make certain that these Ideas are
emphasised: These are ways In which all forms of life
coexist and support each other naturally. It Is an
emphasis long overdue.

Selwyn le a way of life Its products affect our
lives at every turn. Our society and the world function
very differently now from a lew years ago because of
technological changes. We appear to have incorpo-
rated the products of science more enthusiastically
than the processes. Problem-solving techniques are
the basis of science. Coping with technology requires
a great deal of problem solving. I advocate universal
science education on the assumption that people
who understand technology live with it betterend
maybe longer. (p. 10)

The emotions a/science are Important

. . . Exploring Is fun. Discovering is fun. A problem
solved Is fun. Laughing, squealing, Joyously shared
science Is a goal worth seeking for yourself and for
children. People learn best what they enjoy. Joy also
comes through the aesthetic aspects of science-There
is quiet beauty about grass in the wind, a balanced
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scale. or a bird's feathe. There Is explosive beauty In
seeing heavy bubbling clouds, light through a prism,
or a group of deer leaping a fence. There Is serious,
stirring, breathtaking Joy In watching red blend with
yellow to make orange, whether it Is In a sunset sky or
on a child's finger painting. The growth of the human
spirit is Important.
. . . These early beauty - silence experiences also form
a basis for mature interests In science and in the arts.
Certainly they can contribute to a responsible, satis-
fying growing-up and a lifestyle that serves oneself
and the world well. As Plato said, 'All philosophy
begins In wonder.'
... The clearer, more sensible. and happier science
experiences and !earnings are, the more likely children
are to understand, cope with, and enjoy their lives In
the world immediately and In the future. (pp. 12-13)

The persona of the teacher

Holt described children In defog duelling on their
curiosity, inventiveness, persistence, learfubiess, and
ability to make sense of things. She gave equal thought
to the teacher's clictractvistics. She told teachers their
areas of strength but also attended h3 negative atti.
Dudes, such as sexism and irrational fear. The follow.
ing paragraphs reveal both her sense o/ urgency and
her direct appreadt t 0 the reader.

-
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. Some attitudes In adults can certainly atop or
slow down children's science Inquiries. Very few
young children have these obstacles in their heads.
Far too many teachers doand they can be conta-
gious attitudes that ought to be classified as danger-
ous contaminants of effective science education.

Sexism Inscience. We should be very sensitive to
establishing a nonsexist science approach for young
children. Be sore all children have equal access to the
science experiences you plan and provide. Encour-
age scientific Inquiry in all children. Assume children
of both sexes will be interested and ready, and that
Individual interests will not vary by sex. Also, see
Sprung (1975) and check to see how your 'hidden
messages' transmit.

It is more than possible that-people all along the
line did not give you the same chances. U you are a
woman, you may have found the biggest part of the
answer to the question, 'Why is science our worst
area?' You may be afraid of science. Unless your own
childhood experiences were truly exceptional, you
were given a heavy dose of the sexist message Women
can know a little about science, but only men do It. So
maybe you learned little of the `what' although not
much. You may have been told in hundreds of varia-
tions through your growing up that science was not
for girls. At best, you might have heard of Madame'
Curie, the token woman in the history of science. But
you never learned the 'how' at all.

-a

euflest asecAsse of prang children,' Molt am" ladadest deity 6spostfgarkos the ssarid es children cash(
secesater We should continue this tratiltiese sad add e near emphasis. tem We should emphasise the sarlowunestt
sad the mkt banana play La coesouslas ea protecting, the Ilarth's riches.'
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Fear is based, in this case, on
ignorance of what scientific experi-
mentation means and of how to
build It, fix it, rig it, test it. and make
It work. And even If you can do all
those things, can you take full credit
for It? Can you be proud and satis-
fied without the slightest hint of
feeling that you have done some-
thing not quite proper? Can you
talk about it comfortablyto any-
one? Or do you hide behind the
ignorance that sexism builds? It is
so easy to let Bill dolt. And you do
know how to get him to do itthat
you were taught. Because you
learned to behave In certain 'fern I-
nine* ways, you may now find you a

obstacles to 73s therm swore sensible, sal happier acience expentences and leendome
overcome, tooyour feelings about nreorred bilitZtilfslit=egithswillitsatre,11:1:4 eV. with "07 their "Pt
snakes, for example, or is it mice?

If you are a man, you may have another kind of
problem. You, too, do not wish to be the model
fulfillment of a sexist upbringing. You want to do right
by children, all children. You will note the curriculum
comments later suggest the best science with young
children deals with the phenomena closest to them
their bodies, their food, and their clothing. No for-
maldehyde. No electrical transformer. Just the stuff
of life. The only trouble is you were raised to feel
these bread-and-shirts Issues were of a woman's
world. Sexism strikes again. You also may feel you
have to prove a great deal more than the wisdom of
the scientific method. You may have to be right. The
association of authority with masculinity Is our social
heritage. Your struggle with yourself may be in as-
suming an open mind, in learning to be flexible, and
in letting a little child lead you.
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Some specific nature hangups

Snakes. People who live In areas of the country also
populated by copperhead, water moccasins, coral,
or rattlesnakes can tell you why they are wary of
these snakes. Their cautions support survival. People
under these conditions learn to identify harmful
snakes, know their habits and haunts, and work out
ways of avoiding the snakes and protecting them-

selves. These people cope well with a hazard and
usually teach children to do so. A person who sees a
curved stick In the grass of the park and screams
hysterically does not cope well with the danger that
some snakes present. Once again, knowledge makes
for more sensible behavior than ignorance. Certainly
a shudder and groan when the word snake is men-
tioned is a habit society should no longer reward.
Children should learn respect for all forms of life and
should know which forms are congenial and which
would threaten a human life if disturbed.

Rodents. Much of the same is true here. Children
need cautions about rats. Rats, especially Norway or
brown rats, can be a threat to humans where they
abound. They carry serious diseases. You may know
this only too well and not really feel comfortable with
rats in your classroom, even If they are special pets
in a cage. 01C; trust yourself. ft makes sense. But don't
generalise to gerbils, hamsters, or guinea pigs. Even
mice are more nuisance than threat. It has been
pointed out that if humans ate milkweed, monarch
butterflies would be the enemy, too. Many creatures
we have learned to fear are actually competitors for
our food supply, and that is the origin of the feeling of
threat. An adult's aversion to all small, furry things
will not serve science well. Besides, young children
really like them. Our battle should be with the senti-
mentalising of these natural phenomena in children's

BESS-GENE HOLT: I believe we are passing, to children, responsibility for a 21st
Century Earth in shameful condition. Sdence and technologycan only aid us if
we all work at preserving, conserving, and sharing resources.
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literature and goods thief Is not scientific, either.
The realities of these forms of life are more exciting.

Slime. slush, and softness. Ever stop to assess your
own preferences for textures? Or how you acquired
them? The soft, wet. slimy creatures of the earth
rarely are teachers' favorites, thus avoidance of some
fascinating forms of life can be passed from one
generation to another. I have seen zealous 10-year-
olds stamping out the lives of slugs, grubs, and larvae
as If ridding the world of a great scourge. They do not
west wildflowers or beetles that way. How did they
learn this value-laden discrimination? As with all
forms of life, some of these creatures are more conge-
nial to human priorities and purposes than others. All
of them, however, play a part in the ecology of their
area. All of them, from a scientific point of view,
should be acceptable subjects for study. None should
be mIndieuly destroyed because of their textures. If
a gardener destroys slugs, there should be recogni-
tion that another value system is coming Into play
one In which technology plays some partbut It is
not by all standards scientific. It is a value and choice.
at least for the gardener.

Hob challenged prevailing ethics when they ran
counter to environmentalism, as in this directive on
wildflowers.

Propriety. We grew up with feelings for rules. MTh'
dards, or a decorum, which may have served us well.
We can also catch ourselves, especially in science,
having many reactions based on a code we learned
when we were children. These are some of our own
naive hypotheses. We have to examine our propri-
eties and see If they still make senseparticularly In
light of ever Increasing scientific knowledge and
much greater environmental awareness, not to men-
tion our increasing maturity. For example, many of us
learned the hard way not to pick Grandma's garden
flowers, but that wildflowers existed for little hands
to uproot at will. That is a propriety. I strongly
suggest that you teach and carry out a completely
reversed ethic Pick what you plant. Leave wild growth
alone. especially in natural settings.

A related propriety is telling a young child. 'Don't
pick the lovely trillium, Carla. Let's leave it there for
other people to enjoy.* That may make the adult feel
better, but It is not reasoning that Is scientific or that
teaches science. The primary reason to leave it alone
is that It has a natural. biological function. Picking It
Interferes with that function--terminally. Nothing In
nature is there for the purpose of giving human
beings pleasure. Aesthetic benefits derived from other

forms of life are beautiful, but Incidental to thenatu-
ral function of any life: to live and die in the style of Its
species. Any disturbance of one form of fife can
eventually make trouble for all forms. (pp. 102-10T)

"Personal ecology"the basis of early
science education

Holt saw the teacherstanding 'between the great
traditions of adult science and the great mysteries
of children '5 teaming' fp. 1171 To help teachers in
selecting experiences to point children toward adult
science, she developed the concept of 'personal
ecology'

.. .1 propose the concept of 'personal ecology' as a
guide to the science experiences you choose or focus
on or uncover as your curriculum content for and
with children. Personal ecology is the individual child
interrelating, interweaving, and interacting with the
phenomena that make up his MCA environment (p. 118)

Holt put the individual child at the center of his
teaming, making his daily experiences the stuff of
education, and proposing that the Anther away from
daib, experience, the less comprehensible concepts
would be. .

. The distance.from-selt criterion is the educator's
gauge of the physical. cognitive. social, emotional, or
cultural distance of a planned or anticipated experi-
ence from the child's own immediate daily reality.
This Is a criterion you can apply when you try to
decide whether activities and materials are appropri-
ate for the children you brow. noire 6 gives you a
general idea of the distance-front-self criterion as I
mean It.

... In Figure 6. the child's own self is central. The
dimension radiating out In all directions represents
development through time the growth of the child's
person and abilities, the accumulation of experiences
as learned, and ideas, hypotheses, and concepts as
constructed and organized by that child. Around the
periphery of this picture are examples of the adult
sciences. How does a child grow from the center
outward to encompass the learnings of the entire
scheme? She goes through time..accumulates and
organizes Into clear thinking the experiences as she
growsif the experiences are there for the having
and If the thinldng is encouraged.
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BESS-GENE HOLT: Science is a way of doing things and solving problems. It
is a style that leads a person to wonder, to seek, to discover, to know, and
then to wonder anew. It is a style in which good feelings of joy, excitement,
and beauty accompany these active mental and physical interactions with
one's world. Not only children but adults can experience science. It is a
way of life.

Most young children are still fairly close to the
center, as the scope of their experiences is defined by
Figure 6.1 have divided significant science phenom-
ena into eight groups: people, places, time, weather,
objects or things, plants, animals, and change. The
groups are arbitrary, however. You know well that all
of these phenomena are interrelated and meshed, that
*friends and yards and running movements go together
depending on the time of day and weather. (p.118)

Science helps to to really see the world

Holt was light-years away from the 'science as a
table with stones and leaves on it' approach.
Science for her was a way of educating the whole
child about the whole world fora whole lifetime and
having a grand and satisfying time along the way.
The last two paragraphs of Science with Young
Children summarise her vim

. Science experiences add momentum to our goal
of helping children understand, enjoy, and cope with
their lives and their environments In the present and
In the future. Science demonstrates the survival value
and biological necessity of balance, harmony, inter
dependence, and cooperation among all the living
inhabitants of the earth, both plant and animal
including human. Perhaps if human beings begin to
learn this while they are very young. they will find
that happiness, productive fulfillment. comfort, and
survival are not mutually exclusive.

Science is a way of doing things and solving prob-
lems. It Is a style that leads a person to wonder, to
seek, to discover, to know, and then to wonder anew.
It is a style in which good feelings of joy. excitement.
and beauty accompany these active mental and physi-
cal interactions with one's world. Not only children but
adults can experience science!, is a way of We. (p.118)
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The following article is by Helen H. Johnson (1994).

NtoRt. AR011 I LEARNING IN PRESCHOOL AND PRIIHARI

The Bodyworks: Inside Me
Another Approach to Alike and Different

Helen H. Johnson

Brandt, age 4, glues loops of
twine to represent the Wain'
on a large piece of cardboard
shaped like a head. She
threads the end of the "spinal
cord' through a series of
macaroni 'vertebrae.'

Brandi comments to her
teacher 'Hey, mine is lust
like Shane's.

Teacher: 'Yes. Your bodies
look different on the outside,
but inside your spinal cord
and nerves look Just alike.'

Brandi pauses, looks around g
the classroom with her mouth
open, and turns back with
wide eyes and says: 'Just like
everyone else 4r

Four children are cutting up little pieces
&construction paper 'food' and plac-
ing them In small Booiie°'stomachs.'

Kelly loins with And and Ant 9 had
°Riau for dear; onions in Ice main.

Au!: 'Yucky!'
Jost passes on adult wansinp: 'You

have to chew everything Into small
bites so your stomach can digest It

, and you don't choke.'
Kelly, los!, and Aui put their Boggles in

a basket and head for the block cow
net. Daisy stays at the table when
she has been working for quite a long
time. suing her scissors to mond off
all die points of her small pieces. 7
gotta make sure It lsn t sharp, so It
won 7 hurt my stomach.'

Helen H. .14shaeon. MAT, teaches
4.yearolds and college students at
Gone Child Study Center at Mount
Holyoke College in South Hadley. Mos-
sachtuetts. For more information
about The Bodywork, (a anthem.
lag book) and a free sheet of
Bodywork. Brain Bottlers.' send a

postcard request to the author at S06
. Ph,, St., Amherst, MA 01002.

,
;

Speaking up at circle time, Shane:
"Soneetinses you cook, have AmiPro.'

Loki: 'Sometimes you could get loamy
good's in your pants. Sometimes you .
could get bossy sonata on you r door.'

Teacher: 'Yes, that can happen to any
body, children and grownups. too. IM-
antlers can happen if you* sick, or if
you eat too much of some kinds of
food or if yea eat food that's spoiled'

Male: 'Sontetinta It's not comfortable
to get It our

Stan: 'When I sit on the toilet I can Mel
it pushing.'

Shane: 'Sometimes you pee and poop
at the earn* time.

Stan: Visa don? pee. They dont have
a penis.

Teacher 'Girls do pee. Girls and boys
pee through a small hole celled a
urethra. in boys the urethra is at the
end mow penis. In gins the urethra is
between their legs.

Luke: "Girls have a baby in their belly.
Teacher Some Ora when they grow
tip decide to have babies. The baby
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grows In a special place inside the
woman s body called the uterus.
Cats' bodies are fancy on the Inside,
lust like boys' bodies are fancy on
the outside.

Luke: 'Boys have boy bodies .

Boys can have a gaol and big Ind.
leaf'

Teacher. Vats can have guns, too. if
they want to.'

Acne: 'Boys can have bigger bullets!
Boys can save Ora.'

Teacher And girls can sane boys,
too.'

Sisk 'I saved my sister when she fell
off the porch.'

Teacher 'And Eric saved his brother
from swallowing a penny. Boys can
save boys. Girls can sane girds.
they can sane each other. It lust
depends on who needs saving and
who's nearby to help.'

Shone: Sometimes the mother has to
go to a meeting and the dad could
take care at a

Teacher 'Yes, Shone, after the baby
is bons, mothers and dads both take
care of It Dods and morns are both
very Important.'
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Several children are sitting at a table
attaching rubber-band 'muscles' and
brass paper/owner 'joints' to card-
board arm 'bones.'

Moja: '1 know why we have arms. so
we can reach things and pick things
up. What if we didn't have arras ?'

Luke: 'Where are your muscles?'
Teacher 'Where do yvu Mink?
Luke: "Your mouth."
Teacher. Wow do you know?'
Luke: 'Because you can telt
Teacher 'Yes. my muscles help my
mouth move, so 1 can talk. Yours do.
too. We have muscles in the same
placez"

Luke: 'Your hand is bigger. You have a
thumb.'

Teacher 'Grownups and children both
hove hands with thumbs. but they are
different sizes.

Stan: If we couldn't bend our fingers,
how could we pick things ups

Stan rries picking things up between his
fingers. without using his thumb. Maki
repeatedly makes her thumb and in-
dex finger meet in a circle. opening
and closing the gap.

Marcus (motioning horn fingertips to
wrist): 'Do bones go from here to
here?'

Teacher 'What do you Mink?
Marcus (who has just celebrated his

fifth birthday): 7 knew that when I
was 4 years old'

Teacher 'You must have been a smart
boy!'

Marcus: 7 still am!" fie explores his
body for joints, bending his neck,
shoulder, elbow, knee, ankle. wrist
fingers. Ha counts hone the wrist up
his index finger. 7 have lour joints an
my finger. Knuckles.

Seri is squeezing a large, red Par*
inflated balloon. She squeezes and
quickly releases it several times be a
row. This is what your heart does
when you're sawed'

Teacher 'What does it do when you're
not scared?'

SU! demonstrates by squeezing It in
and out, slowly and rhythmically. 'Bat
if you run, it goes like this . . . .' She
squeezes it rapidly again.

When Gabriel's mother brings. hint to
school, she reports that he fell and
scraped his arm. He hod grinned at
her and said Wow ton gonna see If
my blood works, if it makes a plug for
the hole. And a scab. And 1 gotta
change my body . modeL I gado put
a cut on the arra'
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What brilliant teacher first conceived the
notion of young children painting their own
life-size self-portraits?

Brandi, Shane, Gabriel, Sisi.
and their friends are hard
at work at nursery school.

They are engaged in The Body -
works, a project that began four
years ago when I woke up In the
middle of the night with the an-
swer I'd been seeking for months.
I couldn't know then how signifi-
cant the answer would prove to
be or how many ripples of excite-
ment. curiosity, and satisfaction
It would release in 14 children,
their families and friends, my
teaching assistants, and me. I
didn't anticipate how relevant it
would become for teachers, par-
ents, and therapists struggling
to meet the developmental needs
of children in their care.

The Bodywork' began with an
opportunity disguised as a prob-
lem: a classroom full of anxious
4-year-olds. Six days into the
school year, one of the children
was suddenly hospitalized. The
questions were large, with an-
swers neither simple nor satisfy-
ing. Beneath the cognitive issues
was a sea of emotions.

Few of the questions actually
surfaced in words. They were
loud In silent, sidelong looks; the
extraordinary attention they paid
to ordinary colds, hangnails, and
nosebleeds; the hospital dramas
played out with our set of small,
Jointed toy figures and their
emergency-room props; and the
selection of picture books.

Children need simple and di-
rect answers, even when the
truth is troubling. So what if no
one yet wants to ask the ques-
tions out loud? There are times
when children need to turn away
from the search for understand-

2g

Ins and turn back to simple im-
mersion In experience.

As their teacher, I respected this
need. At the same time, I knew
that over and over each of these
children would circle back to their
big questions. I wanted very much
to support them in that process.
How could I help strengthen their
vitality and their trust in the mys-
terious workings of We?

Intuitively, I knew that the
children's own bodiesthe fo-
eus of anxiety inust provide the
release. My mind turned to a
time-tested, body4mage activity.
What brilliant teacher -first con-
ceived the notion of young chil-
dren painting their own life-size
self - portraits? The activity never
falls to capture and hold atten-
tion through all its stages: outlin-
ing oneself on butcher paper;
painting in one's hair, features,
and clothing: cutting out the fi-
nal two-dimensional 'Me.' Mys-
tery and wonder shimmer at.the
edges, along with delight, curios-
ity, and openness to concepts as
well as experience.

Was there some way to take
this activity further, deeper, be-
yond the surface 'Me' to the In-
terior core? I began to under-
stand what I wanted to do: to
help each child expand her sense
of her own 'Insides; not only
bones but flesh and blood and
breath, muscle and motion, and
sensation. The chUdren needed
a three-dimensional working
model of the human body, how-
ever schematic. Obviously we
couldn't represent the entire hu-
man body, but there bad to be a
way to construct the systems
most relevant to a 4-year-old's
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Intellectual. social,
emotional, and physi-
cal development.

I hoped to launch
an exploration with
enough momentum to
carry the children be-
yond our classroom
hours together. At
best. each child would
make his own model
of the body. A collec-
tive model would not
meet deeper needs in

sthe
same way. I as-

sembled a number of
books and other re-
sources for learning
about the human body, 1
but a suitable project
still hovered outside my reach.

One day, I spontaneously de-.
cided to set out a new book for
children to look at during activ-
ity time. It was full of flaps to
open, suitable only for one care-
ful child at time. I put the book
on a table with an adult to over-
see its use. Within minutes a
group of children had clustered
around Claire Smaliman's and
Edwina RIddell's wonderful book.
Outside-1n. For week they pa-
tiently took turns going through
It, asking questions, studying
some pages over and over again,
kibitzing over each others'
shoulders. Clearly, this book of
anatomy and physiology had un-
locked a door. It invited and ad-
dressed many levels of ques-
tions, beckoning the children to
follow their anxious curiosity
Into new terrain.

Not long afterward. I woke up
In the middle of the night. In my
mind's eye 1 saw with Increasing
clarity the age-appropriate work-
ing model of the essential 'in-
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,Y.

sides." It took few days to de-
sign the details, but the key
structural elements were all
there: a large paper bag 'torso*
suspended from the 'shoulders'
of a coat hanger, with cardboard
*skull' and limbs stapled in
place. The front panel of the pa-
per bag was cut away to leave
three-sided container for a sche-
matic representation of the
heart, lungs, and digestive tract.
On the back of the bag, the spi-
nal cord ran up to the brain.
Arms and legs were jointed.
Nerves, arteries and veins, and
muscles completed the body sys-
tem. What about gender differ-
encesso crucial a developmen-
tal Issue for 4-year-olds? I
decided to include simplified
urinary and reproductive or-
gans as well.

Successive layers of problems
presented themselves and were
resolved step-by-step within the
simple, basic structure. To be-
gin, there was the Issue of mate-
ries. These had to be cheap,

preferably familiar, and
easily replaceable.

When I constructed a
prototype, trying to
Imagine 4-year-olds du-
plicating each step, I dis-
covered even a stream-
lined version would
take more than an hour
to make. One of my pri-
orities is that children
be Involved In every
stage of a process, no
matter how compro-
mised the finished prod-
uct may seem from the
adult perspective. I want
than to know the work Is
their own and to be able
to do It all over again, at

some level, If they want to.
I try to stay relatively free dur-

ing the activity period to oversee
the classroom as a whole. It's
essential to stay ready for the
"teachable momenteunpre-
dictable In form and content
that arise in a carefully shaped
environment. I couldn't see my-
self tied to a single project no
matter how rich and appropri-
ate, nor could I turn over The
Bodywork' to a rotating staff of
student assistants. The very
quantity of materials, tech-
niques, and concepts in the
project was also daunting.

'Fit was another primary con-
sideration. Curriculum should
match wide-ranging Interests and
skills so that each child feels at
once competent and stimulated.
I knew that the well-conceived
project allows the child who Is
developmentally youngest to
move without anxiety toward
mastery of skills, while the most
mature child wings beyond what
is given. It Is also necessary to

Was there some way to take this activity further, deeper, beyond the
surface 'Me" to the interior core?
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keep close track of each child
pacing, redirecting, supporting
her through many transitions
and shifts of perspective. Addi-
tionally, 'fir is especially im-
portant when the subject mat-
ter carries heavy emotional and
social charge.

For all these reasons, creating
Bodyworks Insides* seemed to
require one-to-one adult-child
ratio, an impossibility I thought.
My intuition urged me to go for-
ward, to make tradeoffs. I broke
the project down into small bits,
carefully sequenced, realizing
that all children would have to
complete each task before any-
one progressed to the next. This
approach risked fragmentation
and the loss of momentum, but it
allowed the whole project to con-
tinue to evolve flexibly.

As it turned out, the pragmatic
decisions about methodology
had far-reaching benefits. It took

ye
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In my mind's eye I saw with increasing clarity
the age-appropriate working model of the
essential "insides."

several days during our activity
period for the whole group of
children to complete each organ
'system* because only one or
two children and a teacher
worked at The Bodywork, table
at any one time. Brain, heart,
lung, digestive, urinary, and re-
productive tracts were color
coded to make them distinct; and
the elapsed time between each
child's various -turns for The
Bodyworke helped further to set
each organ system apart. The
children's hands-on experience
was repeatedly reinforced by
their observation and conversa-
tion with peers, as well as the
shared cumulative insights of the

teaching stafflike a
wave gathering energy.
Parents tracked the pro-
cr.se with enthusiasm,
and the children found
themelves *teaching*
cla,aroom visitors. anti-
mat.bly, one grandfather
took the finished product
to show off to his pinochle
cronies° lielated materials
were available elsewhere
in the classroom during
the activity period, and
there was some whole-
group talking and singing
at circle time; but we pro-
ceeded by a process of
gradual saturation rather
than dramatic immersion.

Initially, 1 wasn't sure
how m-sch information
the children might want
or how but to present It.
In fact I was not confi-
dent of my own grasp of
all the systemic details,
much less the expertise
of my student assistants.

.44
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I kept the `content" simple, prep-
ping my stall daily with a few key
concepts to be shared Informally
with the children. We kept refer-
ence books handy for fielding
tough questions.

A pattern evolved. A teacher
would take a iftild or two over to
the completed prototype hang-
ing in the doorway and begin
talking about the bit to be cov-
ered that day. Soon they would
be launched In a swift current of
dialogue, gesture, and activity.
'Today. we're going to make the brain,
Do you know what your brain does?
... It gets messages and sends mas-
sages. There are lots of little pathways
called nerves that run from your brain
to all the other pans of your body.
Here's how they work: Pretend that
you put your finger on the stove. The
nerves Is your finger would send a
message to your brain: Hot. hot. hot!
Then your brain would sand a massage
back to your finger: Move fasts Get off
the stone ... See all tits string tangled
up here? That's like your brain inside
your bead. Look where the string
goes ... yes. down the back. That's
called the spinal cord. See how It runs
through the big *CGS of macaroni? ...
They're bones that protect it. They're
called vertebrae. ... Feel the middle of
my back ... feel all those little bumps.
Can you feel your own vertebrae If you
reach your hand behind you?

Why do you think there are so many
little bones instead of one big
bone? ... Let's bend over and touch
the floor. Now lean way beck and turn
around. ... Your back can move in lots
of different directions. can't it? ... What
about your N. the part between your
knee and your footcan tt bend like
your back? ... light. because that part
of your leg is one solid piece of bone. ...

Do you see when the string goes
now? Lots of different nerves go from
the spinal cord inside tbe vertebrae in
your back to all the other parts of your
body. The model only shows a few,
but then are really lots more nerves
Inside your body.... Can you feel
where your spinal cord ends? Some
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People can that a tailbone. Did you
ever bump your tailbone? It really can
hurt! See on the model that there's a
round macaroni like a wheel at the end
of the string? That's the tailbone. It
you were a monkey or a cat, that's
where your tall would bet

What will you need to make the brain
and the spinal cord of your own model
of your 'insides"? ... Yes: string,
macaroni, and tape. Look again! What's
keeping the brain together? You're
nightshe used glue for that.... Let's
go over to the table. ... How do you
think you should start? ... Good Idea.
you get the scissors.

... Yes. I do remember the two draw-
ings In the Outside-In book of the
ballerina... .1 bet you can figure out
why she looked all folded up In the
second picture. Here. you find the
page.... Yes! It's because the picture
shows what would happen If she didn't
have a backboneif she didn't have
all those little vertebrae lined
up.... Let's see If we can show that In
a different way. Here's a Ussue. Can
you make It stand up by Itself? What If
you put It on top of this pencil? The
pencil holds up the tissue lust as your
backbone holds up your skin. ...

Look over on the shelf. Do you see
that package of wrays?... Can you find
the one that shows the vertebrae? ...
Good world Where do you think the
brain Ls? ... What about the spinal
cord?... When your brother broke his
arm, did you sae the ways? ...

This blend of activity, conver-
sation, and 'research' wove
through each child's construc-
tion segment. I have rarely seen
children so deeply engaged, so
open, so absorbent. It was clear
that our project was a perfect
"fit' for this group of 4-year-olds;
In fact, the process seemed
nearly organic. The Bodyworks
stretched out for almost two
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months, firing the development
of children and adults alike, while
traditional interest areas flour-
Ished alongside.

If we recognize children as
budding scientists, actively ex-
ploring themselves and their en-
vironment, we can appreciate the
preschool classroom as an espe-
cially well-equipped laboratory

bone and the torn muscle. Her
sense of connectedness between
her Infant self, her child self, and
her adult sell deepens. As the
child's sense of her own Individual
Inner physical self enlarges, so
does her sense of belonging among
others who share the same won-
drous powers. Her awareness Is
strengthened by the glimpse of the

Curriculum should match wide-ranging
interests and skills so that each child feels at
once competent and stimulated.

for their experiments with the
sense of self. The young child's
experience has led him to infer
that there is more to his body/
self than can be seen. He knows
that his heart beats, breath goes
in and out, wastes emerge. blood
comes through broken skin,
boys' and girls' bodies look dif-
ferent. He wants to understand
why these things happen, how
he, him 'self 'happens."

In building a model of her 'In-
sides,' she delightedly expands
her sense of her own body's
power: the power to transform
food Into energy and then into
waste, to pump blood through a
web of tiny tubes, to fill and
empty her lungs, to send and
receive messages, to throw off
dead skin and grow It new, to
keep a piece for a baby to grow
perhaps. to open and close pas- .

sageways, to mend the broken

common Insides' beneath the
unique 'outsides." Surface differ-
ences- -size, age, ability, race, gen-
derdwindle in significance.

The Bodyworks met the chil-
dren where they werephysi-
cally, intellectually, socially,
emotionallyand helped them
move Joyfully along the spiral of
self-knowledge. The project grew
out of specific and unusual
needs, but it struck chords reso-
nating in all young children. It
affirmed for them experientially
what Mister Rogers's wonderful
song' promises:
*Boys are fancy on the outside.
Girls are fancy on the inside .
I know you're a special person,
And I like your Ins and outsides ....
Everybody's fancy, everybody's fine,
Your body's fancy and so Is mine.'

'Song copyright 0 1990 by Fred Roger,,
Family ConsenunicsUons, Inc. Used by per

Initially, I wasn't sure how much information the children might want
or how best to present it. In fact I was not confident of my own grasp of
all the systemic details, much less the expertise of my student
assistants. I kept the *content" simple, prepping my staff daily with a
few key concepts to be shared informally with the children. We kept
reference books handy for fielding tough questions.
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This blend of activity, conversation, and "research" wove through each
child's construction segment. I have rarely seen children so deeply
engaged, so' open, so absorbent. The Bodyworks stretched out for
almost two months, firing the development of children and adults alike,
while traditional interest areas flourished alongside.

The Bodywork. affirmed the
validity of the problem-solving
approach to early childhood edu-
cation. The teachers had accom-
panied the children on a voyage
of mutual discovery. It was a
magic moment when the children
saw their life -size sell-portraits
hanging up with the "insides" at-
tached. In making models of their
bodies, they had shaped a new
and life-giving sense of the self. It
had been very hard work. it was
worth It. They could hardly wait
to take their Bodyworks home.

That was the first year. The
news traveled quickly. I was
urged by teachers, parents, and
therapists to put together a kind
of 'recipe book" so that they
could try The Bodywork. on their
own. The second year, as I devel-
oped the curriculum outline, I
realized that it would take more
than a recipe book to prepare
others to adapt The Bodyworks
to their own settings. In crest--
ing the project, I had done a
great deal of thinking, which
was crucial to using The Body -
works appropriately.

It is not simply a matter of
gathering up a few paper bags
and jumping in, as one young
teacher discovered the hard way.
On a brief visit to our school, she
got excited on seeing The
Bodywork* in progress. She
checked out a body book from
the children's section of the li-
brary. assembled a box of odds
and ends, improvised a model of
her own, and took It Into her day
care group of older 3s, young 4s,
and an occasional S-year-old.
Within days the children were

busily cutting and gluing; the par-
ents were curious; the questions
were flying thick and fast; and
she was In way over her head.

She hadn't considered what
each material suggests about the
body function being represented.
She had chosen Styrofoam
'noodles" for the brain; they
looked a bit like illustrations of
the cerebellum, but they didn't
embody the concept of "roads'
for brain messages to travel on
through the body. She hadn't se-
quenced the stages of the
project, so the children were
confusing parts of different syr
teals. She hadn't antldpated so
many challenges related to
`poops" and 'babies." or figured
out how to respond appropriately
to children at such different stages
in development, or to parents' con-
cerns. Frantic, she called me. To-
gether we planned how she could
bring the project to a speedy dose
as tidily as possible, and I prom-
ised she would have the first draft
of The Bodyworts manuscript,

Five years laterafter five
more groups of preschoolers.
their families, friends, and fasci-
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nated observers have put the
project to the testThe Bodyworks
manuscript is ready. It's clearer
than ever to my colleagues and
me that children's relationships
to their own bodies are a power-
ful hidden core curriculum, from
sari), childhood through the
school years. The Bodywories will
help teachers, therapists, and
parents respond to the questions
children of all ages are asking In
words and behavior. it helps chil-
dren and adults honor the shared
humanity beneath differences in
age, size, ability, class, race, and
culture. Most importantly, It re-
veals and celebrates the web of
life that binds all species together.
The Bodyworks becomes a door-
way to what Rachel Carson (1956)
called the sense of wonder.'
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The following article is by Polly Greenberg (1993).

Ideas That Work
WithYoung Chi leen

How and Why To Teach All Aspects of
Preschool and Kindergarten Math
Naturally, Democratically, and Effectively
(For Teachers Who Don't Believe in
Academic Programs, Who Do Believe in
Educational Excellence, and Who Find
Math Boring to the Max)Part 1
.Note: Amts of this math sates foams on sefedossif)4AS import:it
matching adding sabbacting-kapedally as chikben encounter Ment in
play settinp and with coins. /tat 3 is about learning spatial tabulate and
geometry, wtpedally through block buildby and woodworkbg Part 4
focuses on sequencespseerns; twanging *ern by site and time4nd
nimmuntmen; panic** as children cook and play with ureter and sand

ICk:nOft I am really named! I em
1s add ideas I read (sod abser

lately agree with') about the Woe--
tame of ceiatribedeg M cherader
development sad moral develop-
meet. sad democratic elevator de-
velopmeak std the tameetsan of
discovery leareiag sad thialdag

, and medvatiomeolikeleareing
la my fear- sad Ove-yeer-old sized
age peep. In, the director ha this
preschool waste beery emphasis ea
academic innalog, especially math
sad readies. Is my eadermedual
teacher edcadoe, I thought I was
taeght that four. ale ftwoyearolds
lean all the math they seed en they
May ea their ewe. I med to sera that
way, bet I, too, Iasi strew' about
educations' excellana I. myself sow
think 1 should be doing mon them I did
before about meth. I ben ernes' prob.
beta, booty. fInt. I doaNeee bow le
add mow sad mon emus dreads of
a:Mad= ft the day. Mani and demo-
as* drummer development, dhow

ay Manias opportuaides, sad ether
moans ant more impormat to me
thm math h. If rim pole/ to add eur-
Moho& It's going to be dal son of
thing. I ease mem so gat it all together.

Meth Is my worst nobles. I leech
every Memo I'm supposed to and sive
every assignmeat rim apposed M
ama of them ..moat blowing dam
eastretten. Mel, I Med math basing to
the msa that Is my seemed problem
sod I see that the chains de. tee. I
as a math medlais-1 get sloth pew
eeatlle is the math college boards,
manias that SI% of all college
booed high school graduates bony
mat math than I did. Through yam
of Warshaw ladepedeat study,
have achieved the third pads meth
level. How tea I be good math
Mather/ How do teachers get It all
together? I think the dinner would
allow me to teach math. sad all the
rest el it, the best way If I could
figure out what the beet way la sad
ham to do it that way.

2,58

Polly Greenberg

Luck* for parents. teachers, and
other aregivers. child's charac-
ter (Including moral and ethical

behavior). motivation to learn, person-
ality (Including interests), and mental
development (Including intellectual tin-
derstanding ot the many kinds that
constitute readings tor isarnIng *the
nut thing' In each eunieukee area)
are formed In the process of her van-
sus Interpersooal relationships and es-
thetics. Character and personality de-
vslopment, a democratic style of
working with others. and so on. are not
separate entitle', apart Irons the young
child's lam* life and her We In what-
ever 'dome or Idedergarten setting
she spends her den. Mental develop-
meat results automatically from the
normally developing child's matura-
tion. but also from the enthusiasms,
example. expectations. Individually
challenglne questions and comments.
and experiences uninteettenelly or ta-
tentionally prodded by the adults with
whom the child is most mnotionally.
mcm117. and Intellectually involved
her parents and other family members.
her other major =VMS and teach-
am and any additional strdlkant oth-
ers in her We. Intelligence develops
lamer and farther by being actively
used Children's mental development
Is greater II their minds are approprl-
ate/ stimulated. As we premed in the
next few pages to think about how a
pretty good math programloduding
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all streams of mathematical learning
usually Included In good pre-k and kin
dergarten math programscould
evolve In your classroom, we can Illus-
trate how 'democratic character' and
other desired cheracterlatics could be
promoted simultaneously.

Let's (ace It, you're not alone; many
teachers don't like math. Many teach-
ers don't like reading, either. they don't
read in their spare time. Yet we would
probably all agree that it's every early
childhood educator's duty to try to
Instill love of stories and a variety of
other 'readinesses to read' In the
young children we work with. Isn't the
same true of math? It's not a matter of
whether we think reading or math is
important, It's a matter of giving each
child a lair start in case he thinks so.

U encouraging each child to be suc-
cessful in math is one of your goals,
you will logically

become alert to, and show a (gamiest
or simulated) lively and daily interest
in the natural math that surrounds us
as we go through the day with children
On other words, show some enthusi-
asm, and set an ersurepfe of being inter-
ested In math concepts);

expect that almost ever/ child will
become Interested In mathematical
thinking, and will be able to develop In
that dimension as in others, although
some chIldren will take more delight in
the subject than others;

become a "take-nrainitinfor.math'
teacherevery day add a few math mo
ments where you see opportunities;

provide a wealth of matnrelated and
math-rich experiences for each child
to encounterbooks, brain teasers,
discusalonsthat children find intrigu-
Insthat grab their mindsthat cause
them to thinkthat monuale than and

speculate In a light, playful way (not
like an Interrogator) when a math MO.
man pops up:

wonder what would happen if
' What if we ....'
' is there another way to do their
'Does everybody agree that this is

the best way to do its-
Obviously, having parents or other

beloveds who are mathematically
dined people and who saturate their
child's life with fun math: and having
teachers who find math fascinating,
have been well educated in It, and
know how to introduce young children
to agnappropriate math concepts is
what will best stimulate a young child's
development and learning In this sub-
ject. Most children, however, don't
have parents and/or teachers who are
mad about math, and you've already
said math doesn't turn you00 111 fact,
that you find It 'boring to the ewe
s* let's start there. where you and
many of the rest of us are.

Lucidly, even teachers who are math
mutilates can learn enough about math
and enough alma yoeng children-1f
they observe and challenge each in&
vidualto become more than satisfac-
tory teachers of reatheniatice

All of the general principles of excel-
knee In teaching young children apply
to latching math, too. As a start, we
need to apply each of than:
1. Get to Imam each child as aa
vidual and develop an authentic per-
soma kiendship with each ens, regard-
less of race, religion, unattractive
appearance or personality, socloscs
mama status, learning difliculdek etc.
I. Prepare a classroom bursting with
(math) learning opportunities and a
schedule permitting children to move
freely and saps* la whatever appeals
to them with hour-long or two.hour
blocks of time for self-propelled learn-
toS through PloY and Prolecto-
S. Act an the Uct that a child loans best
by coming upon a problem or reallaing a

A

0

n eed dining maminsful, manoaround
activtilsedelly livtng, play, or interper-
anal activitiesend by receiving assn
tame from an adultes Nth asaisunat
as is needed to enable her to discover
a solution or remedy for her problem.
1. Ensure that during most of the time
your children are with you, they are
moving and doing real things that
engage their minds, not sitting and
doing paperwork This includes engag-
ing hi teal math things, not marking
worksheets.
S. Circulate, ladlitating social relation
shills, literacy, math, science, social
studios, and the arts as you move from
activity area to activity area where
books. toys, props, materials, supplies,
e quipment, and temptations designed
to promote involvement In these 'sun
Meta' are invitingly displayed. Join the
activity and converse with children.
S. Extend an activity to & new frontier
for child, whenever you sense that a
teaching moment has evidenced keel
T. Weave math and literacy skills and
concepts Into almost every area and
activity h the room. '
S. Schedule yourself usually not &R-
am Spend 10 inhales at the language
arts learning center taking dictation,
helping children spell words, playing a
'reading readiness' game. Circulate.
Spend the nee 10 minutes In the math
manipuladves area: 'Who wants to play
a pins with me, I need three people so I
can play this tamer This will be small
group, mash learning esperienen Oren
late. Spend 10 minutes expLairang as self-
serve activity at the science table so
diktat eln do a on their own. And so mi.

Do you have a printlich classroom? In the same way, we can saturate ow classrooms with math
for children to encounter every time they turn around. Do you have a matimich classroom?
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Excellent education for three-, four.,
rh. and six-year-olds involves very
little If any nufnacrfoneeatIng the
class, talking to the whole group, try.
Mg to get everyone to sit still and
listen. telling (lecturing). and asking
questions In order to hear the 'right*
answer. This type of teaching Is am
Montanan. not democratic. The teacher

plans, thinks, and controls: the child is
passive, a recipient, and obedient (or
soon finds herself humiliated In the
Woout chair where she misses the
*Mason' altogether). Schools too often
teach obedience and 'right' answers.
In doing so, they unwittingly prevent
the development of thinking skills and
selklisdpilne. When teachers control

*PrtschOolwIdiandeigarten Math Skids .

In hisiiivalltiimeiesitiv ituintiers ham .140
slrxe the.19206--the Brinsh inkar,.'llteana one object in real4Ife situk
Selma model popular In the United-v.ons and In games.
States In the 1960s and 70.In what : a and idling dam,
are currently c+oetsfructldirt B-20: Being able to Mad and

and *Abe ton .o; the write numerals (although some
f.).(7=OcaedisidasodornnenieINrnay be Written backwards).

IworogviesPmilirunk ehildieilaaro 4,0 lean Being able tomotivation to muter, math; enjoy- . minim .. 2
!share, take turns, discuss, and lir

meat' t to lble solutions to prob-shim' erw len
possible
demonstrate thinkin byliteracy, and computational comps- ems, emo . 8

lence through Immersion .In ma& ttImmerli.q Hothersdravlittan tan
anatical abeepts emerglietront '.;aq.Stsno It through
and nursed woe) newts of evo!- ..ingbgitand.inreadwoidking vandaphiby, ortocorexpelsingn

Intamday rnadkidateddasaranin

!elm Observant teachers IntrodUceill ebasifying, coinparlit and
illiconcepts and skills found In math : A matchlegt Being able to . iort
.:scope and',..iiequenceists;: but oaf 'people: objects, events, And 'plc..
needs* theyto not Unfurl a depbt .(.. hires Into groups iecOrding, to
step math ,airodaiin. color. shape, gni selince. and
Math Uttiltiec sintinciA event number., and M
experience etaueeointerest tribe saw- Well* sets to determine more
du. increase .aucoUninsto the details of ;;;Ithan, less than, ancl:the same as
maihemsuist apyeoacboo, end lead n'a':.'.0:110alendYN .51;.:

the Pni.i111116°11 "are* arid. 0!° *bole numbeiciieralleniii Apply
"ewes Ofefeheeet,.. .P:euesh., the'simplest adding, lubtract-
areni, M44%79' =be. and dividing skills In real-life

meth:120U* serloced. -Mutations', using real4lie ,objects
lessons 'is the opposite 'of an 'eel qg 'shah' manfiadatives to 'Mu or
preach arrilthaslaingreilOhdlog to '- separate sow.
,the child's Immediate need: Statedt:Z=randonn..leinink
one Way. leitether: dies* ere tbec -use knowledgeof spatial mete.;included In.moslireiteabd (""bruanirom vocabulary to describe.

lindergarteninatbprciarams'avaLl'At, limillarity with to and three.
PSI is to create c°ncePtual &apse,:datlons, critical thinkingskills: and . . r:
COMA learning motivation for fu7,. Beeneateeal Ability to emits and

Mith. t :Ad entity. patterns; 'arrange objects.
.,tOrfSUCCe..1$ 3;4:. 7'1.-- by size, understand tInit.sequesites
Aeetioalag preinieei io lint. "le daily basics &but:
Applying Oath tldlls to 1.4..dadte,Calepdire; Ind
elined°°1:...:;
One4Oni:iiiaireV:gerieijOn.::;siei, quantity. capadici:and time
deem Knowing that one number --.estImatIon and verificatlen,
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through the use of the linteaut chair.
gold stars, and other rewards and
punishments, they are not using or
modeling democratic practices. Nor
are they using the most effective edu-
cational methods.

For John Dewey, the goal of educe.
tion Is to enable the Individual to con-
tribute to the wellbeing of the group
and to receive, in return, its good will
and its resources. To Dewey, the pur-
pose of developing uniqueness (dis-
Unctive self, abilities, individuality) is
to become fit to function In a special-
teed way that, while bringing out the
best In the Individual. Is useful to the
group. For Dewey. adtecteallastion
Is goal, and the reams ter striving
to reach this Leal le to be able to
provide am iedh4duidly, pereosally
seitelok service to the social whole
(grasp). Sell-esteem and selkftsciplIne
result from and are strengthened by
this emphasis. For Jean Asset, the aim
of education Is the child's moral. so-
dal, and Intellectual autonomy.
Constance Karnii, leading proponent
of Ptsgetian education. Including meth
education, explains that math. 'as well
as every other subject, must be taught
in the contest of this broad objective.'
ICarall writes, Some lint graders hon-
estly believe that S 5 10, but others
only recite these numbers because
they are told to. Autonomy as the aim
of education implies that children must
not be made to say things they do not
honestly believe' (1Cant11. 1952. p. 21).

Excellent education for three. four-,
five-, and simyear-olds originates, most
of the tiros, from what a child is dco
ingthe teacher helps the child build
a brtd or prolonged learning =pert-
ince from that point of departure. The
teacher provides the scaffolding so the
child can construct new understand-
ings (Vygotsky. 1916). Lass frequently.
but from time to time throughout the
day. the teacher offers a papered
learning experience (often a meth
learning experience), but It's invaa-
danaianyone who chooses to be-
come Involved does. The teacher
works hard to lure children who sel-
dom or new respond to her krill&
tiona, rmortmg at lust once each week
U all else falls, to: °Kim Conway. Gear-
fa. and Jack. it's your turn to play this
pore with me.' After all, being wanted
and sought alter is good for childrer..
tool And the hope Is that by doing a
good enough job, the teachers can
make math sufficiently into so
that these children. like the others,
will eagerly take up the teacher's lei-
tattoo neat time.
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&Miami tracking eon b e Magid of of a *pare. Think math in dd. cool

Knowledge 01 the no.
Lure of children in this
age rangethdr emo-
Donal. social, physical.
and intellectual needs,
and their Interests
Mink math).

Procurement and man-
agement of appropriate
materials; management
of content offerings, in

opportunities and
choices (think moth).

Relationship with and
knowledge of the indi-
vidual child (think moth).

Knowledge of the basic
skills and concepts to
be developed (think
moth), of the process of
spotting possible teach-
Ing moments (think
mod°, of how to con-
verse with children. and
ol how to pose challeng-
ing questions (think
moth).

The emergence at concepts
about counting, number..
and groape of things (arts)

Although many parents, teachers.
and other caregivers think that the
most Important and impressive way to
begin a child's mathentatics education
Is to teach her to count to 10, 20. or SO,
that's actually putting the cart before
the horse. The three most important
things about counting cannot be ea
derstood without a great deal at prac-
tical mew/ewe. and a great deal cd
thought - provoking conversance during
each experience enhances It.

Ibr mooing is awn orortilas and
for it to serve as a solid loundatlon
from which to build understanding of
addition and subtraction, a child must
understand
1. one-loons correspondenceII you

'count another number, you have to
touch another object; you can't skip
over any objects, and you can't say the
same number name twiceeadt tuna-
ber name means another °Meek
I. the farther a number Is from the
hastening of the counting, the bigger it
is (this is the number's quantitative
significance); and
& env number has relationship to its
neighbor numbers--the one Past be-
low it and the one lust above It (this is
its ordinal relationship).

In their haste to teach counting.
many adults neglect to teach each nsim-
ber up to 10 in connection with actual

objects or people, each number up to
10 in relation to one, and each number
up to 10 in relation to the number
amounts neon to U. As all three at these
concepts are very dlifindt for preschool
and kindergarten children to rasp.
those who want to help them math-
entatkally must spend a great deal of
time giving each child concrete oppor-
tunities and verbal prompts such as
openended questions via which they
can construct comprehension. Much of
this can be socomplished es children

PilY (Tee*
go about the activities of daily Ills;
engage in other curriculum compo-

nents (music and movement. or story
time, for aumple):

become embroiled in a unit orge-
abed around any typical early child-
hood education theme (family, trans-
portation. community): and

play independently, with friends, or
with a teacher at a richly stocked math
MOW. C.4=1.
Prtensinne Jug is working an Migitios

pumix He loves pussies and is wry
mood at them. Fortuna* ler him. his
teachn noticed that this individual child
was bond by ma the hardest 20 and
14-pdos wooden pued

a
e. In her clue-

tom sod brought In cardboard pp
sew prole for him hoe her hems. le-
cause be has become Mt inntrated.
the teacher has stopped is her rounds
of the room -oboe wing. commenting.
assisting the learning of Individual chg.
drat as she goes and Is helping him.
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see that the boy in the puede has on a
red shut Do you think that thane other
red Meow could be part of hie sMrtr

'Yeah,' Juan agrees.
Starting to push red pieces toward Juan,

the teacher says. 'Let's see how many
more wed pieces thus are to try to lit
in there where his shin should be.'

Juan counts quickly and carelessly,
missing one. He says there are seven.
Sometimes a child's finger flies faster
than his words or his words hurry on
ahead rd his linger.

'Ave you surer the leather responds
doubtfully. 'Better check. You can
touch each red piece as you count. or
pick up each one as you count it and
put all the red pieces seer you.'

Soon Juan dlaoowrs that there are eight

rounorrapota 01/4111 angrily tells
Danielle that she did not take *the
mutest' giant steps because 'the
mostest of 13 and 14 Is 14. Danielle.
whose parents have drilled her in rote
counting and are very proud that she
can count to SO. but who understands
very little about math, insists that "13
Is a big number.' Sauntering casually
to the scene. the teacher says.

'Let's try to find out which number Is
more giant steps than the other. Now
tan we find out?

The teethes trim to get Juan to come up
with a proposal, but he doesn't, so the
Mocha says. 'Together, each of you
take one giant step, another giant
stepthat's two giant steps -now ors-
other stepthat's arse {last steps"
(and so on to 13).

'Now you both took 13 giant steps. and
Juan only Juntakes one more
step, another step, 14 stud'

'Who took the most steps? Which awn-
ber is more. 13 or 141"

It would have been quicker for the
teacher to have stepped in and said.
'14 is more than 13.' However, this than
would not have been a dummy math
moment. It would have be batter V
Juan had thought of a way to sone this
'math' problem, but he Met

Tliassaimasiaunttecto Moms is me-
thodically moving her dolls to the left.
saying, 'me, two, three. ... Her

Young child= love to think
and figure things out
reason. They do It all day.
Mathis about thinking, figur-
ing things out, and reasoning.
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teacher. who has come by invitation
'to at Ice cream.' pastille the see.
end dot and says. 'Is this doll more
than one dour

Melanie says. site's lust one doll.
but with that doll she's two.'

The teacher says. 'That's true. And are
these two as many as all taller

'No,' says Melanie, 'Three 1$ the most
of my dolls. Two is less than my most
and this one is the less-ast.

'That's right.* the teacher says. 'three
le the biggat amount you have two Is
less than threw and one Is the small-
est number, its the least amount.'

As these three examples show, con
venation about concrete aperience
to encourage a child's thinking Is an
essential ingredient of educational ex-
cellence. The skilled teacher gently
asks intelligent questions and encour-
ages fruitful mistakes.

Reding off one, two. three. etc.. etc.,
etc. is hard fora young child because It's
hard not to forget any of these number,'
MINA and Its hard to remember to say
them in a specific order. But, this type of
role memorisation Is easy compared to
understanding all the strings things
about minting. For moide, after you've
named each manlier in a poop of eight.
you have this odd Mustiest Sight Is the
name el the eighth object, but it's also
the new of the whole groupIt's
group of eight. Moreover, numbers have
this bewildering habit of suddenly chem-
ists their nen= The three-year-old child
lies Just finished counting one two,
three. four grapes. She eats one. 'Abe
how many do you hover the teacher
Ws. 'Two. three. lour, the child an
ewers, poling each grape, pleased as
punch. To her, two, three. and four are
the names of the grapes she hasn't yet
popped Into her mouth. Only through
a great deal of doing and discussing
things that involve touchable math es-
petlences do young children begin to
clarify these confusions to their minds.

Teaching onetoone
correspondence

Most threnyeerekl children wider-
stand singular and plural led groups al
things (sets) beta then they under-
stand onotone correspondence and
eccurate counting. II we could. ere should
really nether develop threeyeerekk'
understanding of sets be/bre introdudng
them to counting (assigning number
words to things); K's children's interest
In compering sets (more crackers than, 1
less crackers thee. the same amount al
crackers as) that stimulates interest M

learning to count elements to ascertain
'the answer.' However. In the real world
threes come to us with knguage, and
this includes number words; also threes
come to us having been 'taught' to count
Nuttily and without much comprehen-
sion). Nonetheless, became the concept
el a set is the basis of other =theme&
cal concepts, the focus of our work with
threryearelds should be on developing

the Ides of and ability to create seta
(of blocks, sand toys, bells, fish In the,
tank, pots of flowers on the wtadow
sill, Nesting cups. rings for the spindle.
and so on);

the ability to compare whether sets
have an equal or unequal number of
elements; and

the ability to group sets according to
different attributes (shape, color, etc.).

Children come to us "counting.'.
Though from a mathematician's perinea.
dee we should probably teach Ms be-
fore oneloone correspondence. tea
es have to do the best they can with
what canes to school. (Part 1 of this
'set' al articles is about sets of things.)
We can't Wore the facts that children
count, that parents push counting. We
can work with parents to help them w
dastard how children stogy leant math,
and we am help children understand the
awaiting behind =mats. At a very early
age. even as toddlers. children accent-
pony many of the motor and play actin-
ties they engage in with counting They
Initiate the counting as they play. They
may count distant:ally, or sequentially
but skipping certain numbers. Many
three-year-olds do tits too, as do some
lours and kw Rees. They're emulating
older children and adults, which is a
good thing--It shows that they are moll-
vend to common ate and to do as
'those who know" dobut they aren't
leasning the nearing of number. We can'
help these chikben greenfly underined
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what numbers mean by oceasloaally,
smilingly entering the episode for a
few seconds to make the counting con.
Crete and correct. We touch one, two,
three objects as the child chants the
number nano the adult touches as
many objects as the child Is saying
numbers. Perhaps the adult playfully
repeats this lesson in oneatate cor-
respondence once or twice end then
retreats. A bed, playful Intervention
ocarsionelly (no more than a few times
a week per child) can be helpful; Ire-
wen interruptions and somber in
struction are not helpful. Drilling on
skills is neither thrilling nor effective.

Learning assotwone
correspondence and coandng
through motor acdrity daring
indoor play, outdoor play,
transitions and daily living
e cdvides, various curriculum
components, themebased units.
and math-center activities

We can find many inereents during a
wedsduring Indoor or outdoor play,
than daily transition times when we're
gathertng to go somewhere, or during
deify =Ocular activities such as music
mid movement timeto Me* stamp
or clap afttoene correspondence into
the child's mind through motor ectivity:
Stamp your feet five Mom saying 'One.
two. three, bow aver or clap or wave
while counting your daps or waves. The
undetscious pedagogy beneath the an
mon practice of playing rhythmic count.
big genes with young dilates is cos-
rectfty ken (the meaning of countIne
like everything else) Om* doing with
Mar bode. Use o&y cme, two, three.
and lour with year average threnyear-
oldx stay at IO and lower with typical
Tows; and don't exceed 20 with &wand-
Mulls, tides you're waking with a
methenatically exceptlonal ehpd

Morfo *edit& lath tesutting dom
bag indoor play% Three children are
playing frog family in the dramatic play
area. which Is en elaborated version of
the housekeeping area that merges
into the block area to minimise sell-
Imposod gender stereotyping. Holding
laminated frog detures stapled to
sticks as props, children hop. jump, give
each other instructions about plot they
weave a dramatic story. 'Hee comes
another frog' laughs the teacher, grab.
bag an antra hog prop for herself and
jumping toward the chile's'. 'This frog
lumps dyes lunti4 ham'

Knowing that a good game for Im-
printing one4nons correspondence
Into a child's mind Is to Invite him to
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ally welcomed at the door. and after
having stored his coat and personal
things in his tubby. is to go to the anon.
dance chart. locate his name card from a
box full of name cards. match It to his
name on s chart-else class list. and pop
It in the pocket opposite his name.
Here's another possibtlity for a short
but natural math lesson for six or seven
children several times each weed

'That's debt. Marcus. that's we your
name rose Can yes Ind out how maw
children are here already? Can you and
out how many are net has yet?

You're Wing each child to problem
solve as well m to count. The numbers of
mode who have anlvsd and therefore
the number who 'aren't here re' keep
changing. so each child gets a new math
problem. Again. you am meeting many of
your oblectives. Inducing troth and Omf-
atter development oblecinee -that Is.
each Individual is being expected to be
aware of and to take responsibility for
knowledge about the who)" classroom
community. Later, at group meeting
and planning time, child might be
asked to go over to the chart and 'find
out for us how many children are to
this class, how many are here today,
and how many are absent?

As children spontaneously branch off
M afferent directions. they go to inter-
est areas that Interest them as individu
an. (A learning area that does not inter-
est an indlndual Isn't an interest area to
bleu therefore is not very 'duodena)
There, children mounter signs with the
numeral. the number word. and pit`
cure of the number of people which that
specific learning center can accommo
data Perhaps by in the block area. four
In the adMining dramatic play area, lour
In the art area, two more at the double
meal, four on the nig or at the table
where language arts pines are stored
and used, four M the math games and
manipuiatives leansing area. lour in the
book nook. etc. Each child Is learning to
use math as part of her Me as she counts
or guesstimates (estimating is another
math aldU we want to foster) the mother
of children already at play to the arm
or in the crowd wanting to be therocr
adds her name to the waiting bet of
people who went a two IN the area and
counts how many names we before or
alter hers. We want children to learn to
recognise numerals and member weeds.
and to write thanbut let manned
contexts. not in workbooks. While us-
bug these classroom Marring centers.
the child is practicing eelknanageoent
(seildbdpline); she is participating in
classroom management: and she is en-
gaged in a move-around math iednute.

The be early childhood
teachers teach largely

through *Ong PurPosefullY
with children.

After washing their hands, the chill.
then whose week It is to prepare snack
have the fine motor skill one-to-one
correspondence math task of counting
out enough carrot and celery sticks, or
rye and whole wheat crackers, so each
child In the group will get one of each,
or two of one. U the counters and that
more of anything they're serving is
needed, they have the additional math
task of determining how many more
and counting them out. The servers
may pass the serving dishes, or may
place them on a table from which class-
mates may help themselves during
freenlay time. Some programs seat and
serve children several them a week
and oder salloervice on the other days.
In either cam, sneakers should have a
choice: Two carrots. two celery sticks.
or one of each? 'Pius' (we use the
math term): Two rye crackers. two
whole wheat crackers, or one of each?
Alter all children have chosen their
refreshments. we can pose questions
to provoke mathematical thinking.
'Lt's have all children who chase two

carrots put their arms high up in the
air.' (We count by twos and ankle
what we're doing.)

'Now let's have all children who chose
one carrot put their arms up high in the
air' (We count by sees and aptahl
what we're doing. And so on.)

Emend this learning of math through
snack-related activities. For about $20,
buy a white vinyl graphing mat with it
I' squares. Draw or cut from maw
sines, and imamate. enough bananas.
apples, oranges, CAMAS. etc. for each
child to place one of these symbols of
what he selected for his snack on the
grid in the ohms labeled with a be-
nem picture, or an apple picture etc.
You're encouraging children to claw
sify, compere and graph s omit as
count. You can encourage children to
communkate many other types of ler
tanning daseroten community Worm-
tioo by means of graphinghow many
teeth each child has shed, starting with
ado. and whatever else you want

Encourage children. one child at a
time, to count the things and the
geode in their daily byes on and oil
throughout each day, almost always
touching each thing as its number
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name is said Children can count and
hand out boxes of markers and crayons.
count and pass out napmats and blan-
kets. count permission sups for field trips
and figure out how many children still
need to bring them in, and on and on. We
must assume that ow children are intel-
ligent people and allow them to partici-
pate more actively In classroom manage-
ment chores. Encouraging each child to
make as much of a contribution to the
group as possible is an emend& charac-
teristic of democratic Moine.
'everybody In our group has hair. In that

way we are as sins. But does everybody
have the same color Mir?'

Might. they bat Let's count how many
have ...."
And of course Leachers are always

looking for ways to entice children to
put away the toys after playtime Some-
times you can use a onntoone corns
spondence lesson as your motivator
'Who can put away lour mocks?'
' Who can pet away she mums poxes in
their punk?'

' Who can put away mw Mtn carer
' Who on put may three dreeeop enema'
'Who can pet away seven stacking cups?'

Best of all. encourage the dile' to state
the number of obiects he's putties
away. Be sure to verify ell counting.

Meter settee& mita meeting /err-
lag eeriest ear rteshme eeseponents.
For example, the music and musical
games component of a program lot
preschool and prtmary children ire
quietly lends Itself to 'muscle math'
"counting-while-doing' moments.

Using currlohne resource books
you have or buy, you may went to
make a collection of songs. action
rhymes, chants, ftngerptays, very
simple games, and dramatisations in
which children are supposed to move
their bodies or body parts certain
mingles of time (not those in which
they move a nonspecific number of
times; use these, too, but not as onto'
one correspondence lessons). .

Music with distinct beat On be
useful be teething tiontoone COots
spondendrone dap to go with one
beat. each beat gets clap. Children's
bodies were designed for more than to
carry around their brainsMath math
through roorrensosti Choose some au-
do cassettes featuring prominent
beat for your collection.

Children are planting seeds. 'How
many seeds did I give yoafr Is that the
same amount I gave Ewa? Count Ewe's
seeds and find out.' 'Ob. It's a differ-
ent amber. Who has more? 'How
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Math is about the relationships between things and numbers.

many seeds should I give you so you
have the same amount as Ear

Another tondo:We-one correspon-
dence lesson (and another good game)
is, 'How many (paintings hanging up,
red chain, Jackets, gerbils, doll house
People. etc.) do you seer Players take
turns asking a question, and answer-
ers have to prove their answers by
touching each object and carefully
counting. You can add education about
zero to this activity by asking the child
how many real, Um dinosaurs she sees,
or how many peen and pink monkeys
she sees swinging in the tress.

'You're NOM You see bond We tail that
zero. You see sere (peon and pink mote
kohl-*
Block play and woodworking provide

gent basis math' and "ansubewithe
doing" experiences. (Part 3 of this set of
low articles emphasizes both of these
Important curriadum components.)

Mater sanity with *seedy daring
theaseaseed snit As you take topic

and consider how to Include the devel-
opment of slips and concepts from each
cunicukun area in your web (see. for
ezampie, Workman & Annan°. 1993),
try to include muscleusing oneteene
correspondence math learning oppor-
tunitiesend other aspects of math.

Since research on how young children
best learn hint began well over a century
ago, It has been known that content
should be embedded in or 'anode:eel
as an extension of, the normal multi.
dimensional activities that children find
so absolutely absorbingplaying pre
tend with mud, sand, water, slicks,
stones, binder. toys, dreseup clothes.
art watering using their bodies to nes,
jinn's, chase. ram climb, dame wipe
tug In the intricacies d hienciship and
group ills --std a wide variety el prolects
that, with the help of sensitive and skilled
teachers. al this IpeOlan8011111 activity
CIA kid to For about a hundred years,
protects have been part of the core cur-
riculum in progressive schools (Dewey.
influenced schools). Projects are part of
the core curriculum of corntructivist
schools (Plageeinfluenced schools),
Projects are part of the core ambulant
oilmen education schools (British Want
schools and schools influenced by
them). The Mendes through a play-
end-projects approach. In which 'sub-
Idle and skills are integrated into
everything children do, including daily
group de, is described In Developmen-
tally Appropriate Predict M ib* Child.

hood Anew= Serving Children than
Beth Thrown Age 8 (Bnidekamp. 1987).
This approach Is currently being pro-
moted as lhemebased curriculum.'
Many excellent curriculum guides are
being published to assist teachers in
planning and teaching through themes.

One of the het of these Is Planning a
Theinvaased Ordadnt Gook, Acmes,
Adis*" and haredne Guider * and
Si (Berry & MMus, 1993). Hers is a
compete curriculum Warming model the
signed specifically for them -based
teaching with lour- and fineyear-cdds.
The authors outline the prindpies they
used to design a curriculum now in use
and show how they impiemented tae
Mg the best peaks In early childhood
educatkm. Stu thebawd tads are pa
sided as starting points for teachers to
use in planning Shalt own curricula. Far
each unit there are objectives to select,
model *ming guides. suggesUons for
mom arrangement, piddling tor ane
adoring student needs, and activities
and extensions with samples and
nations. This comprehensive gui

as a
de he

dudes everything you need new
teacher. espwienced teacher, seedier
trainer. or child can prolessional. Each
theme in this book includes math con-
capes and skills; ad concepts and shah
included in a hpieal kbehtqpnen moth
Iscgrom we alined be one or mother of
the 'Melanin 71so other eseallent boobs
to consult when beginning to use throws
and projects are Engaging Chadntnh
Minds: The Project Approadt (Ken &
Chard, 1989). and Teaching Young CZ&
ewe Marginalise Manche. 1991),

Mier aedvity (itetelkeeede) with
=cedes daring ikeepday dole at the
oath center. For liveyeseekis, board
games with dice that are thrown to show
how many spaces the player may stove
we good taarJting tools Man adult plays
with a child and helps him recount
spade. as he moans his piece forward at
backward II his counting is ot Bechtard
is pesticularty difficult, but lamed is
heed, too, because children quiddy be
get which apace they started ea. (This,
not dishonesty, accounts for many die-
punts among players.) buy of the
board games commonly found in
homes, stores. and early childhood
de/moose, such as Car* Lend and
Chutes and Lredderi. are excellent teach-
we of onoto-one correspondence
you have to do what the dice, spinner.
and squares on the board dictate. A
child Isn't learning 011,400011 corr.
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spondericeone number equals one
spaceU his moves are careless.

If to their own devices at a math
center abundantly stocked with the
sorts of math manipulative* mentioned
momentarily, with only occasional
adult extension interventions, email
dusters of children will get plenty of
practice (and 'peer tutoring'() In
counting plus other math ideas.

One of the most helpful and versatile
math metering you can get Is the classic
Weal sets range in size, therefore in
primhem under $20 to nearly $60, The
beak components of the Wills program
are interloddng cubes In 10 colors with
which children count. match, make pat-
terns, and dens number relationships
by putting cubes In recesses (thereare
100) on the durable plastic grid that
fits into a plastic tray. Through work-
log with ashes, children realise
that collections of emirate units we
single composith units.

Milk comas with underlay pattern
cards and teachers guide. But, U you
believe that children leans less well
when given an assignment, and learn
much better when given

materials to emslene
seliedected Mends to play with (co

naming);
large amounts of time: and
encouragement from an adult who

observes what the child is doing.
shows interest, and asks curious
questionposing a problem In a
blandly I wonder if" meaner,
yen will rarely ask chthims ee spy
pedeirrethaest pattern, se In any way
direct whet cabins do with thee meth
mmismtheves. Adults. however, can get
some fabulous ideas from these rewires
materialsespedally people who don't
feel comfortable teaching methto in
bedlam as they piny with few chlkines.

Thmes. lours, and fives will probably
play with a imp heed damn with which
older children can challenge each other
'Haw many is it if you have five beads
ben and you slide over three more?
The teacher. too. an play and can ask
this type at question. Some abacuses
corns with an attached display board
and resnombie number/eymbei pieces
so ddktre can assemble number sae
emcee to =pleb what they did with the
heeds (5 3 8). This more elaborate
abecus outs about $25; the elm*? et*
Is $10. The towhee am ploy with chil-
dren at their level of comprehension and
readiness be the next challenge.

Among young children, $20 worth of
dominoes (six sets of doubleelz dome
noes is ale colors) can lead to lots of
number activities. Children match cog"
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responding amounts. count dots, no.
tics that the dots and In wet-build with
them. and so on.

A $10 hundreds board is good
Investment. This Is a small laminated
board with oneasch squares. On one
side. each number Ito 1001s written in
Its square. On the reverse side, all
squares are empty; you have a blank
grid. Children use tiles to make differ-
ent amounts --a mathematically adept
ftveyearold may fill in all blanks up to
1001 (Never forget that some children
ore mathematically adept and ad-
vanced° On the assumption that most
people never leave what they first love.
our goal should be to excite children
about math, not to lull them Into leth-
argy with work so easy and boring that
It would make a mummy yawn.

Other learning aids you may want to
consider for display on the low shelves
or table In your math center are

tactile or Masoofteenumber Wes: One
side (or one end) shows a numeral, the
other side (or the other end) has the
equivalent number of large dots;

sandpaper numerals; and
magnetic numerals with magnetic

board.
Number recognition. while Prema-
turely and Inappropriately stressed by

many adults. is one of many aspects of
math we want fours and fives to learn,
and being able to help themselves to
these leaming.through-play materials
does facilitate learning. (The math
manlpulatives mentioned here are
available from many early childhood
materials distributors and catalogs.)
You will want to buy many more math
niarapulatives for your math center;
many more are suggested in Pans 2.3,
and 4 of this series.

Learning onstoone
correspondence, counting
and numeral and number
word recognition through
good books

U pie don't already have a perms
Bent collection of books featuring good
math learning opportunities, you may
want to start onein addition to get-
ting everything worthwhile from your
Weary. You can read and discuss a maths
related book at story time once a week.
You can leave the book on your math
canter table kir week or two afterward.
reading tt again to childnes who request
It Nyco have dew or a volunteer helper,
you might want to =boa bulletin board

"-:.:.;4tintegoodii*Ithig books
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bait .wsubla '
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display of a panic-vi m* engaging page
enlarged for the everchanging bulletin
board in the math center.

Teaching a number'S
quantitative slipillicanee

Playing with CuMenabserodsang a
Maid lsocheris another good way for
children to realise that the farther a
number is from the begInokw of the
counting the bigger It Is. The Sem rod is
'wanes as long as the Imo rod; the 2-.
3-, and fen rods are in between the 1-
cm rod and the San rod. Children can
see how tar fromend how much bigger
the the 1 rod, the S rod is. (Culeassire
rods should not be used to Wadi count-
ing. though. Each rod is separate ob.
loci, so to acid Ws one: It isn't hut ones
just because Its Ave times as long.)

'Counting on; one child at time.
as the group gathers near the door to
go somewhere, is a good way to help
children realize that the farther a num.
ber is from the beginning of the count-
ing the bigger It is. Each child enjoys
the Individual attention, too. Each day
a different child can have the honor of
being 'the counter.

Teaching a numberit ordinal
relationship

Research, as well as aperient's. re-
veals that young children lack under
standing of numbers's/Mond,* with
one another:
Children of the mane ap an turn oat to be
or Okras lwais of imowledge. Those who
do not Stow the relations between comps
ms ambers came Newt who asked
what ember comas baton three a who
comas Near three. They amply suet ass
big the medlars In order from ens, two etc
They we unable to ashes probism such as
the lollowing one right away: I have Ss
sews of astir. I me given see more
Mem how rainy pieces et candy will I
haver They begM combos the lawgined
plates at candy. It Is even more oomph.
aged kr these children to give the correct
sewer It the number at pieces of candy is
being decreased by area Don they wIll
count out six pieces of candy on their his
gam put dews one Balm and count the
nut apinAtils beluntor is most typical of
children of Ore or she Other Wind's+. who
reepondIng to a question of whet rubber
comes 'biome epodlled one or Ville It.
replace the terms beam and elks with
the terms in from of end beMnd and ease
the sat aumber, regarding It as the one
standing in bent. Many children who name
the eat ember. still cannot seam the
preceding one. Per these children the
natural number sequence seer as II It is
moving forward (Laushke. 1991, p. 911).
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A game that helps childreirreallee that
any number has a relationship to Its
neighbors Is 'Missing Neighbors.* As al-
ways, May with small group of children
so each child gets a few turns and so you
can be sure each mind is in gear. Put a
pile of three like objects Ina box near a
child's left hand, a pile of Ike objects of
the same type In a boa near the child's
right hand, an empty boa In the guldens
and lots al extra objects on the labia
Ask Who's missing? A number neighbor
is missing. Can you ilnd the neighbor
and bring her home? Who is she The
child enmities the sets she has, realises
that a pile ol lour Is the missing number
Me neighbor named lour needs to
come back to her place), and creates a
pile of four objects in the middle boa. N
the child needs help. say. 'TU give you a
hint The missing neighbor is bigger than
Mir neighbor, but smaller than Warmish.
bor. Now can you figure out what to dor
Often another Mild can offer the hint.

Children enjoy creating each num-
ber neighbor. knowing the missing
riumber, and asking the child whose
turn it is. Who's the missing neigh-
bor?' After the players become adept
at this game, picture number cards
can be used in place of objects.

Teachers who feature democracy In
their classrooms pay astute attention to
how children treat each others' re-
sponges and mistakes. These teachers
take time to reinforce respect as a re-
quirement for all classroom interactions,
and they themselves always speak re-
speetfully to children. Many teachers
already teach math more or less this
way. U all this appeals to you, you can
start moving in this direction. You may
want to read the books and articles
listed below. You may even want to
take math and math teaching courses!

Teachers who have struggled to break
free of the strings that have kept their
inftiativeand creativity tethered to chalb-
board' and workbooks by years of Win-
k* in teaching trivia. find that they can
create peat curriculum. be more disc-
Uve educators, and have much more tail

For further reading
Dewey. J. 0910. Demmer:, and odor*

hon. New York Macmillan.
Greenberg, P. (1990). Ideas that wort

with young children. Why not saw
deride preschool? Young Otildron.
45(2).7040.

Greenberg, P. (1992). Mess dial work
with young children. Why not eat.
demk preschool? (Part 2): Autocracy

or democracy In the classroom?
Young Children

Greenberg. P. (1992). Ideas that work
with young children. How to institute
some simple democratic practices
pertaining to respect, rights, respon-
sibilities, and roots In any classroom
(without losing your leadership posi
doe). Young Otildren 47(3), 10-17.

Kaye, P. (1998). Gems A re matt Playitd
stOirs h help your add horn moth horn
kindetyarten dthd fa& New York
Pantheon.

Northeast Foundation for Children.
(1991). Notebook for *whew Making
changer in the elementary =Holum
Greenfield, MA: Author.

The Nuffield Foundation. (1979).
No/field masc neck r&slantt The
Lottpnen Group.

Whitin. DJ., WUde, S. (1992). Read
any good math lately? atikban's boob
kr mathematkal learning k-& Ports-
mouth. Mt Heinemann.
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The following article is by Mary M. Patton and Teresa M. Kokoski (1996).

sCiENCE IS EVERYWHERE: IS IT IN YOUR CLASSROOM!

How Good Is Your Early Childhood
Science, Mathematics, and

Technology Program?
Strategies for Extending Your Curriculum

Mary Martin Patton and Teresa M. Kokoski

Science, mathematics, and
technology are the corner-
stones of the schools of

the future, described by David
Campbell as 'a combination of
EPCOT Center, The Smithsonian
Institution, a first-rate zoo or pre-
mier science museum, a televi.
ston studio, and a media center
complete with satellite communi-
cations systems and extensive
computer networks' (1991, 20).

Science, math, and technology
are everywhere in children's en-
vironment! Science and technol-
ogy museums where children are
playing laser tag and building cir-
cuits have popped up around the

' country in the last 10 years. Con-
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sumer-oriented businesses like
computer and nature stores are
In every mall. Television pro-
grams, such as MallUtst, Newton s
Apple, Challenges of the UnItnown,
Spaceship Earth, Square One, and
lieakman's World, have Joined
nature programs like National
Geographic Explorer. To some ex-
tent, all of these programs reflect
essential components and con-
cepts related to science, math-
ematics, and technology. In el-
ementary schools, technology Is
perhaps the least recognized and
attended to of the three disci-
plines. Yet, elementary-school
children use technology every
day. Most have VCRs and can
whip up a snack In the microwave
while holding a hand-held com-
puter garnet In school they need to
be inventing simple machines and
taldng apart old ones to see how
they work as well as using comput-
ers, microscopes, and calculators.

11 you are a reader of Young Chil-
dren, perhaps you are already
doing a lot of hands-on science,
mathematics, and technology in
your early childhood classroom
(pre-IC to grade 3). Yet, when we
ask early childhood educators
about their confidence In provid-
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ing learning opportunities In sci-
ence, mathematics, and technol-
ogy, we've found that many are
not as confident about their
preparation in these disciplines
as in other areas of the curricu-
lum (Patton &ICokosld 1993). This
article puts forth some ideas for
you to consider that should be
natural extensions to what you
are already doing and gives some
new ideas to Incorporate into
your classroom, the outdoor en-
vironment, and your parent-In-
volvement program.

Horn good Is your sclencr/
madtematicsitechnology
curriculum?

Are you confident about your
science, mathematics, and technol-
ogy curriculum? Do your children
explode Into the room on Monday
expecting to 'do- investigations
and constructions? Do you recoil-
Mae and explain to parents how
the children are developing pro-
cells and problem-solving skills,
constructing their own meanings,
and acquiring positive attitudes
toward science, mathematics, and
technology? In the past decade
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these disciplines have taken a
front seat when school programs
are rated for excellence.

The discussion that follows is
meant to help you feel good about
what you are already doing and in-
spire you to try some new things.
We discuss four areas of your early
childhood program: environment,
curriculum, the classroom outside
your door, and parent involve-
ment; we suggest ways to extend
science, mathematics, and technol-
ogy experiences In each area.

The environment for
learning

If the science coordinator from
your school district walked into
your classroom, would she Imme-
diately see evidence of science,
mathematics, and technology?

Do a quick visual check. Does
your environment have

a science/mathematics tenter;
a clearly defined library/re-

source center rich with science,
mathematics, and technology in-
formation and literature;

live plants and animals;
a variety of manipulative' for

hands-on/minds-on explorations;
construction materials and sup-

piles accessible to your children
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and in sufficient quantities (I.e.,
wood chips, fabric scraps, boxes,
paint, glue);

computers, calculators, micro-
scopes, hand lenses and multime-
dia available and In use through-
out the day;

student projects, Inventions,
and constructions displayed;

running water, sinks, and suffi-
cient electrical outlets; and

a productive hum and children
planning, negotiating, and mow
ing about the room in purposeful
engagement?

If you answered 'yes' to all of the
above, the stage is set and you are
ready to examine your curriculum!
If you answered "no' to some of the
above, you can begin to think
about ways to provide more op-
portunities for your children to
explore, compute, construct, In-
vestigate, and manipulate.

Once you establish your envi-
ronment, consider the lime the
children have to use It and the op-
portunities they have to exoJore It.
Research Indicates that young
children require 30 to SO minutes
of free play/Independent explora-
tion time in order to fully engage
in these types of environments
(Johnson, Christie, & Yawkey
1987). The National Association
for the Education of Young Chil-
dren (Bredekamp 1987) and the
National Council for Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM 1989) sup-
port the strategy of providing
large blocks of time for children
to engage in meaningful learning,
which includes play and explora-
tion of materials as well as struc-
tured learning experiences. Al-
lowing children to move freely
about the classroom, Initiating
learning experiences Ins variety of
ways, requires a movement away
from rigid scheduling of discrete,
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subject-driven acthltiesto an hue-
grated, holistic view of curriculum,
development, and learning.

Defining the curriculum
Do you use an Integrated cur-

riculum that is developed around
an in-depth study of a particular
theme or project? Do science.
mathematics, and technology fig-
ure prominently in your themes?
Science Is everywhere. Appropri-
ate early childhood themes in-
clude life and the environment;
water and air, energy and change
(Blackwell & Hohmann 1991);
the human body and senses;
bouyancy (But:ow & Butzow
1989); and pillbugs and insects
(Burnett 1992). Mathematics is
Imbedded in the themes as chit-
dren sort. count, classify, measure,
estimate, problem solve, commu-
nicate, and construct projects
(NCTM 1989). Technology for chil-
dren Is often thought of as comput-
ers, video games, and tape players,
but technology In the early child-
hood classroom should be broadly
defined as any tool that extends
the senses, such as hand lenses,
magnifying bug boxes, string tele-
phones. thermometers, and com-
passes. Look through your plan-
ning book! Do you

emphwize in-depth study of a
theme rather than a theme-. -week

specify daily blocks of time
for hands-on science, mathemat-
ics, and technology-related es-
periences;

Include science, mathematics,
and technology as central compo-
nents of the integrated curriculum

Include district, state, and na-
tional standards/competencies
for science, mathematics, and
technology;

emphasize conceptual under-
standing rather than memorize-
don of facts; and

Include each child's culture,
language, and experiences?

Do children in your classroom

participate In the planning
process;

demonstrate what they know
through a variety of authentic
assessment strategies (exhibi-
tions, demonstrations, journals,
group projects); and

participate fully In science.
mathematics, and technology ex-
periences, with every child get-
ting to go to centers and comput-
ers, not lust the 'accelerated'
children who finish first?

Examining your curriculum with
the above criteria should help to
ensure that the disciplines of sci-
ence. mathematics, and technol-
ogy are fully integrated. Generating
curriculum is perhaps the most
Ume-consuming process of teach-
ing. It is critical to remember
when planning an integrated cur-
riculum for young children that
less Is more, meaning that we
want to teach fewer concepts/
themes but in greater depth. A
first step to achieving greater
depth is moving away from the
theme-of-the-week practice that
has been the mainstay of many
early childhood programs.

Also critical to the planning
process Is the input of children.
Curriculum has little meaning for
children unless it connects them
to real-world experiences and
their culture. Since children don't
view their world as discrete dis-
ciplines but as an interactive.
dynamic system. the interdisci-
plinary curriculum is a natural
forum for their explorations.
Young children have an innate
interest In the natural aspects of
their world, a fascination with
technology and how things work
and they bring a huge store of
these experiences to school with
them. Unfortunately, these expos
riences are often overlooked In
the defining of the curriculum. A
strategy for ensuring that every
child has access to science, math- .
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emetics, and technology disci-
plines Is for teachers to use an
Inclusive planning process (Nel-
son & Frederick 1994).

The teachers we work wit:
have found the shared-web pro-
cess that we teach in our courses
to be a very effective way to en-
gage children in the planning pro-
cess. The first step is for the
teacher to decide on a theme
(based on teacher Interest and
confidence about teaching the
topic and on children's Interests)
and develop a thematic web
guided by district, state. and na-
tional standards. The teacher
then conducts a brainstorming
session with the children to create
a web that reflects what the stu-
dents already know and what they
are interested In knowing more
about (Figure 1). The final product
is a web that aligns children's
prior knowledge, shared inter-
ests, teacher goals, and man-
dated competencies, Integrated
across the curriculum (Figure 2)1

A final critical component is a
sensitivity to the cultures of the
school population. Culture pro
vides the infrastructure through
which children make sense of their
world and bring meaning to their
environment. A culturally insensi-
tive curriculum risks the possibil-
ity of placing children In conflict
with the home and school envi-
ronment. In New Mexico, for ex-
ample, it is critical to understand
the community of the school
since many of the cultural mores
and practices vary among Pueblo,
Navaho, and Apache communities
and often are unfamiliar to the
nonnative person. For example,
many plants and animals carry a
symbolic representation within
the Native American communi-
ties. A teacher from a Navaho
community pointed out to our
class that putting cornmeal in the
sand/water table would be offen-
sive in her community. While a
study of corn is acceptable, play-
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Ing with It is not. Overill, a good
Interdisciplinary science, math-
ematics, and technology curricu-
lum will include a planning process
that incorporates child interests,
collaborative planning, and com-
munity consideration.

Taking the curriculum
beyond the classroom

The classroom outside your
door can be the most valuable
and inexpensive resource avail-
able to you and is often the least
used. The value of extending
learning beyond the boundaries
of the classroom is to facilitate the
connections children make to their
real-world experiences. Do you

use your schoolyard for daily ex-
ploradons (Le., sand, water, simple
machines, colors, plant life):

plan structured activities for
your field experiences to help
children focus on specific events
(i.e., trip boards, nature hunts,
sketchbooks, journals) and ex-
tend the learning with pre- and
postactivities; and

take weekly walking field trips
to bridge what children are learn-
ing in school to what they are
learning in the community?

We must push ourselves to
think about learning outside the
four wails of the classroom. The
outdoors Is a natural extension
and basic bridge connecting the
child's real world with the school
environment. When children are
*doing science' by coloring a
ditto of a plant or animal that ex-
ists naturally outside the class-.
room, they miss a great oppor-
tunity for authentic learning.
Children will make stronger con-
nections to their own backyards
and territories of exploration
when they are touching, etching,
coloring, and constructing with
real models. This connection en-
ables children to recognise and
Initiate the learning opportuni-
ties that exist even between the
cracks in the sidewalk.

Whether the settings for your
outdoor experiences are formal
(i.e., museum, zoo) or Informal
(i.e., nature center, city park, neigh-
borhood walk), the connections to
the curriculum can be made en.
plicit through preactivttles, by
engagement at the setting, and In
follow-through activities. For ex-
ample. to extend a study of color,
plan a colors4n-nainre neighbor-
hood walk. &g re going on the
trip, provide many opportunities

for the cNitdren to rood'
nature boa's. suck as the
Eyewitness Book Plants
(Burns 1989) and Maim
Walk (Florian 109); cut
pictures from numszines
of flowers, plants, and
trees: and sort than by
color and make posters
of Reds in Nature, Slues
in Nature, Greens in Na-
tuns, and so on. Read to
the children a variety of
books that explore col-
ors In nature. such as
Red Leal, Yellow Leal
and Planting a Rainbow
(EhIert 1991, 1989).

On the day of the na-
ture walk, have a clip-
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board with paper, glue stick, and
a baule full of color chips (small
squares of paper in a wide variety
of colors) for every two chil-
dren. Each 'color detectiv,
team" matches color chips to
natural objects the twosome
finds on the walk.,Then the chil-
dren glue the color chips to the
paper and sketch the plant,
flower, leaf, rock, worm, and so
on next to each. When you return
to the classroom, the children
will be delighted with their find-
ings! Follow-up activities might
Include making natural dye from
red onion peels, beets, and blue-
berries; planting seeds for your
garden; or returning to the out-
doors with watercolors to paint
with a keener eye the variety of
colors In nature.

Connecting with parents
The ways to involve and inform

parents are numerous; the time
commitment is overwhelming.
You think: 'Can I do one more
thing? Ask yourself if these strat
egies will work for you and within
your time constraints.

Schedule exhibition times for
children to share their science.
mathematics, and technology
projects with parents.

Extend science/mathematics/
technology learning experiences
to the home through hands-on/
mlnde-on, take -home backpacks.

Provide varied opportunities
for parents to support school ac-
tivities through a variety of roles
during and after school hours.

Engage In frequent, two-way
communication through a van-
sty of technologies (interactive
newsletters. telephone, elec.
Ironic mall. voice mail).

Get your administrator to sup-
port your parent-Involvement ef-
forts with resources (time, money,
and moral support),
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The influence of parents and the
home environment on learning Is
recognised by professionals as a
Ignificant component of a child's

education (McIntyre 1984; NCIS
1989). More and more schools are
reaching out to include parents
through programs to enhance the
child's success in school. A re-
cent review of effective parent-in-
volvement programs identified
specific elements to successful
programs and illuminated a variety
of roles that parents assume to sup-
porting their child's educationand
the school's program (Williams &
Chavkin 1989). Whether It be as
home tutor, audience, program
supporter, or colearner, the
parent's involvement supports and
conveys the value of an education
to the child. Also, the manner In
which schools legitimize parent
roles, train parents, communicate
and network with parents, and sup-
port involvement programs Is cru-
dal to the success of the program
and ultimately the child's educa-
tion. Research has established that
hlldren show increased achieve.

went in school and better self-
esteem when parents are involved

in the learning process
(Rasinsid & Fredericks
1989; Goldenberg, Reese.
& Gallimore 1992).

A particularly useful
strategy for involving
parents is the use of scl-
ence/mathematica back-
packs. These backpacks
provide meaningful, rel-
evant learning experi-
ences In the home and
also serve to Inform
parents of the nature of
learning In the classroom.
The backpack Is a type of
mobile learning center
that contains a parent let-
ter explaining the pur-
pose of the backpack
activities. an informa-
tion book and children's
literature book on the

theme, directions for the activity,
and all the materials necessary to
complete the activity (Kokosk/ &
Patton 1994). Children and par-
ents actively engage in learning at
home by measuring, sorting,
graphing, and conducting experi-
ments and Investigations. These
backpack experiences have been
implemented by several teachers
In New Mexico and Texas with
student populations whose par-
ents tend not to be involved with
the school life of their children.
These teachers report that the re-
sponse from both children and par
ants has been enthusiastic and
translates into more positive stu-
dent attitudes toward science and
mathematics learning in school.

Mal thoughts
Developmentally appropriate

practice (8redekamp 1987) en-
courages planning Interactively
with the children. providing a va-
riety of materials and utilising a
variety of teaching strategies and
assessments; adult-child interac-
tions that promote trial-and-error
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learning; sell-regulation through
many opportunities to Inquire,
question, make decisions, and
problem solve; and partnerships
with families. National reform
movements mandate that schools
improve all areas of teaching and
learning for children but have
specifically targeted science,
mathematics, and technology
areas in which we lag behind
many of the Industrialized na-
tions. Early childhood/primary
programs are critical for ground-
ing young children in the skills
and knowledge base they will
need to be successful citizens
and productive workers In the in-
formation age. As you extend
your program to include the at-
tributes described above, you
can feel confident that your pro-
gram Is on the cutting edge of
sound practices In science, math-
ematics, and technology.
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The following article is by Judy H. Helm (1997).

On the Path to Math
3Y JUDY HARRIS

Four-year-olds Baxter and
Maria. mode into the

center office. Baxter curled
a clipboard, and Maria pre-
sented a basket containing
three bowls of carrots: raw
carrots, thawed frozen car-
rots, and canned carrots.

Maria asked administra-
tors to try the canoes and
tell which variety they liked
best. Then Baxter recorded
each answer by placing an x
in one of three columns.
When the taste test was fin-
ished, he explained that raw
had the most" and was
'winning,' frozen had 'al-
most as many" but was
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H ELM, ED.D.
'not equal' to the raw, and
cooked had just "a few."

Gathering up their equip-
ment, Baxter and Maria
went back to class to calk
with classmates who'd sur-
veyed teachers and children
from all around the center.
Together, children compared
their findings and discussed
how to combine them. For
the next several days, they
worked on a hall display
showing their results. As a
finishing touch, the teacher
recorded children's descrip-
tions of what they had
learned and added photos
of the yam* researchers.

This is just one example
of a anterwide activity that
can focus thildren, staff,
and families on developing
math skills. As a director,
you can encourage teacherl
to organise similar investi-
gations involving different
age groups. Here's how

Ilndtestorm Ideas In staff
meetings. Make a list of
projects that include all
your ages and draw on the
design of your an= Some
possible study questions:
How many children war
mittens, and how many
wear gloves? How long are
our hallways? How tall are
the children in the center?

D evelop a dm-gatherIg
ferns. Even three-year-old
can color in a square for
each way response if the

teacher provides an easy-to-
use form.

Choose your subjects.
Children can interview class-
mates, office staff, parents,
siblings, and visitor.

laik with children about
how be collect the data by
interviewing, measuring, or
observing. Then demon-
strate how to
mark the form.

Have children
report their I rii lakts
data Place the 2.;....4..,{,t6i=
results on a
large chart, help ..Z.:.;;.,:
children draw 4
conclusions, a
and wrist down ,
their words. I
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liking a ceivesvvvkle
verve, one 'repent doe
resift an be a kw vow
whelp &Wren develop
met WAIL

Shaw off your mules. Chj-
drat can share their work in
a hallway display, oral re-
port, oe news bulletin. This
will encourage than to dis-
cuss their findings with oth-
ers and will reinforce the
concepts they leaned.

Once children have com-
pleted few studies, they'll
learn how to come up with
their own questions. If you
and your staff keep alert for
qpportunities, math will be-
come regular and exciting
part of your caner life.

Jody Hans Holm. Ed1)...is
/offer program akedof who
woes cars corm ID ark
childhood program es Am is.
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The following information was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

Investigating Shapes
Children learn many math concepts when they investigate shapes and sizes.
Boaz these developmental points in mind as you encourage their explorations:

2. and 3.

3. and 4.

4. and 5.

5. and 6.

are leaning the names of basic shapes with adult help and modeling
enjoy matching simple shapes and sites of concrete objeas
an identify simple shapes in their environment

I are able to identify basic shapes without adult prompting
son and dassify shapes and sizes more independemfy
an order objects 'according to nee

use punks and blocks to invent ate basic three-dimensional shapes
are starting to explore the concepts of perimeter, area, and volume
can ante graphs to sort and classify shapes

are learning vocabulary for unusual shapes like trapezoids, pentagon', and ovals
enjoy exploringthree-dimensional shapes, suds as cones and cylinders
an use an materials to acute complex sculptures and pictures that incorporate shapes
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TWOS AND THREES

MATH

Let's Eat Shapes
Math can be appetizing!

Materials:
12' x post:aboard, I sheet per child

markers dear contact paper

bowls of crackers in assorted shapes (circin,,

squares, triangles, and rectangles)

alias of cheese

cookie cutters in circle, square, triangle; and

rectangle shapes

Mau Children yolk snatch cracker shapes with

cheese shapes to emote their own snack.

la Advance: Using a marker, trace three or four

cracker shapes on each sheet of posterboard. Create

a different pattern for each child. For example,

trace circle, square, and triangle sackers on one

piece of posterboard and rectangle, circle, and

square crackers on another. Cover the pusterboard

with, dear contact paper.

Whim -Up: Have children wash their hands before

joining the activity. Then show them the bowls of

crackers. Can they march the cracker shapes?

These books will My Fast Cookbook
encourage delicious by Angela Wilkes
disausions about food (Alfred A. Knopf)
and cooking.

1
Place the posterboard sheets, crackers, slices of

cheese, and cookie cutters on the table. Invite

children to help create a special shape snack.

Encourage each child to choose s sheet of

posterboard and to find the crackers that match

the vaned shapes. You might say, You have a

square on your card. Can you find a square cracker
to match this shape?

*Offer children dices of cheese and show them
11.4 the cookie cutters. Hive children press the

cutters into the cheese.

4 Children can match the cheese shapes to the

cracker shapes to make their snack.

3W:cumber:
Children may be able to match the shapes but

may not know the names of all the shapes.

Reinforce shape names by identifying them while

children are doing the activity.

Obsorratioar:
Are children able to match the shapes? Are there

shapes that some children can name? Do children

show interest in preparing their own snack?

Spin-Off
Invite children to make a shape collage
by spreading honey on paper plates and
°gluing° shape crackers to them.

BOOKS

Peanut Bauer and jelly Today Is Mon*
by Nadine Bernard by Eric Carle
Wan= (E. P. Dutton) (Philonsel Books)

2 5
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TWOS AND THREES

ART

Let's Paint Shapes
Sponges can spark shape talk.

Blatatialas
sponges utility lcnife

tempera paints in various colors

paper plates

sheets of 12. x ir white paper
newspaper smodts

Zinn Children will use sponges to paint.

In Adman': Cut sponges into variety of

different-sized shapes.

Vhuinlipt Cover a tabk with newspaper or
absorbent material. Put the sponge shapes on the
table, and talk about how children can use the

sponge shapes to paint.

ACTITTIT

1 1

Spread a small amount of paint on each paper

plate, and place the plates on the table. Help

children put on their nods and get a sheet of paper

2Invite children to choose some sponge dispel.

Ask than to dip the sponges into the paint and

then dab the pope: with them.

Inspire your artists
with these books.

3Encourage children who seem interested to try

pointing with different shapes and sizes. You might

my, You like the circle shape. Can you find circles in

different sizes?" or "What other skates do you like?"

4As children paint, reinforce shape vocabulary by

pointing out and naming the shapes and sizes

they're using: can see &des, ovals, and squares in

your painting" or ''Your painting has big diamonds

and little diamonds."

Ramennher: .
Children love to experiment with paint. They may

enjoy mixing colors on their papers or using the

sponges to paint across the entire papa Don't be

concerned if you can't find shapes in children's

finished products.

Some children may not want to get their hands

messy. Attach a clothespin to their sponges to

make painting neater.

Observations:
Which children observe the activity before joining

it? Ate some children combining shapes to

represent other things?

Spin-Off
Make sponge puzzles by cutting sponges

into sections. The cut-ota pieces should .

dearly it toiled:es. Ask children to put the
pieces witches

BOOK1

It Looks Lite Spih Milt Mouse Paint
by Charles G. Shaw by Ellen Stoll Walsh
(Harper and Row) (Harcourt Brace)

Splodges
by Malcolm Carridt
(Vacing Press)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES AND FOURS

MATH

Shape Sorter
Math toys are more fun

when you make them together!

Materials:
medium-sized square carton

small objects of different shapes, such as balls,

marbles, and square and triangular blocks

marker

sharp knife (for adult use) paints and brushes

Aims Using a math tool they help to create,

children will practice matching shapes.

In Advance: Tape the carton shut, and position it

tape-side down.

Warmap: Let children help you collect blocks,

balls, and other small round, square, or triangular

items from around the room. Talk about the objects,

and compare their shapes and lint.

4017VITT
1 Gather the carton and the objects. Ask afew

children to help you trace the outlines of the

objects onto the Ave visible sides of the carton.

Enhance your shape Circles, Triangles,
activity with these books. and Squares

by Tana Hoban
(Macmillan)

Away from children, use a knife to cut out the

shapes. Make the boles somewhat larger than the

treetop so that the objects will slide through easily.

2 Provide paints and brushes, and let children

decorate their shape some After the *canon

dries, bring it to group time. Ask die children who

helped create the box to describe what they did and

what the box is foe

40 Show children how to use the box to judge

different objects' shapes and sites. Have them push

the objects through the holes with the corresponding

shapes. When all the objects are in the 'carton, have

children turn the.box over to =ape and empty it.

Then they can try putting objects of different sires

and shapes in the holes. Which ones St? Which don 't?

ADiscuss rules for using the shape sorter, including

62how many children cap use the shape sorter
at one time. Then put it in your math era fox

independent play.

Observations:
How do children find ways to fit shapes into

holes? .

Spin-Off
Cut out lots of paper cirdes, squares, and
triangles. Use one of each shape to label
three coffee cans. Ask duldren to sort the
paper shapes into the cm&

BOOKS

Shapes
by John J. Reiss
{Macmillan)

257

SUP* SP=
by Cathryn Falwell
(Houghton Mifflin)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES AND FOURS

MUSIC &
MOVEMENT

Jump Inside,
Jump Outside

Have fun with shapes In this
variation on musical chairs.

Materials:
sturdy tape scissors

record, cassette, or CD player

lively recorded music

Alms Children will playa movement prat that
reinforces shape identity and the spatial concepts of

laid* and outside.

Is Advance: Use the tape to Create large circle,
square, triangle, and rectangle shapes on the floor of

a large open area in your school oe center. Be sure

the shapes are big enough for several children to

move around in comfortably. Make enough shapes

so a large group can play.

Warzn.444: Gather in an open area and turn on the

music. Ask children t o move to the music and stop

when you call, 'Freezer Practice the freeze game a

few dines until children get the hang of it.

Use these books to help Cut Id
children understand the by Henry Pluck:we
concepts in this activity: (Watts)

sertnIT

1
Talk about the tape shapes you anted, and ask

children to identify each one. Help children

arrange themselves so an appropriately sized group

is standing around each shape.

Practice walking and marchinguound the

Cs shapes. Then ask children to step inside their

shapes and move in whatever ways they choose,

being careful not to bump into others. Emphasize

the words me:side and Mad. as you speak.

*Ask children to step outside the shapes, then put
on the music. After a few moments, turn it off

and call, "Insider Let children jump inside the

shape. !Ian the music on spin and watch children
move. Then turn the music off and call, °Outsider'

as children jump out.

4Restart the music and repeat the game as long

u children remain interested.

Observations:
Do children seem to enjoy jumping inside and

outside their dupes? Do they have aouble

identifying their shapes?

Spin-Off
Try the activity with unusual shapes, suds as pen-

tagons, trapezoids, and ovals. Reinforce shape

vocabulary by helping children leans the names

of the dupes they are *spins into and out rd.

800114
DverUndez
by Catherine Matthias
(Children's Press)

2S8

Vilset's Inside?
by Anthem Sieveking
(Dial)
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The following_activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS AND FIVES

Sizing Up Shapes
( It's fun to turn blocks into

measuring tools!

Matosia lax
several large sheets of paper

markers or crayons

variety of blocks

Alm Children will use blocks to explore the math

concepts of shape, length, area, and perisnetec

In Advance: Draw six or seven large shape
outlines on paper pieced on the floor in the block

area. Include a circle, triangle, rectangle, and square,

as well as less familiar shapes, such as trapezoids,

hexagons, and ovals.

Wasavilpi Gather children in a small group,

and ask them to identify common shapes. Then

talk about where you can see those shapes in the

classroom. Next, discuss unusual shapes..

acrivrr:
Assign each child a different-shaped block, and

L invite children to collect the blocks of their

shape. Than have each child line up all of his a her

With the help of these
books, your class will
have lots of shape fun'

Brian trddssnith 12 3
by Brian Wildsmith
(Millbrook Press)

blocks on the Anon Let children see whoa line is

longer. Ask them to think about why..

ZAsk children bow many of their blocks they

think will fit into the shapes on the paves,

Let children explore the shapes by filling the square

with square blocks, the triangle with triangle blocka,

and so on.

3Encourage children to build towers using all

the blocks that fit inside one shape. Whose

rower is the highest? (This shows which &spelt

area is the greatest.)

4 Invite children to line up their blocks around

the edge of each large shape. Then build towers

and see whose is highest. (This shows which shape's

perimeter is longest.)

lseatameboss
If children have trouble building towers, they

might instead line up their blocks on the Boor.

'a Reinforce shape vocabulary by using words like

tripszoid, pentagon, oval, and so an.

Obserrystioass
What problemnohring skills do diildreg use?

-Spin-Off
Invite children to fill in the space around the

shapes with blocks and leave the inside oldie

shapes empty. Ark them to guess bow many

blocks they have used.

BOOKS

Shapes
by Jon J. Reiss
(Bradbury Press)

2 Pi .9

Spirals, Curves,
Fanshopes, and Liess
by Tana Hoban
(Greenwillow Books)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS AND FIVES

5SCIENCE

Shape Search
Dig up those shapes!

btatarials:
books and magazines about bones and dinosaurs

sandbox trowels or small shovels

smooth pieces of broken pottery

5 or 6 screens, about 12' x 12'

different-colored chalk

6 or 8 small tubs . chart paper

white paper markers

Aims Children will explore and record unusual

dupes u they become amateur archaeologists.

Air Advance: Provide books and magazines on

digs f children

Warns-Up: Gather children and open a discussion

about archaeologists. Tell children they will have a

chance to find objects in the sandbox: and to notice

their different shapes.

. acinvtirs
Bury all the pieces of pottery in die sandbox.

Then encourage children to use trowels and

These books will dig up Big Old Bones
more archaeological talk, .by Carol' Carrick

(Clarion)

shovels to dig carefully for them. Show children how

to sift the dirt with the screens to find small pieces.

Z
Invite children to use the chalk to mark their

pieces with a number or later u archaeologists,
do. Provide small boxes or tubs that children can
use to store the pieces they discoverid.

3Ask children to sort the pieces they found

according to site, shape, color; or kind. Record

their results on the chart paper, using a different
column for each category.

4Ask children to imagine what kind of object

their pieces might have cane from. Invite them

to draw pictures, then put the drawings together in

an Our Shape Di: book.

Reeneenber:
I Before you use the potter/ pieces, soak them in a

bleach solution to sterilize them, and smooth any

rouBhed
Observation: .

How many ways do children son and match

dte pottery?

Spin-Off
Take a field trip to a dinosaur museum or
to a local area where faults are known to
have been found. (They can show up even
in gravel areas in a city!)

B 00 1113

Digging Up Dinosaurs
by Afild
(HrperOglins)

230

If Yon Are.a Hunter
of Fossils
by Baylor Bird
Wean:Han)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FIVES AND SIXES

Triangle .Twist
Triangles can be tremendous fun!

Materials:
construction papa in several colors

scissors glue

Lau Children. will experiment with the relation-

ships between shapes, sides, and angles.

L Advance: Cut out squares from different-.

colored pipet (Make sure that the squares ire
large enough to be folded to create new shapes.)

Warm-11p: Hold up one of the squares, and tell

children that you're going to fold if along one

diagonal. Ask them to predict what shape you'll

have when you do this. Fold it and let children sae

and name the shape. Next, cut the square along the

fold line. Discuss and demonstrate how you can put

the same-sae triangles together and match same-

length sides in different ways to form new shapes.

ACIVITIr

1
Give each child several small and one large

square of construction paper. Demonstrate how

to fold one of the atelier squares along the two

Explore shapes further
with these books.

Anno's Math Gana
by Miniunasa Moo
(Fhilomel Books)

S.

diagonals. Invite children to fold their paper and

then cut along the fold lines to get four triangles.

LaLa children rearrange the triangles and squares .

to form new shapes. Encourage them to try

matching sides of equal length. When they and an

interesting shape, they can due die-triangles onto

the background papa in that form. Let each child

cut more triangles to create other shapes.

3Ask children if they can name the shapes they

aeated. Introduce the tams parellelogram.

Polmom. and &vapid. and hap children label their

shapes. Allow them to use the term dimmed instead

of parallelogram if they choose.

. A Display children's work on a wall with the

It heading "Shapes We Made From Squares and

Triangles.* Invite children to compare shapes, au%

end pitmans.

Obsertattoass
Do children notice which shapes are the same

or similar?

Spin-Off
Use beans or other anal, Rat oblate to

misuse the areas of the shapes children

made. That awe more shapes with pattern

blocks or other materials.

HOOKS

Grass
by Louis Ehlert
(HarperCollins)

291

The Greedy Triangle
by Marilyn Burns
(Scholastic)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FIVES AND SIXES

BLOCKS

Trace a Face
What can you discover

about the shapes of blocks?

Materials:
variety of different-shaped blocks

PaPer Pencils. masking tape

Alm: Child= will explore three-dimensional figures.

Warms-Up: Show' a block to the children. Ask them

what shapes they see. How many skid does the

block have? Introduce the word face for the side of

an objet. Show children how to trace all sides
of the block.

acTivrrr
Invite each child to choose a block. Then give

each child a pencil, sheet of pope; and pieces

of tape.

Z
Ask children to hold their blocks carefully on

the paper so they won't slide and to use their

pencils to outfine the sides of their blocks. Have

Notice how these artists My House
use shapes. by Lisa Desimini

(Henry Holt)

than mark each traced face on the block with a

scrap of tape and continue tracing and marking

until they've outlined every side of the block.

Ask than to remove and discard the ape.

3Have children label each traced_ shape and tide
the page with a name for the block.

4Display the works and discuss the thapes children

found. Did every block have the same number

of faces? What shape was the most common? What

are some of the differences between the blocks that

have all flat sides and those that have curves?

Remember:
Blocks with curved sides may be difficult to

outline. Place the paper over the block and press

against the edges to form crease UDC:.

Children can create their own descriptivt norm
for unusual shapes.

Obo:midtown
Are children able to label their traced shapes?

Does doing so make sense to them?

Do children recognize all the dopes on their

blocks?

Spin-Off
Cut out block tracings, and tape them
together to form 3-D blocks. Use shredded
newspaper to fill and bold the shapes.

1300K6

Shadownie
by Michael Basealos
(Viking Press)

232

Whisde fcie are
by Ezra jack Keats
(Viking Press)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

s.s, I C z,

Building a
Classroom Dream Machine

$ae what happens when ertaative Ideas
and 3-D shapes coma tiogothart

Pamela*: Children will investigate shapes and

sizes as they create a magical vehicle.

Materials and Tools:
than paper and markers books about cars and

truths different- shaped recycled materials, including

a large appliance box, plastic-foam shapes, paper

cups, aluminum foil, and colorful plastic-covered

wires are materials such as paint, pain:Washes,

construction papa, glue, glitter, and season

several cushions or pillows

Project:
Open a discussion about all kinds of vehicles.

What do buses,.cars, trucks, god planes have in

common? Brainstorm a list of common vehicles and

their features (such as headlights, satin, wheels, and

dashboards), and record children's ideas. Choose a

vehicle to make for your classroom.

Share some heels about vehicles, such as Bumper

to Bumper by Jakki Wood (Simon & Schuster)

and Big Red Bus by Ethel and Leonard Kessler

(Doubleday). What shapes and sizes ae doors,

headlights, steering wheels, and so co?

Visit a mechanic's garage or a ear dealership to
look at can and truck and learn how they work.
Encourage children to write down or draw their

findings. They might also interview bus driver or

eitPlene

Offer the recycled and art materials. and invite

children to use them'to create their own vehicle.

They can use the 'appliance box as the body of a car

or airplane, place the cushions or pillows inside to

create seats, and draw or cut out circles for wheels

and rectangles for winp.

Ineossrege awhile? as the children find materials
that are the right shape and ore. Children might make

a dashboard out of a reaangula sheet of construc-

tion paper, headlights our of paper cups, and so on.

Finally, invite children to paint and decorate the

vehicle with gline; foil, or colorful paper.

Vasa a drive together. Small groups of children can

climb aboard for agical lourney to a faraway

land. At their next group time, suggest that they

describe what they saw along the way.

ikkall"1"thg !blir NolgetIneoupose

their

vehide before-7°n.
and mount ...2eY bbhieiti

wIttl Pests.

noun create dui
°14 the i°urne" the.7 take :tooth7Z'Utica/ vebid
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The followinactivity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1997).

_i221
FAMILY SEND-HOME: COOKING

Making Fruit-Shape

Young children learn mathematical concepts
best through hands-on acdylties. Help your
child learn about shapers by maldng a sweet,
healthy snack together.

What You Need:
any type of fresh or canned fruit, such as pipes,

apples, orange sections, bananas, pears, or pineapple
chunks plastic knives small bowls paper plates

bamboo slreweri

What You Do Thgethar:
1 First, cut the fruit into a variety of shapes. Your

i child can help by peeling and slicing a banana,
cutting an apple into cubes, pulling gapes off their

stems, or pouring out the cannel fruits.

Together, sort the fruits into separate bowls and

have a taste test. Talk about the different flavors

A
and textures. Which fruit does your child like mon?
Least? Which are your favorites? Then eon the
contents of the bowls into shape categories. Which

are circles? Squares? Other shapes? Cotnpare the

shapes of the cut fruit with their original shapes.

3 Slide the fruit shapes onto bamboo skewers to
mate different patterns. As you do so, talk

about the kinds and number of shapes you're each
using and the patterns you're seating. Cut new

shapes from die !nits, such u half circles from

banana slices or grapes, as you go.

4Enjoy your snack together. Another time, try

making vegetable kebabs with carrots, celery,

green peppers, or other favorite vegetables. With any

luck, your child will Ion these tool

More Ways to Learn

Shape a game. Together; draw shape patterns on index cards. For example, as one card, draw two circles
and two squares. Then dravi matching shapes on construction papa Ask your chid to help cut them out and
match the cutouts to the game cards. Later, suggest that the find mall items around the house, like coins or
buttons, that she can also match to the card patterns.

Categorize your Ichliten. Ask your child to help you son the food in your cabinet' of pansy. Let
her group items in each category boxes, canned goods, spices by shape and Use. That create a system
together for organising them. This might inspire more rearranging around the house perhaps even in your
child's room?
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Appendix P

Dramatic Play
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The following activity was developed by Pre-K Today (1990).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS

Lvv DRAMATIC
PLAY.

Ws tun and heahhy think about how
much you've pawn.

WHEN I WAS A BABY
alms Children will compare their abilities now to when
they were babies.

sup slam The whole group or dues to four child:to
at a time.
Iletetlnlas Ethnically diverse baby dolls: doll fondues
such as a high chair. cradle. and modal baby hems such
as a bathing basin, a wash cloth. diaper', bottles, spoons.
baby hod containers (not Oen). and baby clothes; aped-
enoi-chart wen and a marker.

IN ADVANCE
Place the baby dolls and baby iteins in your dramadc-

play mes sod observe as children play. Notice if there ere
children who enjoy being the "baby." Are there children
who went to be the baby all of die time? Are these my
children who don't particularly like being the baby?

DIOIN
Bring two pieces of amerimice-chart paper to circle

tar Write "Rabies can ..." on one meet and "I am ..." on
the other. Read the fire phrase aloud to children and Jovial
them to complete the sentence. Write tact child's respons-
es down exactly as he or she says them. Tbea read the
whole page back. Do the mine with the second plume.
anpimaizing all the things that child= me do now that
they have grown. Yoo might say. "Wow. look at all the

things you cm do now that you are foto man old that you
coulde't do whim you were a baby."

Put the two experience duns next to each other and let
children illustrate than as they wish. Loam them in your
drammic-May area and give children plenty of time to con-
tinue playing with baby dolls over the out few days.

EXTEND
levier: a patent who has a babym visit mom moron.

Let children hold and possibly help ems, bathe, or change
the baby. Allow time for the older sibling to "show of all
the ways he or the an help her younger looter or sister.
(Also see Circle Time in this issue ea page 37.)

Defog io baby picots and invite children to do the
same. C.oripere and discus the differences in size, hair.
meth, and other physical features between now end when
the plenum wine ahem If partible, post these in your dm-
made-play area.

memeedoem
This is a goes activity O do if one at owe of your MU-

thee hem (or ere expecting) sew baby brothers or sisters at
home. This activity can help you emplanes the fun parts
of having a new brother or sister. Remember, often chil-
dren with new siblings need dm, to regress and act an
bebylthe behaviors.

BOOKS
Shan dew books about
belies.

teas Are for gains by W Ns Tail roe Mow My
Shiny Waco (Dam) &sky by Roslyn Banish

(Harper! Raw)
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Warn Mir Baby by
Callusing Aidlott
(Lida Beam and Ca)
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The following activity was developed by Ear ly Childhood Today (1994).

A

Dramatic
Play

Bathing "Babies
Add water play to caring for "babies"

and get lots of soapy fun.

Aim: Twos and threes experience caring for others
through this soothing and nurturing activity.

Group Sam Three or four children.

Igiderisies
four washable dolls
one bar of soap cut into four pieces

calla washcloths
water able filled with six inches of water
two large towels

Ut Advmmat Ask parents to bring in old, worn-out
towels to be recycled. Cut up one of these towels into four
small towels for drying dolls. Partially fill your water table
with warm water, washcloths, and soap picot. (If you
don't have a water table, use basins or nibs.) Put a large
rowel over a nearby table to make a space for drying dolls.

Wantsum Ask children to
think about their needs when
they were babies. Using a doll,
you can ask the children how
they would comfort, feed, and
carry a baby. You than might
ask, )co babies need baths?
Why? When you take a bath,
which pares of you are washed?"

ACTIVITY
Invite children to pick dolls and

place than in the water table.
As children wash their dolls,

you might comment on how

A

well they're caring for their babies. Ask about the dif-
ferent body parts they're washing. ('pops. There's soap
in your baby's eyes. How do you think that feeh)

Try adapting some traditional children's soap into
songs for washing babies.

Thisktirairre2aZithaagfrx
(Tune: Here We Go load the Mut/wry Bush)
Elltk.Wiitbzathatiabz
(now Ship to My Lou)

You might want that children make up their own
_ .soup about washing babies.

After they're finished washing their dolls, encourage
children to dry them at the drying table.

Help childrai dress their babies.

011eervatioess
How do children express caring and involvement with

the dolls they're washing?
What do children remember about their hatluimes?

Extemslonst
levee children to being their freshly saubbed 'tubas' to

the block area for amp. Encamp your children so think
about the kinds of homes, beds, and other household
furniture they'd like to make for their babies with blocks.

Remeradi am t
There ate children who will be more interested in the
soothing &gal of having their hands in warm, soapy
water than in purposetuDy washing their dolls.

Here are some books
about babes.

BOOKS

My Baby Brother Needs a Betsy end Peter An Baby Thne by Lurie
Friend by Jane Belk Moms, Different by Gorilla Kingly Brows (Knopf)
(The Child's World) Wolde (hland= House)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES AND FOURS

Dramatic
Play

Invite a
Friend to Tea

Treat yourselves to a tea party!
Abu Children will get to know are another as they
play together in the dramatic -play arts.

Group Slew Three to four children at a time.

Illsbergiu
Dramaticplay items such an

dishes pots and pans
crayons or markers play telephones
kitchen furniture paper
toy food (or materials to be used as pretend

food)

Visewup: Gather a small group of children and
ask, *Have you ever been to a tea party? What do
you think happens at this kind of party ?' You might
need to help out with some additional information.

1CTIVITT
Invite three or four children to set up a tea party

in the dramatic-play area. If children need some
guidance, ask them what items they need to set
the table, which *foods* and drinks* they want
to serve, and what dress-up clothes they want
to wear.

Let children decide who'll be the hosts and
who'll be the guests. (You might want to talk
about the different roles.) Let your children know
that they an take nuns.

Encourage the ham to invite their guests by call-
ing on the *telephone or by dictating invitations.

Participate as an Obsetver or invited pleat. If need-
ed, offer support to help make wonderful tea party.

Share these books about
playing dreeavp with
your children.

Oboorrotionu
With which prentid.play roles an your children

most comfortable?
How do different children go about structuring their

dramatic play?

Ealonolooss
Children might want to have menus for their next tea
party. Encourage your group to dravipictures of the
different foods they like. Children can dictate the
names of their food pictures or "write* the names
themselves. Compile the pictures into a class menu.

Itanossubari
If some children are shy about joining in with their
dassmates, you can model different ways of inter-
acting. You might say, 'Lydia's tea cup is empty.
Albert, can you please get sane tea for her?*

IN/

8001411

At Harm by Colin
McNaughton (Philoseell

At the Tel*. Madam Bread and Clew by
ad hfinschay Mooch David Lloyd (Gra:willow)
by Harriet Zed's( (Wring)

r r)
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The following_activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1991).

III DRAMATIC PLAY!

PLAYING WITH ROLES
Alms Children will participate in dramaticplay situations
that foster an anti-bias awareness of geodes roles as they
use creative-thinking, problem-solving. and social- interac-
tion shills.
Grasp shoe Three or four children at a time.
Ateherislas A variety of props which might be interpreted
as gender specific, such at small. site tools; a carpenter's
apron: a typewriter, doceidnurse props: a factory-type
lunch box; a briefcase: plastic piping and wrenches: a menu
and order pad: pictures of men and women doing non -
stereotypical work: eatherience-chart paper: and markers.

GETTING READY
Read a book from the list below. (Mese are all books

that show children how boys and girls and men and
women can do anything.) Or, share a favorite story on a
similar topic. Discuss the story and ask children to react.
Consider this "grotmdwork" for the creative play that is to
follow.

1110IN
Stock your drsmatic-play area with some of the new

props and provide pictures cut from magazines of men end
women doing non-stereotypical work. Be are you also
have materials that represent activities both men and
women have traditionally done. (It's important to add any
new props without direction or introduction, because the
purpose of the tint part of this activity is to observe how
children choose to use diem without instruction.)

Observe to see the types of play scenes children create.
Will the girls use items that are often thought of as "boy"
'things? What about the boys? Do more boys play in the
area now that them are new "male" prop there? Note if.
with time, children begin to shift away from traditional gent
des role play. If available, sham more of the suggested
boob.

After a few days, get together to talk. You might say,
"Who do you think would use a menu and order pad? Can
girls be waitpasons? Can boys?' Bring the props over and
take turns talking about them. encouraging children to share
their thoughts and feeling.

Help children name other tools they live heard of to list
on experience-chart paper. Discuss if (and how) both men
and women use them. Some children may feel, for maniple.
that a woman cannot work a chain saw, but other children
will disagree. After each item on the list. check off whether
a men or women can use it.

Over the next week. watch children as they team to
play in the dremadc-play area. Has their play dumpd at
all? How about their conversation? Periodically refer beck
to your list. add to it, nod continue your discassioo.

&

Ilkwasseen
This issue is sot soossehieg this cm be dealt within on

simple activity. The concept of gender identity needs to be
addressed throughout the year. not only in activities but
also in the way you talk with children and the model yell
provide. ft's a good way to time into your own biases, too.

When you are talking about what men can do and what
women can do, be careful to remain sensitive to the cultund
backgrounds of your children and consider dm toles that are
approved of in their family stednp.

LOOKS
The followinghooks deal
with the issue of seeder
idemity

Boys and Girls, Girls and
Boys by E. Merriman (Holt.
Riordan & Winston)

lasts's Deana Skin by B. My Daddy b a Most by IL
Mack (Lollipop Power) %ode (Addison-Wedgy)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



The following article is by Susan Kosoff and Andrea Doone (1996)....,
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G/0/ 1/N, G# II/ E71, 041,1)/-

D/Ite Abit4/A/T1C Et-leA,,Yr
What is creative dramatics?
More nructwed than dramatic play and less
prescribed than theater. aeative dramatis

asks children to use movement,
mime, and dialogue to answer
dramatic questions or solve dra-
matic problems. As the teach=
you pose the questions. You
might ask about ways to move,
such as *How would you
move if your toes were made
of was?" or about showing
emotions: Ma* about some-
thing that made you ar.gry.
How did you show you were
angry?' Often, the questions

will be suggested by the
scary that the group is dra-

matising gaged= And
of course, the answers

children invent ass
always right!

How do you
begin?
Creative dramatics
begins with simple,
fun exercises that
let children practice
movements in dra-

ft: :nations. For
exam* you gni*
my, "rite baby rabbit

is seeping into
du farmer's pr.
de;' or "The baby
abbe rooms quick-

ly away from the
hunt& Children

may respond by crawling, juniping, or doing
whatever they choose, each moving in his or
her own unique way.

Once children have some experience with
those activities, creative dramatics extends to

acting out stories. Unlike in traditional the-
ater, the dramatization isn't dictated by a
saipt or a director's instructions. Instead, it
evolves as children experiment with the com-
ponents of a story setting, character, and
plot and then put them all together to
show as a group. Children don't rehearse

in the usual sense, but they may repeat aspects

of the story to ay out different roles and
approaches. Props, costumes, and sets are
sometimes included, but they are much less
important than the players. An audience,
which is optional, is usually made up of other
children in the group.

Why should you do creative
dramatics with young children?
For so many reasons! Like mug; visual arts,
and dance, =serve dramatics is an art form of
its own, one that touches the whole child. It
begins with moving and making believe, two
things children naturally love to do. Then it
allows you to help children build on these abil-

ities by offering fun challenges in dramatic
ways. Because many of the challenges come
from acting out stories, creative dramatics
helps children understand concepts of titan-
ium such as character and wary structure in
imaginative and physical ways. And, in the
process of aeative dramatic, children learn a
wealth of new ways to siqwess themselves and

communicate their thoughts and feelings. In
addition, because creative dramatics is s group

art, children learn to work together and to

WERE THE MONKEYS! Repetitive actions in classic tales such as
Caps For Sole provide great material for chiidren`a creative dramatics.

301
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solve problems collaboratively. In all these
ways, creative dramatics provides experiences
that foster children's creative, cognitirt,
emotional, and physical development.

Who should do
creative dramatics?
Children begin to develop the roots of cre-
ative dramatics a soon as they start learning
to move and play pretend. But it isn't until
they are about five yeah old that they can
hilly use these skills to act out stories. For
two- and three-yearolds, sponuuieous, child-
initiated, open-ended dramatic play is the
most appropriate form of dramatic activity.
Dramatic play remains important for all
young children, but at foue many are also
ready to experiment with creative-
dramatics movement activities. And by five
and six, creative dramatics can really take off.
(See the Development Chart, p. 29, for ideas
about appropriate dramatic activities for dif-
ferent ages.)

Creative dramatics is also a peat activity
for many four-, five-, and six-year-cdd chil-

4
fi

1

.t,

dren with special needs. Because individual
expression is key, children of all physical and
cognitive abilities can enjoy and learn from
creative dramatics togedies Many children
with conditions such as Attention Deficit
Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) are suraaed
to creative dramatics because it is fast-paced
and active, and they ate usually successful at
it because there is enough scrotum to help
them keep focused.

.NIL

What is your role?
In children's spontaneous dramatic play, your
role is ptimanly supportive. In creative dra-
matics, you play a much more active part. In
movement activities and miry dramatisations,
you pose the questions that children Ofites
using ankimaginationsi
You nodes as children ad them out,
orchestrating their actions into 'w huified
while. But though-reovidathe aCtivitx..tou
art direaing the thildrehli rileimut bisteak
yob' set the sage for each au th inter* 6,
situatiod or story in ih or her own way Ind
then repress it as pert tit a giettrevimr04,:

3 2
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coviO0Sin6er Stories That Work
Mahe sure the stories you choose:

have a dear entry Ilse with a
beginning. middle. and end.

are ager 'proconsul and develop.
mentally appropriate.
bided. a *erns& conitict.
am be bother down hen problem .

solving out don thew for chwaa
ter dewnopment, moram ent. and

mime and/or dialogue..

have a limbed number of some&
thow fret many or as few pars
as you need for your group.

are favorites of pours and your
children's.

Here are some stories that wee%
Who's bt Rabbit's Mouse? by Verna

Aardenta (Dial Prue)
The Greening Mouse by Lao
Nord (Pantheon Baths)
&Wenn" by Leo Limn! (Schotestk)

There's a Nightmare in My asset
by Martyr Meyer (Dial Press)

Mond the Spider by Gerald
McDermott (Holt, Rinehart h
Winston)

The Stonecutter by Gerald

McDermott (Viking Mess)
The Funny IA*, WORMO by

Arlene Mosel and Stair Lent
(bred on the tale by Lek/idle
Mown) (L Dutton)
Where the WM Things Are

by Maurice Sendai'
(Mar perCeibts)

Ceps for Sale by Ropily.

Sithredidna (W N. Scott)
Tao Sad Ants by chits
VanAllsburg (Houghton HIS%)

L MEI VLON tIrS
Getting started
For children new to creative dramatics, the
most important things are to move and to
think and talk about moving. Your first cre-
ative-dramatics activity can be as simple as
asking children to move around in a space
such as your rug area or a circle taped on the
floor. Then you ask questions to help them
think about their movements. Were they
moving high or low? In what directions did
they move? How many parts of their bodies
were on the floor supporting them?
Encourage children to try moving at differ-
ent levels, in different directions, and with
different beset of support. They can also
experiment with different styles, such as
moving heavily or lightly, loudly or quiedy.
The purpose is to have fur and help children
build a repertoire of movements they can
draw upon.

'halms
following exercises are beginning cre-

ek activities that let child= use
in dramatic situations. You can IT?
II groups of with your whole class

you stem be sure to define for

children the space they an move in. Then, to
do the activiry, ask children to think about the
qualities of a specific objet and show its
shape using their bodies. (]his is more effec-
tive than asking children to *be' objects that
they can't really be.) Slowly relate a
dramatic situation, using lots of
descriptive words, and encourage
children to show how the objet
changes as you talk. For example,
children might show the qualities of
not only doing but actually being the
laundry, as you relate the following
situation: A woman took ber wet,
crimpled clothes out of the esedieng
wins. She dropped them into bar
basket mad carried thane amide to the
km. She began bowies sup the clothes.
one piece at hew. Sire picked up pair
of Wats. ft wet vary best" She threw the
hp over the dothedista. Nest she picked
up shirt by the skews aid brow I op. The
mow nem slowly dried the clothes. They
started to feel lighter.

Here an other situations you can ask chil-
dren to dramatise:

303
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Show the shape of a tall ausdle as it burns

down and eventually becomes a pool of wax.

Show the shape of is cream in a cone as it
begins to melt slowly, until it becomes a pud-

dle of goo.

Show the shape of a tubber band that is
stretched and stretched, then released to fly
acrou the room.

Show the shape of pretzel that is put in the

oven to bake, and begins to puff up.

Moving with fooling
Once they have some estperiutce with these
kinds of activities, most four-, five-, and six-
year-olds are ready to use their bodies and

. \

voices to express feelings as well as situations.

In the following uxivities, ask children to think
about, and then show, how they would feel as

well as how they would move.

Pretend your feet are stuck to the ground.
You an working to unstick yourself. Then,
finally, you are free.

Pretend you are walking through crunchy
leaves on a dark night, then walking through
mow on a sunny day.

Pretend you are walking through your front
door a home, and realise you lost something
important such as your new mittens.

Pretend you us rocking backwards on your
chair until it tips ova

A,

A.Wr.
.41
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Curtain up!
The most exciting pan of creative dramatics
is actually acting out stories, so don't want
After you do one or two of the exercises
above, let your children try out a favorite
story, using the steps below. Then you CM
continue to offer movement *cavities and
story dramatization exercises to help children
develop their abilities.

At first you'll probably want to go through
the following steps fairly quickly to give your
children a taste of dramatizing a story. Lem
you 'an extend these activities into more in-
depth projects.

I choose a story with the children. Start
by having children choose one story from

a selection of very simple stories that they like
and know well and that you are prepared to

305

work with. Read it over a few times, and
think about how it might work as the basis
for a autive-dnunatics activiry.
TIP: The story you choose can make or break
the success of your &cavity. See 'Stories that
Work,' page 22, for guidelines and suggestion*.

2Road the story together. While you read
or after, ask children to call attention to

the events in the 'tory.
TIP: When children ate more experienced
with creative dramatics, you can use this as
the first step to introduce new stories to act
out. Remember to discuss a new story as you
would any story to help them understand it
and relate it to their own lives.

3Break down the story into dramatic
parts. Talk with children about the sec-

tions that can be acted out. In Swaim% for

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



example, these sections would be Swimmy
swimming alone and feeling lonely, exploring
the seas, feeling happy as he joins up with the

other fish, and bravely leading them as they
scare off the big fish.
TIP: Point out features in the plot and the
illustrations that will help children think
about ways to act out the story. Consider flag-
ging your book to help everyone remember.

4Dodds on roles. Ask children who they
want to be. Most none. for young chi]

dren involve one or two lead characters and
any number of supporters, such as the Wild
Things in When the Wild Things Mr, the
monkeys in Caps for Sale, or the other fish in
Ssvisnant Decide *heed of time if you want to

demonstrate the main character at first to
give children the idea, or if children can vol-
ume:. Later, interested children can take
turns as the main character(s).

TIP: Be flexible about parts to accommodate

your group. There might be several peddlers
in Caps for Sale, for example, or Max might
rule with his sister the queen of all Wild
Things. If you are flexible with roles, you'll
encourage children's flexibility as well.

302

5Create an aucilencct.:A Create77:1Sss
dramatics audience is asiiallrfccinycked,

4t,4..'?'
of children in the group whossiiple
watch actively and give feedback .toAe play-
en. At times you may have no audiefikejoklou

may divide your group and ask children.,
alternate being players and audience members.
TIP: Audience member can be a good role for
children who are interested in creative dra-
matics but prefer to observe before joining in.

6Set the Mate. Decide together how
your classroom will serve as the setting

for the story. For example, to dramatize
There's a Nightmare in My Closet, you
might designate the library area as the wit
for the bed, and your rug area as the closet
where the nightmares gather. Involve chil-
dren in deciding whether you need simple
props and costumes, like blanket and hat,
or larger set pieces, such as a chair to repre-
sent the closet door.

TIP: Gyms and other large, empty spaces can

overwhelm young children and make it diffi-
cult for them to focus. So your classroom,
with the tables pushed back, is usually the
best stage for creative dramatics.

otsarnatizi oements
Ile the Storl

Here is one way you might help

children adore the elements of

Where the Wild Things Ave by

Maurice Send*.

Examine the features of the set.

tinge. For otample, Max% bedeuem

has very straight, angular furniture

and walls. The forest has many

features at medium and high kw-

els, and the Deem is made of fluid,

twisting curves. Now can children

show the shapes of the oWeeta ti

these settings? Now can they

thange their shapes to show how

the scenes transform from bed.

room to forest to ocean?

Esperbyeam with characters

movements. Nodal the Wild

Things' body ports. Ask children to

create their own kind of monster

by entaggereithig a pert al their

bodes to show, for exarnpie,huge

pews, long ears, er a bulging sewer

ack as well as clews and hullo eyes.

Now would the exaggerated body

part affect movements,

.sa

Explore dee characters' new

dens. What males the Wild

Things happy or sad or shy or

angry! Now on the children

use their voices, as wen as their

bodies, to show eh: WU Things'

beings/ Suggest a few activities

for the Wild Things to do with

Max, such as marching or playlets

hide -andeeek or leapfrog. Ask

children to dremattse duos games

showing and ernpitasIshur their

exaggerated body parts and par.

*tiler feelings.
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7Ask drama* quesdons. Go through the
story part by part. Point out features

the illustrations and pose open-ended ques-
tions that help children problem-solve ways
to dramatize the story. Encourage them to
experiment with different solutions.
TIP: Have fun and be creative in finding ways
to help children dramatize story elements. See
'Dramatizing the Story Manaus," page 27,
for examples.

0 Narrate and observe. Now help children
bring the pie= back together so they can

"show" the story. Tell it aloud, using the book
as a reference. Pause when appropriate to
allow children's actions or dialogue to develop.
Observe dildren's movements and reactions
and weave them into your narration. Your goal
is to maintain the icy of the story line, but
at the same time to be flexible and validate
children's creativity and self-expression.
TIP: Agree on area that will signal the begin-
ning and end of your drama:intim For
example, "Lights up" and 'Lights down,'
'Curtain op' and 'Curtain down," or
'Actors ready" and 'Actors rest.'

nRatner on the drama you crested. Ask
7 children, 'What do you think?' Look to

. the mull:nix, if you have one, for comm.M
What parts of the dramatization worked for
them? How did they know how character
felt, for example? Encourage a positive diem-
sion among the audience mambas and players.

307
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TIP: As you discuss your efforts, don't forget to
applaud yourselves for a sane lob well done!

I%ir k @VW Ask children what, if any-' thing, they would like to do differently.
ff they are interested, repeat the dramatization.

Encourage them to take on a new role or ay
out a different approach to the seine one.
11P: Consider postponing this step for moch-
a day. Waiting offers children an opportuni-
ty to think about new approaches now that
they are comfortable acting out the may line.
And it gives you a chance to look for new
props or scenery and to create a new move-
ment activity that will help spark fresh ideas.

In fact, one story an be developed over a
number of days or even weeks. Give children
time to fully explore their creative process.

Creative dramstia invites children to tap
into a rich source of self-expression, activi-
ty, and creative thinking. And it an do the
same for you! Just as you don't need to be a
painter or singer to help children emcees
theinselva through an or music, you don't
need to be an actor to provide rich dramatic
experiences that you and your child= can
enjoy. Try creative dratnatia in your dam
room. Trust in your own creative powers.
Don't be afraid to tran and have find

Sway Kosoff I a fads, nesolv. a Inwood Coley
Soo" hisamcketsts. ad /mica ofit Mob&
Foxily Tiewre. Misr Door swim /kg rya ea is
mks sionreinober awl areadagnia far iv Meath
km* roam
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Ones &Twos

a

Fives & Sixes
-

q . ,41 t
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Have improved coord-
ination and control
over their movements

Adopt roles of other
family members and
familiar people
(threes) and active
characters such as
police officers (fours)

Use language, different

voices, and costumes
to portray roles.

ry Interact in pairs or
small groups and con-
tinue their play for
extended periods

Use abstract objects
as props, such as a
large block for a car.

lei. r ./
Providing equipment that challenges motor develop-
ment, such as balls, tricycles, and climbing structures.

Organizing movement activities such as obstacle
courses and non - competitive circle games.

Creating a dramatic -play area rich in materials and
costumes to encourage children's spontaneous play

n Allowing enough time (at least 45 minutes) for
satisfying drama to develop.

- Observing children and asking questions or offer-
ing props to help extend their play

I
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Appendix Q

Holidays And Multicultural Education



The following article is by Victoria J. Dimidjian (1989).

Holidays-,

Holy Days, and

Wholly Dazed Victoria Jean Dimidjian

Approaches to Special Days

Holidays, the worth and ap-
propriateness of which are
taken for granted in tradi-

tional, homogeneous societies. cre-
ate a challenge for the early
childhood setting In our con-
temporary pluralistic society. Al-
though we like and value holidays
for their fun, their colorfulness, and
their ability to bring us together and
to introduce us to cultural diversity.
certain dilemmas confront us.

The ward holiday derives from
holy day, denoting the origin of
most holidays in religious practice.
This point of origin creates most of
the current problems because a
class's children may represent
many religious traditions. Other di-
lemmas concern historical interpre-
tation: For instance, most
Americans think Thanksgiving is
well named. but a Native Ameri-
can's perspecdve on this day. can
Justifiably be one of sadness and
loss (Ramsey, 1979).

Some questions about holidays in
early childhood settings are:

Victoria Dtaddifen fr Associate Pro-
fessor of Teacher Education at Ship-
pensbarg university in Central Pomp
*Ian* where she moats roam on
child growth and development and early
childhood education.

Illustrations by Lora SchsmareSnittn, C
1989.

Should religious holidays be eel-
'teased? Christmas, Faster, and Pm
met ate the major am Incas culture.

Should holidays of many cultures
and religions be celebrated?

Can one celebrate Christmas or
Easter without being religious?

Can redkgious holidays be celebrated
in religious schoob without huming
the chikken of a &brut omission?

Can children be taught about
religious holidays without be-
ing compromised?

Unisse 'oars k rebinds skeet, end all parents Scow h. be sue you are
an deft valieloas Wisp la year holiday eekbentioas. Cheleinae end
Seas are religiose *trudge.
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Devising cipproadtes,to the
dilemmas

The "holidays-holy days" con-
cept provides two positive ap-
proaches toward resolving some of
the dliemmu. A school or center
can take dear look at what is In-
volved in specific holidays and
diocese to celebrate or study some
of them. Such a school Is most
probably. a nonreligious school,
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concerned with protecting parents'
rights to provide whatever religious
training is desired. Or, a center or
school can decide that its function
is to observe holy daysto con-
sdously recognize and transmit a
religious tradition. Such a school or
center is likely to be openly affili-
ated with religious institution.
Either of these approaches provides

basis for planning the curriculum
and helps to avoid two lesser alter-
natives. (See Table I.)

"Hollow dayi" and "wholly
ed"

These lesser alternatives show up
In distortions of "holidays." The
least desirable Is "hollow
days " --just the outer trappings of
special time without the inner in-
volvement and growing under-
standing that characterize
celebratory sharing (Davidson.
1980; Ideas That Work With Young
Children, 1985). Such days are

Table I. Contrasting Approaches to Holidays With Young Children

Ho allays Tb lie
Ceieleroled

Purpose of Holiday
C.eiebraliosw .

PheteelPfllblle
-

Halkasys Predetermined by the school;
coordinated with staff and
lensiffes dovish tundbooks.
newsletters, and informal
embus

Sputing new creative opportunities
for child play and learning
ossenti larder ammo. and sc.
avarice of atlas! and teilelaus
diversity

Building ilnks between school and
home to tows on &meows the
social skills of the child

Pius: Can reflect the diversity
of traditions and practices
of contemporary society
Rife t' 1) Can forget that not
all chlkirens Waffles tele-

brae atninnin and Enter
2) Routinized acdvities
"doing" without
understandins

Nob Deg

.

Predetennined by the school;
coordinated with .tart and
ludas through school poi-
icy summed, newsletters.
and notices

-

Same as "holidays." plus:
Norms women of wider.
standing and perueveting ki ape.
tine religious andia ethnic
traditions
Minna. shored traditions and
practices at home and school V
chlIctiarnily practice the traditions
of the 'holy doss" program
If not, to extend seaplanes and cep
predation of the alkilsmily for
Mk tradition

Mar: HO degree of eon-
sisteney In both home and
school to help a child form
Identity
Many I) May not provide
sitY Palm* acquaints=
with wadtialhwal Offer-
wwws in essitemPwrY
society

2) Ftwdnind acthld"
ote without

understandng

Who* Dosed

.. , ,

i.
.

Varies: often determined span-
taneously on hash of staff
interests. puede! resources,
and demo= composithei

.
. .

.

Same as "bothisys; plus:
oppotomity to build upon sod gi.
tend the unique benevounot and
tudiffons of sub child In the dim
MOM ,

Ham 1) Most eclectic ap-
math. Greatest degree of
Muds In incorporating

of
WWII% flaw Owns. and
dre bsdeground people
M the program
2) Greatest opportunity to
plan loin* with funnies
Midi Too murfitoo few
purposefully chosen eel -
Orations. Too many
litinp to do" without
careful fellation on why
each wW he young chil-
dren leans and grow
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characterized by ceremonies per-
formed perfunctorily, words recited
by rote, actions that seenr mechan-
Ical, faded decorations pulled from
closets where they have been
stored for a year. or glitzy com-
mercial decor ordered from school
supply catalogues.

Somewhat better Is the "wholly
dazed" approach. In which a school
responds to the perceived diversity
of contemporary culture and cele-
brates a variety of events without a
dear articulation of policies or pro-
grams. Such school, In pursuing
the praiseworthy aims of multi-
cultural, multiethnic education,
may find that it is creating "tourist"
ocperiences. As Hendrick (1984) °b-
ums of this potpourri apptxmcb:
Many teachers seem to thiek this is all
there Is to multicultural education.
whereas it Is actually only the begin-
ning. We must realise that the basic
purpose at providing multicultural ex-
periences is not to teach the dtlldren
facts about Puerto Rico or Japan, or to
prove to the community that the
teacher is not prejudiced. The purpose
of multicultural curriculum is to attach
positive bebop to multicultural ewe-
riences so that each child will led in-
cluded and valued, and will also led
friendly. and reerectlul toward people Sun
other Mimic and cubed pima (p. 2157)

Strengths and weaknesses of
the "wholly dazed" approach

in the "wholly dazed" approach,
the teacher is responsible for decid-
ing which holidays will be cele-
brated and why and how. This
approach offers teachers a high de-
gree of autonomy, flexibility, and
opportunity for creative planning.
The results can sometimes be
wholly dazzling! The teacher can
adopt a calendar of holiday activi-
ties that match the interests and in-
clinations of the children, and she
can sensitively adapt to the people
involved in her classroom. Thus,
the arrival u: a Moslem child in a
preschool just before the beginning
of Ramadan caused one teacher to
create activities In which her dill-

dren learned about the child's
country. Egypt, and the long ob-
servance of Ramadan. The next year
the arrival of a child from Sweden
occasioned new Christmas cus-
toms, again as a part of under-
standing the child's culture and
heritage. In the hands of a skilled
and enthusiastic teacher, this ap-
proach can be terrific. full of growth
potental for children and adults Oita

However, because of its primarily
spontaneous, possibly nonreflective
methods, this approach may add
unnecessary and potentially over-
whelming stimulation to children
who may already experience holi-
day hype from the media and in the

community as marketers of chil-
dren's products aim directly at the
young. Teachers using any of these
approachesbut particularly those
who have not considered the signif-
icance of holidays in the curricu-
lumneed to moderate stimulation
so that children do not become
"wholly dazed" by the pace and
=NW of days for holiday activities.
Some programs do this by limiting
the nurnber of days spent on holiday
activities to the three or four lust
preceding or following the holiday.

There is also a danger that the
wholly dazed approach can be
makeehift, Just the busywork of cut-
ting and pasting cardboard Indian

Figure 1. Guidelines for "Holidays" Schools
1. Use holiday activities as part of many other kinds of activities about a
cultural group. Ask yourself: What is the purpose of teaching about this
holiday? Is it developmentally suitable to my group of children? Is it re-
lated to their lives? If not, why am I introducing it?
S. Set holiday activities in the context al people's daily die and beliefs by
connecting them to specific children and families. With kindergarten and
older children, include holidays that honor struggles for Justice and relate
these holidays to children's own aqmriences with unfainsess.

S. Establish the distinction between learning about another person's holiday
rituals and celebrating one's own holiday. Invite children to participate as
"guests" in a holiday activity not part of their culture. Encourage the
children whose holiday It is to sham leelinp as well as Information.
4. his not treat some holidays as 'mode and others as regular. Everyone is
"ethnic": Everyone's traditions come from specific ethnic or national groups.

S. Do not assume everyone from the same ethnic/religious group cele-
brates holidays the same way. Make sure that any differences in how each
family celebrate' are evident and respected.
S. DCE110MMIC respect for everyone's traditken thmughout the aaviculurn.

7. Plan strategies for working with the children whose families' beliefs do
not permit participation in holiday celebrations. Include the child's par-
ents in creating satisfactory slternstives for the child within the classroom.

S. Be sensitive to the possibility that families with very low incomes may
find certain holidays stressful because of the enormous amount of com-
mercialization and media pressure to buy, buy, buy. Stores' advertising of
Halloween costumes, media and store emphasis on eating special foods at
Thanksgiving, and the commercial equation of love with expensive and
numerous gifts at Christmas time are prominent examples.

Note Adapted from And-flias Cs:Meehan: Took for Empowenng Young Children
(pp. WV) by L Derman-Sparts, 1989, Washington, DC: NAEYC Copyright 0
1919 by Louise Dusan- Sparta. Adapted by permission.
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Same schools Intentional& Mach °comparative tellgions," that Is, they
teach, reepectIttlly, the beliefs and customs Involved In the holidays of
oarxts

headdresses." paper chains, or
Easter baskets. Then, holidays are
not working to achieve the pro-
gram's or the teacher's goals but
are mindlessly driving the pro-
gram's activities. Holiday activities
are often done on a rote. product-
oriented basis, offering children
little developmental challenge, in-
formation, or opportunity to de-
velop individuality. The danger of
emptiness in such an approach is
epitomized in a little boy's response
when asked why he was painting a
play-dough Christmas ornament:
"She said I had to so 1 could
play blocks."

Using the planned
approaches: Holy days or
holidays

The planned approaches require
that a school or center articulate in
advance whether "holidays" or "holy
days" we appropriate for it. Som-
ehoes this decision is made by a
sponsoring agency --a public school,
for instance. la consdtutionally tw-
eed from celebrating holy days,
whereas Jewish Canrmaiity Center
preschool is everted to obsene rel-
evant holy days. Less dear eqiec-
tadons govern independent schools.
Sometimes collaboradons of portents.
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teachers, and administrators deter-
mine the approach. Frequently, the
school decides on its own. After
school or center planners have
thought through its approach. with
or without parent input. they must
carefully write it out in their policy
guidelines. communicate It to parents.
and plan accordingly for the year.

Thus, for instance, when De-
cember comes, the holy days
school will straightforwardly study
and observe the particular holidays
of its tradition, Inviting children
who do not share that heritage to be
"guests" (Denman -Sparks, 1989; see
Figure 1). The holidays school will
have more options. It may focus on
the winter celebrations In their
various manifestations, looking for
commonalities and differences and
for what the rituals mean to the
people who observe them. Or, It
may locus on other less seasonal
aspects of curriculum on the
pounds that the December holi-
days are sufficiently explored at
home and emphasized in the media
to allow the school to function as a
calming counterpoint Or, it might
dedgn a tmique celebration based on
local interests to illuminate the func-
tions of holidays.

Because Christianity is the domi-
nant religion in America, the ten-
dency in nonreligious schools is to
celebrate a secularized Christmas
(e.g.. do lots of red-and-green proj-
ects but no manger scenes). We
should recognize, however, that
Christmas Is at root a religious
holiday the observance of which is
alien, sometimes even offensive, to
non-Christians. Easter poses the
same dilemma a school cannot
celebrate Easter nonreligiously, al-
though it can celebrate the Easter-
related themes of spring, rebirth,
and new lib.

If a "holidays" school has decided
to focus pn December holidays
(Christmas, Chanukah. Kwanzaa),
then it can explore the religious
nature of these holidays. Religion
can be addressed as a belief system
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and a basis of culture. For example.
regarding Chanukah. one can say,
"Some people. Jews, believe that
lighting these special candles
makes them think about a time
when God helped them. When Jews
light candles together they think
about that time." Discussing the
idea of like-believing people living
together illustrates concept of
culture. DennanSparks (1989) pro-
vides more ideas on working with
the December holidays. If yours is
not a religious school, be aware of
the bias involved in teaching one or
two of these holidays, but not the
others, which are the important
ones to certain groups.

"Holy days" schools have con-
siderable latitude in enacting the
holidays they have chosen. Their
aim is to convey tradition, using
all the symbols and rituals of that
tradition to do so. "Holidays"
schools, on the other hand, refrain-
ing from establishing religious tra-
ditions but aware of children's need
in a pluralistic society to be in-
formed about the customs of
others, can explore symbols and
rituals in a more objective manner.
Figure 2 gives examples of the dif-
ferences between using symbols in
alt their power and exploring
symbols for what they can tell us
about ourselves and others. The
were distinctions should be made U
or when other holidays or holy days
are to be included in a school's cur-
riculum. There is also the option of
avoiding holiday activities alto-
gether because it is so easy to lad-
vertently offend some families.

Patriotic holidays

Patriotic holidays are non-
religious in origin but are often
consistent with holy days because
of their themes. Passover's theme of
freedom is reiterated in Martin Lu-
ther King Day and in Independence
Day. Thus "holy days" schools can
find observance of such holidays
supportive of their overall program.

Figure 2. Christmas In Two Schools: Learning About the
Holiday In Contrast to Observing the Holy Day
"Holiday" or nonreligions "Holy day" or religious school

school
Exploring symbols Using symbols

Symbol: Christmas Tree

Have children smell and leel fresh
evergreen boughs to experience
their fragrance and beauty.

Talk about why people might want in
a cold, dark season to bring bright
boughs and trees inside and dec-
orate with

Decorate a Christmas tree and talk
about the evergreenoess of the
tree being like ever-lasting We.
Talk about Chetah/ins in southern
climates not using Christmas trees
because they don't grow there.

Enjoy the tree, its fragrance and
beauty. Read stories around It.
Sing carols near It.

Symbol: Ughts

Burn oil and candles.
Sit in a darkened room and light a

candle. Talk about feelings, watch
the candle go out. talk about
heelless.

Talk about Ughts on trees, how the
symbols combinei.

Explore the symbol as In ludidays"
schools but talk about Jesus's
birth being like a light that
cheered people. Talk about stars:
make stars.

Tell the story of the manger sad the
star that guided people to It

SymboI: Gilts

Have each child find something in
the room to present to another
child, wrapped or unwrapped. The
eqieriences al tbougbdulness and
pleasure in receiving a gilt will be
encouraged. as will empathy. Talk
about feelings, who we give gifts
on birthdays,

Make OM to take home or to share
at school to celebrate Jesus's
birthday in the same way that
loam people celebrate other,
btritslays.

I Symbol: Baby .lesZD
U a baby can visit the doss, children

can look at the baby and talk
about what It might be when It
grows up. Explain that Christina
Is about baby that grew up to be
a leader.

Construct a creche that ddidren can
play with. Talk about the baby's
grovetng up to be ekes Jesus we
pray to, what a special baby he
was.

Symbol: Sweet Food

Make cooties. deft bread. etc- to
aperienoe the sweetness that It
like the sweetness of lie and of
people's Moinesa when a new
baby It born.

Make cookies. date breed, etc.. as In
"holidays" scbooi, dating d to the
birth of Jesus as a special new
baby to be happy shout.
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Figure 2. continued

"Holiday" or nonreligious
school

Keeping perspective

Because Christmas is so widely and
thoroughly celebrated In America.
children who do not celebrate It
often feel envious of those who do.
These feelings can be eased by
taildng about the value of all tradi-
tions, looking at a globe to show
that Christmas Is celebrated
chiefly in Europe and the Amer-
icas, which means lob of other
people don't observe It -

Sometknes people celebrate Christ-
mas just because they think It is
fun or because their neighbors do
It That is all right too.

"Holy day" or religious school

Keeping perspective

Because Chrishnas Is so widely and
thoroughly celebrated In America.
children who celebrate It may
think that those who do not are
odd or unworthy. Talk about the
fact that other people have happy
celebrations too, and that Christ-
mas is celebrated mainly in
Europe and the Americas.

Contributed by Mary RhAdn

"Holidays" schools may choose
them for thematic reasons as well.
Each holiday should be evaluated
for its meaning to see how it fits
into the overall goals and program
of the school or center.

Making sense of holidays

Five hundred years ago, had we
been Christians living In a European
country, we would have celebrated
a holiday about every three days.
Fortunately, they would have all
been from one tradition and thus
had a coherency that our pluralistic
culture no longer provides us. Now
we need to help children and our-
selves toward a livable coherency,
and in this our choices about holi-
days and our sensitivity to their nu-
ances are critical. Thoughtful
foresight and planning can en-
lighten our choices.

References
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The following article is by Jeanette C. Nunnelley (1990).

Beyond
Turkeys,
Santas,
Snowmen,
and
Hearts:

connected with them and yield their
own products. Year after year, chi].
dren cut, glue, draw, paint, and eat
the same traditional theme elements.

Curriculum themes offer an as-
sortment of activities that Interest
young children. The group activities
develop necessary cooperation
skills (Goetz, 1985). Themes are
teaching aids that provide structure
and allow concept development.
Teac

dren for ideas to develop into
meaningful learning experiences.
WA4loagiliaggjamadjahvhole

Februa akin en-
worms, u s, story

characte , nd
o er a:nova iv 471 u urn themes
can raw upon f curiosity.

Holiday themes, for example,
should not be overdone. In faccja,gagut, like
Christmas and raster, tizat locus on

ere is a whole world to
explore and discover that goes be-
yond these familiar themes. Teach-.
ms simply need to tap their own
imaginations and those of the chi,-

How To Plan
Innovative Curriculum
Themes
Jeanette C. Nunnelley

Turkeys are in November San-
tas are in December, snow-
men are in January: and

hearts are in February. Depending
on the time of year, visitors to child
care centers, many schools, and
kindergartens will see these'
seasonal objects hanging from the
ceiling, taped to the walls, and dis-
played on shelves. Other less
seasonal but consistent themes
community helpers, home and
work, transportation, and zoo
animalshave various activities

Jeanette C. Name XVI. it Aub-
urn/ Director at Commonly Ccordinotad
Child Care (4-C) in Louisville gentudof
where she administers an emotive
training program for child care pro-
eiders. She also mocha pan-ante at wee
unieenaies.

111uttrations 0 1990 by Margaret
Scott

d
Jonset p. Some

o ever, ntentiortally
teach "comparative religions ": They
teach about the beliefs and customs
of various religions' holidays
(Chanukah, Kwanzaa, Outruns) in
hopes that children will learn to re-
spect diversity. Independent
schools need to determine their
holiday/holy day policies and put

them in writing
(Dimidjian,

1989).

Thaelltforwt dimes oA r a n owortmant of octtettlee drat Waren young chil-
dren. but Awe lit e whole world to woolen acid Ammer Oat gess beyond
at
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Essential to developing exciting
topics into classroom realities is a
specific plizaisjUlttu, This is
made up rer ) brain-
storming for topics. 2) designing a
theme's Implementation, and 3)
planning specific activities for the
group as a whole and for learning
centers. These steps can be used In
planning for any age group. Includ-
ing babies. The activities will vary,
but the planning strategies are the
same.

%Nom

Itraketotm
storrnin for Innovative

topics s occur about vice a
aic when long-range pia are
made. Planning groups can include
parents and children as well u
teachers. During the brainstorming
sessions. no idea should be con-
sidered too broad or inappropriate.
Allow planners' Imaginations to run
wild without limitations as to feasi-
bility, costs, or silliness. Adults
should recall their own childhood
interests and think of topics that
their children have found exciting.
Vary traditional themes; for exam-
ple, the theme of home might be
narrowed i0 exprore moroughly
such basic children's favorites as
pillows or toys. List each idea. no
matter how common or tar-fetched.

The next phase involves nar-
rowing down the list to ideas that
seem feasible. Chars bit
ar mane eabl'elil'"1- 1=rud
aco se

one topic initially listed was story
characters. The second phase
would narrow the topic to %Malik-
the-Pooh or Peter Rabbit Another
Initial topic. lights, might stand on
Its own and need no refinement
This phase ensures that the idea is
appropriate for the developmental
level of the particular children for
'whom it is Intended. A Remt list of
;themes for half-year period
should evolve from the brain-

istorming sessions.
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Figure 1
TIMM PLY,

Theme tapiel
Aeration, 4-li

Teacher, to_eA Assistant' K. Any
Theme Coals aritigai,cmhumucaSyziMliahimimaLahitmiicCAS__
vocabulary et Them& SkiklriliiAlOiLlikenr2milerilasef.41.4_,-
.A.10,11,...UMM411.1104004.410
kres ItS.VUIP V111.etk1 1,* 0"411 .rose ,CLILAlG J056110

',aft... tveleu%1-Cc entAL

Main !vent'

Materials Seeded'

"t\Metke.e. JP-ekt Ott.. \eti erev:vcontik*__

Parent involvement'

t&senaAtnck4h+jrjw,..afjxa4kut.__
Children's Involvements 14A ime 01- 'terl'.

evaluations

_r_ftt.tett - %AM 11

AMA!. rva,7490. c

Design theme
Implementation

This stage, which can be carried
out in a staff meeting or by indi-
vidual teachers, involves further
developing the theme Ideas. Chil-
dren and parents are encouraged to
participate. The steps for designing
a theme are: deciding upon theme
goals, Listing the vocabulary associ-
ated with the topic, agreeing on a
"main event," listing materials
needed, describing parents' and
children's involvement, and plan-

ring evaluation. Figure 1 shows a
form specifically designed for this
process that uses the %Finale-the-
Pooh theme for a dassroom of l-
and 5-year-old children.

Set overall goals for the
theme

Set broad goals for a particular
theme. These goals help focus the
idea further, and they eventually aid
In developing activities. For exam-
ple, the Winn's-the-Pooh cur-
riculum theme might encompass
the goal of understanding our di-
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ferent friends and their characteris-
tics. The goal for the lights theme
could Include exploring and ex-
perimenting with .a variety of light
sources. Again, consider the chil-
dren's interests: Children like to
have friends, and they enjoy playing
around with light.

Ust vocabulary associated
with the theme

List the language associated with
the theme. Actually writing the
words pertaining to an idea further
stimulates activities and broadens
our perception of the topic. The list
will be tentative because other
words and concepts will emerge
from the children and from evolving
activities. Nouns and proper nouns
are good starting points. Then iden-
tify verbs, adjectives, and adverbs
related to the nouns. Other per-
tinent aspects of language arts can
be incorporated into a particular
theme. For example, the rhyme and
rhythm of the poems and songs in
the Pooh books could be
emphasized.

Plan one main event

Ea h theme selected should have
as a

Vali, par .

of g u nest ecornplished
with the children. Teachers estab-
lish some options, and the
articipate i

vent BAs In the other
pIllffs, activities emerge
from the event selection. For mm-
pie, the choice for the 11/Janie-the-
Pooh theme might be the
production of a play emphasizing
the various characteristics of
Pooh's friends. Learning experi-
ences evolve: writing (dictating, ed-
iting) the script, making costumes,
decorating scenery, and gathering
props. A main event for the lights
theme might be a light show in
which the class demonstrates all
the various lights upland and dis-

covered during the theme. Thus, the
culminating event inspires other
endeavors and enhances social-
Isation skills such as cooperation.

Gather materials

Gathering materials for themes
can begin as soon as the initial
long-range planning has occurred.
One advantage of brainstorming
twice a year is that it allows time to
accumulate books, housekeeping
props, art ideas, music, poems, and
so on.

Once themes are scheduled. ask
parents to send in materials br the
upcoming project When the theme
has started, the children are an
excellent resource, particularly if
the concept is truly exciting to
them. Materials seem to emerge
wondrously when you have enough
time to seek them!

Involve parents in planning
One way to ensure that parents

are involved in a classroom is to
plan for it. Contributions
will vary with the topic,bkM
involvement must be a vital part of
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a letter (in the mall is best) to par-
ents not present asking for the same
information.

Then oe sure and use the infor-
mation. Most experienced teachers
agree that parents rarely turn you
down when participation is mean-
ingful and relevant to them. Re-
member, parent involvement is best
when It requires actual participa-
tion with the children.

In the case of the Pooh theme, a
parent could be the director of the
play. For other themes, particips-
don might Include arranging and
conducting afield trip to the par-
ent's place of employment, or It
may involve a special interest of the
parent's- -going to a craft shop or a
bakery. Don't limit field trips to the
zoo and the museumcall for help
and ideas. Use the talents and ex-
pertise of all parents with careful
and deliberate planning.

Involve children in planning
Ensure that children are active

participants in the planning process
by deliberately focusing on their
type of involvement. Writing down
children's suggestions further

We do not have to spend the whole month
of February making Valentines when
worms, bugs, story characters, lights,
sounds, and other innovative curriculum
themes can draw upon children's
curiosity.

preschool poi/ramming. At an Rd-
traf open &use ask, bribe. and even

with ts to list Just two
are

wi
Also ask for a list of materials and
services they might provide, such
as old boxes, craft leftovers. aim-
puter paper, or photocopying. Send

t) I 0

commits a teacher to implementing
them. Examples are: deciding on a
menu, designing scenery, choosing
between alternative' for field trips,
or selecting party favors. Always
encourage children to contribute
props for dramatic play and to bring
in other materials.

Listen. particularly in the block
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Plan learning center activities

ciguascrgifirinigigaiTherifore, it is
ea to use supplemental-pages of

your own design. First, male a
standardised form that lists cur-
riculum areas used as learning cen-
ters (art. math, science, blocks.
dramatic play, language arts, etc.)
and that has apace under each area
to list activities for a particular
theme. When you have chosen a
theme. write down two or three re-
lated activities and the materials
needed. Some of the learning expe-
rience' will be unique to the theme
and others will be typical preschool
activities that are simply coordi-
nated with the current idea. As the
projects gets underway and chil-
dren develop suggestions, new ac-
tivities will come to mind. Add
these to the form.

The previous steps in planninfi
contribute to this process. For ex-
ample, the vocabulary listed In-
spires activities in the block
building and language art center.
The "main event" may create proj-
ects in the art center. Figures 2 and
3 are examples of supplemental

a g

Wednfonef 'hob do," euryfeehme may be irrelevant or beapprepriate, de-
pending on the "rho& and the ddideen.

and dramatic play areas, for ideas
from the children that can be
expanded into group projects. Talk
with Individual children in the
science, math, art. and language
arts centers to foster individual ex-
ploration and discovery planned
just for them. hild

ties. Their initiatives wi own!

Evaluate

Every thertfshould be evaluated
for effectiveness. A specific place to
write evaluative comments alter fin-
ishing the theme aids a teacher in
completing the task. litagjajiggs
Viggaigch activities were espe-
4414gmtaas.ad stimulating. Ac-

ed
(every teacher

ilatillbitsome should also be men -
=e to avoid future problems.

use, form for Implementation

becomes an excellent reference tor
next year's planning and organize-
WM. Children, too, have an evalu-
ative discomfort: What did they do
very well? What would they do to
make a project work better next
time?

Plan specific activities

1510ligialigalOAMAYenters r. . .

a 1 off
ucation, hen careful considera-

tion is given to specific themes,
whether Innovative or traditional,
life in the classroom is exhilarating
for both teachers and children.
Planning around themes allows
children to pursue their own inter-
ests, yet it provides an overall
framework for learning experiences
(Levin, 1986).
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In brainstorming,
no idea is too silly
or inappropriate.
Selecting and
refining theme
ideas follows.

pages for learning centers, group
activities. outdoor play, and other
activities.

Plan group acthitles

Group work also evolves from the
previous steps in planning, such as
deciding on the "main event." Block
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out specific times (or large group
sessions in the weekly plan book.
scheduling an activity that relates
to the theme. Group activities for
the %Urgethe-Pooh theme might
be making biscuits on which to
spread honey, practicing for the
play, working on costumes, or
painting scenery.

Children's ideas may expand
group activities and create new
ones. For example, child may
bring WinniethePooh hand pup-
pets to use at a large group session.
This may rule out some other
teacher-planned activity. 'Waggle
1,41, to have structures aggigligiaat
Gan be artrea with spontaneous
laeas- 'tom Use crumumn.

Plan for outdoor play, too
One of the hardest and most of-

ten overlooked elements in plan.
ning around themes is outdoor play.
Ina the me outside

L.IITEno
soffraar tra5-uturlliril just use
our imaginations. Once again, writ-
ing ideas down promotes the like-
lihood that things will happen. For
example, with the Pooh theme, plan
a picnic or a pretend fishing trip. in
keeping with the overall goal of the

theme. to leant
about

individual

A group of children might or might
not chorwe to study snowmen. Their
participation in the planning proc-
ess will ensure that their interests
and ideas are reflected in whatever
is studied.
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ferences, each child could go dressed
up like one of Pooh's friends "to
want in the chamter's shoes

Conclusion

Preschool and primary class
rooms do not have to work through
the same themes and Ideas year
after year. The above strategy and
Its steps provide vehicle for both
innovative and traditional theme
planning. This approach allows or-
ganisation that respects both
teacher's autonomy and the chil-
dren's interests and creativity. Add-
ing special theme projects to a
basic free play program enriches
children's educational experience.
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Parents can help
with innovative
themes: ideas,
materials, and
effort flow from
involved parents.

For Further Reading
Bedunen, C., Simmons, R., & 'Mo-

ms. N. (1982). arty childhood
activity guide for holidays and
seasons. Colorado Springs: Chan
nett to Children.
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The followinLactivity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

till1111.$

Learning Through Art

A Holiday Sculpture
Dow Parents:
Making a natural-objects centerpiece is a fun way to
involve your child in holiday festivities. Your child

will develop his math and sciavx skills when he
compares the textures of feathers and pinecona, lis-
tens to the sounds of breaking twigs, or dassifies
stones by site and shape.7
What You Med.

a collection of natural °Wel
a shopping bag )

4\ ;
old newspapers .: Lr
a large piece of cardboard
glue

glue brushes

What to Do
Collect stones, twigs, per, feathers, laves,
and other natural objects. Put these items in your
shopping boa
At home, spread out your natural objects on a
table covered with old newspapers. Make game
of sorting and classifying these items according to
category, color, and weight.

Encourage your child to explore the many different
ways be can arrange these objects.

Then invite your child to glue objects together
4.4 ilia:Ice of cardboard in order to create your

y sculpture.

the sculpture dries, display it as the 'natural-
ly- perfea centerpiece on your holiday table.

Masi:ens birds. Let your
child help you cut out the shapes

of "wings' and *feces from

constntaion paper. Together,

decorate them with markers, then

attach them to oval or round

pinecones with glue. Or make a

triangular pinecone tree by gluing

pyramid of pinecones to a piece

of cardboard.

More orations!
*branch 111411a. Using short

pieces of striif you and your

child can connect small twigs,

leaves, and 'baby" pinecones to

the different arms of a branch.

Hang in an open place so objects

may move freely.

Walnut turtles. Help your
child trace the list side of half

Q ';'s 2

a walnut shell on a piece of

construction paper. Cut out

along the outline and glue this

paper shape onto the rim of

the sbell. After she assists you

in cutting out and decorating

the head, feet, and tall from

construction paper, glue these

pans to the underside of your

walnut "turtle.-
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The following article is by Julie A. Bisson (1994).

.s he "holiday
offers ma rtunities for fun,
ment, an aderie in your p

and r meaningful learning
about s and differences. Yet it
also p «I denims for many early
childh rs. If your children are
from ma rent cultures, how can
you find e and information you
need to e bring all of their holi-

days into , rogram? Or, if all your
children basically one culture,

versify in ways

that will relate to their lives? And for
every young child, how can you create
celebrations that are valuable, not just
one more part of the holiday frenzy?

Why celebrate
holidays?

on"
cite -

ram

If you answer these questions by avoiding holi-
days altogether, you are not alone. Many teach-
en opt w help children through this hectic season
by keeping classroom life as normal as possible.
While this approach avoids some of the problems
of holidays, it misses opportunities as well

In almost every culture, all through the year,
holidays offer fun and excitement, a break in the
routine of everyday life. Through holidays, friends
and family members feel the special bond of pth-
ering to eat, sing, or just be together. When you
celebrate holidays in your classroom, you
acknowledge these important days in children's
lives. In this way, you support children's cultural
identities and strengthen an important connec-
tion to their homes and families. At the same
time, by preparing and celebrating together,
your children build. bonds to one another
and to you. This helps develop a strong
sense of community in your classroom.

Holidays can also be a valuable tool for
learning about multiculturalism through con-
crete, meaningful examples of ways that

people are similar and different. For children who
see their holidays reflected around them in stores,
street decorations, and on television, celebrating
another child's holiday helps than appreciate
that theirs may not be the only or 'right" way to
celebrate. For children whose holidays are not
generally recognized in our society, honoring
their epeeistl days helps to support their experi-
ences and build their self-esteem.

But often in early childhood classrooms, even
the most well-meaning teachers offer holiday
activities that promote a 'tourist* attitude. In
these activities, children 'visit* another culture as
something separate from their everyday lives.
Instead of emphasizing the multicultural concepts
of same and different, these kinds of activities can
make other cultures lean quaint or exotic, dis-
tant from children's experiences. Also, tourist
activities often lead to misinformation. They risk
stereotyping by implying that all Chinese people,
for example, celebrate Chinese New Year and do
so in the same way.

Making holidays
meaningful
How can you celebrate holidays and diversity
appropriately in your classroom? The most
impotent way is by making sure that the holi-
days you choose to celebrate are not isolated
experiences, but relate both to children's lives and
to other aspects of your curriculum. Here are
suggestions for selecting holidays
that have meaning to the children
in your rooms

1°3
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Start with year group.
Use all your resources, especially children's fami-
lies, to find out what and how children celebrate
throughout the year.

Search below the surface.
You might be surprised at the diversity among
groups that seem homogeneous. Children of the
sane race might belong to different religions,
kr,ve ancestors from different countries, or may
simply celebrate a holiday in different ways.

Look to frimds of your classroom.
If you Want tc introduce holidays that are not cel-
ebrated by your group, think of other people with
whom year children have a relationship. Perhaps
your director, your bus driver, or s family volun-
teer celebrates a holiday children would be inter-
ested in, and would be willing to share it.

Consider commsmio. events.
Five- and six-year-olds are ready
beyond immediate personal expe-
riences to learn about celebra-
tions they 'see in their communi-
ties, for example, a parade to
honor Hispanic Heritage Week. U
you use this approach, be sure
holiday activities are only one
pan of your curriculum about
Hispanic cultures.

to move

320
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holidays
with similar themes.
Many holidays can be grouped wider
umbrella themes such as celebrations of
harms, the new year, rebirth, libera-
tion, and festivals of lights. Stan with a holiday
children are familiar with, then branch out to
related holidays of other cultural groups that
connect to your children's lives. U children in
your group celebrate the New Year on January 1,
you might expand the theme to include Chinese
New Year, which usually falls in February, and
Now -Rue, the Iranian new year, celebrated in
late March.

Include holidays that
transcend cultures.
Holidays don't have to be of particular culture
to celebrate muhiculturaYanti-bias values. Martin
Luther King, Jr.'s birthday, for example, commem-
orates nonviolence and the strusle foe fairness.

Present holiday
activities
in ways that
connect to
children's own
life caperiences.

3

Make up
your own holidays.
Any feeling or occasion that's
signifioun to you and your group
can be turned into a meaningful
holiday. Some examples from
real classrooms are Appreciation
Day, when children. show their
appreciation for workers in their
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Malay mann -
is all owty GAO&
Awl aellaillas
mad to la, haalarm. school; and Cooperation Day, a

culmination of a curriculum theme
about working together and Feting along. Of
course, in both classrooms, dam days reflected
yeariong themes.

Note When deciding which holidays to celebrate,
try to anticipate questions that might arise regard-
ing religion. How will you respond so them? Your
answer to this question will depend an the policy in
your setting public school oc church -based pro-
gans, foe example and your personal approach.
You might plan to address the topic tire*, an-
swer *intim as they arise, Cr refer children to
their family members. If you can't find a solution
you are comfortable with, consider 'cloning anoth-
er holiday in which religion playa a entailer role.

Holidays Around
the Room
Once you've selected holidays to celebrate with
your children, think about how you'll implement
them in your dassroom curriculum. Discussions,

\

111

%V. 41. .
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1011Q""'
1111111106,

tiftwiro

art Saketielli field trine, 000kine. and, of come,
parties are just some of the many possibilities.
Here are a few guidelines to helpyou begin think-
ing about activities:

Decide on your goals.
Before you can plan effectively, you need to icnow
what you want children to gain. Do you want
children to learn specific information about
Kwansaa, for example? To talk about similarities
and differences among December celebrations?
To build children's bonds to one another by
preparing together for a fun event? list all your
goals and keep them in mind as you plan.

Think about how
much of your
aurkulunt yon
want to devote.
If you celebrated every
holiday in all your learn-
ing , you might
never have time to do
anything dsel While an

Check out
activities and
materials with
several sources to
make sure they
are accurate
and authentic.
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around-the-room approach may be ideal for
some holidays, others may be more appropriate-
ly acknowledged in more focused ways, perhaps
through discussions, books, or simply one child
sharing his or her own experiences. Similarly, you
might decide to build an extended theme around
a holiday or acknowledge it in just one or two
well-chosen activities.

Don't confuse holidays and cultures.
Learn all you can to be sure your activities are
authentic to the specific holiday you are celebrat-
ing, not just to the culture it comes from. For
example, Cinco de Mayo commemorates a
struggle for Mexican liberation and is marked
by parades. It should be celebrated in this way,

All Year Long
When the rush of

the holiday season'
subsides, take some
time to make a long-
range plan for holi-
days. Here are steps
to follow to make
sure your celebra-
tions are appropriate
year-round:

1. $.t your gods.
What purpose do
you want holidays
to serve within your
curriculum? Some
possibilities are 03:

promote connec-
tions among children,
families, and staff;

eupport chil-
dren's and families'
experiences;

celebrate similari-
ties and differences;

stretch awareness
and empathy; .

introduce critical
thinking about bias;

offer a fun break in
routine.

2. Establish poll.
cp. This will guide
you as you plan and
help you to commu-
nicate about your
holiday program.
Your policy should
address issues such

as what role holidays
will play in your
program, and how
much curriculum
time you want to
devote to them.

3. Dodds which
Mains to sale.
bray. Try following
these steps:

Develop a list of
holidays you think
will be important for
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not as a reason to play maracas or make tacos.

Keep holidays age-appropriate.
As you think about holiday activities, don't for-
get basic early childhood principles. Make sure
all of your holiday curriculum offers children
active, hands-on activities where childien control
the procesi as much as possible.

Remember curriculum areas.
In the process of celebrating holidays and diversi-
ty, skill-building is an added bonus! Capitalize on
opportunities to develop social, creative, and cog-
nitive capabilities. Discussing ideas, marking the
calendar, cooking together, making decorations,
and writing invitations are all holiday activities

(continued on pose S1)

your group.
Find out which

holidays are bnpor-
tant to the families
hn your program.

If your group is
homogeneous, think
about appropriate
ways to introduce
the holidays of other
cultural groups.
Remember that holi-
days should be only a
small part of a larger
curriculum about cul-
tures not represented
in your clauroom.

Consider inventing
your own holidays.

Review your list,

weighing all Your
issues and concerns
for holidays. Make
your decisions.

4. Plan appropriate
acevidee. Think
about bow you'll
implement each

328

holiday in ways that
are appropriate for
your specific group
of children.

Always keep
children's interests
and developmental
abilities in mind.

Avoid a tourist
approach by making
sure holidays are
connected to chil-
dren's lives and
other aspects of
your curriculum.

Decide how you
will address religious
aspects of holidays,
and stereotypes
that are presented as
part of holidays.

Make a plan for
children who don't
celebrate holidays.

Think of ways to
involve parents and
other adults who
want to be part
of your celebrations.
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Families So Holidays
Families and holidays are a natural

combination. On one hand, you need

to communicate with families to

make sure your holiday celebrations

connect to and support children's

experiences. On the other, your holiday

celebrations are a terrific vehicle for

getting families involved. Here are

guidelines for speaking with families

about holidays:

Develop a policy

that expiable your

holiday prelims.
Include in it an expla-

nation of how you

choose holidays to

celebrate and what

roles family members

play in that choice.

When you talk about

holidays with families,

share your policy

dearly, so they

know what to expect.

Ask family mem-

bers what holiday's

they celebrate at

hems, which they

would lace to see cele-

brated in school,

and if they would be

willing to help plan

or implement activi-

ties. Remind families

that you may not

celebrate all the holi-

days they suggest,

but that all children

will be recognized for

their special days in

some way.

Roadies that some

families may be

reluctant to share

such personal iefor.

rastion. Therefore,

ask about holidays in

different ways. In a

questionnaire or in

person, or both, pose

several types of ques-

tions about holidays:

Which holidays are

most important in

your family? For

which do you take

most time to prepare?

For which do you

get together with

other relatives?

Make every

effort to list lamb
members knots

you welcome their

involvement. Ore

way to do this is to

seek information

about, their holidays

ens, and brainstorm

. with you ways to

bring the holidays into

the classroom.

Ttroandsout the

poessaa, ransombor

that hoildays an
osmonstond Item*
valued want& As

always, be sure

you an respectful

and sensitive when

speaking about

than with families.

L.
,

!0-.
It

741E1.a

AMMO. Nampo.--

through libraries at

alternative bookstores.

In-Ate than to look at

the materials you've

collected, comment on

how their celebrations

are similar or differ-
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that reinforce math, language, art, social studies,
and other kinds of learning.

Anti-Bias Activities
The following suggestions come from early child-
hood educators who are leaden in multicultural/
and -bias education. Consider using than in your
morn this holiday season.

Use holidays to talk about
ideas of fair and unfair.
Begin a discussion about the holiday decorations
children see in local stores and on city streets.
Then talk about how these decorations make
children who don't celebrate Christmas feel. Invite

children to act on their
discussion, perhaps by
writing to a store about
their decorations or dec-
orating their own class-
Mom or school in ways
that children feel are
fair and make everyone
feel included.

Emphasise
similarities and
connedions.
Candles and lights are

important in the winter holidays of Christmas,
Hanukkah, Kwanzu, winter solstice, and others.
Talk about this and, with your group, invent your
own candle ritual that can belong to everyone
equally. Perhaps children want to make their own
pretend candles, design candle-holders, and use
them in a special candle pmcjession.

Begin discussing the
concepts of stereotypes.
Thanksgiving, for example, can be a problem
because, as commonly presented, it includes offen-
sive staeorypa. Instead of ignoring them, talk
about them frankly with four, five-, and six-
year-olds. Bring in and talk about photographs of
present-day Native Americans in their every-
day cletha. Use these to counter stereotypic
images that appear in many cards or decorations.
Recognize the positive aspects of illanksgivinv
celebrating the harvest, being thankful, and bring -.
ing people together.

Make holiday
activities a small
part of ongoing
curriculum
about people's
current, day-
to-day lives.
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Holidays by Age
Twayearalds:

need to be
with their families
for holidays;

can scare
excitement from
adults, but don't
understand what a
holiday is about;

may be overstimu-
lated or upset by
too much change
in routine.

Ilareevesmoldss
view holiday cele-

brations in tarns of
their own family
experienong

are egocenaic
and think that
everyone celebrates
what they do;

need to tee their
family's special
holidays reflected
in their school envi-
raiment, apecially
if they an holi-
days that are not
usually reinforced
in our society;

learn from
holiday activities
that are concern,
accurate, and con-
nected to their
own experiences;

understand and
respond to the feel-
ings holidays bring,
rather than to
the reasons people
celebrate them.

Pour-year-eids:
still view holidays

32

primarily in terms
of their own family
experiences;

may remember a
celebration from
last year and look
forward to it;

begin to realize
that some people
celebrate holidays
other than their
own, and celebrate
in different ways;

can talk about
similarities and
differences among
holidays that
connect to their
own experiences;

understand simple
(and accurate) infor-
mation about the
meanings of holidays.

Me. and
sboweeNoldss

enjoy celebrating
holidays with
friends u well as
with families;

like to prepare for
celebrations by mak-
ing special foods,
decorating, ac.;

want celebratifins
to be consistent,
`like last year";

understand that
people celebrate
different holidays
and enjoy learning
about than

can understand
the historical .
or social reasons
whys holiday
is celebrated.
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Special
Circumstances
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Some families choose not to celebrate or belong to
religions that don't believe in celebrating holidays.
If can be challenging for you to simultaneously
meet the needs of these children and children for
whom holidays are important. Of amuse, if this
happens in your room, you might simply choose
not to celebrate holidays. But if that's not an
acceptable solution for you, here are steps to help
you find others that will work for everyone:

Examine your own views.
Learn as much as you can about the family's beliefs
so you can. respect their views, instead of perhaps
keling sorry for the child or resenting the family.

7blk with families.
Get as much information as possible about what
they do and don't consider acceptable regarding
celebrations. (Remember, there can be peat
diversity among people of the same religion.)
Explain your holiday philosophy and plans, and
how flexible you can be. Brainstorm possibilities
that will work for everyone.

ikons gm Is ow-
let* for dimatshig
Wales Aitken
ostelnis at hem

Let families make the choke.
Do everything possible to arrive at an acceptable
solution. If, finally, you and the family can't
find one, leave the final decision about the
child's participation up to the parents. Be sure, to
be supportive.

Plan alternate activities.
U you stilt choose to celebrate the holiday, find
alternative activities that don't make the child feel
excluded. Think of this situation as parallel to
having a child who has a food allergy: You need
to offer another choice that's as engaging and
interesting as what other children are enjoying.
Make the alternative available to everyone.

7blk about it with the
Be wee to help other children undostand and
respect the cloud. Point out that not celebrating hol-
idays is just another way that people can be the
same and different.

Remember, change doesn't happen overnight in
the world or in your classroom. If this approach
to holidays is new to you, deride to make one
or two changes this season. Observe children's
responses, and use them to plan further changes
later or next year. You'll be on the road to less
frenzied, more meaningful, and happier holidays.

This trick Nor oared km Cabouing Holidays in the
Aisei-hiss Early Childhood Eihicotion Program. our

isr's tibias by A. Bran casiorad a Paciftc Oils
Crier a Parise& Csiilarro. Mir based he work

an lontiomi with Iraq airbag draws
irsiadasq Lars DoomooSoorks.
Patricia User. Kay Tau. Saar,
York sod 14 ably swim aid
seas al demos racer ad arra
oho are sosooniitod so die tens.
Iii apperdr. Per ism infix.
mail" oath Jain a re Arai-
aralOsistraly itaistsit Usu.
ciao Loatkvarip bras. (8111
317-1301.
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TWOS' AND THREES

Rock Painting
Add a Me creadvity and almost

anything can make a gift.

Alms Children will create colorful holiday gifts
from simple rocks they find outside.

Gram II kat Three ro four children at a time.

RInInsislas
rocks
tempera paints
paintbrushes
glue, glitter, and craft sticks

Warminu Take your children on a 'rock hunt"
walk near your center or school. Ask them to look
for interesting medium-size rocks or stones, about
the size of a paperweight. children can use their
fists to help them determine the approximate size.
Put some masking tape on each rock and label
with children's names. Collect the rocks in a cloth
or shopping bag.

In Advance: Ask children to help wash the dirt off
the rocks and dry them.

ACTIVITY
Gather your group at a table and discuss safety

rules about handling rocks.
Using only the rocks of the children who are

currendy gathered at your table, encourage your
group to make size, shape, and color compari-
sons. You can ask 'Which rock is the largest?
Which one is the flattest? Which rock feels
the heaviest?' Ask children to think of words to
describe their rocks.

He se ate some books
about exploring the
"peat outdoors.'

My Beekeerd
by Anne Rockwell
(Mscmillan)

After children put on their smocks, put out the
paints and invite children to paint their rocks.

Describe how children are painting their rocks.
Jaysn is painting all of his rock with green paint.
Cory is using blue paint for the bumps on her rock.'
Ask children to look at and talk about what their
ciasstnates are doing.

Let the rocks dry. Later on, children can decorate
than by melting glue designs with craft sticks, then
shaking on glitter.

Admire your group's wonderful gifts.

Olservagons:
Do any of your children experience difficulty in

controlling their paintbrushes? If so, demonstrate
different kinds of simple grips.

Notice the different ways children cover the
surfaces of their rocks with paint.

lixfanalanas
Using a balance scale, compare the weight of
children's rocks with other classroom objects such
as dolls, blocks, and balls.

BOO RS

face Goes to ths
leads by Jill Krems=
(Random House)
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Teddy Goes Oration
by Amanda Davidson
Mak. Rinehart dt Irmatonl
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR TWOS AND THREES

Music &
Movement

Let's March
Moving feet to the beat Is the

name of this game.

Alms Children will be introduced to a variety of
rhythms and movements as they march together.

Group Slaw Whole group.

Allabarldas
a record or cassette player
different types of music with a beat
paper-towel rolls (one per child)

WitiwAss Gather your children in a circle. Invite
them to tell (or show) you anything they know
about marching. You might want to ask your group
if any of them have seen parades. ''What do you
remember about the parade? Was it fun? Were people
marching? How did they march?'

ACTIVITY
Encourage children to stand up and stomp

their feet in place. Can they stomp slowly? Quickly?
Loudly? Softly? Ask your children to stomp to
the beat you create as you clap your hands. Offer
your children the chance to invent different stomp-
ing rhythms.

Stand in a location where children can easily watch
and follow your motions. Put on some music and
lead your children in a march around your circle area.
Ask them to think of different ways they can march.
Can they march with high bent legs? Strong stomping
legs? On tiptoes?

Now try marching in different directions such u
forward, backward, and side-to-side.

After your group has enjoyed marching in varied
ways, have a class parade. Give each child paper-

towel roll to use as a pretend musical instrument.
Ask children what instruments they'd like their
paper-towel rolls to be.

Put your music back on and encourage your
children to march and 'play" their instruments in
their own ways. Point out children's different ideas
as you march around the classroom. Invite children
to take turns being the leader.

Finish up on your rug with a relaxing storytime.

Lotoutokass
Invite children to draw on triangular pieces of

paper. Attach to paper-towel rolls and have
banner-waving parade.

If it's OK with the other teachers in your school
or center, march into neighboring classrooms for a
friendly visit

Ronomobon
Avoid accidents by making sure that children have
plenty of room between themselves and their fellow
marchers, especially when carrying "instruments*
or 'banners.*

BOOKS

Use these books for addi- War Si ng wed Ploy by Piggyback Songs for
tional music and movement Pamela Beale and Sum Kipp Misses sod Toddlers
fun with your children. (Price, Stern, and Sloan) by Jean Warren (Toast)
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Looming Tkroogb Plop
Music & Akowromet by Elko
Booth Church (Scholastic)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A

..111111

Making
Monster Masks
Everyone's wearing their papersiate

masks to the Monsters' Dance.

Ann Using art materials, children will ante simple
monster masks for music and movement activities.

Groan $i Four to five children.

Maw him
Parer Piaui
craft sticlu or tongue depressors
masking tape
yarn, ribbons and fabric scraps
glue and glue brushes
scisson
a record player or cassette player
lively music

Warm-ups Read Where the Wild Thirty Are by
Maurice Sendak (HarperColhns), or another book
about monsters, with your children. (See sugges-
tions below.) Talk to your group about monsters.
You might ask, *What are monsters? Are they real
or pretend? Do you ever like to pretend that you're
a monster? Why or why not ?'

ACTIVITY
At an an table, explore the nature of nusks. Pam

around a plain paper plate that has the eyes, nose,
and mouth spaces already cut out Invite children
to take turns putting this 'mask' in front of their
faces and showing one another that, no matter
what the disguire, their identities remain the same.

Ask children to think of the kind of monsters
they want their masks to remota:. 'Will your

Here are some books to
wad to your weinsten
after they dance.

5

monster be happy? Sad? Sleepy? Grumpy?" Invite
children to talk about the reasons why.

Provide children with their own paper plates and
collage materials for making masks.

Help children cut out the features for their eyes,
noses, and mouths.

As children make their masks, highlight their ideas.
'Shari is using green yarn for hair a fine color
for monsters.'

When the monster masks are complete, encourage
children to describe them.

Help children attach the craft-stick handle with
masking tape.

Law on, when the masks an dry, put on some music
and invite the 'monsters' to dance up a storm. Talk
about their different monster sounds and recommit.

OhonrentIonin
Note which children are frightened by their mask-
wearing classmates, and offer reassiulince.

Reasombert
Some children might still be anxious about recent
Halloween experiences. They may benefit from
additional mask-making activities and discussions to
feel more comfortable with the nature of masks.

BOOKS

There's Nightmare
be My Closet by Maar
Mayor (Dial Pres)

Tb. Monster as the
End o( nit ladle
by jam Stone (Western)
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The Link Marlow
Boo& by Mercer Mayer-
(Dial Press)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR THREES AND FOURS

Personal Pizzas!
Childron become main cooks as they
Aka and dice tin* pizza Ingredients.

Aim: Children will follow directions, make choices,
and use their fine-motor skills while participating in a
cooking activity.

amp Slam Four to six children at a time.

Pillatorhias
spoons
aluminum foil
baking sheet
a bowl

Paper Planets
plastic knives
a grater (optional)

Ingrodisids:
English muffin (one half per child)
grated cheese
a solid chunk of mozzarella
tomato sauce
a variety of raw vegetables such as green and red

peppers, mushrooms, and broccoli

In Advanced Pour the
tomato sauce into a
bowl and separate

. the English muffins
into halves.

warms Show a pic-
ture of a pizza or some-
one eating a piece of
pizza. You might ask,
'Do you know what this
food is called? Have you
ever eaten pizza? Did

you like it? Why or why not? Were there any special
ingredients on top? What were they?'

ACTIVITY
Introduce the pizza ingredients and invite children to

sample the different vegetables and cheeses. Discuss
the tastes and appearances of these ingredients.

Invite children to help cut up the vegetables and the
mozzarella cheese. Compare which ingredients are
easy and difficult to cut.

Give each child half of an English muffin on a plate.
Help him or her spoon a thin layer of tomato sauce
on U.

Aak children to add some grated cheese and moz-
zarella pieces.

Encourage children to choose which vegetable(s)
they would like on top of their pizzas. Talk about
children's choices and their actions. 'Lisa, I see you
putting gem peppers on one side of your pin and
red peppers on the other side."

After children have added their toppings, help them
place their pizzas on a baking sheet covered with alu-
minum foil.

Bake the pizzas in your oven until the cheese melts.
Serve them for a tasty wadi Talk about the textural

and taste differences in the ingredients before and
after they were cooked.

InInnslonar
Before you put the pizzas in your oven, make a func-
tional chart that lists each child's special ingredients
and how they're arranged.

These books offer other
suggenions foe cooking
with children.

Giagerbread Tabs
by David Gamon
(Allen D. Bragdon)

1100HS

1

it

Go Cooking by Barbara Saps Somas by
Johnson and Betty Hamm Jain Warms Manes
(Gryphon Home) Publishing House)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A

Magic Nighttime
Pictures

The power of paint turns
dsy Into night.

Akni Children will use their fine-motor and
astistic.exixession skills to aeate nighttime pictu res.

Group Stem Four or five children.

Ma rblas
linty white drawing paper
crayons
black or dark blue tempera paint (thinned
with water)
paintbrushes

Wann-um Have a discussion about the night.
You might ask, "How do you think the night
comes about? How is
the night different
from the day?" Invite
children to talk about
nighttime experiences
that they remember.
Ask them to compare
these experiences
with their usual day-
time activities.

ACTIVITY
Encourage children

to draw a picture
with light-colored
crayons of something
they might see during
the day.

IS. t

Ask children to describe their pictures to one
another. You aught want to ask, What time of day
is it in your picture? Is it early mottling? Afternoon?"
Encourage them to ask questions about their class-
mate's drawings.

Now it's time for a lade crayon-resist "magic.'
Invite your children to change the time of their pic-
tures from day to night by.painting over their drawing
paper. Your children will probably enjoy seeing how
their crayon markings "resist" the paint and remain
uncovered. You might ask, "What do you think hap-
pened to your picture?

Make a display of "Magic Nighttime Pictures" on
your wall.

Extmalons:
Create "snowy scenes by using dark blue paper,

crayons, and white tempera paint

Invite children to dictate or write stories about their
pictures. Read them with your group at storytime.

Itamembers
Both representational and nonrepresentational draw-
ings are perfectly acceptable for children's nighttime
or snowy pictures.

Them cosies are about
the world as night.

B001416

After Desk by Wales Us> Jeremiah
Burtney by Aso Hinder

(William Morrow 8c Co.) (HarperCollior)

r4 4-1.1)

Wks Makes Day Had
Night? by Franklyn Snaky
Pial kola)
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The following_activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A Al

Social
Development

A Rainbow
of Friends

An artful colobradon
of efilldron's friendships!

Alm: Children will learn about the value of friend-
ship and cooperatively create a large work of class-
room Mt

Grow him Three to four children at a time.

tildseisist
Rainbow

a large sheet of mural paper
a variety of tempera paints
paintbrushes

Self-portnsits
construction paper (cut into ovals)
crayons
collage materials
glue or &tricks
scissors
a hand mirror

Warmapt Have a
soup discussion about
the meaning of friend-
ship. You might ask,
What is a friend?

What can you do with
a friend that you can't
do by yourself?" Talk
about how friends can
be different from one
another. You may
say, "Are your friends

A

exactly the same as.you? How do the differences
between you and your friends make playing together
interesting?" To introduce the first part of this activi-
ty, you might discuss how each color of a rainbow,
like each child in your class, is unique and special.

ACTIVITY
Invite your group to cooperatively make a large

multicolored rainbow on mural paper. (You'll
probably need to help your children get organized.)

Ask children to describe the different colon they're
using and which ones are touching one another.

At an art table, while your rainbow is drying,
encourage each child to look at him- or herself in
the hand mirror and make their self-portraies with
art materials.

Upon finishing, ask children to look at their
friends' self-portraits and discuss the similarities and
differences they see.

let children choose on which part of the rainbow
(or rainbows) they'd like to place their self-portraits.

Admire your "Rainbow of Friends" mural.

Istansionst
Help children create their own class book, entitled
We Are Friends, describing what they like about play-
ing with their classmates.

Ronnevisses
Ws OK for children to create their own individual
rainbows rather than one big rainbow.

Here an some wonderful
books about friends.

BOOKt

Frog ea Todd Are
Friends by Arnold Lobel
(HarperCollins)

Amos end Bens by
Wltiaah Steig (Farm
Strain 8c Giroux)

,5

A Later to Army
by Ears jack Kan
(llarpaCollins)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FOURS AND FIVES

Play

Shopping at
the Class Store

Sit up a gift shop
In tin dramatic-play arse.

Aims By creating and operating their own class
store, children will gain some control over the busy
experience of holiday shopping.

Group Mao Four to five children.

Materielos
classroom toys
manipulative materials
construction paper
crayons or markers
poker chips (for money)
aprons
shoPPing bags
cash register (optional)
shopping carts (optional)

Wanom Have a talk about holiday shop-
ping. You might ask, "Why are the stores
so busy at this time of year? Do stores look
different now than at other times? If you
could, what would you like to buy for your
friends and family members?"

ACTIVITY
Let your group know they're going to

change the dramatic-play area into a gift
shop. You can ask questions to help chil-
dren focus their thinking, such as, 'Whiz
do you want to sell in your shop? Where
should these items be displayed? Where will
people pay?" Write down children's ideas.

Encourage your group to experiment with different
store arrangements.

Invite children to collect toys from around the class-
room to 'sell." They might also want to create new
toys from manipulative materials.

Ask children to make the signs and price tags.
They can either dictate or try writing the numbers
or words.

Now, invite store builders to switch Coles and
become shopkeepers who might "check out" and bag
purchases, help customers find items, or make sure
the shelves stay "stocked."

Ask two children at a time to be the customers and
provide them with poker chips to purchase their
items. Allow time for children to return the items
they've "bought" from the store.

trtiloasionst
Have a used-toy or bake sale at your school. Children
and parents can contribute toys from home or make
baked goods at school. The money raised can go to a
local or international charity.

Romatenbars
'lathing cbout holiday shopping might bring up
kliestions about religion. Find out the philosophy of
your setting for discussing religion and be prepared.

Try them seasonal books The Toy Tramper
at norrinn. by Ann Grifskoni

(Dobbs-Merrill)

BOOM

The Shopping Basket
by John Burningham
(Crowell)
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Max's Toys by
Rosemary Wells
(Dial Books)
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FIVES AND SIXES

Art

Piñata Time!
Enjoy an exciting cultural colobradonl

Abet Children will design and create a piltata while
learning about a cultural tradition.

Group likes Three to four children at a time.

Malaria s:
large balloons
old newspapers
liquid starch
a large bowl
colored tissue paper
string
a short, thick stick
collage materials
masking tape
until( toys and wrapped healthy foods

Wants.upt Show children a picture of a piflata. Ask
them if they've ever seen or used one. If there are
children in your group from Mexico, you might
discuss how piñatas are used by soma Mexican
families to celebrate holidays or birthdays. Ask all
your children about the different ways they celebrate
special events with their families.

ks Ashrams: Inflate one of the balloons. Put one cup
of liquid starch in a bowl.

ACTIVITY
Invite children to help you rip the newspapers into

strips that are about two inches wide.
Help your group take turns soaking the newspaper

strip in the bowl of starch and attaching them to the
balloon in flat layers. Children should continue until
the balloon is covered with at least three layers of

strips. You on ask, 'How is the balloon different now?"
Ask children to add on another layer of colored tis-

sue. Talk about the different colors children choose.
Lave a small space at the bottom of the pinata for

the ants to go in.
After the pdlata dries it may take a few days

invite children to decorate with collage materials
such as tissue-paper streamen and yam.

Add a string for hanging. Pop the balloon and
enlist children to help you fill the pinata with wrapped
food and small toys. Children an then help you to
cover up the hole with tape.

Attach the end of the string to a broom handle.
Offer children chances to wear a blindfold and take
three whacks with the stick at the pifiata. Continue
until the pillata breaks open and the goodies fall out.

Share the healthy treats at your next mack time.

Reenemben
Bend the rules for those children who feel uncom-

fortable about being blindfolded.
Don't assume that all Mexican or other Hispanic

children and their families use *Batas for celebrations
ar home.

13001(3

Here are some books about Beriamtin's 365.Birdsdays Celebration by Myra C. Bent Dam by BM
parties and celebrations. by Judi Wren (Macmillan) Living ton (Holiday Hone) Maeda Jr. and John

Archambault (Henry Hail
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

A Ilk

Social 314
Development lob

A Celebration
of Families

Celebrate families and
their adtures with a elms fair.

Alms Children will learn about different cultures by
planning and participating in a class celebration.

Group lies: Whole group.

Maiarkdas
Items (brought in by parents) that reflect children's
cultural groups, such as:
- records or cassettes
- clothing
- foods
- books
- toys and games
paper
crayons or markers
a globe or a map of the world (optional)

In Advances Let children know you'll be
having a `Family Fair` in a few days, and
ask parents to bring in items that relate
to their cultural heritages. Start off your
discussion by sharing something abo4t
your family's culture that is special to
you. Then ask children to talk about their
birthplaces and where different family
members were born. If you have a map or
globe, find these places together.

ACTIVITY
Enlist your group w help you write invi-

tations for parents, relatives, or special

friends. (Try to pick the day and time that are most
convenient for everyone.) Invitations should contain
the date, time, purpose of the fair, and a section for
parents to check off what they'll be bringing.

Together, make decorations and *welcome* signs
for your room.

On the day before the fair, invite children to help
you arrange the classroom into three display areas:
a museum area for cultural items and quiet games, a
listening and dancing area for records and cassettes,
and a buffet area for foods. (You might want to ask
parent volunteers to help you set up your room, too.)

Ask parents and children to spend time in each of
the three display areas.

End your 'Family Fait" with everyone linens some
of the traditional songs you've just leagued.

txtensions3
Invite parents to individually come to your class-
room and make their favorite dishes with small
groups of children.

Remembers
Everybody has a. culture. Encourage all of your fami-
lies to participate.

Try some of dims books
that Mao to different
cultures.

Window Wishing
by J.F. Gina
(HsrperCollins)

B IC

In e Morning hfir: Swamp by P. Wpm
by E. Lapp (Warned
(Albert Whitman)

r.
t..) 8
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The following activity was developed by Early Childhood Today (1994).

ACTIVITY PLAN
READY-TO-USE TEACHING IDEAS FOR FIVES AND SIXES

Create
a Calendar

What's happening this month?
Help children keep track with their own

classroom calendar.

Alm* Children will combine problem-solving, cooper-
anon, and creative expression to design a calendar of
events that are important to them.

Snap Slam Four to six children.

MdaelaMt
experience-chart paper scissors
standard calendar masking tape
large sheet of mural paper construction paper
crayons or markers collage materials
pencils glue and glue brushes
other materials children suggest

Wanewiss With your small group, talk about events
children are looking forward to, such as birthdays,
trips, holiday celebrations, or relatives coming to visit.
Write children's comments on an experience chart.

ACTIVITY
Show your small group a standard calendar (your

regular classroom calendar or one you brine in). Talk
about why people use calendar,. Discuss a calendar's
various component. Suggest that children work
together to make calendar to keep track of their
special events.

Ask children for their ideas about how to make the
calendar. How do they think it should look? What
materials will they need? Again, write down their
ideas. Gather the materials together.

Here are some books
about pt-tosethers with
family and friends.

The Relatives Gene
by Cynthia ityiants
(Bradbury)

Working as a group, make the outline ofa calendar
on a large sheet of mural paper. Encourage children to
fill in the numbers.

Invite each child to choose a special event to repre-
sent on the calendar.

Help children find the appropriate boxes in which
to record their special events. (In some clam children
might want to find out the correct dates from their
families and fill in their boxes later.)

Encourage children to use collage materials to
represent their special events. If they choose, help
them write the names of the events as well.

Hang the calendar near your group area. At a
large.group time, invite children to talk about their
calendar with the rest of the group.

Extensional
Invite children to bring in calendars from home. Talk
about ways that the calendars are the same and differ-
ent. Display the collection in your group-time area.

Remember
Be sure each child has a personally meaningful event

to represent on the calendar. You might wan to
make calendars representing several months to make
sure everyone is included.

The abilities of children to dearly write numbers
vary. It's important that all of your children's
attempts are equally valued.

414 WI* 0,
CA) Crin.

,r,s_dimortrAigoval__.,\P-
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B OW IC S

Knock Knock by
Jackie Carter (Scholastic)
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Akins Aiwa to: Owe
More by So the Nit
Loodhu (Henry Holt)
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